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PART III

DOCUMENTS PERTAINING
TO THE CONFRATERNITIES OF CHARITY

124. . GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR CllARlTIES OF WOMEN. 1

Aim ofthe Corifratemity of Chority

(I) To honor the love Our Lord has for those who are poor.
(2) To assist poor persons corporally and spiritually.
Membership

Wives, widows, and unmarried women.
Direction

There are three officers: the Superioress. the Treasurer. and the
Supervisor of Furnishings.
They are appointed the first time by the Pastor. and then every
six months by a plurality of votes.
Office of Superioress

To admit poor persons after the physician has seen them, and
give them a paper indicating that they are poor, have been members
of the parish for three months, and are sick with an illness that is
[notl' contagious.
Document 124. - Archives of the Mission. Paris, original autograph document. In this section,
we have often replaced "Confraternity of Charity" with the more succinct "Charity," as Saint
Vincent himself did.
'Word omiued in the original.

-2Beggars are sent to the H6tel-Dieu, and the Charity assists the
bashful poor. 2
She sees that the poor persons are registered the day they are admitted, will then see that their confessions are heard, and will visit
them once a week, if she can.
When they die, she will arrange with one of the Ladies for their
burial, if she cannot go herself.
She will often discuss her ministry with her officers, and will
take care to see that the Ladies meet at the Pastor's residence every
three months.
Office ofTreasurer

She will receive, keep, and use the funds of the confraternity,
see that bequests made to the confraternity are paid, have a
monthly account given to the Servants of the Poor, serve as an adviser to the Superioress. make no expenditure without her advice,
and give an account ofher office before she leaves at the end ofher
eighteen-month term.
SupelVisor ofFurnishings

She will serve as adviser to the Superioress, will look after the
furnishings of the confraternity, of which she will keep a written inventory; she will keep a list ofthe furniture she lends to the patients,
with their names and addresses, give a report on the furnishings at
the end of eighteen months, and, once during her term of office, together with the Treasurer, she will take up a collection to buy linen.
Duties of Each Lady

To serve the sick, each on her designated day; rise early for this
purpose, hear Mass, go to confession and Communion, or at least
make an act of contrition.
2By the "bashful" poor, Saint Vincent seems to be referring to thosepersons, impoverished by
civil and military disorders of the times or by some catastrophe, who were ashamed or
emblllT3.ssed to ask for assistance.

-3They will honor the Visitation of the Blessed Virgin going to
visit her cousin cheerfully and promptly, keeping their minds occupied with some good thought.

1248.· FOUNDATION OF THE CHARITY
iN CHATlLLON·LES-DOMBES'
(August 23.1617)

JESUS, MARlA

In the name ofthe Father, and ofthe Son, and ofthe Holy Spirit.
On this day, August 23, 1617, the Ladies named below have
charitably joined forces to take their turn to assist the sick poor of
the town of CMtillon, having decided unanimously that, for an entire day only, each will be responsible for all those whom they have
decided together to be in need of their help. To do so, they propose
two aims, namely, to assist body and soul: the body by nourishing it
and tending to its ailments; the soul by preparing those who seem to
be tending toward death to die well, and preparing those who will
recover to live a good life.
And because, when the Mother of God has been invoked and
laken as patroness in important rnalters, everything can only go
well and accrue to the glory ofJesus her Son, the Ladies lake her for
patroness and protector of the work, most humbly entreating her to
take special care of it, as they also entreat Saint Martin and Saint
Andrew, true examples of charity and patrons of CMtillon.

Document 1248.· Archives of the Mission, Paris, original autograph document Coste stated in
a footnote of his analytical index. vol. XIV. pp. 125-26, that this document, which relates the
beginnings aCthe Confraternity of Charity in ChAtilion (August 23. 1617), was discovered in the
archives of the town hall of Ch!tillon in 1839. He overlooked it when compiling vol. XllI; the
editors have included it here before the Regulations developed for the confraternity later in the
year.
The document was published with annotations fromLa Compagnie des Filles de la Charite
aux Origines. Documents, ed. by Sr. Elisabeth Charpy, D.C. (Tours: Marne. 1989), Doc. 1, pp.
1-2, henceforth referred to asDocuments.
IToday Ch!tillon-sllr-Chalaronne (Ain). At the time ChStillon was a rural parish of some two
thousand inhabitants. Saint Vincent officially became Pastor there on August 1, 1617.

-4Starting tomorrow, the feast of Saint Bartholomew, they will begin, with God's help, to function in this good work in the order in
which they are listed here:
First, the chatelaine' on her day;
Mlle. de Brie' on hers;
Mme. Philiberte,' wife ofM. des Hugonieres;
Benoite, daughter of M. Ennemond Prost;
Mme. Denise Beynier, wife of M. Claude Bouchonr;
One of the daughters of Mme. Perra;
Mme. Colette;
And, lastly, Mlle. de la Chassaigne.
After her the chatelaine will do the same service on another day,
and the others will take their turns successively, according to the
above order, unless one ofthem is unable for some justifiable reason
to carry out this ministry on her day. In that case, she will notify the
person next in line-or have her notified-that she will be unable to
take her torn, so that she can replace her on that day in caring for
those who are poor. If that Lady can do so, she shonld not refuse because, in so doing, she will be freed of the responsibility for the following day, which she would have had according to the above order.
They should daily ask our good Jesus to kindly maintain this order and to shower with His divine blessings all those men and
women who will work with their hands or contribute from their resources for its support. He will undoubtedly do so, since He Himself is the one who assures us by His own mouth that, on the great,
awesome Day ofJudgment, those who assist persons who are poor
will hear that gentle, pleasing voice of His saying: "Come, you
blessed ofmy Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the
creation of the world," and, on the contrary, those who have taken
no care of them will be rejected by Him with those other harsh, appalling words: "Out ofmy sight, you condemned, go into that everlasting fire prepared for the devil and his angels.'"
2JlIorence Gomard.
3Charloue de Brie, who became Treasurer of the Charity.
4Pbilibette Mulger.
~Cf. Mt 25:31-42. (NAB)

-5To the Father the Judge, to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit be
honor and glory forever and ever. Amen.

125. - GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR CHARITIES OF WOMEN· 11

The Confraternity of Charity! was instituted to honor its patron
Our Lord Jesus Christ and His Holy Mother, and to assist the sick
poor corporally and spiritually in places where it is established: corporally, by giving them their food, drink, and the medications required during the time they are ill; and spiritually, by having the
sacraments of Penance, Holy Eucharist, and Extreme Unction administered to them, seeing that those who are going to die will leave
this world in a good state and those who recover will resolve to live
well in the future.
The confraternity is composed of a fixed number and limited to
wives and unmarried women; the latter with the consent of their
parents, and the former with that of their husbands. Every two
years, on the day after Pentecost, in the presence of the Pastor, they
will elect, by a plurality of votes, 2 three of their members to be their
officers. The first will be called Superioress or Directress; the second, Treasurer or First Assistant; and the third, Supervisor ofFurnishings or Second Assistant. These three officers will supervise the
entire confraternity. On the advice of the Pastor, they will also elect
one of the devout, charitable men of the parish to he their Procurator.

Document 125. - Abelly, op. cit., bk. II, chap. VllI, p. 341. The General Regulations underwent
modifications or additions according to the locations. This can be seen in the documents of the
following Charities: Ferrieres·Gitinais (Loiret), founded on December 26, 1628;
Brie-Comte-Robert (Seine-et-Marne), founded in April 1631; Gallardon (Eure-et-Loir).
founded in 1634; Saint-Vallier (Dr&ne), founded on November

S. 1637; Blanzac (Cbarente),

founded on July 17, 1638; and Neufchatel...en-Bray (Seine-Maritime), founded by Saint Vincent
himself on November 12, 1634. By way of example, we will note here the variants in the
Regulations for Neufchlitel.
IThc NeufchAtel regulations have: 'The Confraternity of Ladies of Charity or Mercy."
2NeufcMrel: "by a plurality of votes, which will be collected by the Pastor of the said parish
annually on the day after Christmas, and kept for one year only."

-6The Superioress will see to it that the present regulations are observed and that all the members of the confraternity do their duty
well. She will admit the sick poor of the parish who present themselves, and will discharge them on the advice ofthe other officers. 3
The Treasurer will act as an adviser to the Superioress; she will
keep the money of the confraternity in a strongbox with two different locks, of which the Superioress will have one key and she the
other, except that she can keep one ecu on hand4 for current expenses. At the end of her two years' she will render an account to
the newly-elected officers and to the other members of the confraternity, in presence of the Pastor< and of any members of the parish
who wish to be there.
The Supervisor of Furnishings will also act as an adviser to the
Superioress. She will keep, launder, and mend the linen of the confraternity, supply the sick poor with it when needed, on the order of
the Superioress, and see that it is returned; like the Treasurer, she
will render an account at the end of her two years.'
The Procurator will keep track of the collections taken up at the
church or in the homes, and of the donations made by private individuals; he will distribute the receipts, oversee the operation of the
confraternity and the increase of its goods, prepare the accounts of
the Treasurer, if need be; keep a register in which he will copy the
present regulations and the Act ofEstablishrnent, having it verified,
if possible. He will write in the same register the list of wives and
unmarried women who will be received into the confraternity, the
date of their reception and of their death, the elections of officers,
the documentation of accounts rendered, the names of the sick poor
who are assisted by the confraternity, the date of their admission,

3Neufchatel adds: ''In a word, she will direct this family of Our Lord as a wise mother directs
hers."
4Neufchitel: "in a strongbox: with three different locks. ofwhich the Superioress will have one
key, she will have another. and the Supervisor of Furnishings will have the other. She may,
however. keep six teus on hand."
'Neufchatel: "Every year, on the feast of Holy Innocents [December 28]."
tiNeufchll.tel adds: "the Bailiff and the Town Magistrates:'
'NeufchAtel: "on the day after she leaves office."

-7their death or cure, and, in general, the most noteworthy and outstanding happenings occurring there.
The Sisters' ofthe confraternity will each have their day to serve
the sick poor admitted by the Superioress;' they will take to them in
their homes 10 the food and drink they have prepared; on Sundays
and on the principal solemn feast days they will have their turn to
take up the collection at the church and in the homes; they will give
the donations to the Treasurer and will tell the Procurator what they
have taken in; they will have a Mass said at the altar ofthe confraternity every fIrst and third Sunday of the month,!' at which they will
assist On that same day, they will go to confession and Holy Communion, if this is convenient for them, and will also participate in
the procession that takes place on that day between Vespers and
Compline, during which the Litany of Our Lord or of the Blessed
Virgin will be chanted. They will do the same each year on January
14, the feast of the Name of Jesus, their patron.
They will cherish one another as persons whom Our Lord has
united and bound together by His love; they will visit and console
one another in their afflictions and illnesses; will go as a body to the
funeral of the members who die, receive Communion for their intention, and have a high Mass sung for each. They will do the same
for the Pastor and for their Procurator when they die. Likewise, they
will go as a body to the funerals of the sick poor whom they have
helped, and have a low Mass" said for the repose of their souls.
None of this, however, obliges under pain of mortal or venial sin.
For every meal, each sick poor person will be given suffIcient
bread for him or her to have enough to eat, fIve ounces of veal or

mutton, some soup, and a demi-setier 13 of wine, Paris measure. 14

8The members of the confraternity were sometimes called Sisters.
9NeufchAtel adds: "after they have received Communion."
lilNeufcMtel adds: "twice a day."
IINeufcMtel: "every second or last Sunday of the month:'
1210 the liturgy prior to the reforms of Vatican II, a low Mass was one offered without any
singing and by one priest alone.
13A demi-setier is about a quarter of a liter.
14Neufchlltel: "soup and a demion of cider."

-8On fast days, in addition to the bread, wine, and soup, they will
be given two eggs" and a little butter. Those who canuot take solid
meat will be given some broth and fresh eggs four times a day. A
nurse will be provided for those who are dying and have no one to
stay with them. 16

126•• CHARITY OF WOMEN (CHATILWN.LES.DOMBES)
(November-December 1617)

Since charity toward the neighbor is an infallible sign of the true
children of God, and since one of its principal acts is to visit and
bring food to the sick poor, some devout young women and virtuous
inhabitants of the town ofChlitillon-les-Dombes, in the Lyons diocese, wishing to obtain from God the mercy of being His true
daughters, have decided among themselves to assist spiritoally and
corporally the people of their town who have sometimes suffered a
great deal, more through a lack of organized assistance than from
lack of charitable persons.
Because, however, it is to be feared that this good work, once begun, might die out in a short time ifthey do not have some union and
spiritual bond among themselves to maintain it, they have arranged
to form an association that can be set up as a confraternity with the
regulations that follow. All of this is, nevertheless, subject to the

'5Neufchatel: "in addition to the bread, cider, and soup. two fresh eggs or some fish for each
meal."
l6NeufchAtel adds: "Besides the abovementioned practices, the aforesaid officers of the
Charity will designate one or two married women or young ladies of the said Confraternity of
Mercy to instruct the girls of the said town and faubourgs. These women will agree to instruct
poor persons with no other reward than what they will receive from the goodness of God. In the
event that no one suitable can be found for this from the membership of the said confraternity, the
officers will do whatever they can to find others to do this good work, so important to the glory of
God and the salvation of souls, confident that they will have a great reward in this world and in
the next for the service they will render to God. both with regard to the sick poor and to the
instruction oftbe aforementioned girls,"
Document 126. • Municipal Archives of Ch!tillon. original autograph document. Documents
published this text, but divides it into Docs. 2 (pp. 2-11), 3 (pp. I H2), 4 (pp. 12-13).and 5 (p.
13).

-9good pleasure of their most honored Prelate the Archbishop, to
whom this work is entirely subject.
The confratemity will be called Confraternity ofCharity, in imitation of the Charity Hospital in Rome, and the persons of which it
will be mainly composed will be called Servants ofthe Poor or of
the Charity.
Patron and Purpose o/the Work

Since, in all confraternities, the holy custom of the Church is to
propose a patron, and since the works gain their value and dignity
from the purpose for which they are performed, the Servants of the
Poor will take for patron Our Lord Jesus and for its aim the accomplishment of His very ardent desire that Christians should practice
among themselves the works of charity and mercy. This desire He
makes clear to us in His own words: "Be merciful as my Father is
merciful,'" and in these words: "Come. blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the
world. For I was hungry, and you gave me to eat ... I was sick and
you visited me ... for what you have done to the least of those, you
did tome."2
Members of the confraternity

The confraternity will be composed of women: widows, wives
and urunarried women, whose piety and virtue are known and
whose perseverance can be counted on. Nevertheless, the wives and
unmarried women must have the permission of their husbands or
parents and not otherwise. In addition, to avoid the confusion that
comes from too large a number, it should be limited to twenty, until
further orders.
And because there is reason to hope that there will be foundations made in aid of the confraternity, and that it is not appropriate
for women to handle them on their own, the Servants of the Poor
lef. Lk 6:36. (NAB)

ZCf. Mt 25:34-36, 40. (NAB)

-10will elect as their Procurator some pious, devout priest or an inhabitant of the town who is virtuous, devoted to the good of persons
who are poor, and not too caught up in temporal affairs. He will be
considered a member ofthe confraternity and will participate in the
indulgences granted to it, will come to the meetings, and, like the
Servants, will have a voice in decisions regarding matters proposed
during the time he is in office as Procurator, and no longer.
In addition, the confraternity will choose two respectable, devout poor women, who will be called Nurses of the Sick Poor' because their duty will be to watch over those who are alone and
cannot move about and to serve them according to the instructions
the Prioress will give them. They will pay them decently according
to their work; consequently, they, too, will be considered members
of the confraternity, will participate in the indulgences, and will
come to the meetings but will not have a deliberative vote there.
Offices

One of the Servants of the Poor will be given the status of
Prioress' ofthe confraternity. So that everything may proceed in an
orderly fashion, the others will love and respect her as their mother
and obey her in whatever concerns the property and service ofthose
who are poor, all for the love of Our Lord Jesus, who became obedient unto death, even to the death of the Cross.' It will be her duty to
do her uttnost to see that all the poor persons are fed and assisted in
accordance with this organization; to admit into the care ofthe confraternity, during the period between meetings, those sick persons
who are truly poor and to discharge those who are better. All this,
however, will be done with the advice of her two Assistants, or of
one of them. She can, nevertheless, without asking them, instruct
the Treasurer to give what she thinks is necessary to do those things
that cannot be postponed until the next meeting. When she admits

Jorhe first two nurses were Guicbenon. .. and Marie Rey.
4Pranl;oise Baschet was the first President or Prioress.
sef. Phil 2:8. (NAB)
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any patients, she will notify immediately the Servant whose turn it
is to be on duty that day.
For the counsel and ordinary assistance of the Prioress, two of
the most humble and most discreet members of the Company will
be given her to attend to the public good of those who are poor and
the management of the confraternity.
One of her Assistants will be named Subprioress and Treasurer'
of the confraternity; it will be her duty to carry out the functions of
the Prioress in her absence, to take in the money and give receipts
for it, take care of the linen and other furnishings, buy and store the
provisions needed for the assistance of poor persons, give the Servants each day whatever they need for the food of those who are
poor, see that their linen is laundered, carry out the instructions of
the Prioress, and keep a book in which she will write down what-

ever she receives and uses.
It will be the duty ofthe Procurator' to manage and negotiate business involving funds for the temporal affairs of the confraternity,
with the advice and direction of the Pastor, the Prioress, the Treasurer, and the other Assistant;' to explain at each meeting held for
this purpose the state of the affairs he is managing; to keep a book in
which he will record the decisions that will be made during it; to ask,
on behalf ofthe confraternity, the Lord of the town of Chiitillon, one
of the Syndics, and the hospital Administrator to be present for the
rendering of accounts of the confraternity. It will also be his duty to
decorate its chapel, to have the Masses said, to look after the vestments and, with the advice of the above-mentioned persons, to purchase some when necessary.
Admission of the sick and how to assist andfeed them

The Prioress will admit to the care of the confraternity those patients who are truly poor, and not those who have the means of tak-

6Charlotte de Brie was chosen as Treasurer.
7The Procurator was lean Beynier, who had welcomed Vincent de Paul on his arrival in
Chitillon.
8The Second Assistant was Gasparde Puget.
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and the Assistant, or of one of them. When she has admitted someone, she will notify the person whose day it is to be on duty, and the
latter will go immediately to see him. The first thing she will do is to
see if the patient needs a nightshirt so that, if that is the case, she
may bring him one from the confraternity, along with some clean
sheets, if they are needed and he is not in the hospital, where there
are some. All of this is in the event that there is no way to launder
them there.
When this has been done, she will see that the patient goes to
confession in order to receive Communion the next morning because it is the intention of the confraternity that those who want to
be aided by it go to confession and Communion. Before anything
else, she will bring the patient a picture of the Crucifixion, which
she will put up in a place where he can see it so that, by looking at it
sometimes, be may reflect on what the Son ofGod suffered for him.
She will also bring him other small items he needs, such as a bed
tray, a napkin, a cup, a pitcher, a small plate and a spoon; afterward,
she will notify the person whose turn it will be the following day to
see that the patient's house is cleaned and adorned in preparation
for him to receive Communion, and to bring him his everyday fare.
Each ofthe Servants ofthe Poor will prepare their food and serve
them for an entire day. The Prioress will begin, the Treasurer will
follow, then the Assistant, and so forth, one after the other, in the order in which they were received, up to the latest arrival. Afterward,
the Prioress will start over, and the others will follow, observing the
order begun, so that, by this continual rotation, the patients will be
served always in line with this organization. Nevertheless, all will
be done in such a way that, if one of them falls ill, she will be excused from her service, informing the Prioress so that the latter can
continue the succession with the others. If, however, one ofthem is
prevented for some other reason, she will see that someone else
takes her place, substituting for her in a similar situation.
When the person whose turn it is has received from the Treasurer
whatever is needed on her day for the food of the poor persons, she
will prepare the dinner and take it to the patients, greeting them
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a napkin, a cup, a spoon, and some bread, wash the patient's hands,
and then say grace. She will pour the soup into a bowl, and put the
meat on a plate. She will arrange everything on the bed tray, then
kindly encourage the patient to eat for the love ofJesus and His holy
Mother. She will do all this as lovingly as if she were serving her
own son-or rather God, who considers as done to Himself the
good she does for persons who are poor.
She will say some little word to him about Our Lord, making an
effort to cheer him up if he is very downhearted; sometimes she will
cut his meat or pour him something to drink. Once she has him beginning to eat she will leave if he has someone with him, and will go
to find another patient, acting with him in the same way, remembering to begin always with the person who has someone with him and
to end with those who are alone so she can spend more time with
them Then, she will return in the evening to bring them their supper, using the same system and order as above.
Each patient will have as much bread as he needs, with a quarter
of a pound of mutton or boiled veal for dinner and the same amount
of roast meat for supper, except on Sundays and feast days, when
they may be given boiled chicken for their dinner. Two or three
times a week, they will be given ground meat for supper. Those who
do not have a fever will receive a pint of wine daily, half in the
morning, and half in the evening.
On Fridays, Saturdays, and other days of abstinence, they will be
given two eggs, along with some soup and a little butter for their
dinner, and the same for supper, with their eggs cooked the way
they like. If fish can be found at a reasonable price, it will be given
to them only at dinner.
Permission will be obtained for the seriously ill to eat meat during Lent and on other days when it is forbidden. Those who cannot
eat solid meat will be given, three or four times a day, broth, soup
with toast cut up in it, barley water, and fresh eggs.
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Because the aim of this organization is not only to assist poor
persons corporally, but spiritually as well, the Servants of the Poor
will strive and take great pains to dispose those who recuperate to
live better, and those who seem to be approaching death, to die well.
They will arrange their visit for this purpose and pray often for that,
making some little elevation oftheir hearts to God forthis intention.
In addition, they will occasionally read some devotional book
that might be useful to those listening who might profit from this,
exhorting them to bear their illness patiently for the love ofGod and
to believe that He has sent it to them for their greater good. They
will have them make some acts of contrition, consisting in sorrow
for having offended God, for love of Him, to ask His forgiveness
and resolve never to offend Him again. In the event that their illness
[becomes worse], they will see to it that they go to confession as
soon as possible. For those who seem to be dying, they will be sure
to notify the Pastor to athninister Extreme Unction, encouraging
them to trust in God, to reflect on the passion and death of Our Lord
Jesus, and to commend themselves to the Blessed Virgin, the angels, and the saints, particularly the patron saints of the town and
those whose names they bear. They will do all this with great zeal to
cooperate in the salvation of souls and, so to speak, to lead them by
the hand to God.
The Servants of the Charity will take care to have the dead interred at the expense of the confraternity, providing a shroud for
them and having the grave dug if the deceased has no one else to do
this, or the hospital Administrator does not take care of it, as he
should be asked to do. They will also attend the funerals ofthose patients whom they have nursed, if they can do so conveniently, taking the place ofmothers who accompany their children to the tomb.
In this way, they will be practicing to the full and in an edifying
manner the corporal and spiritual works of mercy.
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Because it is very useful for all holy communities to come together from time to time in some place intended for discussing the
spiritual progress and what concerns the general welfare of the
community, the Servants of the Poor will meet every third Sunday
of the month in a chapel of the church in the town intended for this
purpose, or in that of the hospital, where, on that same day or the
next day, at a time agreed upon by them, a low Mass will be offered
for the confraternity. In the afternoon, at a time convenient for
them, they will meet in the same chapel to listen to a short spiritual
exhortation and to discuss matters concerning the welfare of those
who are poor and the support of the confraternity.
The order to be followed at the meetings will be to chant the Litany of Our Lord Jesus or of the Blessed Virgin before each work,
and then say the prayers that follow. Next, the Pastor or his assistant
will give the short exhortation aimed at the spiritual growth of the
entire Company and the preservation and progress ofthe confraternity. After that he will propose what is to be done for the welfare of
the sick poor, and will conclude by a plurality of votes, which he
will collect for this purpose, beginning with the Servant ofthe Charity who was the last one received into the confraternity, and coutinuing by order of reception up to the Procurator, then the Treasurer
and the Prioress. Lastly, he will cast his own vote, which will have
deliberative weight, as that of the Servants of the Poor will have.
It will then be helpful to have someone read five or six articles of
the organization; they will also charitably remind one another ofthe
faults that have arisen in the service of the poor persons. All this,
however, will be done without any fuss or disorder and with as few
words as possible. Each time, they will devote half an hour after the
exhortation for this meeting.
Administration a/temporal goods and rendering ofaccounts

The Pastor, the Prioress, the two Assistants, and the Procurator
will be responsible for all the temporal goods of the confraternity,
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authority to give orders in its name to the Procurator to do whatever
is necessary for the preservation and collection of these goods.
The Treasurer will keep the money, documents, and furnishings,
as has been stated, and give an annual report on the day after the
holy feast of Pentecost, in presence of the Pastor, the Prioress, the
Procurator, and the other Assistant, as well as the Lord, one of the
Syndics, and the Administrator ofthe CMtillon Hospital, provided,
however, that he be a member ofthe Roman Catholic apostolic religion. The latter three will always be requested, on behalfofthe confraternity, to be present and will have faith in the declaration the
Treasurer will make that her accounts are accurate, not allowing
any article in them to be crossed out nor that either her husband or
her children may be questioned regarding them because, being
completely trustworthy-since only such persons are chosen for
that, people may have entire confidence in her. Furthermore, if she
were subjected to being questioned in this matter, none of the members wonld be willing to accept this office.
After his accounts have been reviewed, the Procurator will report to the same gathering the state of the temporal affairs of the
confraternity and what he has administered and negotiated during
the year so that the Lord, Syndic, Administrator, and Council members of the town may be adequately informed by the report of the
management of the temporal welfare of the confraternity. If they
find it faulty, they may have recourse to our most honored Prelate
the Archbishop to have it put in order since the confraternity is totally subject to him. Should that be the case, the Council members
are very hurnbly requested to do this for the love of God.
The Prioress will keep a book of expenditures, in which she will
record the responsibilities of the Treasurer for the docurnents,
money, and furnishings of the confraternity. In the event that neither she nor anyone else is willing to take on this responsibility, except for the furnishings and part ofthe money that will be needed for
a few months for the food of those who are poor, the confraternity
will instruct the Procurator to take charge of the rest and to give an
account ofit. He will be bound to do so, without being able to refuse
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which he will give her for the support and food ofthe poor persons.
The collection box in the church, placed there for the upkeep of
the confraternity and the relief of those who are poor, will be
opened every two months in the presence ofthe Pastor, the Prioress,
the Treasurer, the Procurator, and the Assistant. The Treasurer will
be given whatever is in it and will record the amount of what will be
found there; if she is unwilling, the Procurator will do it, as has been
said.
Elections and leaving office

The Prioress, the Treasurer, and the other Assistant will leave office on the Wednesday after the holy feast of Pentecost, and a new
election will take place on the same day by a plurality ofvotes ofthe
entire confraternity. The Prioress, Treasurer, and Assistant may not
continue in office so that humility, the true basis of all virtue, may
be perfectly honored in this holy institute.
In the event that the Pastor should be non-resident, or that his assistant does not take the responsibility required for the work, it will
be permissible for the confraternity to take another Spiritual Father
and Director ofthe work, accepted and approved for this purpose by
the Archbishop.
The Prioress, Treasurer, and Assistant may be removed from office before the end of their term by the confraternity, if, in itsjudgment, they do not carry out their duty well.
The Procurator will remain in office as long as the confraternity
sees fit, and no longer.
Those members of the confraternity who commit some public
sin or neglect notably the care of those who are poor will be completely dismissed from the confraternity, after the warnings required in the Gospel have first been given to all those whom they
wish to remove from office or dismiss from the confraternity.
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The entire Company will go to confession and receive Communion four times a year, when they can do so conveniently, namely,
on the feast of Pentecost, the feast of Our Lady in August, and the
feasts of Saint Andrew and Saint Martin.' This is done to honor the
ardent desire of Our Lord Jesus that we love the sick poor and help
them in their need. In order to fulfill this holy desire, they will ask
for His blessings on the confraternity, that it may flourish more and
more for His honor and glory, the reliefofHis members, and the salvation of the souls who serve Him in it or have given of their resources to it.
And so that the Company may be preserved in sincere friendship
according to God, when one of the members is ill, the Prioress and
the others will take care to visit her, see that she receives the last sacraments ofthe Church, and pray for her together and privately. When
God is pleased to take from this world a member of the group, the
others will attend her funeral with the same sentiment as if she were
their own sister, whom they hope to see one day in heaven. Each will
pray three rosaries for her intention and will have a low Mass celebrated in the chapel of the confraternity for the repose of her soul.
Personal Devotions

Upon awakening they will invoke Our Lord Jesus, making the
Sign ofthe Cross and saying some other prayer to His Holy Mother.
Then, having risen and dressed, they will take holy water, kneel at the
foot of their bed before some holy picture, and thank God for the
gifts, general as well as particular, they have received from His Divine Majesty. They will recite three Our Fathers and three Hail
Marys in honor ofthe Blessed Trinity; one Creed, and one Hail Holy
Queen, after which they will hear holy Mass, ifconvenient for them.
They will be mindful of the reserve with which the Son of God car-

9J'he Assumption, August 15; Saint Andrew, patron ofthe church in ChAtillon, November 30;
and Saint Martin, patron of the church in Buenens, of which ChAtiUon was an annex.
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Those who know how to read will read unhurriedly and attentively a chapter ofthe book by the Bishop of Geneva, entitled Introduction to the Devout Life. 10 Before the reading, they will raise their
minds to God and will implore His great mercy in order to derive the
fruit of His love from this devotional practice.
When they have to go into society, they will offer this contact to
Jesus Our Lord in honor of His contacts with people on earth; they
will entreat Him to keep them from offending Him and will strive
especially to give great honor and reverence interiorly to Our Lord
Jesus and His Holy Mother, since this is one of the principal requirements this confraternity asks of those who aspire to it.
They will take care in practicing humility, simplicity, and charity, each deferring to her companion and to others, performing all
their actions for the charitable intention of persons who are poor
and with no human respect.
When the day has been spent in accord with the preceding observations, and the time to retire has come, they will make the examination of conscience and say three Our Fathers, three Hail Marys,
and one De Profundis for the deceased. None of this, however,
obliges under pain of mortal or venial sin.

APPROVAL OF THE CONFRATERNITY

We, Thomas de Mechatin Lafaye, Canon and Comte of the
Church ofLyons, Officialis and Judge ofthe Primatial See, spiritual
and temporal Vicar-General of the Most lllustrious and Most Reverend Father in God Messire Denis-Simon de Marquemont, by the
grace and permission of our Holy Father the Pope Archbishop and
Comte de Lyons, Primate of France, Councillor of the King in his
Council of State, and his Extraordinary Ambassador in Rome before our Holy Father:
IOSaint Francis de Sales. whose Introduction to the Devout Life was pUblished in 1608.
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To all those who will read these present letters we make known
that we have read the above-written articles ofthe regulations ofthe
Confratemity of Charity intended to be established and erected in
the town of Chlitillon-Ies-Dombes, Lyons diocese, for the spiritual
and corporal assistance of the sick poor of their town who, for lack
of order in helping them, have sometimes suffered a great deal.
These articles were presented to us by the Reverend Messire Vincent de Paul, Bachelor of Theology, Pastor in Chlitillon. After having considered them and heard his humble petition asking us to
permit the erection of the confraternity, and to approve, sanction,
and ratify the articles contained in the regulations, on the authority
of the Most Dlustrious and Most Reverend Archbishop and under
his good pleasure, everything to be added or taken out as he pleases,
we have allowed and do allow the erection of the confraternity in
the format ofthe articles stated in the regulations, which, on the authority of the Archbishop, we have approved, sanctioned, and ratified by these present letters, on condition that he may add or curtail
anything he pleases, as has been stated, and that the confraternity
and everything dependent on it will be subject to the immediate authority of the Archbishop as their Superior or, in his absence, of his
Vicar-General.
In testimony whereof we have sigued these present letters, have
had them countersigued by M. Jean Linet, Diocesan Secretary and
citizen of Lyons, and have had the seal of the office of the Archbishop of Lyons affixed to them, November 24, 1617.
MECHATIN LAFAYE

By order of the Vicar-General.
LINET

ERECTION OF THE CONFRATERNITY

In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit,
on December 8, feast of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin
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Chatillon-Ies-Dombes, the people being assembled, we, Vincent de
Paul, priest and unworthy Pastor in the town, explained that M. de
Lafaye, Vicar-General of our most worthy Prelate the Archbishop
of Lyons, approved the articles and regulations contained above,
drawn up for the erection and establishment of the Confraternity of
Charity in the town and in the chapel.
By this means, we, the above-mentioned Pastor, in virtue of this
approval, have today erected and established the confraternity in
the chapel, having first informed the people in what the confraternity consists and its aim, namely, to assist the sick poor. Having invited those who wished to belong to it to come forward and be
enrolled, the following presented themselves:
Fran\ioise Baschet; Charlotte de Brie; Gasparde Puget; Florence
Gomard, wife of the Lord; Denise Beynier, wife of Messire Claude
Bouchour; Philiberte Mulger, wire of Pbilibert des Hugoni~res;
Catherine Patissier, widow of the late Philibert Gnillon; Eleonore
Burdilliat; Jeanne Perra, daughter of Gui Perra; Florence Gomard,
daughter of the late Denis Gomard; Benoite Prost, daughter of
Ennemond Prost; Toinelle Guay, widow of the late PonlUs; and
Gnichenon, who applied to be a Nurse of the Poor.
The election to the offices then took place in the manner stated
above. Mlle. Baschet was elected Prioress; Mlle. Charlotte de Brie,
Treasurer; Mme. Gasparde Pugel, Second Assistant; and the honorable Jean, son ofthe late honorable Jean Beynier, was elected Procurator, by the plurality of votes of the persons named above. This
took place in the hospital chapel, with the following present and
participating: the honorable Messires Jean Besson, Jean Benonier,
and Hugues Rey, members of the Society of Priests at Saint-Andre
Church in Chfrtillon; M. Antoine Blanchard, royal notary and Lord
of the town; and several other persons present as witnesses.
BESSON BENONIER
BLANCHARD

H. REY
BEYNIER, Procurator

V. DEPAUL, Pastor oIeMtillon
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FOR THE OFFICE OF TREASURER

And because the Servants ofthe Poor, all assembled, felt that the
responsibility ofthe Treasurer was a little too heavy for one person,
they directed, by a plurality of votes, I, the Pastor, being present,
that the responsibility of Treasurer be shared by two persons,
namely, that the Treasurer will keep and distribute the money, give
an account ofit, and stock the provisions; the Second Assistant will
look after the furnishings and linen, and give an account of this at
the time she leaves office, all of this subject to the good pleasure of
the Most Reverend Archbishop.
Drawn up in Chatillon, December 12, 1617.
V. DEPAUL
FRAN~OlSE
CHARLOTIE DE BRIE, Treasurer

BASCHET

GASPARDE PuOET, Assistant

BEYNIER,

Procurator

Marie Rey was admitted that same day as a Nurse of the Poor.
V. DEPAUL, Pastor o!Chlitillon

NEW ADMISSIONS

On June 7, 1626, the meeting of the Charity took place in the
hospital chapel. By the unanimous vote of the Servants of the Poor
the following Ladies were enrolled and inscribed among the number of the Servants: Mme. Sarra Girard, widow of the late Jean
Gonod; Mme. Jacquemet Bricaud, widow of the late Jean Levy;
Mme. Helene Tillon, widow of the late Jacques Porchod.
GIRARD, Pastor ofCMtillon

BEYNIER. Procurator

-23127. - CHARITY OF WOMEN (]OIGNY)
(September 1618)

Regulan'ons of the Association of the Charity

The Association of the Charily has been instituted to feed all the
sick poor of the place where it will be established; to see that those
who are going to die do so in a good state and those who will recover
resolve never to offend God again; to honor Our Lord Jesus in the
person of his poor members; and, lastly, to fulfil1 His ardent desire
that we be charitable.
This association bas as its patron Our Lord Jesus. It wiJI be com-

posed of devout, virtuous women, who are either widows, wives, or
unmarried women, but they will be admitted only with permission
from their husbands or their parents. In order to avoid confusion,
their number will be limited to whatever number the Rector of the
association thinks suitable.
They will be called Servants of the Poor. One of them will be
elected Prioress or Directress by a plurality of votes, for two years
only, and wil1 not be allowed to continue after that under any pretext
whatsoever. She will have two members of the Company as her advisers, who will be elected as she was and named her Assistants.
One of them will be responsible for the furnishings of the association, and the other for its funds, of which she will give an annual account to the Company on the appointed day, in presence of the
Rector of the association, the Judge, the Procureur Fiscal. and the
Syndic of the town. They will give entire credence to the amounts
she lists as expenses, to avoid the obligation of fol1owing the accounting procedure observed in other businesses, on condition,
however, of not opening the col1ection boxes or the boxes placed in
churches or other places in aid of the sick persons, except in the
presence of the Rector, Bailiff, Procureur Fiscal. or Syndic of the

town.

Document 127. - Archives of the Joigny hospital, original.
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estate, which the Procurator may not lease nor make any contract for,
except in the presence and with the consent ofthe Rector, Prioress, and
Assistants. He will be bound to enlrust the money to the person commissioned to receive it, who will issue a receipt for the money to the
Procurator, by virtue of which he will remain legally released.
Two devout poor women will be chosen to care for the sick in
pressing need and deprived of any other help. They will be paid
from the common funds ofthe association and admitted to membership in it, and will be called Nurses of the Sick Poor.
Patients will be admitted to the care ofthe association by the Prioress on the recommendation ofthe Rector and the Assistants, who,
having seen that their clothing is laundered, will have them go to
confession the same day they are admitted and receive Communion
the next day.
Each Servant of the Poor will take her turn preparing the food of
those who are poor; take it to them in their homes--()r at the hospital
if the poor persons judged in need of assistance are there--and
serve them for an entire day. In case they should be legitimately prevented from doing so, the Prioress will be notified so she can provide another Lady of the association for this.
Each patient will have as much bread for dinner as he can eat.
Those who drink wine will have half a liter, some soup, and four
ounces of veal or boiled mutton, and the same for supper, except
that the meat will be roasted or ground up. Those who cannot eat
meat will have broth and fresh eggs, bread soup, and barley water,
according to the inslructions that will be given by the Prioress.
The association will furnish shrouds for the poor deceased who
have none, and will go as a group to the grave.
And so that the Servants of the Poor may profit and be sttengthened all the more in the spirit ofcharity, they will meet once a month
in the chapel designated for the association, where they will hear
Mass in the morning, and in the afternoon the Litany ofOur Lord or
of the Blessed Virgin, and a brief exhortation.
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They will be advised to give great honor and reverence interiorly
to Our Lord and His Holy Mother, this being one of the principal
points of this association; to act humbly and charitably with the
sick, sometimes saying a few pious, devout words to them, sometimes also consoling them; to have great charity toward one another; to visit and console one another in their trials and illnesses,
giving instructions that the last sacraments be administered to them;
to have prayers said in common and privately so that each may
leave this world in a good state; and to attend as a body the burial of
the Servants and the Nurses of the Poor. They will also have one
Mass celebrated for each and will say the Rosary three times in a de-

yout manner.
Upon awakening in the morning they will offer their hearts to
God, invoking the Holy Name ofJesus and that of His Holy Mother,
and will make their prayer when they get out of bed. They will assist
at Mass daily, if possible; during the day they will act humbly, striving to perform their actions in union with those Our Lord performed
when He was on earth; every evening, each will make a private examination of conscience, and will go to confession and receive
Communion for this intention at least four times a year. None of
this, however, obliges under pain of mortal or venial sin.

APPROVAL OF THE CONFRATERNITY

To His Excellency the Archbishop of Sens
Lady Fran~oise-Marguerite de Silly, Comtesse de Joigny,1
humbly petitions, stating that, having witnessed the good resulting
from the establishment of the Association of the Charity erected in
aid of the sick poor in several places in the kingdom, she strongly
desires that the association be established in the town of Joigny.
In consideration of this, Excellency, may it please you in your
kindness to permit the establishment of the association in the town
ofJoigny in line with the regulations written below, and also to have
IMadame de Gondi.
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and holy days by the members of the association delegated for this.
Each one, in the presence of the Rector of the association, will hand
over what she receives to the Assistant, who is to keep the money.
She will not, however, open the collection boxes nor the boxes
placed in the churches or other places in aid of sick persons, unless
the Rector, Bailiff, Procureur Fiscal, or Syndic ofthe town is present.
If some devout soul should donate an estate or annuity to the association, the Rector, the Prioress, and the Assistants may name a
Procurator to receive the arrears and administer the revenue of the
estate, which the Procurator may not lease nor make any contract
for, except in the presence and with the consent ofthe Rector, Prioress, and Assistants, and will be hound to entrust the money to the
person who will be designated to receive the money. The latter will
issue a receipt for the money to the Procurator, by virtue ofwhich he
will remain legally released.
Two devout poor women will be chosen to care for those patients
in pressing need and deprived of any other help. They will be paid
from the common funds ofthe association and admitted to membership in it, and will be called Nurses of the Sick Poor.
The patients will be admitted to the care of the association,
which will be composed ofdevout, virtuous women, either widows,
wives, or unmarried women, but the latter will be admitted only
with permission from their husbands or parents. In order to avoid
confusion, their number will be limited to whatever number the
Rector of the association thinks suitable.
They will be called Servants of the Poor. One of them will be
elected Prioress or Directtess by a plurality of votes for two years
only, and will not be allowed to continue beyond that under any pretext whatsoever. She will have two members ofthe Company as her
advisers, who will be elected as she was and will be named her Assistants. One of them will be responsible for the furnishings of the
association, and the other for its funds, of which she will give an annual account to the Company on the appointed day, in the presence
of the Rector of the association, the Judge, the Procureur Fiscal,
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she lists as expenses in order to avoid being obliged to keep the accounting order observed in other businesses, under the responsibility of the Bailiff, Procureur Fiscal, or Syndic of the town, who
should be present for the accounts-or of one of them. And the
Lady and sick poor of the town will pray for your health and prosperity.
F. M. DE SILLY

We have given permission for the establishment of the Association of the Charity in the town of Joigny, in accord with the regulations given above, and to have a collection taken up on Sundays and
holy days in the three churches of the town by those persons delegated by the association, on condition of observing the regulations
that may be made in our dioceses for confraternities.
Drawn up September 6, 1618.
JEAN, Archbishop

of Sens

In the name of the Archbishop
DEBROULLY

ACT OF ESTABLISHMENT

In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and ofthe Holy Spirit, I,
Jean Maurice,2 priest and Pastor of Villecien, certify to all whom it
may concern that today, September 9, 1618, the Comtesse de Joigny,
accompanied by the most devout and virtuous Ladies ofthe town, assembled in the Saint-Antoine chapel in Joiguy, presented to me the
permission given at her request by the Most Reverend Archbishop of
Sens, on the sixth of the present month and year, to establish in the
town the Association of the Charity instituted in aid of the sick poor
of the area, and exhorted, by virtue of that permission, to take over
the direction and leadership of the association, according to and in
2Jean Maurice. Chaplain at Saint-Antoine Hospital in Joigny.
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drawn up by authority ofthe Archbishop, whose pennission is given
at the bottom of them. I willingly granted this, both by the desire of
the welfare of poor persons as to satisfy her devotion and charity.
At the same time, by virtue of the approval, I proceeded to the establishment of the Association of the Charity, having first explained
in what it consists and its aim, and had the above-mentioned articles,
regulations, and approval read publicly, in the presence of the Lady,
her son the Comte, the Bailiff, and the Procureur Fiscal ofthe county
of Joigny, and several inhabitants of the town. Then I declared that
those who wished to belong to the association and had the consent of
their parents or husbands necessary for this should give their names
in order to be enrolled in it. The following presented themselves:
Fran~ise-Margnerite de Silly....'
At the same time, the election of officers followed, at which the
Countess was elected Prioress; Mme. Regnier, First Assistant; and
Mme. Bourgeois, Second Assistant.
Drawn up in Joigny, September 9, 1618.
J. GIRousT'

MAURICE

Today, Sunday, September 16, 1618, Madeleine Guesnot and
Marie Fouchet, widow ofthe late Jacques Paurnier, presented themselves to be Nurses of the Sick Poor.
MARiE FOUCHET
MAURICE, Rector ofthe Association ofthe Charity
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(Now Doc. 132a.)

Yrhe names of thirty-eight other Ladies follow.
4Jean Jacquinet, customs lawyer in Joigny.
5Julien Giroust. Bailiff in Joigny.

-29129.• CHARITY OF WOMEN (MONTMlRAIL·I)
(October 1, 1618)

The Association of the Charity has been instituted to ... to see
that those who are coming to the end of their days may leave this
world in a good state ... to honor Our Lord Jesus in the person of
those who are poor, who are His members; and lastly
.
One of them will be elected by a plurality of voteS
on the appointed day, in the presence ofthe Pastor or another priest, who will
be the Rector of the association, and of the Judge, the Procureur
Fiscal, and the Syndic of the town....
Ifsome devout soul should donate an estate ... he will be bound
to entrust the money to the person commissioned to receive it, who
will issue a receipt for the money to the Procurator, by virtue of
which he will remain legally released.
Some devout poor women will be chosen ... will be called
Nurses of the Sick Poor, and will also notify the Servants of the
Poor when it is necessary for them to meet.
Patients will be admitted to the care ofthe association by the Prioress....
Each Servant will take her day to prepare the food of the sick
poor, take it to them in their homes--<>r at the hospital if the poor
persons judged in need of assistance are there-and serve them for
an entire day, in the order in which the blessed bread is distributed. t
In case they should be legitimately prevented from doing so, the
Prioress will be notified so she can provide another Lady of the association for this.
And because the association may be established in places where
there is no common purse nor any way to follow the aforesaid order,
such as in villages, in that case each Servant on her day may feed the
Document 129. - Archives of the Montmirail Hospital, collated copy. Since these Regulations
are very similar to those of Joigny (Doc. 127), passages common to both are not reprinted here.
Ellipses indicate where the two documents have identical wording.
'This probably refers to a custom of distributing what was known as "blessed bread."At the

end ofthe Eucharistic liturgy. bread that had been specially blessed was distributed to the faithful
who were present. This blessed bread used to be considered a substitute for Holy Communion
and was distributed only to noncommunicants. The custom survives even today in certain
Eastern liturgies and in France; however, the blessed bread is now distributed to all, whether
noncommunicants or communicants. (Cf. New Catholic Encyclopedia. vol. 2, p. 779.)
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feeding and serving them in due time or as closely as possible.
Each patient will have as much bread at dinner as he can eat ... or
ground up; and on days of abstinence two eggs, with a pat of butter,
or some fresh fish; those who cannot eat solid meat will have....
The association will furnish shrouds for the poor deceased who
have none, will go as a group to the grave, and take care to visit the
poor prisoners, to give them alms and to see that they have a change
of shirt every Saturday.
And so that the Servants of the Sick Poor may profit ... where
they will hear one Mass in the morning, and in the afternoon the Litany of Our Lord or that of the Blessed Virgin and a brief exhortation, making sure, however, that this be outside the hours when the
Divine Service is celebrated in the parishes.
They will be advised to give great honor and reverence interiorly
to Our Lord Jesus and His Holy Mother, this being one ofthe principal points that this vocation demands, and say for this purpose five
Our Fathers and five Hail Marys. They will act humbly and charitably with the sick ... go as a group, each carrying a lighted candle,
when the Blessed Sacrament is administered, as well as to the burial
of the Servants and Nurses of the Poor....
Upon awakening in the morning they will offer their hearts to
God ... every evening, each one will make a private examination
of conscience, and receive Communion at least on the principal
feasts of Our Lord and ofthe Blessed Virgin. None ofthis, however,
obliges under pain of mortal or venial sin.

APPROVAL OF THE CONFRATERNITY

The Bishop of Soissoni

Lady Fran~oise-Margueritede Silly, Comtesse de Joigny, humbly petitions, stating that, having witnessed the good resulting from
2J6r6me Hennequin.
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the establishment ofthe Association ofthe Charity, instituted in aid
of the sick poor in several areas of this kingdom, she strongly desires that the association be established in her town of Montmirail
and other villages.
In consideration of this, Monsieur, may it please you in your
kindness to permit the establishment of the association in the town
and other places belonging to the Lady and dependent on your diocese, in line with the regulations written above, and, for those purposes, to entrust the establishment to her chaplain, Maitre Vincent
de Paul, priest and Bachelor of Theology. The Lady and the sick
poor will pray to God for your prosperity and health.
Having read the above, and for the reasons contained in it, along
with several other good, pious considerations, we, Jerome, by the
grace of God and of the Holy Apostolic See Bishop of Soissons,
have permitted and by these present letters do petmit the establishment of the Charity, in line with the regulations written above, both
in the town of Montmirail and in other places belonging to the
Comtesse de Joigny that are in our diocese. We also permit the
members of the association to take up a collection on Sundays and
holy days in the parishes ofMontmirail and other places dependent
on the Countess, on condition of observing the regulations made in
our diocese for confraternities established therein.
Drawn up in Soissons, October I, 1618.
JEROME. Hi[shopJ ofSoissons

By order of His Excellency the Bishop of Soissons.
COURTONNE

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CONFRATERNITY

In the name of the Most Holy Trinity, Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit. Be it known to all whom it may concern that on this day, November 11, 1618, in Saint-Etienne Church in Montmirail, with the
people assembled, I, Vincent de Paul, priest and chaplain of Lady
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of Montmirail, by virtue of the permission of His Excellency and
Reverend Father in God Jerome, by the grace of God Bishop of
Soissons, given to the Lady to have the Association of the Charity
established in the town and in other villages of hers dependent on
the Soissons diocese, have proceeded to the establishment of the
Association ofthe Charity, with the consent ofJean Delaistre, Prior
of Monnnirail, absent because of illness, and in the presence of
Christophe Bourdelet, his Assistant, having fIrst explained to the
people in what the association consists, and having had its regulations and the permission ofthe Bishop of Soissons read aloud, all of
which has been transcribed above.
When this was done, in the chapel formerly called Saint-Nicolas
and now chosen by the Prior to be used for the association, I invited
the women who wanted to join the association to come forward and
be enrolled. The following presented themselves: in the fIrst place,
the Countess, who together with the women named below, wished
to belong to the association; then Mlle. Barbe Ie Juge, wife of Lieutenant Bonsere; Mlle. Chambelin.... 3 I then proceeded to the election of officers ofthe association, in accord with the regulations, by
a plurality of votes. Those named were: Prioress, the Lieutenant's
wife; First Assistant, Mlle. Chambelin; and Second Assistant,
Mme. de la Saulssaye. With the consent of all the Ladies I gave
them the priest Nicolas Pullen as Rector of the association.
All this took place in Montmirail, on the day and in the year
given above, in presence of the undersigned.
FRAN~OISE·MARGUERlTEDESILLY

DELAISTRE

V. DEPAUL

JEANNE DE. . .

MARIE V ARLE
CLAUDE VINOT

B. LEJUGE
MARIE DES EsSARTS

FRAN~ISE DARTHOIS

JULIENNE BROIZOT

ANNE LHERMfITE

3Twenty_three names follow.
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On November 13, when the Ladies who were Servants of the
Poor had gathered, Mlle. Chambelin, elected First Assistant, asked
the Company to relieve her of that office because of important affairs that had arisen for her; she wished, however, to continue to be a
Servant of the Poor. Whereupon the Servants unanimously relieved
her of the office but retained her as an adviser. The Countess then
volunteered to be First Assistant, for which the Servants thanked
her and accepted the offer. Because she is obliged to go to Paris and
will have to spend a long time there, the Lady will find someone
else to replace her, who will be bound to give an account of whatever is entrusted to her.
Drawn up in Montmirail on the day and in the year mentioned
above.
V.DEPAUL
FRAN<;OISE-MARGUERITE DE SILLY

The Servants ofthe Poor agreed that the officers will be changed
every two years on the day after All Saints' Day and that the Treasurer will give her report on that same day each year.
Drawn up in Montmirail on the day and in the year mentioned
above.
V.DEPAUL

B.LEJUGE

Also, immediately afterward, with the consent ofthe Servants of
the Poor, the Lady asked Mme. Fournier, one of the Servants, to
take over the duties of First Assistant in her place, as she would do.
Mme. Fournier agreed to this and for that purpose was given responsibility for the money of the present administration, as is stated
in the register of the association entrusted to Mme. Fournier.
Drawn up in Montmirail on the day and in the year mentioned
above.
V. DEPAUL

-34Since that time, on December 7 Marie Lefebure, widow of the
late Charles Hubrot, was admitted as a Servant of the Poor.
V.DEPAUL

On the fIrst Sunday of the present month of December 1619, in
the chapel used by the Charity, after the Litany had been chanted,
Madeleine Grizard, widow of Marin Guillemin, having sought and
requested admission, was received by the unanimous consent and
judgment of the officers and Servants of the Poor assembled there,
and she promised to abide by its regulations, which she heard read.
PuLLEN

The copy transcribed above was verifIed word for word against
the original, which is written on parchment, blank and free of any
handwriting and signatures, by us the undersigued, Pierre Gorlidot
and Robert Perrot, residents of Montmirail and hereditary notaries
in the bailiwick and provost court ofChanvry. In making this verifIcation, we found the copy to be the same and similar to the original.
The priest M. Nicolas Pullen, Rector, named in the original, to
whom it has been returned, asked us for an official acknowledgment, which we have given and granted him in this form to serve
him and to be valid in time and place as thought proper, and he has
signed it today, February 10, 1620.
PERROT

GoRLIDOT

At the election of officers which took place on July 26, 1627,
Mme. Etiennette Labbe was elected Prioress; Mme. Bonsere, Treasurer; and Madeleine Germon, Linen Keeper. All these officers will
carry out these duties for two years, and no longer.
M.RoNSERE

E.LABBE

M.GERMON
MAURY

4Here follow the names of twenty-two members of the Charity.
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JESUS. MARIA
Office ofRector ofthe Association ofthe Charity

It is the duty of the Rector of the Association of the Charity to attend to the welfare and progress of the association.
When the Servants of the Poor meet at 8 a.m. on the third Sunday
of the month, the Rector will celebrate Mass and distribute Communion to those who wish, in the chapel of the association, properly
decorated and adorned with flowers, which each in tum will furnish. At I p.m. he will preach a briefexhortation to them or will give
instmctions that this be done by some spiritual person. It should aim
particularly at impressing on their hearts the spirit of tme and solid
devotion. After this exhortation, he will have the Litany of Our
Lord or of the Blessed Virgin chanted, then will confer briefly and
in few words with the officers, in the same chapel, about what there
is to be done for the good of the association.
The Rector will act prudently with the Servants of the Poor,
striving when he meets them to fIre up the lukewarm and spur on the
fervent, being careful above all that envy and rivalry-a very dangerous spiritual plague-do not creep in among them, and encouraging them as best he can to have a mutual affection for one another,
as Our Lord Jesus loved His spouse the holy Church.
He will admit the sick poor into the care of the association on the
judgment of the Prioress and the Assistant, or of one of them, without admitting any who have the means of providing for themselves.
He will also discharge, on the advice of the officers, those whose
health God will have mercifully restored, having previously exhorted them to lead a better life for the rest of their days.
He will see to it that every spiritual and corporal necessity is
charitably administered to the sick poor, in conformity with the institute of the association. In addition, he will visit them every two
days, if it is convenient for him.
Document 130.. Archives of the Montmirail hospital, original
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On the third Sunday ofthe month, he will, together with the Prioress and the Assistant, empty the collection boxes in the church
and the boxes in the guest houses, and will keep a register of what is
found in them. The Treasurer or the First Assistant will keep another, as well as of what is collected in the parish on Sunday and
holy days. Every month he will settle accounts with the butcher, the
baker, and the innkeeper, in the presence ofthe Prioress and the Assistant.
Ifanyone bequeaths some moveable goods to the association, he
will have them collected and placed in the hands of the Supervisor
ofFurnishings; ifreal estate, he will have a Procurator elected to administer it as prescribed by the aforesaid general regulations of the
association. And, in general, he will see that all the articles contained in the general regulations are followed point for point. In doing so for the love of Jesus and ofRis Holy Mother, he should hope
for a very great reward on Judgment Day, as one who will have
done everything for which God will have him give an account.
JESUS, MARIA
Office ofPrioress

It will be the duty ofthe Prioress to attend to spiritual and temporal progress on the advice ofthe Rector and ofthe two Assistants.
She will often reflect that the office of Prioress obliges her to
show the way of perfection to others by her good example. She will
strive above all to preserve the spirit of union and charity among
themselves, and to nip in the bud the little quarrels, rivalries, and
jealousies that only too often creep into the most holy Companies.
She will receive into the care of the association patients who are
truly poor and, on the advice of the Rector and the two Assistants-or one of them-will discharge those whose health has improved. As soon as she admits a poor patient, she will notify the
person on duty that day so that she can have his clothing laundered,
see that he goes to confession and Communion, and bring him the
small items given to each patient.

-37She will have a collection taken up in the parish on Sundays and
holy days, give instructions that each Servant take her day in the order indicated, and visit the patients every three days to see if they
need anything, so it can be provided on the advice of the
above-mentioned persons,
If one ofthe Servants is ill, she will immediately continue the order with whoever follows her; if she goes to the country or cannot
take her tum on her assigned day, she will be responsible for asking
one of her neighbors to fill in for her and to come and tell them her
name. She will write out the requests that she will give to the Treasurer for purchases for the patients of either small items or food
amounting to more than five sous. She will notify the Assistant who
will keep the money for supplies ofsugar, preserves, prunes, barley,
chicken, and other small items needed by the patients. She will see
to it that three or four times a day some broth, fresh eggs, bread
soup, and hulled barley are given to those who are fragile, weak,
and have no appetite for eating solid meat. She will ask the physician, pharmacist, and surgeon to see patients who need them. She
will have the dead buried at the expense of the association.
She will visit and have others visit the Servants of the Poor with
the same charity as if they were her own [sisters1; she will give orders that all the Servants of the Poor, each carrying a candle, go in a
body to the funeral of those who die, and will have one Mass celebrated for each of the deceased the day after their burial-or two
days, at the latest. In general, she will do her utmost to see that the
regulations of the association are observed for the love of Our Lord
Jesus, in whose goodness she should hope to hear as a reward on
Judgment Day those merciful and very gentle words: "Come, inherit the kingdom my Father has prepared for you, because I was ill
and you visited me and attended to all my needs,"[

'Cf. Mt 25: 31-41. (NAB)
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Office ofFirst Assistant or Treasurer

It will be the duty of the First Assistant or Treasurer to act as an
adviser to the Prioress, replace her in her absence, and accept, keep,
and use the money of those who are poor in line with the instructions given her by the Prioress, except for expenses under five sous,
which she can take care ofherself, according to the needs that arise.
She will keep a ledger of receipts and another of disbursements,
in which she will write what she receives and uses so that she can
give an annual accounting, as slated in the regulations ofthe association.
She will keep the documents and deeds of the association in a
strongbox she will have for that purpose. There will be two keys for
it; one will be kept by her and the other by the Prioress.
She will procure provisions for the sick in accord with the advice
of the Prioress, and keep them to be used as needed, such as preserves, barley, prunes, a few chickens in order to have fresh eggs,
and other small necessities for the patients. She will be present with
her book of receipts for the opening of the collection boxes and
other boxes in order to receive and take responsibility for the money
in them. In general, she will comply with all that is slated in the regulations of the association, for which she should hope that our good
Jesus will acknowledge her on Judgment Day as one of those who
visited and assisted Him when He was ill, and that, consequently,
He will give her the kingdom prepared by the eternal Father for
those who have practiced the works of mercy.
JESUS, MARlA
Office ofSecond Assistant

ltis the duty ofthe Second Assistant to act as adviser to the Prioress and to carry out all her functions and those ofthe First Assistant
in their absence. She will keep the furnishings and utensils ofthe association in order to be able to supply them when and how she is in-
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laundered and mended, and ask the Prioress to purchase some when
needed. She will receive and inventory the furnishings and hand
them over when she leaves office, and will have a strongbox in her
house for the list of furnishings. If a shroud is needed for the deceased, she will supply one, or will request one as an alms for the
love of God, who on Judgment Day will see that she is rewarded for
her work.

JESUS, MARIA
What each Servant o/the Poor should do personally

They should aim especially at acquiring the true spirit of charity
and mercy. In orderto attain this, they will comply exactly and continuously with the regulations of their association, going to confession and Communion at least on the feasts of Our Lord and of the
Blessed Virgin, His Most Holy Mother. And if one of them, motivated by holy fervor, practices this same devotion on the days they
are to meet as a body in the chapel designated for it, she may hope
even more for the gift of those holy, precious virtues from the liberal hand of the One who never denies what is humbly asked of
Him.
They will often reflect that, in order to be good Servants of the
Poor, they must help them spiritually and corporally, with tender
compassion regarding their ntisfortune, and that it was with this in
ntind that they had the happiness of being admitted into the association. They will pray for their Rector, love and honor their Prioress,
and respect the two Assistants, believing that those persons have
been chosen by God to direct His work.
The third Sunday of the month is their meeting day. They will
hold a lighted candle during the Litany that will he said in their chapel, doing likewise while accompanying the Blessed Sacrament
when it is being brought to some Servant of the Sick Poor, and also
when going to the funeral of Servants who have died.

-40On the morning of the day they are to serve the sick poor, they
will ask God to grant them the grace to conduct themselves during
this action with gentleness, humility, and true charity, and above all
to be able to be beneficial to the souls of the sick poor. Then, after
preparing their dinner, they will take them, at nine o'clock, some
soup and meat in a pol, some bread in a clean napkin, and some wine
in a bottle. They will do the same for supper around four o'clock in
the afternoon.
When they enter the patient's room, they will greet him in a
friendly way; then, drawing near to the bed with a cheerful expression, they will encourage him to eat, raising the head of the bed, arranging the cover, setting up the little tray, napkin, plate, and spoon,
rinsing out the glass, pouring some soup on the bread, putting the
meat on a small plate, saying grace with him and feeding him the
soup. They will cut up the meat and help him to eat it, while saying
some little light-hearted, consoling word in an effort to cheer him
up. They will also pour him something to drink, inviting him once
again to eat. Lastly, when he has finished eating and the dishes have
been washed, the napkin folded, and the tray removed, they will say
grace with the patient, and leave him right away in order to go serve
someone else.

13t. - CHARITY OF WOMEN
(FOLLEVlLLE, PAILLART, AND SERtvILLERS)
[September-October 16201

Regulations for the Association ofthe Charity ofwomen, founded to assist the sick poor, / and. first ofall, the aim ofthe association

The Association of the Charity has been founded to feed all the
sick poor of the place where it will he established, to see that those
who seem to be tending toward death may leave this world in a good

Document 131. - Archives of the Mission, Paris, original autograph document.
I The

phrase "of women, founded to assist the sick poor," was inserted between the lines.
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state and that those who will recover may take the resolution never
more to offend God, to honor Our Lord Jesus in the person of the
poor, and lastly, to carry out His commandment that we love one
another as He has loved us.
Patron of the association

Its patron is Our Lord Jesus Christ, who is Charity personified.
Persons o/whom it should be composed

It will he composed of a priest-Rector, known for his ability and
uprightness, and of devout, virtuous women-he they widows,
wives, or unmarried-who will be called Servants of the Poor.
Those who are married will he accepted only with permission of
their husbands, and the unmarried, with that of their parents. To
avoid confusion, they will be limited to a fixed number in proportion to the place of the establishment; a devout, charitable layman
will he elected as Procurator.
Admission ofpatients

Patients will be admitted to the care of the association by the Prioress, on the advice of the Rector and the Assistants. They will have
their clothes washed and go to confession the same day they are admitted to the care of the association, and will receive Communion
the next day.
Food/or the patients

Each patient will have as much bread as he can eat for dinner;
those who drink wine will have a half a setier, soup, and four ounces
of veal or boiled mutton; the same for supper, except that the meat
will he roasted or ground; on days ofabstinence, they will have two
eggs with a portion of butter, or some fresh fish. Those who cannot
eat solid meat will have bonillon and fresh eggs, bread soup, and
hulled barley, as the Prioress will direct

-42Order the Servants of the Poor willfollow in serving the patients

The Servants ofthe Poor will each, on theirday, prepare the food
of the sick and take it to their home-or to the hospital if the poor
persons who are judged in need of being assisted are there-and
will serve them for an entire day, in the order in which the blessed
bread is distributed. They will do so in such a way that the person
who was of service that day will notify in the evening the one who is
supposed to [follow],' bring her the measure of bread, wine, and
meat, and tell her the name, place, number, and condition ofthe patients in order to prepare what they need so that they can eat dinner
at ten in the morning and supper at four in the afternoon.
What to do in places where the order given above cannot be observed

And because it is useful to establish the association in some
places where there will be neither a common purse nor the means of
following the prescribed order, as in poor villages and neighborhoods, in that case each Servant ofthe Poor can provide food for the
sick poor at her own expense on her day, observing nevertheless, as
far as possible, the manner of serving and feeding them, as indicated above.
Burial ofpoor persons who have died

And in order that the association may practice entirely the works
ofmercy, it will furnish shrouds for the deceased poor persons who
will not have any and will accompany them as a group to the grave.
Charity toward the sick

They will act in a humble and charitable manner toward the sick,

sometimes saying a few pious, devout words to console and encourage them.

2The original had servir [serveJ instead of suivre [follow) .
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God in His Divine Providence has until now provided sufficiently for the expense incurred in this work, both by the collections
the Servants of the Poor take up in turn in the churches-daily in
some places, and on Sunday and holy days only in others-as well
as what is donated in the boxes placed in the inns, where the landladies do the charity of asking their guests for something for the sick
poor of the area
Visits to prisoners

They will take care to visit poor prisoners to give them some
alms, console them, and see that they have a change of shirt every
Sunday.
Offices: first, the Rector

The Rector will be in charge ofthe association, together with the
Prioress and the two Assistants. In addition, the Rector will have the
Procurator of the confraternity serve as a witness when he collects
the votes that will be cast for the election of the Prioress, as well as
for other times he will want to handle business with the Sisters of
the confraternity.
Prioress

One ofthe Servants of the Poor will be elected Prioress or Directress by a plurality ofvotes, for two years only with no possibility of
continuing, under any pretext whatsoever, and, together with the
Rector and Assistants, will be responsible for the association.
First Assistant or Treasurer

To serve as Councillors to the Prioress, two Assistants will also
be elected; the first will keep the money and will give an account of
it to the Company on the day after All Saints' Day, in the presence
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who will give entire credence to the amounts recorded by them as
expenses; they may not open the collection boxes and the boxes
placed in the inns or other places for the relief of the sick persons
[unless one of those gentlemen is present].
Second Assistant or Supervisor ofFurnishings

The Second Assistant will look after the furnishings ofthe association, will have the linen washed and mended when necessary,
and, when leaving office, will give an account of what has been entrusted to her.
Procurator ofthe association

If any devout person donates an estate or annuity to the association, the Rector, Prioress, or Assistants will appoint as Procurator
some capable person who they know is reliable. He will have
charge of taking in the arrears of the annuities and of administering
the income of the estate, provided, however, that he does not lease
or draw up any contract unless it is in the presence ofthe Rector, the
Prioress, and the Assistants. He will turn over the money he has on
hand to the First Assistant, who will issue a receipt for it, by viJ:tue
of which he will remain validly released.
Nurses of the Sick Poor

Two devout poor women will be chosen to watch over patients in
pressing need and deprived of any other help. They will be paid
from the common funds of the association and admitted as members; they will be called Nurses of the Sick Poor. They will also be
of service to the Servants of the Poor by notifying them whenever
they have to meet.
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a month in the chapel of the association

And so that it may be of benefit to the Servants of the Poor and
that they may be preserved more and more in the spirit of charity,
they will meet on the first or third Sunday ofthe month in the chapel
designated for the association, where they will hear Mass in the
morning. Those who are inclined to go to confession and Communion, as they are aU encouraged to do, will do so; after dinner they
will be present for the Litany of Our Lord or of the Blessed Virgin,
foUowing which a short exhortation will be given them. AU of this
will take place outside the times when the Divine Service is celebrated in the parishes.
Love for Our Lord Jesus, Patron of the association,
and/or His Holy Mother

They are encouraged to have great interior honor and reverence
for Our Lord and His Holy Mother, this being one of the principal
points required by the association, and to say five Our Fathers and
five Hail Marys daily for this purpose.
Mutual love of the Servants of the Poor

The Servants of the Poor will have great charity for one another,
will visit and console one another in their trials, give instructions
that the Last Sacraments be administered to them in due time and
place, see that prayers-both in common and privately-are offered that each of them may leave this world in a good state. They
will also be present in a group, each holding a candle, when the
Blessed Sacrament is administered, as weU as for the burial of the
Rector, the Procurator, the Servants, and the Nurses of the Poor, for
whom they will have one Mass celebrated and, at their convenience, will say devoutly three rosaries for them.
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Upon awakening they will offer their hearts to God, invoking the
Holy Name ofJesus and that ofHis Holy Mother; when they get out
of bed, they will say their prayers; if possible, they will assist at
Mass daily; they will always act humbly and strive throughout the
day to perform their actions in union with those Our Lord practiced
when He was on earth. Every day they will make individUally the
examination ofconscience. All the above, however, does not oblige
under pain of mortal or venial sin.
Ceremonies observed until now on the day the Charity is established
When the Pastor of the place where this association is to be established has the number ofwomen hejudges suitable, from among
the most devout and, ifpossible, from among the leading citizens in
order to give greater importance to the undertaking, 3 having had all
of them go to confession and receive Communion together on the
day of this establishment, then, after Vespers on the same day,
wearing his surplice, he goes to the chapel designated for this,
where all the women are present, each carrying a lighted candle. He
chants the Veni,Creator and the Litany of Jesus, gives them a brief
exhortation on this subject, explains to those present the aim of the
work and the spiritoal benefits that those who act in a worthy manner in it will receive, and has the regulations that are to be observed
read to them. Next, he goes to those wishing to be received into this
holy association, takes their names, and then proceeds to the election of officers, taking the votes of each individual, who whispers
them to him, and announces the ones elected by a plurality ofvotes.
At the end, he chants the Salve Regina to thank God for this through
His Holy Mother. The following day he meets with the officers to
draw up the order in which the Servants ofthe Poor will have to take
their turn to serve the patients and to take up the collection.
In:us is the text of the document we are using; on another copy, with corrections in Saint
Vincent's handwriting, the teXt reads: "... established. having the permission of his diocesan
Bishop, and having settled upon certain persons, both men and women, whom he judges
suitable."
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We, Fran~ois, by divine mercy Bishop of Amiens,' make it
known that, after having read and diligently examined all of the
above, have approved and do approve the Association of the Charity, whose regulations are transcribed in the present notebook, and
have permitted Lady Fran~oise-Marguerite de Silly, Comtesse de
Joigny, to have the association established by Messire Vincent de
Paul, her chaplain, in her villages of Folleville, Serevillers, and
Paillart, in our Amiens diocese.
Drawn up in Amiens under our seal and signed by our regular
Secretary, September 20, 1620.
Signed by His Excellency.
PICARD

ESTABLISHMENT OF TIlE CONFRATERNITY

I, Vincent de Paul, Royal Chaplain of the Galleys of France and
chaplain of the Comtesse de Joigny, attest to all whom it may concern that, by the authority of His Excellency Fran~ois, by divine
mercy Bishop of Amiens, and by virtue ofthe approval he has given
of the regulations for the Association of the Charity transcribed
above, and by the permission he has granted to the Lady to have the
association established by me in her villages in the Amiens diocese,
namely, Folleville, Paillart, and Serevillers, I proceeded to the
aforementioned establishment after Vespers today, Sunday, October II, 1620, also the feast of Saint Francis. The people were assembled in the church of Paillart in the chapel designated for the
association-the one on the right hand side on entering the church,
and formerly called Notre-Dame-de-Pitie chapel. After having
given an exhortation aimed at explaining in what the association
consists and the great fruit that will come from it, I exhorted those

4Fran~ois Lefevre de Caumartin (1618-52),
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The following persons presented themselves and asked to be admitted into the association: Madame Fran~oise-Marguerite de Silly,
Comtesse de Joigny, Fran~oise Boudier, Marie Collee, Claude
Lendormie, Antoinette Collee, Marie Mazessat, Antoinette
Desquenoy, Louise Tavernier, Fran~oise Bacourt, Louise
Meurisse, Toussanine Guillemin, Benigne Coullare, Jeanne Le
Bret, Marie Truffar, Toussanine Coullare, Margnerite Desmarest,
and Claude Godefroy.
All requested me to receive them into the association, which I
did. Having proceeded to the election of officers, they elected by a
plurality of votes: Prioress, Fran~oise Bourlier, wife of Eustache
Collee; First Assistant, Marie Collee; Second Assistant,
Toussanine Guillemin; and Procurator of the association, Antoine
Menoiste.
Drawn up in Paillart, in the presence of Messire Roland Vuarin,
the local Pastor and Rector of the association, and ofthe majority of
the people, on the day and in the year given above.

132•• CHARITY OF MEN O'OLLEVILLE, PAILLART, AND
sEREVILLERS)
(October 23, 1620)

Regulations for the men who will be received into the Association of the
Charity, and, in the first place, the aim oftheir reception

The men will be received into the Association of the Charity established by authority of His Excellency the Bishop of Amiens in
the villages of Folleville, Paillart, and Serevillers to assist the
able-bodied poor of either sex who are living in those places, and
for the purpose of practicing and having others practice the exercises of piety mentioned below. The association is accustomed to
practice these to honor Our Lord Jesus its patron and His Holy
~eDt

132.. Archives of the Mission, Paris, original autograph document.
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Mother and to fulfill their great desire that we love one another as
they have loved us.
How to meet the needs of the able-bodied poor

The children will be placed in a trade as soon as they are old
enough. Each week the disabled and the elderly who are unable to
work will be given what is necessary for their subsistence. As for
those who eam only part ofwhat they need, the association will provide the rest.
They will keep some sheep to be given to the Associates, who
will have the charity to feed them for the benefit of the association-some more, some less, according to their possibilities. The
young of these sheep will be sold annually by the Visitor around the
feast of Saint John, according to the order given him by the Rectors
of the association. The money accruing from this will be given to
the Treasurer, in the presence of the Commander and the Rector.
The sheep will be marked with the mark of the association and renewed every five years.
Offices in general

The members, who will be called Servants of the Poor, will elect
twelve men from their number, who will be named Assistants ofthe
Charity. For the greater continuity ofthis association, they will take
a firm resolution in the manner given below, which they will renew
annually, to observe the present regulations and to foster the preservation and growth of the association. Every two years, on the day
after Pentecost, these twelve will choose three men from theirnumber, one to be the Commander, another the Treasurer, and the other
the Visitor. Together with the Rector of the association, who is a
priest, they will have full responsibility for what concerns only the
able-bodied poor persons. In the event ofthe death of one ofthe Assistants, tbe members as a body will name another.
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The Conunander will preside at the meeting together with the
Rector. Jointly they will see that the present regulations, along with
all the resolutions that will be taken at the meeting, are observed and
carried out with fidelity, charity, and diligence.
Treasurer
The Treasurer will represent the Commander and act on his authority in his absence; he will receive and keep the money in a
strongbox with two keys, of which the Commander will have one
and he the other, but he will be authorized to take only what is necessary to distribute to the able-bodied poor in a month, and will be
allowed to open the strongbox only in the presence of the Commander or ofthe Rector. He will use the money according to the instructions of the Directors and will give an annual account of it on
the day he is told to do so, in the presence of the Directors and the
Assistants, and the Judge and Procureur Fiscal of the place. In addition, he will record, in a register he will keep for this purpose, the
resolutions taken at the meetings.
Visitor

The Visitor will give notice of any bashful poor persons, widows, orphans, prisoners, and other persons who are in distress, so
that someone will go to visit and console them, and he will give a report of this at the meetings so as to help them as he will be instructed. In cases of urgent need, however, he will discuss matters
with the Rector or Commander, and will follow the orders given
him. He will likewise see that all the poor persons attend the catechism lessons the Rector will give, or have someone give, every
other Sunday and see that those who are old enough receive Com-

munion.
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As a rule, the Directors will meet after Vespers on the first
Sunday of the month, and more often, if it is advisable. They will
consider the temporal and spiritual needs of the association, which
will be resolved by a plurality of votes, collected by the Rector and,
in his absence, by the Commander. It will be unlawful for anyone
whomsoever, once he has cast his vote, to reply to someone who
contradicts him and is of the contrary opinion. In the case where the
Directors are divided in their opinions, the other nine Assistants, or
those of them-at least five in number-who can be there, will settle the difference of opinion by a plurality of votes, which will be
collected by the oldest man among them.
Mass, Communion, litany, exhortation, and reading of the present regulations, which should take place on the first Sunday of the month

So that the Servants ofthe Poor may benefit and be strengthened
more and more in the spirit of charity, they will meet on the first
Sunday of the month in the chapel of the Charity, where they will
hear Mass in the moruing, and those who wish to go to confession
and Communion, as all are encouraged to do, will do so. After dinner, they will participate in the Litany of Our Lord or of the Blessed
Virgin, following which a short exhortation will be given them or a
reading of the regulations. When that has been done, the Directors
will discuss the business of the association.
Love/or Our Lord Jesus, Patron afthe association, andfor His Holy
Mother

Since one of the principal requirements of this association is to
honor Our Lord Jesus and His Holy Mother, the Servants of the
Poor will be encouraged to have great interior honor and reverence
for them and to say five Our Fathers and five Hail Marys daily for
this purpose.
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The Servants of the Poor will have great charity for one another,
visit and console one another in their trials, give instructions that the
Last Sacraments be administered to them in due time and place, and
have prayers said in common and privately that each of them may
leave this world in a good state. They will be present as a group both
for the administration of the Last Sacraments and the burial of the
men and women Servants of the Poor, for whose souls they will
have one Mass celebrated. At their convenience, each member individually will say the rosary for their intention, and it is to be noted
that this observance, like all the others that are part of the present
regulations, is voluntary and does not oblige under pain of either
mortal or venial sin.
Zeal the Servants of the Poor will have for preserving the women's
association as well as their own

Because the men's association and that of the women is one
same association, having the same patron, purpose, and spiritual
exercises, and only the ministries are divided-the care of the
able-bodied being assigned to the men and that of the sick to the
women-and because Our Lord draws no less glory from the ministry of women than from that of men, and the care of the sick even
seems preferable to that of the healthy, the male Servants of the
Poor will therefore show as much concern for the preservation and
growth of the women's association as for their own. To this effect,
they will give the Treasurer, who keeps the money for the women,
one-fourth of the annual income-aod more, if need be, if the income from the collections taken up by the women does not suffice.
This can be ascertained through the Rector, since he is the Superior
of both associations. And so that the Directors might know the state
of affairs of the women's association, they will be present for the
rendering of their accounts on the day after All Saints' Day.
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To make this association more enduring, the Assistants, as has
been said, will make and pronounce the following fIrm resolution in
the presence ofthe Rector, after Vespers on Pentecost or on the next
day, in the chapel of the Charity, saying it in the following manner:
"I ... Servant ofthe Poor of the Association of the Charity, elected
as one of its Assistants, take the fIrm resolution, in the presence of
the Rector ofthe association, to observe its regulations and to do my
utmost to foster its preservation and growth, with the help of God,
which I ask of Him for this purpose.
uMade in .. . , on...."

APPROVAL OF THE CONFRATERNITY

We, Fran~ois, by divine mercy Bishop of Amiens, on the explanation given us that the Association of the Charity established by
our authority in the villages ofFolieville, Paillart, and Serevillers in
our Amieos diocese, is composed only of [womenJ' and to help
only the sick poor, and that several devout, charitable men wished
to be received in and become members of the association in order to
take care ofthe sick poor, and to have the opportunity to practice the
other good works of the association, have approved and do approve
the zeal of the gentlemen and the regulations given above that have
been drawn up for them, and we have permitted and do permit that
they be received into the association by its Rector, on condition that
they will commit themselves to observe the regulations. In addition,
we exhort the Pastors, Rectors of the association, and the others
concerned, to support and give full assistance to the execution ofthe
present letter, since this is a work extremely important for the common good of the faithful.
Drawn up in Amiens, October 23, 1620.

lText of the original: personnes [persons).

-54132a. • COMBINED CHARITY OF JOIGNY
(May 1621)

Regulations for the Confraternity or Association ofthe Charity, and, in
the first place, the aim for which it will be established

The Association of the Charity shall be established to honor Onr
Lord Jesus its patron and His Holy Mother, to provide for the needs
of able-bodied and disabled poor persons, to have them taught the
catechism and to receive the sacraments, to feed and give medicines
to the sick poor, to help those who are nearing death to die well and
those who will recover to resolve never more to offend God, and
lastly, to practice the exercises of piety specified below.
Membership

It will be composed of men and wives and unmarried women,
but the women will be admitted only with the consent of their husbands or parents. The men will take care of the able-bodied and
helpless, and the women only of the sick.
Ministry of the men and, in the first place, the manner ofproviding
for the able-bodied

The Directors of the association will place the children who are
poor in a trade, as soon as they are old enough. They will make a
weekly distribution, to the disabled poor and the elderly who cannot
work, of what they need to live on; for those who earn only part of
what they need, the association will provide for the rest.

132&.. - Archives of the loigny Hospital, general documents, chap. 5, file 16, no. 2.
original on parchment.
The editors have repositioned Doc. 128 of Coste to this location for two reasons: (1)
chronologically, it is more accurate here; and (2) it is the first set of regulations for a combined
Charity of both sexes and more appropriately follows the regulations for confraternities of
women and the regulations for a confraternity of men.
Dol;ument
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The expenses of this work will be met from five hundred livres
tournois that the Comte de Joigny will donate annually, from eighty
hichets' of wheat that the Prior of Joigny will also donate every
year, and from a certain amount of money set aside from the revenue of the Hotel-Dieu of the town.
Officers in general

The men, who will be called Associates, will elect thirty men
from among their number, who will be called Servants of the Poor
and will be the pillars supporting the body ofthis association. These
men will elect a priest, who will be called Rector or Spiritual Father
of the association, and he will remain in this ministry of Rector as
long as they judge suitable. They will likewise hold an election every two years on the day after Pentecost for three of their number,
one of whom will be the Prior and the other two the Assistants. They
will have full responsibility for what concerns only the able-bodied
poor persons; when one of the thirty Servants of the Poor dies, the
Associates as a body will name another. In addition, there will be an
Associate Servant, who will be elected every two years by the Directors, the Servants of the Poor, and the Associates, whenever it is
advisable.
Rector

The Rector will be the Superior of the ministries of both the men
and the women, will do his utmost to promote the exact observance
of these regulations and the preservation and growth of the association, will preside over the meetings, and will collect the votes.

IA

measure of wheat varying from lh bushel to one bushel.
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The Prior will also do his utmost, together with the Rector, to see
that the present regulations are observed and that the decisions
taken at the meetings are carried out with fidelity, charity, and diligence; he will preside over the meetings and will collect the votes in
the absence of the Rector.
First Assistant

The First Assistant will he called the Treasurer, and will represent the Prior and act on his authority in his absence. He will take in
and keep the money in a strongbox with two keys, of which the
Prior will have one and he the other. He will have under his control
only as much money as will he needed for one month's distribution
to the able-bodied poor persons and will open the strongbox only in
the presence of the Rector and the Prior. He will use the money according to the instructions of the Directors and will give an annual
account ofit on the day after Pentecost, in the presence ofthe Directors, the Servants of the Poor, the Judge, and the Procureur Fiscal,
who will be present if they think it advisable. He may not, however,
ask for nor expect any reward, fee, or salary for this. The Treasurer
will also record, in a register he will keep for this purpose, the resolutions taken at the meetings.
Second Assistant

The Second Assistant, who will he called Visitor of the Poor,
will make inquiries about the bashful poor, widows, orphans, and
other persons in distress so he can go to visit and console them, and
will make a report at the meetings in order to assist them as he will
be instructed, except in cases of pressing need, when he will simply
discuss this with the Rector or Prior and follow the order given him.
He will likewise see that all the poor persons come to the catechism
lessons that the Rector will give or have someone give every other
Sunday, and see that those who are old enough go to Communion.
Furthermore, he will keep the accessories for the chapel of the
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solemn feast days.
Associate Servant

To convoke the Directors, Servants of the Poor, and Associates
when the Rector, Prior, or one of the Assistants, each in turn, so directs, the Directors will appoint an Associate to be an Associate
Servant of the association, who will likewise be in office for two
years only. Should it happen that he has to be sent to the country, or
has to spend more than two hours' time for the association, the Directors will pay him from its funds, if he is poor and so wishes.
Women's supervision a/the sick poor and, in the first place,
admission of the latter.

The sick poor will be admitted to the care of the association by
the Prioress on the advice of the Rector and Assistants, have their
clothes washed, go to confession the same day they have been ad-

mitted to the care of the association, and receive Communion the
next day.
Food for the patients

Each patient will have as much bread as he can reasonably eat for
dinner; those who drink wine will have halfa setier each meal, some
soup, four ounces of veal or boiled mutton, and the same for supper,
except that the meat will be roasted or ground. On days of abstinence, he will have two eggs with a portion of butter, or some fresh
fish. Those who cannot eat solid meat will have broth, fresh eggs,
bread soup, and hulled barley, according to the orders the doctor
will give the Prioress, if need be.
Order the Servants a/the Poor will/ollow in serving the sick

Each Servant of the Poor will prepare the patients' food on her
day, take it to their homes, and serve them for an entire day in the or-
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who serves them will notify the one who is to come after her, bringing her the quantity or requirements of bread, wine, and meat, and
telling her the names, location, number, and condition of the patients so as to prepare what is needed in order for them to be able to
eat dinner at ten in the morning and supper at four in the afternoon.
Burial ofpoor persons wlw Iwve died
And in order that the association may practice entirely the works
ofmercy, it wiD furnish shrouds for the deceased poor persons who
do not have any, and, as a group, will accompany them to the grave.
How the expenses of the sick will be defrayed

Until now, God in His Divine Providence has provided sufficiently for the expenses of this work, both from the collections the
Servants ofthe Poor take up in turn in the churches-in some places
every day and in others on Sundays and holy days-as also from
what is donated in the boxes placed in the inns, where the landladies
ask their guests for something for the sick poor of the area.
Officers in general

All the women who wish to belong to this association will be received into it and will be named Associates; but to avoid confusion,
they will elect from among themselves a certain number proportionate to the place where it wiD be established, such as twelve in a
place where there are fifty homes and so forth, as is in keeping with
it. They will be like the piDars who support the association and will
be called Servants of the Poor because they are the ones who will
actually be serving the poor according to the order given above, and
not the others, who will be content with practicing the other good
works included in these regulations. And the Servants of the Poor
will choose three women from their number, who will be in charge
for only two years, namely, a Ptioress and two Assistants. These
will be fully responsible for what concerns the sick, together with
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the Rector and a Procurator, whom they will elect and who will be
one of the thirty Servants ofthe Poor ofthe association. In the event
of the death ofone of these Servants of the Poor, the Associates as a
body will appoint another.
Prioress

The Prioress will do her utmost to see that the present ... 2 every
two years the day after Pentecost to elect new Directors, and the Directors every year, also on the day after Pentecost, to hear the accounts of the First Assistant, and after Vespers on the first Sunday
of the month to handle ordinary business, and more often, if there is
a need. The Associates will also meet as a body whenever a Servant
of the Poor has to be elected; the Servants of the Poor will do so every two years on the day after All Saints' Day to create new officers.
The three Officers will meet annually on the same day to hear the
accounts of the Treasurer, and after Vespers on the first Sunday of
the month shortly after the men so that the Rector, who should be
present at the men's meeting, may also be present for the women's
meeting to discuss briefly the ordinary business affairs that will be
proposed. They will settle matters by a plurality of votes, collected
by the Rector; but once someone has given her opinion, she may not
reply to those who have a contrary opinion.
Election of Officers

When the Servants of the Poor have heard the accounts of the
Treasurer in the chapel of the Charity after Vespers on the day after
Pentecost, they will chant the Veni, Creator Spiritus, and then
choose a secretary by voice vote; she will be the one elected by the
Company to help the Rector for the election. Once this has been
done, the Rector will receive the oath of the Servants of the Poor
that they will elect as officers those whom they know in conscience

2The following page is missing. The resulting hiatus can be filled by the corresponding
passage in the Regulations for Courboin (cf. Doc. 137, from the section entitled Prioress to the
section Matters common to men and women Servants afthe Poor).
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three pieces of paper, one of which will have the name of the man
for whom they are casting their vote for Prior, another with their
vote for Treasurer, and the other for Visitor of the Poor. The Rector
will give these to the Servant, who will place them on a table or on
the altar, where the Rector and the Secretary will read the ballots in
the presence ofthe group, before whom they will certify and declare
aloud those who have the greatest number of votes for each office.
When this has been done, the new officers [will take] the places of
the old ones, then the Salve Regina will be chanted to thank Our
Lord through His Holy Mother for the choice He has made of the
persons elected and to ask Him for the grace for them to be able to
lead the association and to be ever more attached to His glory, for
the salvation of the Associates. It is to be noted that the same will be
done for the election of a new Rector and new officers for the
women.
Fidelity of the officers in admitting only the truly poor and truly sick to

share in the alms ofthe association
Because the association has been established only for persons
who are trnly poor and truly sick, the male officers will give the
alms of the association only to those men and women whom they
judge in conscience to be truly poor. The women officers will do the
same only for those whom they judge in conscience to be truly poor
and sick. And so that favoritism, which is the ruin of good works,
does not slip into this one, when the men and women officers begin
their term of office they will prontise in the presence of the Rector
not to use the alms ofthe association, neither directly nor indirectly,
for any of their relatives, in-laws, personal friends, or persons recommended to them. And, if another member of the Company proposes one of the aforementioned on his own, they will refrain from
doing so, saying that they cannot give their opinion on that point,
and leave it to the judgment of the others.
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should take place on the third Sunday of the month.

And so that the Associates may benefit and be strengthened
more and more in the spirit of charity, they will meet every first or
third Sunday of the month in the chapel designated for the association, where they will hear Mass in the morning, and those who are
inclined to go to confession and Communion, as all will be encouraged to do, will do so. After dinner they will participate in the Litany of Our Lord or of the Blessed Virgin, and some brief
exhortation will then be given them or a reading from the present
regulations; all this, however, outside of the times when the Divine
Service is celebrated in the parish.
wve for Our Lord

Since one of the principal points of this association is to honor
Our Lord and His holy Mother, the men and women Associates will
be strongly encouraged to show them great honor and reverence
and to say five Our Fathers and five Hail Marys every day for this
purpose.
Mutual chan"ty they should have for one another

The men and women Associates will have great charity, visit and
console one another in their trials, give instructions that the Last
Sacraments be administered in due time and place, and have
prayers offered in common and privately that each Associate may
leave this world in a good state. They will also be present as a group
for the administration ofthe Last Sacraments and at the burial ofthe
men and women Officers, Associates, and Nurses of the Sick Poor,
for whose souls they will have one Mass celebrated, and each will
say devoutly and in private, at her convenience, one rosary for
them. It is to be noted that this observance, like all the others that are
part of the present regulations, is voluntary and does not oblige under pain of mortal or venial sin.
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women's association as well as that afthe men.

Because both the men's and the women's associations are only
one and the same association, having the same patron and purpose
and even the same spiritual practice; and since only the ministry is
divided, with the care of the able-bodied assigned to the men and
that of the sick to the women; and because Our Lord receives as
much glory from the women's ministry as from that ofthe men, and
it even seems that the care of the sick is preferable to that of the
healthy; for these reasons the Servants of the Poor will show as
much concern for the preservation and growth ofthe women's association as for their own. For that purpose, they will entrost to the
First Assistant, who keeps the women's money, one-fourth of the
annual revenue--and more, if need be, if the income from the collections taken up by the women does not suffice. This can be determined through the Rector, since he is Superior of both associations.
And so that the Directors may know the state of affairs of the
women's association, they will be present for the presentation of
their accounts.
Formula/or the firm resolution afthe Men and Women
Servants of the Poor

To make this association more enduring, its Rector will pronounce aloud the following firm resolution after the Communion
Mass or at the end ofVespers on Pentecost in the chapel ofthe Charity, and the Servants of the Poor will do the same after him. The
Rector will say: "I ... Servant of the Poor of the Association of the
Charity, intend to observe its regnlations and to do my utmost to
promote its preservation and growth, with the help of God, which I
humbly ask of Him for this purpose."
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To His Excellency the Archbishop of Sens, or to his Vicar-General.
Philippe-Emmanuel de Gondi, Comte de Joigny and General of
the Galleys of France, humbly petitions, stating that about three
years ago you kindly allowed to be established in the town ofJoigny
the Association of the Charity, composed of women and instituted
for the relief of the sick poor. Great benefits have accrued and accrue daily from it; now, knowing the benefit arising from the men's
association established in certain places in this kingdom for the
welfare of able-bodied poor persons, he desires by the same means
that it might please you to permit the establishment of the association of men in the town of Joigny and the villages dependent on it
and to unite the association of men to that of the women in the manner stated in the regulations written above.
In consideration of this, may it please you in your kindness to
unite the men's association to that of the women in accord with the
regulations, and to allow it to be established in Joigny and the villages dependent on it, and, for this purpose, to allow our chaplain,
M. Vincent de Paul, to make the establishment. And you will be
performing a work pleasing to God and will greatly oblige us.
Drawn up in Joigny, May 4, 162 J.
P.-E.DE GONDY

We, Pierre de Marcq, priest and DoctorofTbeology, Canon of the
metropolitan Church of Sens, Prior of Oisey, Officialis and
Vicar-General in spiritual and temporal matters of His Excellency
the Most Reverend Archbishop of Sens, Primate of the Gauls and of
Germania, in view of the request of the Comte de Joigny written
above, and after having carefully considered the regulations of the
aforementioned Confraternity or Association of the Charity, have
approved and do approve, by the authority of the Archbishop, the establishment of the association in the town of Joigny and the villages
dependent on it. To avoid a multiplicity ofconfraternities and associations in the same place, and taking into account that the women's as-
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has the same patron, who is Our Lord Jesus, the same pwpose, and
the same practices as that of the men, and that only the ntirtistry is divided, with the care of able-bodied poor persons entrusted to the men
and that of the disabled poor to the women, we have urtited and do
urtite the confraternity of men to that of the women in Joigny, authorizing the priest M. Vincent de Paul, Bachelor ofTheology and chaplain of the Comte, to make the establishment of the confratentity or
association in Joigny and the villages dependent on it, and the urtion
of the men's association to that of the women in the same town.
All this is on condition that, when the Archbishop or his
Vicar-General, generally residing and ntirtistering in Sens, is in
Joigny or the villages and wants to be informed of the spiritual and
temporal adntinistration of the association, its Directors will be
bound to reply to them and show them the accounts. This will be
done without cost, and the Bishop or his Vicar-General will also be
informed of all differences of opinion that will arise regarding both
spiritual and temporal affairs of the association.
And because charity toward the neighbor is a work pleasing to
God and on Judgment Day we will be judged on that, and because
the intention of the association is, in fact, to practice in a special
manner this commandment of Charity toward the neighbor, for this
reason we exhort the faithful Christians of Joigny and the other
places dependent on it to enroll in the association and to practice the
works it includes.
In testimony whereof we have signed these present letters and
have had them signed by M. Gabriel Sarsement, acting Registrar in

this case.
Sens, May 8, 1621.
We have also had them sealed with the crest and seal of the Archbishop.
P.DEMARCQ

By order of the Vicar-General.
SARSEMENT
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In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.
Be it known to all whom it may concern that today, May 30,1621,
feast of Pentecost, in the chapel of Saint-Antoine Hospital in this
town of Joigny, in the presence of the noble and powerful Lord
Messire Philippe-Emmanuel de Gondi, Chevalier of the Two Orders of the King, Councillor in his State and Private Councils,
Comte de Joigny, and General ofthe Galleys ofFrance; of the priest
Messire Fran~ois Courtiller, Pastor of Saint-Thibault; of the priest
Messire Antoine Louvet, Pastor of Saint-Andre; of the priest
M. Guillaume Leboeuf, Pastor of Saint-Jean; of Maitre Julien
Girousl, Bailliff and Judge in Ordinary for Joigny; of Louis de
Guidoly,3 Sieur d'Ouessey, Lieutenant and Captain of Joigny and
local head of the Forestry Commission of the Count, of Mm"tre
Savinien de la Mare, Lieutenant of Joigny, of Messire Jean
Jacquinet, lawyer and Procureur Fiscal of Joigny; of M. Cholet,
M. Laurent, and M. Symard, Magistrates of Joigny; and of several
others named and signed below; we, Vincent de Paul, priest and
Bachelor of Theology, by virtue of the permission issued by the
Officialis of Sens on May 8, 1621, given here above, signed Pierre
de Marcq, Officialis; and Sarsement, acting Secretary; and sealed
with the seal of the Archbishop of Sens, whereby he allows and instructs us to establish in Joigny the men's Confraternity and Association of the Charity for the relief of able-bodied poor persons of the
town, to unite the men's association to that of the women, already
established in Joigny and in Saint-Antoine chapel, we, by the aforesaid authority, have established and do establish the said Confraternity or Association of the Charity in Joigny and in the chapel, and
have united and do unite it to the women's association, in accord
with the regulations given above. When this was done, we explained to the Assistants what is involved in the ministry of Associates in the association, had the regulations read, and encouraged
those wishing to become members to come forward and be enrolled.
3Louis de Guidotti.
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Whereupon the undersigned persons whose names are given below presented themselves. All declared that they wished to belong
to the association and asked that we enroll them in it, which we did.
First, the Comte de Joigny; then the priest Messire Antoine Louvet,
Pastor of Saint-Andre in Joigny; the priest Messire Jean Maurice,
chaplain of Saint-Antoine in Joigny; the priest Messire Edme
Meslin; Maitre Julien Giooust, Bailiff and Procurator of Joigny;
Louis de Guidoly, Sieur d'Ouessey, Lieutenant and Captain, local
head of the Forestry Commission of the county of Joigny; Maitre
Jean Jacquinet,lawyer andProcureur Fiscal General ofthe county;
Maitre Saviuien de la Mare, Lieutenant in Joigny; M. Cholet,
M. Symard, and M. Desjours, principal county magistrates of
Joigny....4
And proceeding to the election of the Servants of the Poor, the
following were named: in the first place, the priest Maitre Antoine
Louvet, Pastor of Saint-Andre in Joigny; the priest Messire Edme
Meslin; Maitre Julien Girousl, Bailliffand Provost ofJoigny; Louis
de Guidoly d'Ouessey, Lieutenant and Captain of Joigny and local
head of the Forestry Commission of the county of Joigny; M8Itre
Jean Jacquinet, lawyer and Procureur Fiscal General of the
county; M. Laurent Desjours; M. Symard; M. Branche;
M. Nardeux; M. Biot, lawyer; M. Delon, lawyer; M. . .. ;
M. Leboeuf, Auditor; M. Marchant; M. Roucelin; M. Penol, Registrar; M. Gaultier; M. Thulon; M. Murot, Procurator; M. Jean
Leboeuf, substitute; Ferraud, Attorney; M. Guillaume Camard;
M. Chereau, ... ; M. Vadde; M. Grassin; and M. Marot.
Proceeding immediately to the election of the officers and Directors ofthe Charity, the votes ofthe Servants ofthe Poor were collected, and the following were elected: in the first place, as Rector
of the association, the priest Messire Jean Maurice, chaplain of
Saint-Antoine Hospital; Prior, M. Julien Giooust, Councillor in the
Parlement and Bailiff and Judge in Ordinary of Joigny; First Assistant, M. Biot, lawyer in Joigny; and Second Assistant, the priest
Messire Antoine Louvet, Pastor of Saint-Andre in Joigny. These of"Twenty~six other names and signatures follow.
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weaver in Joigny.
Drawn up on the day and in the year given above.
V.DEPAUL
The same day and time, the aforementioned men decided that, in
the event that not all the Servants of the Poor are present for the
election of new officers, at least twelve [Associates1will suffice to
hold the election, just as ifit [the Company] were acting as a body.
V.DEPAUL

133•• REPORT OF ABBE LA1JF\~rcg~ THE COMBINED CHARITY
(September 1621)

The following year, 1623, I was noteworthy because of a second
establishment, much more useful than the preceding one, since its
aim was to provide relief for all the poor people in the town, healthy
and sick, beggars as well as the bashful poor. It was M. Vincent de
Paul, Pastor of Ch3.tillon-Ies-Dombes, who began that good work
there. Despite the attention A. Gaspard Dinet might have given to
renewing the face of the diocese during his nineteen years as
Bishop, it was impossible for him to bring that important work to
completion; there were still many abuses that had to be rectified after his death. One of the greatest was the helpless situation of the
poor people ofthe town. They were living in such utter ignorance of
the truths of religion and sunk in such criminal habits that one could
not see them without being astonished.
While M. Vincent, whose virtues have justly placed him in the
catalogue ofthe saints, was passing through Mkon, he himself wit-

Document 133. - Abbe Laplatte' s history of the Charity of Micon, manuscript.
1Abbe Laplatte is mistaken here; the Charity ofMftcon was established in 1621 (cf. Docs. 134
and 135).
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nessed this sad spectacle. His charity was moved by it, and his zeal
caused him to seek the means to remedy it. Since it was his custom
to ask the poor persons he was helping a few questions on the elements of religion, he was surprised to find elderly persons sixty
years and older who did not even know Jesus Christ and His mysteries. The price of these poor souls who were being lost made such a
vivid impression on his heart that he resolved at that very moment
to do something about it, regardless of the cost.
His charity was ingenious; he soon found some means that he
felt could be used to carry out his project. Presuming, however, that
many obstacles would be put in the way ofthis good work, he armed
himself with firmness. What he had foreseen, happened. When he
had shared his plans with some persons in the town, some considered it impossible to carry them out; others treated him as a rash,
proud man, who was trying to meddle in what was no concern of
his. Still others, held back by human respect, told him that it would
be a good work, but they did not see how to go about putting it into
effect. Far from becoming discouraged by so many obstacles, the
saintly Vincent de Paul recognized that being contradicted was
characteristic ofthe works ofGod, but that patience and determination would make him victorious.
In fact, he knew so well how to handle those persons governing
the town that they finally approved his plan and went along with its
execution. So, a group of charitable persons was formed, who took
responsibility for helping in an orderly and tactful way all the poor
persons in the town, beggars and bashful poor, able-bodied and
sick. To cover the cost of this good work, the rich committed themselves in writing to donate annually wheat, wine, meat, wood, and
linen, according to their possibilities.
This organization of charitable persons agreed to meet every
Wednesday in Saint-Nizier to take there all they had collected and
to report the persons in their district who had fallen ill or were in
need so they could be assisted the following week and to remove
from the list of poor persons those whose situation had improved or
who, because they behaved badly during the week, merited being
deprived of alms the following Sunday.
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The leading women of the town and a large number of the bourgeoisie considered it an honor to belong to this devout assembly, to
visit the sick in their neighborhood twice a week, to furnish them
with what they needed for their recovery, and, lastly, to provide for
their burial if God called them to Himself. The capital needed for
these various acts ofcharity was drawn from the fund for which the
rich gave their alms every month.
Bishop Louis Dinet, 2 Messieurs Chambon, Dean of the Cathedral, de RMbe, Provost of Saint-Pierre, and Hugues Foillard, Lieutenant General, energized and supported this burgeoning good
work by their care and solicitous attention. They even formed a
board, composed of ten Rectors, namely, two priests, one of whom
presided in the absence of the Bishop, two Bailiffs, two officers of
the election, 3 a lawyer, a Procurator, and two merchants, one of
whom was the Receveur. Its guidelines were adopted on September
26,1623.'
Following is the order M. Vincent established with regard to
those who were poor:
(I) He had a list drawn up of all the poor persons living in the
town, which came to about 300.
(2) He required that they come together every Sunday in
Saint-Nizier, where they would hear Mass and the instruction, go to
confession monthly, and receive Communion when they were
found capable of doing so.
(3) After the service, all the poor persons who had attended
would receive bread and money corresponding to their need and the
number ofchildren for whom they were responsible; in winter some
wood was added to this.
(4) All those who were found begging in the streets and at the
churches during the week, or about whom the Ladies had made justifiable complaints, would receive nothing the following Sunday.
(5) Poor passers-by would be put up for one night and sent offthe
next day with two sous.
2Nephew of the late Gaspard Dinet, Bishop of Macon.
administrative district for the purpose of levying taxes.
4The correct date is September 16, 1621.
3An
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persons were to be assisted discreetly and provided in their illnesses
with adequate food and remedies to expedite their recovery, if possible.
(7) Lastly, since the assembly did not want to encourage laziness
among the able-bodied poor or their families, they were to be given
only what was necessary to supplement the modest salaries from
theirwolK.
When this good work began, there were almost no funds for its
operation, but M. Vincent spoke very strongly and touchingly on
the need and advantages of almsgiving and how easily it could be
done, either by cutting back on luxuries, meals, furnishings, clothing, and recreation or, if a person had no money, by donating grain,
furniture, old clothes, or linen. He did such a fine job explaining the
good order that could result from this in Macon if people were willing to take his advice, that everyone was eager to emulate his enthusiasm. Grain, bread, vegetables, linen, wood, household utensils,
clothing, beds, etc., were brought to the place assigned to deposit
the alms, and people were soon ready to support this nascent good
work. M. Vincent, says his biographer, seeing his efforts resullin an
undreamed of success, was the first to give his alms, and then went
on his way.
Fr. Desmoulins, an Oratorian priest who was then Superior of
the Macon Seminary established by M. Gaspard Dinet, saw for
himself all that took place at the time of this establishment and
wrote it down so simply and truthfully that, in order to confirm what
I have reported here about this holy establishment, I thought I
should copy the account he left of it.
If the reader thinks I have gone on too long about this, I must confess that I am surpassing the normal limits, but I ask him to excuse me
for wanting to do so. For such a long time I have desired to see this
holy assembly reestablished in Macon that I gladly seize opportunities to make known the means of achieving it, since it suffices to follow the plan left us by M. Vincent, simply making a few changes
with regard to the times in which we are living and the circumstances
in which we find ourselves so as not to irritate certain people.
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"No one," said Fr. Desmoulins, "informed me of the state of the
poor people in Macon; 1recognized it myself; for, when this charitable organization was begun, since it was ordered that, on the first
ofeach month, all the poor persons who were to receive alms should
go to confession, the other confessors along with me found elderly
persons, sixty years of age and older, who told us frankly that they
had never been to confession; and when someone spoke to them of
God, the Trinity, or the Incarnation, it was a language they did not
understand.' However, through this devout Confraternity of Charity that M. Vincent established, these disorders were remedied, and
in a short time the physical and spiritual needs of this throng ofpoor
persons were taken care of. More than three hundred of them were
very reasonably housed, fed, clothed, and kept warm. People were
no longer badgered either at church or in the streets by those
able-bodied beggars who were doing nothing all day long except to
pursue their livelihood, with no respect for the churches, no regard
for persons who merit it, and no consideration for those who were

unwilling to give in to their demands."
The town registers inform us of several other circumstances concerning this establishment, allowing us to see even more clearly the
good direction and benefit resulting from it. They state, then, that to
bring some relief to the two hundred poor families who were in

5According to Abelly (op. cit., bk. I, chap. XV, p. 61), Fr. Desmoulins is supposed to have
added at this point, "Now, by means of this Confraternity, these disorders were remedied, and in
a short time the poor were relieved of their spiritual and bodily miseries. Louis Dinet, Bishop of

Mllcon at the time, approved this plan ofM. Vincent; the members ofthe Cathedral Chapter and
the members of the Saint-Pierre Chapter, who are Canons of four generations of nobility,
supported him.
"M. Chambon, Dean afthe Cathedral, and M. deRhebe, ProvostofSaint-Pierre, were asked to
be its Directors, together with M. Fallart, Lieutenant General. They followed the regulations
given by M. Vincent. namely, to draw up a directory of all the poor persons in the town who
wanted to remain there; to distribute alms to them on certain days, and if they were caught
begging in the church or at people's homes, they would be penalized and it would be forbidden to
give them anything; to lodge itinerants for one night and to send them off the next day with two
sous; to assist the bashful poor of the town during their illnesses and provide them with proper
nourishment, as in the other places where the Charity had been established.
"This arrangement began with no common funds, but M. Vincent had so much experience in
dealing with important people as well as ordinary ones that everyone was willing to contribute
voluntarily to such a good work, some with money, others with wheat or other provisions,
according to their possibilities. In this way nearly three hundred poor persons were housed, fed,
and maintained very reasonably. M. Vincent donated the first ahns, and then withdrew."
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give annually in money, wheat, wine, wood, and clothing; (2) certain fines that were applied to that good work; (3) entrance fees
from all town officials; (4) the collections taken up every Sunday by
the young women of the town.
These four sources of revenue together created a considerable
fund, since the registers add that, every Sunday after the Mass said
in Saint-Nizier, twelve hundred livres of bread were disttibuted
there, as well as eighteen to twenty silver francs, twelve or fifteen
francs to the Ladies for the bashful poor, not counting the linen,
wood, and coal that came to a considerable amount, one hundred or
one hundred twenty francs in wages to the pharmacists for medicines, twenty francs to the surgeon, four francs a month to two
women who looked after the sick, and twenty francs to the beadles,
who prevented beggars who were strangers from staying in the
town.
From these details one can imagine the good this establishment
did in the town; however, the wars that took place twelve years
later, and the plague in 1629 and 1630, made the inhabitants unable
to furnish sufficient funds to continue the almsgiving to the same
extent. They left their property to heirs who did not intitate the charity of those who had gone before them. From 1639-40 on this decrease was quite obvious. To make up for it, the town magistrates
asked Louis xm to allow a five-franc tax to be levied on each cask
of wine for the benefit of the poor, who were beginning to suffer a
great deal. The reply ofthe Court is unknown, but, since French history informs us that the poor people in the provinces suffered terribly from 1640 to 1659 because of the civil wars brought on by the
ntinority ofLouis XIV, it is presumed that Macon endured the same
fate.
I did not find any other informative report on this organization of
Charity until 1680, when two reputable citizens were looking for a
way to provide bread for some former artisans, now elderly, who
had worked for the town for thirty or forty years but were in pressing need because of the pittance they were receiving from the lim-
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succeed in this pious endeavor was to bring them all together in the
same building so they could assist them more easily.
Consequently, in 1680, M. Etienne Mathoud, President of the
iilection, who was the first to think of this worthy plan, bought several adjacent houses on rue Bourgneuf, costing him one hundred
thousand livres. He had communicating doors installed to facilitate
service and began to take in several disabled elderly persons. Ths
beautiful example of charity inspired several other reputable persons to imitate him. The second was Joseph Bernard, called "The
Handsome;' who also donated one hundred thousand livres to continue the good work.
That was the origin in our town of the Charity Hospital that
serves as a shelter for a large number of distressed orneglected persons.

134. - TIlE CHARITY OF MACON AS RECORDED IN TIlE TOWN
HALL REG1STERS
(September (621)

On September 16, 1621, the following persons met in the town
hall of Macon: M. Foillard, the Lieutenant General, Provost, and
Royal Judge of the town; M. Chandon, Dean of the Cathedral of
Macon; M. Demeaulx, Lieutenant for Criminal Affairs;
M. Chandon, former Lieutenant for Criminal Affairs; Messire
Benoit Buchet, The King's Procurator in the bailiwick; Messire
Nicolas Moisson, King's Counsel; Maitre Pierre Desagie; the Honorable Claude Hugand; the Honorable Jean Desvigues; the Honorable Antoine de la Fonteyne and Maitre Nicolas Bayard, Town
Magistrates; Maitre Pierre Bruys, Procurator Syndic; M. Antonin
de Moras and M. Antonin Fevron, Chevaliers and co-chaplains of
Document 134. - Municipal Archives of Macon, 22c secretarial book. This document was
published by Henri Batault in Notice historique sur i'Association des Dames de la Misencorde
de Chalon-sur·Sat'Jne (n. p., 1878), p. 9.
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Saint-Pierre Church; M. Antoine de Pise, President of the election
and Captain of the town; M. Fran90is de Rymon, Lieutenant in the
election; M. Alexandre Arcelin, Provost ofthe Merchants ofFrance
in the Macon area and tax judge in the election; M. Salomon
Chesnard, royal Receveur and Lieutenant to the first Captain of the
town; M. Pierre Desboys, Counsel in the bailiwick; Maitres
Philibert Mathoud and Jean Bourchanin, Procurators iu the bailiwick; and several other honorable townspeople and merchants:
Valentin Sirauldin, Henri Olivier, Philibert Freau, Jean Molard,
Etienne Perceval, Nicolas Aubel, Hugues Syon, Paul Grangier,
Thibaut Correlier, Laurent Boivin, Henri Doudin, Simon Rossat,
Claude de Veylle, Jean Reuard, Jean Cochouol, Nicolas Soldat, and
Antoine Trarubly.
M. Moisson declared that the reason for this meeting was exceptional in character, since it was concerned more with piety than with
policy.
The first point is to provide for the poor persons of this town, as
God commands; a charitable work that can be done by the means
mentioned, obviating the importunate solicitations of those poor
persons at the churches and at the doors of people's homes, where
they receive alms liberally. That is the reason why most of the poor
persons, even the able-bodied, are unwilling to do anything. A few
years ago people wanted to remedy this with a hospice where they
would be enclosed; when a visitation was made, only half of the
poor persons there were willing to admit that they were poor, for
fear lest they be kept locked up. Nevertheless, when people realized
that the measure was unsuitable, especially because of the misconduct ofthe enclosed poor in towns where these hospices were established, they did not follow suit in Macon.
There is at this time a very pious, devout priest, chaplain of the
General of the Galleys, who has shared the methods whereby assistance and food have been provided for the poor persons in Trevoux
and other neighboring towns. The first one is to take an accurate
census to determine the number of poor persons, able-bodied as
well as disabled, who are in this town.
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of this town, has made it known that Carmelite nuns want to be established in the town, and all they need is the consent ofthe inhabitants, with no expense to the people. The assembly is asked to
consider these matters.
The Lieutenant General said that both proposals are quite laudable and should be adopted because they are charitable, pious, and
commendable, and that, if possible-since it is easy to do-this
Charity should be established. It will obviate the importonate solicitations of the poor, assuring that, if everyone voluntarily donates
something, it will be much less than what they usually give at their
own doors and at church to the poor persons, who must be instructed, made to fear with an awe founded on love, which is to catechize them and have them receive Communion in order to have
them obey willingly, with no need for a building because they cannot be detained in an enclosed hospice. However, capable persons
must be carefully chosen to take care of this and to collect the donations and alms to be distributed to them as judged best. To carry this
out, an extensive, accurate investigation ofthe poor must be done to
determine the number of the able-bodied as well as the disabled.
This is necessary in order to provide for them, show them the kind
of behavior and way ofliving that is desired for their good and salvation, see that a fund of voluntary alms is set up for a granary and
storeroom, and have the young children learn some trades in order
to give them the means of earning their own living. The clergy will
be asked to contribute to this, together with every group in the town
in general and personally. Collectors and poor boxes will have to be
assigned for the churches, shops, and inns, along with the assurance
that some pious, devout Ladies will devote themselves to visit and
serve the sick poor. All these things, however, will be voluntary. In
addition, one or two persons from each group in the town should
take turns as Directors and Administrators for one year.
The Dean of Saint-Vincent stated that it is an immense consolation to see an increase and continuation of the piety and devotion
that the late Bishop of Macon first desired to establish, and a sure
sign of God's special care for us, considering particularly that poor
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persons are so praiseworthy in the Gospel. Even though this may
seem difficult, it must be believed that God will make everything
easy, since not only is it a question ofthe material food ofthose who
are poor but also ofthe spiritual. They will contribute very willingly
to this, even from their church revenues intended for almsgiving.
M. Chandon, the former Lieutenant for Criminal Affairs, said
that everyone not only accepts but embraces wholeheartedly and
zealously what has been proposed; and since it is a question of charity and the service of God being put into action, nothing will be impossible.
Messieurs Fevron and de Moras were asked to explain to the
Provost and Canons of Saint-Pierre Church the project of this very
commendable Charity, and they promised to do so.
The King's Procurator said that the undertaking is so charitable
and pious that he now thinks that this group is not as large as he
would desire. Everyone is in accord with this and willingly contributes to the almsgiving, joined to the instruction the poor will receive
about praying and serving God as well as for the trades in which
they will be employed.
He also thinks the Carmelite nuns should be welcomed.
President de Pise stated that both proposals are so holy and laudable that they should be adopted, and he will willingly contribute to
the Charity.
M. Sirauldin said that this is an inspiration of the Holy Spirit, so
the proposals should be adopted and work begun for the poor.
All the other aforementioned persons present were of the same
opinion.
After the resolution to continue such a holy, praiseworthy Charity, it was also decided unanimously that the Carmelite nuns will be
welcome in the town of MAcon. The clergy are asked, beginning
now, to appoint one member ofeach oftheir Chapters who, together
with those chosen after this, will bring to ten the number of Directors and Administrators ofthe Charity, namely, the two who will be
named by the representatives of the church, in addition to the Dean,
ifhe so wishes; the King's Procurator; Messieurs Desagie and de la
Fonteyne, Town Magistrates; M. Arcelin, Provost; M. Desboys,
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M. Sirauldin, townsman.
Six of these men may deliberate upon an issue in the absence of
the others. The work will begin with a general census, to be taken to
ascertain the number ofable-bodied and disabled poor persons. The
gentlemen will meet at noon every Sunday and will ask the Administrators of the hospital to help them. All the poor persons will go to
Saint-Nizier Church to hear Holy Mass, the exhortation, and the
catechism lesson on the days they will be instructed to do so.
PERRIER

On Friday, September 17, 1621, there met in the town hall of
Macon, the Lieutenant General; Chandon, the Dean; M. Moisson,
the King's Counsel; M. Arcelin, the Provost; M. Desboys,lawyer;
M. Salomon Chesnard, royal Receveur; M. Pierre Desagie; the
Honorable Antoine de la Fonteyne; Messire Philibert Mathnud,
Procurator; and the Honorable Valentin Sirauldin.
It was proposed that, to inaugurate the establishment of Christian charity, in conformity with the consent and resolutions of yesterday, money needed to be found-at least two hundred ecus-to
provide for the poor persons of this town, while awaiting the alms
and donations of respectable people.
Having considered that point, it was resolved that all the income,
pensions, and foundations designated for I'Aum8ne i should be collected and pooled in order to accomplish this, and that the general
census would begin immediately to ascertain the number of poor
persons. The Bishop of Miicon will be notified and asked to authorize and bless the work.
The gentlemen went immediately to see the Bishop of Macon.
When they explained to him what had taken place, he said that he
praises God for such a holy plan and, beginning now, authorizes all
that has been and will be done, asking all the gentlemen to kindly
continue such a good work, to which he himselfdesires to contribute.
PERRIER

lL'AumOne("charity"or "alms") was the name by which the Charity ofMlicon was known.
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FROM THE REGISTER OF THE CAPITULAR DELmERATIONS
(September 17,1621)

On Friday, September 17, 1621, at the Chapter meeting in the
Chapter hall of the Mlicon church, at the sound of the clock, met in
session in the usual manner the venerable and distinguished gentlemen Messires Nicolas Chandon, Dean; Fran~ois de Pise, Cantor;
Noel Denaups of Mlicon; Daniel Laurent of Rousset; Gratien Bernard of Verissey; and Jean de Nobles of Vaux-Renard, Archdeacons; Fran~ois de Mouthaudry, Pierre Jouche!, Jean Pommier,
Philibert Allegre, Aime Demeaulx, Antoine Bergier, Philibert Morel, Louis Denaups, and Jean Dinet, Capitular Canons; assisted by
Messire Fran~ois Broyer, Procurator General of these gentlemen.
The Dean explained that yesterday he was called to the town
hall, where this proposal was made to him by a priest, c1ainting to be
the chaplain of the General of the Galleys, to provide food and sustenance for the poor people who are begging both throughout the
town and at the churches, The proposal was made to remedy the
abuse of many persons who are begging without necessity. The
priests at Saint-Pierre were notified to go to the meeting in the place
where it was held; since, however, none of those gentlemen was in
town, M. Fevron and M. Deucoras were asked to attend so they
could report to the gentlemen the substance of the meeting. It was
decided there to appoint one or two members of the said Company
to assist the Lieutenants General of Civil and Criminal Affairs, together with the aldermen and commissioners delegated to take inventory of the number of poor persons in the town. Then they were
to find a way to feed those who cannot work because of illness or
old age, and to require those who can work to do so. They also decided to name certain persons to instruct the young people and some
priests to say Mass for them on the Sundays and holy days of the
year. To cover the maintenance, each will give whatever he wishes

Document 135. - Municipal Archives of Mfu:on.Actes capitula ires dthe church in MAcon.
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collect what each person chooses to donate.
After this explanation, the members appointed lbe Dean to find
out about lbe institution, on condition lbat he make no promises nor
give any revenue from lbeir alms until lbey are first fully informed
about it. The Dean accepted, declaring lbat he would grant notbing
wilbout apprising lbe gentlemen of everything lbey will ask lbem,
and lbat he accepted lbat responsibility for lbis year only.

136•• REGULATIONS FOR A COMBINED CHARITY

JESUS. MARIA
Regulations ofthe Company ofthe Charity

The Company of lbe Charity shall be established in lbe town
of ... to assist, corporally and spiritually, lbe poor persons of lbe
town and lbe villages dependent on it: spiritually by seeing lbat lbey
are instructed in doctrine and Christian piety; corporally, by seeing
lbat lbose who are able to work learn a trade and earn their own living' and by giving olbers lbe means of subsistence. It also aims to
assist lbe sick poor oflbe town, according to lbe order oflbe Association oflbe Charity established in M.... \ By this means, it will be
united to lbe company, but in such a way lbat, to avoid confusion,
lbe ministry will be divided: lbe men will have lbe care of heallby
persons, and lbe women will have lbe .care of lbe sick and everylbing related to lbis.
The officers oflbe Company committed to lbis may not take any
decisions regarding what depends on lbe association, since lbe Rector and lbe officers of lbe association are, and will be, responsible
forlbis, as it has been until now, in line with !be regulations written
below. The union will have one and lbe sarne patron and lbe sarne
spiritual exercises for lbe first Sunday of lbe monlb, according to
Docwnent 136. . Archives of the Mission, Paris, old copy_

'Probably Micon.
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out the command God gives us in the fifteenth [chapter] of Deuteronomy, namely, to act in such a way that we do not have among us
any poor persons who are begging, and to fulfill His desire that we
love one another and procure the spiritual and corporal salvation of
one another, as His Son Jesus has loved us and constantly procures
for us.
Patron

The patron of this Company will be Our Lord Jesus, who is
Charity personified.
Membership

It will be composed of men and women known for their virtue
and integrity, who will be called Servants of the Poor. The women
will be received only with the consent of their husbands or parents
and, to avoid confusion, both men and women will be limited to a
certain number.
Offices, andfirst, that of Commander

First, a Commander will be elected, who will preside at the meetings together with the Pastor. Together they will see that the present
regulations and the directives given at the meetings are observed
and carried out with fidelity, charity, and diligence.
Assistants or Advisers

Two members of the Company will be elected to act as advisers
of the Pastor who is the Prior and the Commander. One ofthem will
represent the Commander and take over his responsibilities in his
absence.
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The Company will also elect a Treasurer, who will receive and
keep the mouey ofthe Company, using it according to its directions.
He will also give an annual account of it; in addition, he will record
the resolutions of the Company in a register he will keep for this
purpose.
Visitor

Lastly, a Visitor will be elected, whose duty will be to inquire
about the bashful poor, widows, orphans, poor civil and criminal
prisoners, and all other persons in distress in order to visit and console them, and to help them as the case will require and the assembly directs. He will also take care to see that all the poor persons
attend catechism sessions twice a week and go to confession and
Commnnion on the first Sunday of the month.
Election of Officers

The officers will be elected by the Company by a plurality of
votes and will be in office for two years only.
Duty of the Servants of the Poor

The Servants of the Poor will each take their day in order and
will visit the workshop set up to assist those who are poor. They will
see that the poor persons do their duty and that everything goes according to the regulations, informing the Prior and Commander of
what is needed so that they may arrange matters. They will take up
the collection on Sundays and feast days, each in turn, and perform
the spiritual exercises mentioned below.
How to meet the needs a/persons who are poor and to help them earn
their own liVing

All the poor ... are either little children from four to seven or
eight years of age, or youths between eight and fifteen to twenty
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years old, or who are older but disabled, or elderly persons who can
earn only part of their living or are unable to do anything. The little
children, the disabled, and those who are aged and infirm will be
given weekly what they need to get by; to those who will earn part
of their own living the Company will give the other part. The youths
will be placed in some modest trade, such as that ofa weaver, which
costs only three or four ecus per apprentice; or a workshop will be
set up for some simple work such as making worsted stockings, as
described below:
Workshop

All the youths will be brought together in some suitable rented
house, where they will be helped to live and work under the direction of a priest and the leadership of a master workman, in accord
with the present regulations.
Office of the priest in charge of the workshop

It will be the duty ofthe priest to teach the apprentices and all the
other poor persons doctrine and Christian piety. This will be done in
the church after Vespers on feast days; and on Tuesdays and Fridays, in the workshop at I 0' clock; he will spend about half an hour
at this. On Sundays and feast days, he will lead the apprentices in
line, two by two, to Mass and Vespers; on Saturdays and the eves of
great feasts, he will do so for Vespers only, taking them home in the
sarne manner. He will have the apprentices, as well as the other poor
persons living on alms. go to confession and Communion on the
first Sunday of every month and on solemn feast days. He will be
present at dinner and supper with the apprentices and will not be allowed to go to the country or to take any poor person into the workshop without the consent of the officers of the Charity.
Duty of the master workman of the workshop

It will be the duty ofthe master workman to teach his trade to the
children whom the officers of the Charity will place at the work-
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shop in line with the instructions given here, and he will not be allowed to accept or dismiss any apprentice for any reason
whatsoever, without the orders of the officers of the Charity, who
have full responsibility for the workshop.
Apprentices of the workshop

The poor apprentices, together with their parents, will give their
word on oath to teach their trade, free ofcharge, to the poor children
of the town who will come after them, whenever the officers of the
Charity direct them to do so, and the apprentices whom they will
teach will be fed by the Company.
Daily schedule of the workshop

The said poor persons will rise at 4 a.m., be dressed by 4:30 a.m.,
pray until 5:00 a.m., and work until the bell rings for the first Mass,
which they will hear, going in line, two by two, and returning in the
same way. They will have breakfast at 8:00 a.m.; at noon, they will
eat lunch in silence, with reading, stop for a snack at 3:30 p.m., eat
supper at 7:00 p.m., then have recreation until 7:45 p.m., say their
prayers, and exarnine their consciences; after which they will go to
bed at 8:00 p.m.
Practice of the first Sunday of the month

So that the men and women Servants of the Poor may acquire
more and more the true spirit of charity, on the first Sunday of the
month they will go to the chapel of the Charity to hear Holy Mass,
which will be celebrated for the Company immediately after Lauds.
They will go to confession and receive Communion if their affairs
allow; after Vespers they will participate in the Litany ofJesus or of
the Blessed Virgin, a lighted candle in hand, and listen to the exhortation that will be given. Then the officers will meet to discuss the
spiritual and temporal needs of the poor and the needs of the workshop, each giving a report of what he did by virtue of his office, and
all will decide, by a plurality of votes, on some means of remedying
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absence, by the Commander; and no one, after having cast his vote,
will be allowed to dispnte with others who were of the contrary
opinion.
Daily practices and mutual charity of the men and women Servants

ofthe Poor

They will say five Our Fathers and five Hail Marys daily to
honor Our Lord Jesus and His Holy Mother and to obtain their
blessings on the work. Moreover, to foster mutual love and to preserve the spirit of Jesus among themselves, they will visit one another when they are sick, comforting those in distress, and will be
present for the administration of the last sacraments and the burial.
One Mass will be said for every Servant ofthe Poor immediately after their death. None of this, however, obliges under pain of mortal

or venial sin.
Means ofdefraying this expense

The means of defraying this expense is based partly on the annual revenue of the hospital, partly on the collections that the Servants of the Poor, each in tum, take up in the churches on Sundays
and feast days, and partly on the boxes placed in inns, where the
landladies do the charity ofasking something ofthose who go there.
Be that as it may, God in His goodness has provided so well for this
until now that nothing has been lacking for the support ofthe work.
It is fitting, therefore, that He be thanked and praised forever, since,
by this means, His desire that we take care of the poor is fulfilled;
the rich receive a million blessings in this world and etemallife in
the next; the poor are instructed in the fear of God, taught how to
earn their own living, and helped in their need; and lastly, the towns
are freed of many depraved idlers and profit from the sale of the
work done by the poor.
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COURBOIN
(June 19, 1622)

Purpose for which it will be instituted

The Association of the Charity will be instituted, , , have them
taught the catechism every Sunday and receive the sacraments on
the first Sunday of every month. feed and provide medical care for
the sick poor. help those to die well, , ..
Membership

It will be composed of men, wives. and unmarried women. of
which the last mentioned....
Ministry ofthe men and, first, how to provide for

able~bodiedpersons

The Directors of the association will place poor children....
How the expenses ofable-bodied poor persons will be defrayed

In some places, the expenses of the able-bodied will be defrayed
by the collections which the Servants of the Poor, each in turn, take
up in the churches on Sundays and feast days; in others, by part of
the income of hospitals and what each inhabitant gives charitably
every week; in still others, by purchasing a few sheep, which those
who already have some, have the charity to feed-some one, some

two, some more, some less, each according to his or her ability-and from the sale of their wool, with the proceeds going to the
association. Several may share in feeding one person, depending on
whether there are more or fewer Associates and poor persons, in
such a way that they may give each poor person who cannot work
one and a half livres of bread a day, along with a piece of cheese or
some butter. Those who earn part of their living are given six to
Document 137. - Archives ofthe Mission, Paris, copy. These regulations closely resemble those
of Joigny (Doc. 132a).
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and learn it, and go to confession and Communion on the first
Sunday of every month, as stated in the first article.
Officers

To govern the men's association the Company will elect three
Associates by a plurality of votes. Together with a priest who will
be the Rector of the association, they will have full responsibility
for it. One of them will be appointed Prior, another Treasurer, and
another Visitor ofthe Poor, and will be in office for two years only.
Rector

The Rector will be the Superior ofthe men's mirtistry and ofthat
of....
Prior

The Prior will do all in his power, together with the Rector....
Treasurer
The Treasurer will represent the Prior in his absence and act on
his authority ... in the presence of the Directors and Associates,
and of the Judge and Procureur Fiscal who will be present, if they
think it advisable. He may not, however, ask for or expect any salary for this. The Treasurer will also record in a register he will keep
for this purpose the resolutions taken at the meetings.
Visitor ofthe Poor

The Visitor of the Poor will make inqrtiries about the bashful
poor, widows, orphans, and other persons in distress in order to go
to visit them. ...
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The Directors will appoint one of the Associates to be an Associate Servant of the Charity, and he will call together the Directors
and the Associates whenever the Rector or Prior, or one of the officers, each in order, instructs him to do so. He will likewise be in office for two years only. Should he have to be sent to the country or to
spend more than two hours time for the association....
Women's supervision a/the sick poor and. in theftrs! place, admission
ofthe latter

The sick poor will be admitted to the care of the association by
the Prioress and on the advice ofthe Rector and other officers. They
will have their clothes washed and go to confession the same day
they are admitted to the care of the association, and will receive
Communion on the following day.
Meals for the patients

Each patient will have as much bread as he or she can reasonably
eat for dinner. ...
Order the Ladies ofCharity will follow in serving the patients

Each Lady ofCharity will take her day to prepare the food for the
patients, which they will take to their home and serve them....
Burial ofpoor persons who die

So that the association may practice fully the works of
mercy....
How the expenses of the sick poor will be defrayed

God, in His Divine Providence, has until now made sufficient
provision for defraying the expenses of this work, both by the col-
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daily in some places and on Sundays and feast days in others....
Officers in general

To oversee the women's Charity, there will be three officers: the
Prioress, the Treasurer, and the Supervisor of Furnishings. Together with the Rector and a Procurator, they will have full responsibility for the work of the sick poor and what depends on it. They
will be in office for two years only and will be elected in the same
way as the men.
Prioress

l

The Prioress will do her utmost to see that the present regulations
are observed by the Ladies of Charity and that the resolutions taken
at the meetings are implemented promptly and charitably. In a
word, she will govern tltis family of Our Lord as a respectable
woman governs her household.
Treasurer or First Assistant

The Treasurer will represent the Prioress in her absence and will
take over her responsibilities. She will receive and keep the money
in a strongbox having two keys, of which the Prioress will have one
and she the other, but she will be authorized to have control of only
enough money to feed the sick poor for a month, and will not be allowed to open the strongbox except in the presence of the Prioress.
She will use the money according to the instructions of the Rector,
Prioress, and Supervisor ofFumishings. She will give an annual account of it in the presence of the Rector, the Director of the men's
association, the Procurator, the Prioress, the Second Assistant, and
the Judge and the Procureur Fiscal, in the manner mentioned
above. They will give full credence to the amounts recorded by her

'The text from here to the section Maners common to men and women Servants o/the Poor
corresponds to the missing page referred to in Doc. 132a, D. 2.
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and the boxes placed in the inns unless one of the aforesaid gentlemen is present. The report of the accounts will be given in the chapel of the Charity after Vespers on the day after the feast of All
Saints. Lest those who should be present excuse themselves from
tltis meeting because they were not informed of it, the Rector will
announce it from the pulpit the day before. The same will be done
for the report of accounts for the men's group, on the day after Pentecost.
Supervisor of Furnishings or Second Assistant

Like the Treasurer, the Supervisor of Furnishings will serve as
adviser to the Superioress; she will look after the furnishings of the
association, have the linen washed and mended when necessary,
and, when she leaves office, give an account of what has been entrusted to her.
Procurator of the women's Charity

The women officers will elect a Procurator, also every two years,
on the day after the feast of All Saints. It will be his duty to assist the
Rector at all the meetings be will have with the officers and to keep
the immovable goods of the women's association. He may not, however, farm or draw up any contracts unless the Rector and officers are
present and give their consent. The money will be entrusted to the
Treasurer as soon as he receives it, and she will give him a receipt for
it, by means of which he will be legally released from his obligation.
Nurses a/the Sick Poor

The Ladies of Charity will choose two devout poor women to
nurse patients who are destitute and deprived of any other assistance. These nurses will be paid from the common funds of the association and admitted into it. They will be called Nurses ofthe Sick
Poor and will also be of service by informing the Ladies of Charity
whenever they should meet.
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Election ofofficers

The male officers will complete their two-year tenn on the day
after Pentecost, and will present new ones to the association assembled in a body after Vespers ofthe day. The latter will give their approval of them, if they think suitable, by a plurality of votes, and
others will be appointed and established. The women officers will
do likewise on the day after All Saints' Day.
Fidelity of the men and women officers in allowing only the truly poor
and the truly sick to share in the alms ofthe association

Because the Charity has been instituted only for persons who are
trnly poor and trnly sick, the officers will allow to share in the alms
of the association only those whom they will, in conscience, judge
to be truly poor and sick. And so that favoritism, which is the downfall of good works, may not slip into this one, when the officers take
up their responsibility they will promise not to use their influence,
either directly or indirectly, to have anyone admitted to receive the
alms of the association....
Mass, Communion, litany, exhortations, and the reading o/the present
regulations that should take place every first or third Sunday of the

month

So that the members of the Charity may profit from and be
strengthened more and more in the spirit of charity, they will come
together every first or third Sunday of the month in the chapel designated for the Charity. They will hear Mass there in the morning,
and those who wish to go to confession and receive Communion-as all are encouraged to do-will do so. Mter dinner....
Love ofOur Lord

Since one ofthe principal aims ofthis association is to honor Our
Lord and His Holy Mother, the members of the Charity will be encouraged to show them great honor....
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The men and women Associates will have great charity for one
another, visit and console one another in their trials, give instructions that the last sacraments be administered to them in due time
and place, and have prayers said in common and privately that the
soul of no Associate will leave this world except in a good state.
They will be present in a body for the administration of the last sacraments and the burial of the Associates and Nurses of the Sick
Poor, for whose souls they will have celebrated....
Zeal the Associates will have for preserving the women's association as
well as their own

And because the men's association and that of the women is one
same association, having the same purpose and spiritual exercises,
and only the mirtistries are divided-the care ofthe able-bodied being assigned to the men and that of the inf'mu to the women-and
because Our Lord draws no less....
Formula to be usedfor the firm resolution ofthe Servants of the Poor

To make this association more enduring, its Rector ... and all
the men and women Associates will repeat aloud after the Rector:
"1 ... , Associate of the Association of the Charity, intend to observe its regulations and to do my utmost to foster the preservation
and growth ofthe association, with the help ofGod, which 1humbly
ask of Him for this purpose."

APPROVAL OF THE CONFRATERNITY

To the Bishop of Soissons or his Vicar-General
Lady Fran,oise-Marguerite de Silly, Comtesse de Joigny, humbly petitions, stating that, knowing from experience the great good
arising from the Association of the Charity established in several of
her towns and villages, she would like to have it established in her
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villages that are dependent on your diocese and on the barony of
MootmiraiI.
In consideration of this, Excellency, may it please you to pennit
the establishment of the Charity in these villages according to the
regulations given above, and to entrust her chaplain, M. Vincent de
Paul, priest and Bachelor of Theology, with making the establishment, and you will be doing a work pleasing to God. You will also
greatly oblige the Lady and do great good for the poor.
Drawn up in Montmirail, May 6, 1622.
FRAN<;XlISE-MARGUERITE DE SILLY

We, Charles de Macqueville, by the grace of God and of the
Holy Apostolic See Bishop of Soissons, having read the previously
written statutes and ordinances of the Association of the Charity,
together with the request that has also been made in writing, have
pennitted and by these present letters do pennit the Lady to have the
Association of the Charity established in all the villages belonging
to her in our diocese. For this purpose we entrust her chaplain,
M. Vincent de Paul, priest and Bachelor of Theology, with making
the establishment, and we grant forty days indulgence to all those
who enter the association.
Given in Soissons, May 13, 1622.
CHARLES. Bilshop] ofSoissons

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CONFRATERNITY

Today, June 19, 1622, in the parish church of Courboin, in the
presence of Brother Pierre Dieu, Pastor in Courboin and professed
religious of Saint-Jean-des-Vignes; and of Lady Fran~oise-Mar
guerite de Silly, Comtesse de Joiguy, Baronne de Montmirail, and
Lady of the place, Courboin; and of the majority of the inhabitants
of Courboin, assembled in the church at the hour for Vespers, I,
Vincent de Paul, priest, Bachelor of Theology, and chaplain of the
Lady, delegated by His Excellency the Bishop of Soissons to make
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other villages dependent on the Soissons diocese and belonging to
the Lady, in accord with what is stated in the pennission of the
Bishop, transcribed above, of which the original has been given to
the officers of the Charity of Chamblon, attest to all those whom it
may concern that, by virtue of that pennission, I have established
and do establish the Association of the Charity in the church of
Courboin, in the chapel formerly known as Notre-Dame, which is
the one closest to the main altar of the church, and this chapel shall
henceforth be called the Jesus chapel or the chapel of the Charity.
After relating in what the association consists and explaining the
articles of its regulations given above, I urged those wishing to become members to come forward and be enrolled. Whereupon the
undersigned presented themselves and requested me to enroll them
in the association, which I did: fIrst, 1. -P. Dieu the Pastor of
Courboin, then Fran~oise-Marguerite de Silly, V. Lorain, Jacques
Clement, P. Brission, Jean Lillesson, N. Gutinot, Nicolas Naud", J.
Hiernaut, Ch. Poune, Cl. Mariquot, J. Guillou, L. Brission, N.
Naud", G. Tizon, E. Dubois, Sarrasin, Denis Dubois, J. Brission, P.
de la Noue, and J. Le Jeune.
In addition to the above who signed, others were enrolled in the
association, whose names are written on the other side; it should be
understood for these that the wives are members of the Charity as
well as their husbands.
Proceeding to the election of offIcers for the men, the following
were elected: Pierre Naud", Prior; Gilbert Merlin, Treasurer;
Jacques Clement, Visitor of the Poor; and Claude Conte, Associate
Servant. For the women officers: Jeanne Dubois, wife of Pierre
Sarrasin, Prioress; Jeanne Roses, wife of Augustin Dubois, Treasurer; Marguerite Naude, wife of Jean Aymon, Second Assistant;
and Pierre Brission, Procurator of the sick.
Drawn up in Courboin the above day and year.
V. DEPAUL, priest
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We, Vincent de Paul, priest, Licentiate in Canon Law, and Principal of the College des Bons-Enfants, contiguous to the Porte
Saint-Victor, by virtue of the authority given us by His Excellency
the Most mustrious and Most Reverend Jean-Fran~ois de Gondi,
Archbishop of Paris, to erect and establish the Confraternity of
Charity in places in his diocese that we will judge appropriate, have,
by the aforesaid authority and with the consent ofthe inhabitants of
the parish in Montreuil, along the Bois de Vincennes, erected and
established and do erect and establish it in Montreuil. And, to avoid
the proliferation of confraternities, we have, with the consent of the
members of the Confraternity of Saint-Nom-de-Jesus, uuited and
incorporated and do uuite and incorporate the Confraternity of
Charity to that of Saint-Nom-de-Jesus established in Montreuil,
since the members have promised, and do promise, to perform the
following holy exercises, which are customary in the Confraternity
of Charity, namely:
To assist, spiritoally and corporally, all the sick poor of the parish in Montreuil: spiritoally, by helping to die well those who seem
close to death and by having those who will recover resolve never to
offend God again; and corporally, by giving them everything necessary by way offood and medicine, after they have been to confession and received Commuuion.
For this purpose, the members will each take their day to serve
the sick poor, in the order in which the blessed bread is distributed.
They will prepare their dinner and supper, which they will take to
their homes. For each meal, they will give the parient as much bread
as he or she can eat and a half-pint of wine, Paris measure; for dinner, on days when meat can be eaten, five ounces of mutton or veal
and the same for supper; on days ofabstinence, two eggs and a little
butter in the morning, along with some soup; and the same in the

Document 138. - Archives of the Daughters of Charity, Paris, original autograph document.
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To cover the expense of food for the patients, the members will
each, in turn, take up a collection on Sundays and feast days in the
church in Montreuil, and that same day will give the collection
money to the Treasurer, who will be one of the officers of the Confraternity of Saint-Nom-de-Jesus, in the presence of the other, who
will check the collections.
The money of the confraternity will be kept in a strongbox with
three keys, of which each officer will keep one, so that none ofthem
may withdraw the money without the other. For current expenses,
the Treasurer, who will be one of the officers, will keep on hand
four Oeus and no more, and will be obliged to give an accounting in
the presence of the members of the parish on the day stipulated in
the regulations ofthe Confraternity of Saint-Nom-de-Jesus. And so
that each member may know more clearly what he is obliged to do,
the present regulations will be read aloud in the church by the Pastor
or someone else he will choose, after Vespers every first Sunday of
the month for a year; after that, it will be done after Vespers on the
feast day of the confraternity. None of this, however, obliges under
pain of mortal or venial sin.
Drawn up in Montreuil, April II , 1627, in the presence ofthe undersigned.
VINCENT DEPAUL
FRANC;[OISl, Archbi[shop} ofParis

139. - REGULATIONS FOR THE CHARITY OF WOMEN
(SAINT·SAUVEUR PARISH, PARIS)
(1629)

Organization of the confraternity instituted at Saint-Sauveur
Church by the Pastor of the place for visits to the sick poor of the
parish.
Document 139. - Archives of the Mission. Paris, original autograph document.
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M. Levesque, a physician of the Faculty of Medicine of Paris, goes
to see them and prescribes what is necessary for them, medicine as
well as bloodletting. The orders are brought to the Superioress for
her to sign and to admit the patieuts into the confraternity if she
sees, after careful investigation, that they meet the requirements,
namely:
That they have been living in the parish for at least three months
and their illness is not chronic because certain ones sometimes last
seven or eight months and longer. This would mean that, because of
the length ofthe illness, many other patients could not be taken care
of.
The physician sends the Superioress in writing a certificate indicating that the Ladies can go there without any danger. Or, ifhe has
not yet been able to make a diagnosis because there are some latent
illnesses, he may give another note to have food sent to them, as he
judges necessary.
All of this is so that the Ladies are not placed in any danger and
the confraternity may always remain.
The priest who does this charity must see the patients every day
because sick persons have many setbacks.
Three Ladies are elected to take charge of the confraternity,
namely, the Superioress, the Treasurer, and the Supervisor of Furnishings ofthe confraternity. They [are] elected by the votes of several persons gathered together for the institution of the
confraternity, each one of whom is given her responsibility.
The Superioress is responsible for visiting the patients she may
go to see on the doctor's orders. She and a companion should visit
them twice a week, but they should never go alone nor before meals.
The Treasurer keeps the money, for which a collection is taken
up [for] the sick poor of the area every Sunday by the church. The
wives and not the unmarried women take up this collection.
The Ladies in charge may do nothing without consulting one another.
The Supervisor of Furnishings will look after the mattresses,
sheets, blankets, shirts, and anything else needed for the sick be-
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cause it is very necessary that there be someone to take care of the
furnishings.
Before a Confraternity of Charity is erected, people could have
said: "We have no furnishings for the poor;" however, once the
group is formed, after the election all the Ladies enrolled in it are
asked what they would like to donate. One will say, '" arn giving
two or three sheets," and others, "some shirts," and so OD. At the
sarne time someone writes all this down for fear that it may be forgotten, and that is how supplies for the sick poor are built up.
The Lady who keeps the furnishings takes the trouble, for the
love of God, to be careful in lending them to patients and of getting
them back, so that nothing gets lost.
The Ladies of this confraternity should have the charity to visit
one another when they are ill or in distress and to be present when
they die. They should also have a Mass offered for one another
when one dies and should receive Communion for the intention of
the deceased.

140•• REGULATiONS FOR THE CHARITY
(SAlNT-SAUVEUR PARiSH, PARIS)· CONCLUSION
(1629)

.... Therefore, it is necessary to contact the druggist for enemas
and medicines, and the surgeon for bloodletting, cauterizing, and
applying leeches.
When the Treasurer pays for them each month, she should get
the receipts signed by the doctor and the Superioress.
For the butcher, the baker, and the innkeeper, a set price should
be determined for the entire year for one livre of veal and mutton, a
dozen loaves of bread, and a pint of wine.
Document 140. - Archives of the Mission, Paris, original autograph document, of which the
initial page or pages are no longer extant On the back, M. Portail wrote: "Instruction for the
Confraternity ofSaint-Sauveur parish in Paris," after which someone else added: 'This title is in
M. Portail's handwriting. [The instruction] is written entirely in Vincent de Paul's handwriting,
who wrote in that manner when he was between thirty and forty years of age."
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they will go in obedience to their Superioress.
Some have the visits made in the order in which the blessed
bread is distributed. This visit should be made twice a day, bringing
the sick dinner and supper at the expense of the confraternity, and
they themselves should feed them without expecting anyone else to
do it.
The fIrst day of this Institute, the three Superiors will begin to
prepare the stew. Two Ladies will make the visits together; one will
make the stew one day, and another the next, and will continue one
after the other.
They will give each soldier [sic] two or three servings of broth,
ten ounces of meat-veal or mutton-and a loaf of bread. This will
depend on the attention of those who will visit them because it is
hard to say how much, for there are some patients to whom nothing
should be given because they are unable to eat. Eggs are given to
those who cannot eat meat.
Half a setier of wine should be given to each patient for the day,
provided the doctor judges this advisable.
Care should be taken to give them the proper amount of bread,
wine, and meat and to fInd good food.
On days of abstinence, those who are abstaining are given soup
with some greens in it, three eggs with a small portion of butter, and
two apples.
As for visits to the sick poor, they are very worthwhile for their
salvation and for our own, for during these visits, we can instruct
parents and their children, inquire after them-which is helpful for
their conversion-and encourage them to go to confession and
Communion once a month, to live in peace in their families, and to
instruct them as Christians.
The Superioress is to observe when the patients are able to do
without the visit, and tell them two or three days beforehaod that
they will be saying good-bye to them and that they should praise
God for restoring them to health, not to spend any time living in sin,
and set matters aright by a good confession.
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(SAlNT·N1COLAS·DU-CHARDONNET PARISH, PARIS)
(1630)

The Company of women of the Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardonnet
Charity will be established in Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardonnet parish,
united to the Confraternity ofthe Most Blessed Sacrament, to honor
Our Lord Jesus Christ its patron and His Holy Mother, in order to
assist persons in the parish who are poor: spiritually, by obtaining
that those who seem to be close to death leave this world in a good
state and that those who will recover resolve not to offend God
again; and corporally, by giving them food and medicines.
The Company will be composed of a limited number of wives
and unmarried women. By a plurality ofvotes collected by the Pastor, they will elect three of their members, one of whom will be the
Superioress, another the Treasurer, and the other the Supervisor of
Furnishings. These three women will have full responsibility for
the Company, together with the Pastor and a devout parishioner appointed by him. The officers will have an eighteen-month term,
some leaving office the day after the feast of Saint John and others
the day following New Year's Day. On those days a new election
will be held, beginning with the Supervisor of Furnishings, then the
Treasurer, and lastly the Superioress. They may, however, continue
for another eighteen months, for one more term only, if it is deemed
expedient.
The Superioress will see that the present regulations are observed and that each member of the Company performs her ministry well. She will also accept into the care of the Company the sick
poor, being sure that they go to confession and Communion
promptly and, as far as possible, that they are assisted by a priest at
the hour of death. She will discharge the others, on the advice ofthe
other officers, after receiving that of the doctor.
The Treasurer will act as adviser to the Superioress. She will
keep the money in a strongbox with two separate locks, to which the
Document 141. - Bibliotheque Sainte·Genevieve, Ms. 710. fol. 7ff., copy. The Regulations
seem to be from the early days of the Confraternity of Saint-Nicolas (1630).
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keep ten ecus on hand for current expenses, and will record all donations and expenditures in ecus, of which she will give an account
the day after she leaves office, in the presence of the Pastor, the parishioner appointed by him, and the other two officers.
The Supervisor of Furnishings will also act as adviser to the
Superioress. She will maintain the furnishings, have the linen
washed and mended, take care that they are given to and returned
from the patients, and do whatever else is needed to arrange the bedrooms of the sick poor properly when the Blessed Sacrament is
brought to them, at which the Ladies of the Company may be present, ifthey are informed ofthis and can do so conveniently. The Supervisor of Furnishings will also give an account the day after she
leaves office.
The Ladies of Charity will consider themselves blessed for having been chosen by God as Servants ofthe Poor, who represent Him
so efficaciously. And, in order to become capable of serving them
worthily, they will do their utmost to learn how to live as good
Christians, which will be easy for them by being present as often as
they can-both they and their families-at sermons, catechism,
and Mass in their parishes. They will receive Communion at least
on the first Sunday ofthe month; before going to bed and as soon as
they have risen, they will kneel down to adore God. In every way
they can, they will show honor to the Most Blessed Sacrament of
the altar, going as often as possible to the Mass celebrated in the
parish. They will always show respect for churches, where they
should behave with the decorum of a Christian.
The Ladies of the Company will take their turns, two by two, to
serve the sick poor. They will also take up the collection in turn at
church on solemn feast days and will attend low Mass on the first
Thursday of the month-or the second one, when a feast day falls
on the first one. This Mass will be offered from the alms of the Ladies ofCharity for the poor persons who die each month and to give
them renewed strength and courage to serve the sick, being ever
more strongly united by the merits of the Holy Sacrifice; if convenient, they will also receive Communion on this day. They will
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bond ofRis holy love and will visit and console one another in their
trials and illnesses. They will do their utmost to prepare someone to
replace them before their death; as far as possible, they will go in a
body to the funeral of those who die. A certain number ofthem will
also attend the funerals ofthe sick poor whom they will have served
when they were ill, and see that the poor who die are always brought
to the church and some prayer chanted over their remains before the
burial. They will have one Mass celebrated at their own expense for
each Lady of the Company after her death, going to confession and
receiving Communion for ber on the day she dies, or as soon as they
can. They will do the same for the Pastor l and the person appointed
by him, when they die.
They will take care to have a physician or surgeon visit the sick
poor before admitting them to the care ofthe Charity, who wiII warn
them whenever there is danger of contagion.
And because Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardonnet parish is fuII of all
kinds of poor people, after supplying the provisions of the sick and
paying the doctor, druggist, and nurse, if there is stilI money left
over amounting to more than eleven hundred livres, the surplus will
be distributed to other poor persons, always giving preference to
any sickly bashful poorbefore those who can earn their own living.
The Ladies who are officers of the Charity wiII choose a woman
to nurse the sick poodn case ofneed, to carry the soup pot, give enemas, and notify the Company of meetings, when necessary. These
meetings will be held at least every three months.
Each poor person will be given as much bread as he or she can eat
and five ounces of veal or mutton at each meal, along with some
soup; except that, for supper, they will be attentive to what the sick
poor may like to eat, provided it is not harmful tu their health. When
the doctor orders them to have some wine, they will be given a further half-setier a day. And, when the patients can no longer tolerate
solid meat, they will be given more broth and four eggs for the day,

IThe Pastor at the time was Georges Froger (cf. II, 68, n.4).
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and as much on days of abstinence, and some butter soup with a little egg yolk added to it.
Lastly, the Ladies of Charity will be very solicitous for and desirous of the salvation of the souls of the poor persons, assisting
them both by their prayers and by brief instructions. If possible,
they will do what they can to see that God is honored in the families
ofthe parish and try to find a schoolteacher there for the future, who
will teach the poor thoroughly.
They will take the name of Servants of the Poor.
They will hold the election ofofficers by a plurality ofvotes and,
after the officers are elected, ask the Pastor for a parishioner to act
as adviser to them when needed.
They will decide when the Ladies of Charity will visit the sick
and whether it might not be advisable that this be at an earlier time
rather than later, provided they do not enter houses where there has
been plague since Easter but leave the regular meals at the door.
They will ask the Pastor to name a physician and will determine,
with the officers, what will be given to him and to the surgeon as
well.
They will notify the Ladies when there is no linen for the poor
persons, not requesting any, however, but refemng them to the Supervisor ofFurnishings, to whom they can give whatever they wish,
regardless of how little. If some Ladies want to donate something
for burying the dead, they should specify this in giving it.
They will not name the persons who donate something to the association, so as not to hurt the others.
They will strongly recommend that, when each visits on her day,
she gives no money and puts nothing extra in the pot other than the
ordinary fare. It is, however, permissible for them to donate something to cover the needs they observe, if they wish to do so, but this
should be done on another day.

-103142. - CHARITY OF WOMEN (ARGENTEUILj
(1634)

To His Excellency ihe Most lllustrious and Most Reverend
Archbishop of Paris or to his Vicar-General.
Messire Pierre Blaise, priest, Bachelor of Canon Law, and Pastor in Argenteuil, humbly states ihat, having learned of ihe great
benefits accruing to ihe establishment of ihe Charity of ihe Sick
Poor in ihe places where it is instituted, he would like to have it set
up in ihe Argenteuil parish, according to ihe regulations given below. In consideration of this, Excellency, may it please you to permit ihe establishment of the confraternity in Argenteuil, to approve
ihe regulations, and to auihorize Maitre Vincent de Paul, Superior
of the Congregation of ihe Priests of ihe Mission, to form ihe establishment; and ihe petitioner and his parishioners will pray to God
for your long and happy life.
Purpose for which the confraternity will be instituted

The Confraternity ofCharity will be erected in ihe parish church
of Argenteuil to honor Our Lord Jesus its patron and His Holy
Moiher, and to assist ihe sick poor ofArgenteuil spiritually and corporally: spiritually, by obtaining ihat ihose who seem to be close to
deaih leave ihis world in a good state and ihat ihose who will recover make ihe resolution never to offend God in ihe future; corporally, by giving them ihe food ihey need; and, lastly, to fulfill Our
Lord's ardent desire that we love one anoiher.
Patron

The patron of ihe confraternity will be Our Lord Jesus Christ.

Document 142. - Archives ofthe Argenteuil Hospice (Val-d 'Oise), original signed document
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It will be composed of a certain number of respectable, pious
wives and unmanied women. The former will be admitted only
witb tbe consent of tbeir husbands, and tbe latter witb tbat of tbeir
parents. They will be called Servants oftbe Poor and will have a respectable townsperson as tbeir Procurator.
Officers

The Servants of tbe Poor will elect three of tbeir members to be
in charge of tbe confraternity, on tbe advice of tbe Pastor and tbe
Procurator. One oftbe Directresses or officers will be tbe Prioress;
anotber, First Assistant; and tbe otber, Second Assistant.
Superioress

The Superioress will do her utmost to see that all tbe elements of
tbe present regulations are observed, tbat each Servant of tbe Poor
performs her ministry, and tbat tbe poor are well assisted. She will
also do what she can to increase tbe revenue of tbe confraternity,
will keep one oftbe keys to tbe strongbox where tbe money is kept,
and will refer tbe sick poor to tbe care oftbe confraternity, after tbey
have been to confession and Communion.
First Assistant

The First Assistant will act as adviser to tbe Prioress, will keep
tbe money for current expenses and one of tbe keys of tbe strongbox, in which surplus funds will be kept, and will give an account of
tbem annually on tbe feast of Saint Lonis.'

IAugust25.
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The Second Assistant will also act as adviser to the Prioress,
maintain the furnishings of the Charity, and see that the linen is
washed.
Duty of each Servant of the Poor

They will regard the sick poor as their own children, of whom
God has made them their mothers. They will serve them in the manner given below, each having her day, and they will take up the collection in tum at the church on Sunday and will attend the Mass of
the confraternity, which they will have celebrated on the first
Sunday of the month at the expense of the confraternity. They will
also participate in the litany that will be chanted after Vespers on
Sundays. Those who are able to do so conveniently will go to confession on the first Sunday of the month; they will say three rosaries
at the time of the death of each Servant of the Poor, one rosary for
each poor person who dies and whom they have helped, and one
Our Father and one Hail Mary, morning and evening, for the spiritual and temporal preservation of the confraternity and its benefactors.
How the Servants of the Poor will proceed in serving the patients

Each will take her tum to serve the sick poor, as has been stated,
in such a way that the Lady whose day it is will go to the butcher for
the meat, to the baker for the bread, and to the innkeeper for the
wine, with the list of prices agreed upon, on which it will be noted
what she will buy. She will prepare the dinner, take itto the patients,
have them eat at nine in the morning, and do the same for supper at
about five in the evening. When she has finished her day, she will
notify the one who comes after her that it is her tum to serve the patients the next day, give her the lists, and tell her the number and
condition of the patients.
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Each patient will receive four or five ounces of mutton or veal
for each meal, as much bread as he or she can reasonably eat, and a
half-setier of wine, Paris measure. On days of abstinence, two eggs
will be given for each meal in the place of meat.
Mutual charity among themselves

They will cherish one another as sisters who profess to honor
Our Lord in the same spirit by the virtue He practiced the most perfectly and which He loved and recommended the most, namely,
charity. To this effect, they will visit and help one another, in sickness and in health, and pray for one another, especially in times of
illness or death, as has been stated. In a word, they will do their utmost so that they may leave this world in a good state, and will have
two Masses offered for those who die. None of this, however,
obliges under pain of either mortal or venial sin.
Election of Officers and accounting by the Treasurer

The election of the officers and of their Prioress will be held by
the Servants of the Poor, by a plurality of votes, every two years on
the day following the feast of Saint Louis. A report of the accounts
will be given on the same day in the presence of the Pastor and of
each member in the chapel of the Charity. At the same time, the
Treasurer will be obliged to hand over to the one who succeeds her
the remaining funds she has. The Second Assistant will likewise be
obliged at the same time to give over the furnishings to the one who
succeeds her.
We, Jean-Fran~ois de Gondi, Archbishop ofParis, Councillor of
the King in his Council of State, Prince and Grand Master of his
chapel, after having examined the request and the regulations ofthe
aforesaid Confraternity of Charity, have approved and do approve
its regulations, and have permitted M. Vincent de Paul or some
other priest of the above-mentioned Mission to establish the Confraternity of Charity in the parish of Argenteuil, on condition that
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the exercises that are to be performed on the first Sunday of the
month take place outside the time it is customary to have the Divine
Service in the parish. Furthermore, we have granted forty days indulgence, for the first Sunday of the month, to those who enter the
confraternity.
Drawn up in Paris, March 17, 1634.
D. E. GERARD ,

Vicar-General

t:STABLISH\IF.\ I OI- THE CO\FRA I FRNITY
We, Vincent de Paul, priest. Superior of the Priests of the Congregation of the Mission, attest to all those whom it may concern
that, by virtue of the aforesaid permission of His Excellency the
Most Illustrious and Most Reverend Archbishop of Paris, whereby
we have been commissioned for the establishment of the Confraternity of Charity in the church in Argenteuil, we, by the aforementioned authority, when the people had assembled, after explaining
to them in what this Confraternity consists and accepting the names
of those listed and signed below, who declared that they wished to
become members of the Confraternity, established and do establish
it in the said Argenteuil. This having been done, we proceeded to
the election of officers and of a Procurator and named the following
officers by a plurality of votes: Lady Louise lmard, wife of M. Jean
Dubois the cloth merchant , Superior : Anne Feron, wife of Mace the
butcher. Treasurer: Marguerite Labilon, widow of Antoine David,
Supervisor of Furnishings: and Mace the butcher, Procurator.
Drawn up in Argenteuil on the feast of Saint Bartholomew, August 24, 1634.
VINCENT DEPAUL

PART IV

DOCUMENT'S PERTAINING
TO THE DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY

143. - REGULATIONS FOR THE SISTERS OF THE ANGERS
HOSPITAL,
11641 N

The Daughters of Charity of the Sick Poor are going to Angers to
honor Our Lord. Father of the Poor, and His Holy Mother, in order
to assist, corporally and spiritually, the sick poor of the Hotel-Dieu
of the town: corporally, by serving them and giving them food and
medicine: spiritually, by instructing the patients in things necessary
for salvation and seeing that they make a general confession of their
entire past life so that, by this means, those who will die may leave
this world in a good state, and those who will recover may take the
resolution never more to offend God.
The first thing Our Lord asks of them is to love Him supremely
and to perform all their actions for love of Him. The second is to
cherish one another as sisters whom He has bound together by the

Document 143. - In the Archives of the Daughters of Charity there are two drafts of the
Regulations for Angers: the second. in which there is much crossing out and many addition.. I. in
Saint Vincent ' s own handwriting The one used here is the corrected copy of the first draft. the
differences , however. are few and of minor importance . In her notes in Documents , for Doc, 2711,
pp. 247- 52, Sister Elisabeth C'harpy. D.C.. indicates the changes that were made. These
Regulations were attached to the contract between the Administration of the hospital and the
Daughters of Charity.
'Saint-Jean I ' EvangNiste Hospital in Angers was founded in 1175 by Henry 11 Plantagenet.
Count of Anjou and King of England . in expiation for the murder of Saint Thomas Becket. In the
twelfth century it was run by Augustinian monks; but, toward the middle of the sixteenth
century. the municipality of Angers named four citizens . called Fathers of the Pori. to take over
its direction . In the seventeenth century. a request was made to Claude de Rueil. Bishop o1
Angers (1626-49), for the reorganization of the temporal and spiritual service of the hospital.
2Date written on the hack of the first draft
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bond of His love, and to love the sick poor as their lords, since Our
Lord is in them and they are in Our Lord.
They will be infinitely grateful for the grace of having been rescued from the dregs of unmarried women and widows and called by
God to a divine state in which Kings and Queens have sought and
found their sanctification.
For the love of Christ. who has given us the example, they will
strive to hold in contempt what the world esteems, and esteem what
the world despises. For that purpose, each Sister will seek out what
is contemptible, mortify herself in all things, and prefer menial and
abject employments to honorable ones. They will stand firm against
every temptation to the contrary that will come to them.
They will renounce earthly attachment to their relatives and native regions, changing it into a spiritual one, according to the counsel of Our Lord, who tells us that we cannot be His disciples if we do
not hate father and mother,' and that no prophet is without honor
except in his native place.'
They will he faithful to the observance of their Regulations, to
the way of life proper to their Little Company, and to the acquisition
of solid virtue, especially to having a pure intention to please God in
all things, preferring to die rather than to displease Him. To this effect, they will work incessantly at renouncing their own will.
Poverty will be observed exactly among them as a means to preserve then in their vocation, with God's help. For that purpose,
each Sister will always choose for herself whatever is poorest. They
will keep neither money nor anything else individually or with
some other person. They will manage the property of poor persons
as the property of God ;5 they will neither receive nor give any presents, and will he content with the food, clothing, and lodging given
them. In a word, they will remember that they were born poor, that
they must live as poor persons for the love of the Poorest of the poor,
Jesus Christ Our Lord, and that, as such, they must be extremely

'Cf. Lk 14:26. (NAB)
'Cf. Mt 13:57. (NAB)
'The clause they will manage the property of poor persons as the property of God" appears
in the second draft only.
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They will use every conceivable precaution to preserve their
chastity and will keep watch over their interior and exterior senses.
They will not speak to men when they are alone, not even to priests
or to the male religious of the house. They will always observe poverty in their dress and head covering.
They will obey their Superiors in this city of Paris in matters of
discipline and conduct in internal affairs and will obey the Administrators for external matters concerning hospital regulations for the
service of poor persons. They will obey their local Superior for the
implementation of the regulations and for everything in general that
she will instruct them to do. Their obedience will he prompt, cheerful, total, constant, persevering in everything, and with submission
of their own will and judgment, always considering that what they
are instructed to do is best. In addition, none of them will speak,
write, or receive any letters without the permission of the local Superior, unless it is something from their Father Superior.
They will be content to have their Superior informed of all their
failings by those who observe them; every evening they will mention the faults they have committed during the day , doing so honestly, humbly, and simply, and accepting the penance their Superior
will give them for this.
They will go to confession and Communion every Sunday and
assist at Mass daily. They will pray for half an hour in the morning
and the same in the evening; before eating, they will make a brief
examination of conscience on the virtue they have proposed to
themselves to acquire, and a general examination in the evening.
Each day they will read one chapter of the assigned spiritual reading, in addition to reading at table.
They will rise at four o'clock sharp in the morning and offer
themselves to God on awakening, adoring and thanking Him for the
grace He has granted them of passing the night well, and asking His
forgiveness if they have offended Him. They will offer Him their
thoughts, words, and works of the day, asking Him for the grace to
spend the day in His love. For this purpose they will say: Blessed be
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the Ho/v and undivided Trinity, now and forever, world without
end. Amen.
At half past four, they will go to their little oratory and make
mental prayer until five. Next they will say the Litany of Jesus and
two decades of their rosary, then go to finish dressing and make
their beds.
At six o'clock they will go to the ward of the sick, empty the
chamber pots , make the beds of the patients, clean the toilets, and
administer the medicines. Before going there, they will take a little
bread and a finger of wine when they first enter the hospital. On
Communion days, they will sniff a little vinegaror rub some of it on
their hands.
At seven o'clock they will serve the sickest patients some broth
or a fresh egg for breakfast, and a little butter or stewed apples for
the others.
After that, they will assist at Holy Mass, if they have not done so
at five o'clock, and will be very careful to see that broth is served at
the appointed times to the patients who have been purged.
The Sisters who need to eat something will do so after that, then
they will return to the patients , instruct in the things necessary to
salvation those who are uneducated, encourage them to make a general confession of their whole past life and to go afterward to confession and Communion every Sunday as long as they are ill and are
able to do so, and to receive the last sacraments in good time. They
will console those who are seriously ill and have them make acts of
faith , hope, charity , contrition , and conformity to the good pleasure
of God. They will dispose those who are near death to leave this
world in a good state, and those who will recover, never to offend
God again, or, if they do, to go to confession as soon as possible.
They will take great care to see that the sick poor have what is
necessary: meals at the scheduled times, something to drink when
they need it, and occasionally a few little sweets.
At ten o'clock they will go to the infirmary to prepare and serve
the meal to the patients . The Superior will say aloud grace before
meals, urging the patients to raise their hearts to God at that time. If
it is the responsibility of the Sisters, they will see that they are given
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some veal and mutton for dinner, along with a little beef stew, and
for supper some roasted and boiled meat for those who need it, if the
order already established does not indicate otherwise.
For those who should not eat solid meat, however, they will alternate broth and eggs every three hours so that they will he given
broth four times and three eggs daily.
When the poor persons have finished their meal, the Sisters will
make their brief examination of conscience and, at exactly eleven
o'clock , will eat the portion given them for lunch , taking their turn
reading at table. Then , after grace has been said, they will pray a decade of the rosary to offer to God what they have to do after dinner,
asking Him for the grace to do it in His love.
Following this, two of them will go to relieve the Sister who remained with the patients, who will then go for her dinner at the second table with the reader . The other two will try to entertain the
patients.
After the reader and the nurse of the sick have eaten, said grace
after meals, and cleared the table, they will go to the church or oratory to pray a decade of the rosary for the same intention as above;
the other two Sisters will go to wash the dishes and do the work assigned to them by the Superior.
If the Hotel - Dieu of Angers has no Company of Ladies of Charity to serve refreshments to the sick poor , the Sisters will go to the
infirmary at exactly two o'clock to give them a few little sweets for
their snack , such as stewed pears and apples, and, if the Administrators agree , some sugar toast and jam.
The Sisters who are not on duty with the patients will return to
their work or, if they have nothing urgent to take care of, will stay in
the infirmary to instruct the poor persons. prepare the
newly-arrived for a general confession . have them make interior
acts of faith, hope, love, contrition , and conformity to the good
pleasure of God, and console them, as in the morning.
At four o'clock, they will give the enemas, change the soiled
sheets, empty the chamber pots, and straighten up the beds of the
patients a little, without getting them up.
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At exactly five o'clock. all the Sisters will go to the infirmary to
serve supper to the patients as at dinner: afterward , the Sisters will
go to pray for half an hour, at the end of which they will make the
particular examination of conscience, followed by supper. Then
they will say grace after meals and do as they did for dinner.
After grace, around half past six , the Sisters will go to the infirmary. relieve the nurse. send her to supper with the reader, and do
everything as after dinner; meanwhile, before seven o'clock the
others will put to bed those patients who are ambulatory , giving instructions that some wine and a few sweets be provided for the most
seriously ill.
At half past seven, all the Sisters will go to the infirmary to make
the general examination of conscience; those patients who are able
will do the same. One of the Sisters will read aloud in the middle of
the infirmary the points for mental prayer; then they will say the Litany of the Blessed Virgin and the Superior will give holy water to
all the patients and to the Sisters.
At eight o'clock, the Sisters will depart, leaving one Sister in the
infirmary to watch over and assist the sickest and to help those near
death to die well. She will finish her rosary as soon as the patients
are asleep and will spend the night keeping watch , reading, and
sometimes dozing , as long as they are resting . The others will go to
their duties to prepare what will he needed the next morning and
will go to bed at nine o'clock sharp , after having made the act of adoration.
At half past three, the Sister on night duty will make her prayer;
at four o'clock. she will conclude it, go to wake the others, and get
something to eat. Then she will go to bed until nine o'clock, when
she will rise to assist at Holy Mass. The Superior will send someone
to replace her, who will make her prayer there in the same manner
and at the same time as the others , unless her presence is required
with one of the patients. In that case she will know that the service
she is rendering to the patients is a continual prayer before God.
And, so that it may please God to grant them the grace of accomplishine all these things, they will frequently ask it of Him, will go to
confc„ionn and Communion for this intention. and will walk in the
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presence of God. They will take as their patrons and intercessors before God the Blessed Virgin, Saint Joseph, Saint Louis, Saint
Genevieve, Saint Margaret the Queen, and Saint John the Evangelist.
patron of the hospital. They will be faithful to performing their daily
actions well and will live in great kindness, gentleness, and cordiality
with one another and those who are poor. They will strive to he very
humble toward one another and most respectful and obedient to the
Administrators. They will avoid talking with people, especially with
the male religious of the house, to whom they will never speak unless
there are two of them together, and, even then, briefly and about necessary matters, never about their own affairs, even under the pretext
of charity, nor about their own little problems and difficulties, which
they will mention to no one except the Superior. They will write often to their spiritual Superiors in Paris concerning their interior state
and will follow their advice, obeying them exactly. Every Friday
they will read the present Regulations at table.
In conclusion, they will reflect on the happiness of their situation,
namely, that they are serving Our Lord in the person of His poor people; that He recognizes as done to Himself the service they render to
the sick poor; that, on Judgment Day, they will go forth with their
heads held high because, in doing what they do. they are accomplishing God's law to the full; and lastly, that, as long as they remain in a
state of charity, they will always be in God and God in them.

143a. - C'ONTRAC'T 1NT1'll 5AIN'r-,IF,AN HOSPITAL IN' ANGERS
February I. 1640

Provisions granted to the establishment of the Daughters of the
Congregation of Charity and Servants of the Poor of hospitals and
parish confraternities to serve the sick poor in Saint-Jean
I'Evangeliste Hospital in Angers.

Document 143a. - Arch . Nat., S 61611. Angers file. The Archives of the Motherhouse of the
Daughters of Chanty has a handwritten copy, which has been published in Documents. Doc. 2811,
pp. 264-66, and is used here.
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(1) The Sisters will always be dependent on the Superior General of the Congregation of the Priests of the Mission of the archdiocese of Paris for spiritual matters only, and no one may enquire into
them. The Chief Administrators give them entire liberty to live according to their Rule , which obliges them to leave everything when
the service of poor persons requires it, since this is their primary and
definitive obligation.
(2) For what concerns temporal matters , the service of the sick
poor, and the government of the hospital, the Sisters will be entirely
under the authority of and dependent on the Administrators, who
will give them whatever orders they wish with regard to the above,
and they will obey them exactly.
(3) The Sisters alone will be responsible for the poor persons,
and no one may associate any wives or unmarried women with
them , so that , through the union and relationship existing among
themselves , those who are poor may be served better.
(4) They will he fed and furnished with all their clothing-of
which no one may change the color or form -at the expense of the
hospital , and will be supplied with medicine and food if they fall ill.
They will he considered members of the household and not paid
workers.
(5) They will not he obliged to stay up at night with patients outside the ward of the hospital , unless it is with women who are within
the enclosure of the hospital , such as the maternity ward.
They will give an account of their service and administration
only to the Administrators , who will support them , considering
that, if they are not authorized by them with regard to the officers
and domestic help and with persons who are poor , they could not do
the good God wants them to do and would always be subject to
complaints . They Ithc Administrators] will. however, notify them
of their failings, which they will correct , with the grace of God.
(6) When any of the Sisters die, the Administrators , mindful that
they have devoted themselves to the service of God and persons
who are poor , will kindly allow the other Sisters who serve there to
give them a proper burial in their ordinary manner , leaving the body
in their little infirmary until it is taken away to he placed in the
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church, followed immediately by the Sisters. Each will carry a candle and will chant High Mass there, after which the body of the deceased will be interred . If the body cannot he kept , it will be taken to
the church , as mentioned above, where the Office for the Dead will
be said. The next day one High Mass and two Low Masses will be
offered, through the charitable attention of the Administrators, that
God may he pleased to grant pardon and mercy to the deceased.
(7) When the Father Superior in Paris thinks it appropriate, he
may withdraw up to three Sisters, sending others in their place at the
expense of their Community in Paris. Likewise, the Administrators
may send away a similar number, receiving others in their place at
the expense of the hospital , after having previously notified the Father Superior so that he will have time to send others to replace
them.
There follow the terms of the Regulations regarding the spiritual
practice of the Sisters.'
The Articles and Regulations given above were signed and confirmed by our Chief Administrator of Saint-Jean Hospital and Mlle
Louise de Marillac -widow of the late noble man Antoine Lc Gras,
who was secretary in his lifetime of the Queen Mother - Directress
of the Sisters , Servants of the Sick Poor, under M. Vincent, Superior General of the Congregation of the Priests of the Mission and of
the Sisters , according to the report of the Lieutenant General and of
the Seneschal of Anjou , to be attached to it and to have recourse to
it, if need be.
Drawn up on the said day, February 1, 1640, and signed : Louise
de Marillac, Solimon , Gardeau , Doublard .3 Martin , Cecile-Agnes
Angiboust , Marguerite Francois.°

'Cf. Doc. 143.
-' The copy of this report was recorded in the Registry of the Tribunal in March 1641 (cf. Doc.
143b).
3Pierre Solimon , Julien Gardeau, and Pierre Doublard were Fathers of the Poor
( Administrators of the hospital).
''Elisabeth Martin (cf. III, 175. n. 4), Cecile-Agnes Angihoust (cf. VI. 455 , n. I), and
Marguerite Francois were among the first Daughters of Charity to work in this hospital.
Marguerite Francois . who accompanied Saint Louise to Angers in December 1639 . died in
March 1640 from the plague that was ravaging Anjou at the time of the Sisters' anival.

-117143b•• ACT OF ESTABLISHMENT
OF THE DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY
AT SAINT·JEAN HOSPITAL IN ANGERS
(March 18. (641)

We, Louis Boisleve, Counselor of the King, Ueutenant General of
the Seneschalsy ofAnjou and Presidial See ofAngers, had it explained
to us by the Procurator ofthe King that, in the fonner establishment of
Saint-Jean I'EvangeIiste Hospital ofthis town, some Sisters, Servants
ofthe Sick Poor, were placed with the patients and en1lUsted with guiding and assisting them, and were seen to do so with an unusual spirit of
humility, gentleness, and charity. This good order continued for many
years, then became relaxed with the passage of time, as noted in the
documents and registers of the house, having a succession ofa number
ofpaid servants and salaried workers that people were obliged to tolerate with only the remotest semblance of that primary obligation. And
the limitations of the others did not end there, but there were, on the
contrary, many failings; in a word, disorder in the welfare and service
of poor persons, which was, furthermore, acknowledged as being a
great burden and expense to them.
For this reason, the Mayor and Magistrates of this town, the
Chief Administrators of the hospital, the late Madame Goussault
the President's wife,l and other persons of quality, exceptional piety, and virtue complained to us in his [the Procurator's] presence,
and with him proposed an establishment in this town, similar to the
one in Paris, of the Sisters of the Congregation of Charity, serving
poor persons in hospitals and already placed and inserted in several
in this kingdom. They would endeavor to do the same in this hospital and, as it were, to restore and continue with greater fIrmness the
former original institution that was maintained here so religiously
and to which the one proposed is so closely related and so much in
conformity. In accepting this, we were most willing to contribute to
the same end by our orders and authority and to work together.
Document 143bo - Arch. Nat., S 6160. Angers file. published in Annales C. M. (1940), pp.
99-101, and Documents, Doc. 327, pp. 309·11. This edition uses the latter text.
lMadame Goussault [Genevieve Fayet] (d. II, 2, n. 5).
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the concern and trouble taken by others, negotiations were undertaken with the Superior General of the Congregation of the Priests
of the Mission and the Seminary of the Sisters, and an agreement
was reached with him or with persons representing him concerning
each and every one of the responsibilities and conditions required
and reasonable for their establishment, and his permission was then
obtained for the choice and leadership of some ofthe best instmcted
and dedicated among them.
Mile Le Gras their Mother Directress, with the consent ofthe Superior General, had the charity to bring some of them to this town a
few days ago.
She asked that we kindly go to Saint-Jean House and Hospital to
admit and welcome them there, as Sisters serving there for the guidance and assistance of persons who are poor.
These instmctions having been given, we, along with the Magistrates of this town, in the absence of President Lanier the Mayor,
went to the hospital with Mattre Jacques Phelipeau, clerk of our
Registrar. There, Pierre Solimon, Julien Gardeau, Symphorien
Brouard, Pierre Doublard, merchants and Chief Administrators of
the place, appeared before us together with Mile Le Gras, who presented to us Sisters Elisabeth Martin from Argenteuil, near Paris;
Cecile-Agnes Angiboust from Serville, near Chartres; Marie-Marthe Trnmeau from Poissy; Marguerite Fran~ois from
Saint-Nicolas in Lorraine; Barbe Toussaint from Suresnes, near
Paris; Clemence Ferre from la Champigniere, near Nancy; Madeleine Mongerl from Sucy-en-Brie; and Genevieve Caillou from
Saint-Gerrnain-en-Laye.' After the responsibilities and conditions
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the contract was signed on February I, 1640, only five Sisters were present: Elisabeth
Martin. C6cile..Agnes Angiboust. and Marguerite F~ois. who signed the document; and
Clemence Ferre and Barbe Toussaint who did not sign it, probably because they did not know
how to write. TIle three other Sisters, Marie.-Marthe Trumeau (ct. VID, 127, n. 2), Madeleine
Mongen, and Genevieve Caillnu (cf. VII, 465, n. 2) anived at the end of March after Saint
Louise had left. Their names were added in 1641 at the time of the registration of the document at
the Registrar's office in the Seneschalsy.
Madeleine Mongert, born in Suey-eo-Brie (Val-de-Mame), frrst served in the parishes of
Paris and then with the galley convicts. In March 1640 she was sent to Angers, where she was
named Sister Servant in 1641. In 1644 she spent a few months in Paris, returning to Ang~ in
September and remaining there until her death at the end of 1648.
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drawn up and confIrmed in their name, together with the regulations regarding their duty and practice, Mademoiselle accepted for
them and, in so far as might be needed, agreed to them.
In the presence ofthe King's Procurator and with his consent, we
welcomed and established the Sisters of the Congregation of Charity serving those who are poorin the hospitals and confraternities of
the parishes, as Sister servants for the guidance and treatment ofthe
sick poor under the Chief Administrators of the hospital, with the
other responsibilities and conditions agreed upon with them, contained in the provisions that will be attached to these present letters
with the Regulations. The Mayor and Magistrates asked us to issue
the Act for them, which we granted, and which is given above, and
we order our present report to be recorded in the Registry of this offIce so recourse may be had to it.
Drawn up in Angers by us, the above-mentioned Lieutenant
General, Wednesday, February I, 1640.
Signed: Boisleve, Jouet, Louise de Marillac, Gauche, Solimon,
Gardeau, Doublard, and Brouard.
The above report was registered in the Civil Registry of this offIce in order to have recourse to it when needed, at the request of
Julien Gardeau the merchant, former Administrator of Saint-Jean
Hospital, for whom the document has been issued to serve for that
purpose.
Drawn up in Angers before us, Louis Boisleve, Councillor ofthe
King, Lieutenant General in the said office, under the signature of
our Registrar, March 18, 1641, and signed:
RENou [with paraph}.

-120144•• DECLARATION CONCERNING THE DEPOSIT
OF A SUM OF MONEY
(August 25. 1644)

We, Vincent de Paul. Superior General of the Congregation of
the Priests of the Mission, make known and declare to all whom it
may concern, present and to come, that:
Several years ago Divine Providence allowed several of our
Prelates in this kingdom, notably His Excellency the Most lllustrious and Most Reverend Jean-Fran~ois de Gondi, first Archbishop
of Paris, to cast their eyes on us, unworthy though we be, to erect in
their dioceses the Confraternity ofCharity, composed of wives and
umnarried women, for the corporal and spiritoal assistance of the
sick poor. Some time ago, our Holy Father Pope Urban VIll, of
happy memory, gave us a general authorization to establish it in all
places wbere it should please our Bishops, as is evident in the Bull
of confmnation of our Congregation. When experience showed us
that the ones established in the towns could not survive because the
Ladies who belonged to them, given their social rank, could not do
the work themselves in all the menial, painful services that have to
be rendered to the patients, according to the regulations ofthe Confraternity, that sarne Providence directed to us a few good young
country women, whom we received for that purpose and placed together under the guidance ofMlle Le Gras, whose piety and zeal are
known to all. They went to work immediately after, as they are now
doing, in most of the parishes in Paris and other places in this kingdom. All this was done with the consent of our Prelates, each in his
own diocese, and especially of His Excellency the Archbishop of
Paris.
A certain very pious, charitable person who, through huntility,
did not wish to be named, has learned from experience and often
considered all the benefits God in His goodness is bestowing
through these poor Sisters, and the blessings God gives to their
Documeut 144. - Original signed document. property of the Daughters of Charity of Caen, 71
rue de Bayeux. eaen Atthe top of the document is written: "This sum has since been used for the
benefit of the Daughters of Charity, making this document unnecessary."
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work, which consists in the spiritual and corporal relief not only of
the sick poor, but also of convicts condemned to the galleys, while
they are detained in Paris, and even of little foundlings, whom the
Sisters have been raising for several years, as well as some poor little girls whom they are teaching, free of charge.
And, in addition, moved by the piety, charity, modesty, simplicity, purity, and close union that those poor Sisters have always
shown since their establishment, which began fourteen or fifteen
years ago;
And considering that those good Sisters could not survive by remaining always in a borrowed, rented house;
Her piety caused her to donate what was needed to purchase one
for them that would be theirs permanently, and, on her own accord,
she gave us for this purchase the sum of nine thousand livres, on
condition, however, that, in the event God might not be pleased to
have this Little Company of Sisters subsist in their present state and
practices, she was giving the sum to our Congregation of the Mission, which wonld accept and collect the money with the intention
of using it for the aforementioned purpose. This has not yet been
possible to do because no advantageous opportunity has been
found. In addition, fearing to be surprised by death without having
acquitted ourselves ofthis obligation, and even without having provided the sum in favor of the said Sisters, for the purposes and conditions mentioned above, we judged it most expedient to place the
amount in the hands ofa pious, charitable person who could apply it
better than we to the aforesaid purposes. We felt also that we could
not enttust this work of mercy to anyone better able to carry this out
than the high and powerful lady the Duchesse d' Aiguillon, who has
special ties of affection to the Sisters;
For these and other reasons that moved us, and in virtue of the
authority granted us for the Confraternities, we resolved and confirmed that the Duchess should be most humbly requested, for love
of Our Lord Jesus Christ, Father of the Poor, to accept this charitable mission. We have handed over to her the sum of nine thousand
livres to be used for the above-mentioned purposes and conditions.
And, although no one has obliged us to pay the interest on that sum
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for the four years we have had it, nevertheless, considering that this
money is specifically designated for persons who are poor and not
desiring in any way to profit from what belongs to them, we have
paid the Sisters about 5\1,% interest having given them for this purpose the sum of two thousand livres for the four years, partly in
cash, partly by canceling the rent for our building they lease from
us, as appears on the receipt Mile Le Gras gave us for this, in the
name of and as being in charge of the Sisters. And to better authorize and affmn the above and to prevent anything that might hinder
its effect, we likewise resolved and confirmed that there be three
copies of the present act, signed and sealed like this one, one of
which would remain with the Duchesse d' Aiguillon, another with
Mile Le Gras, and the third one with us.'
Besides all that, we have carefully recommended and by this
document recommend to all our Missionaries, present and to come,
that they see that the wishes of the said person, who desires to remain unknown, be fully carried out and, at the same time, that they
do their utmost to strengthen and maintain the Company of the Sisters, as far as and in the manner that it may please His Excellency
the Archbishop and each of our Prelates in the dioceses where the
Sisters are, or will be, established.
In testimony whereof we have signed the present Act in our own
hand, had it countersigned by our regular secretary, and had the seal
of our Congregation affixed to it
Drawn up in our house of Saint-Lazare in Paris, August 25,
1644.
VINCENT DEPAUt
A. PORTAlL

lIn 1971 John Cardinal Cody, Archbishop of Chicago, IL (USA), donated one of these
documents, along with some original letters of Saint Vincent, to the Congregation of the
Mission. 'These nine documents, known as the Cody-Mundelein Collection, are in the Archives
of the Mission, Curia Generalizia, Rome.

-123145. - REGULATIONS OF THE DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY
(1645)

The Confraternity of unmarried women and widows, Servants
of the Poor of the Charity, will be instituted to honor the charity of
Our Lord its patron toward the sick poor of the places where they
are established or sent, serving them corporally and spiritually according tu the order that will be given them by the Ladies who are
officers ofthe Charity in the parishes where they are: corporally, by
preparing and bringing to them their food and medicine; spiritually,
by seeing that those who are near death may leave this world in a
good state and that those who will recover may take the resolution
to live beller in the future.
The Confraternity will be composed of widows and unmarried
women. Every three years they will elect four oftheir number, by a
plurality of votes, to be their officers, of which the fIrst will be the
Superioress or Directress; and they may have another term of offIce. At the election, which will take place every three years, a
priest, delegated by the Archbishop of Paris for the direction of the
unmarried women and widows, will preside.'
The Superioress will have the entire direction of the Confraternity, together with the priest; she will be like the soul who animates
this body, will see that the present Regulations are observed, will
receive into the Confraternity those whom she fInds suitable, and
will form them in all that concerns their duties, but especially in the
practice of the Christian virtues proper to their salvation, teaching
them more by her example than by her words. She will send them
out, recall them, detain them, and have them do everything that is in
line with the purpose of the Confraternity, not only in the parish
where the Confraternity will be established, but also in all the places

Document 145. - Recueil de pieces concernant la communaute des HIles de la Charile, pp.4ft.
These Regulations accompanied the letter of Saint Vincent to lean·F~is de Gondi,
Archbishop of Paris (cf. D, 599-604).
1Saint Louise was never happy with the powers granted the Archbishop ofParis to appoint this
priest. In the Rules submitted in 1655, the direction was given to the Superior General of the
Congregation of the Mission and to his successors in that office.
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she thinks it advisable to send them. All this will be done with the
advice of the priest and the blessing of the Pastors.
The second officer will be Assistant to the Superioress and will
represent her in her absence. The others will obey her as they would
the Superioress, when the latter is absent.
The third one will act as Treasurer, will collect the money and
keep it in a strongbox with two different locks, of which the
Superioress will keep one key, and she the other. She may, however, keep on hand the sum of one hundred livres for current expenses.
The fourth will manage the storeroom and provide for the common needs of the Company. The officers will give an annual account of their expenditures to the Superioress and the priest.
They will act as Councillors to the Superioress.
The widows and the unmarried women of the Confraternity will
be subject to and obey the Superioress and all those who will be delegated by her. They will consider that they are obeying God in their
persons, and will implement willingly and punctually the orders the
Superioress gives them, whether in the parishes where they are established or wherever else they will be sent.
They will also be obedient, in what concerns their conduct, to the
priest who will be delegated to direct the Confraternity.
Those who desire to be received into the Confraternity will present themselves to the Superioress. When she has tested their vocation and conferred with the Director, she receives them and forms
them for a time in their duties. Afterward, as she judges them capable, she will put them to work in the holy occupations we have mentioned.
Following is the daily schedule for those who live in the house:
They rise at four 0' clock and, after dressing and making their
beds, they pray for half an hour together. After this, some go to assist at Mass in their parishes and the others work at their designated
occupations, as stated above. Then, after the first group has returned, these go to Mass.
At half past eleven, they make a particular examination of conscience on the virtue they propose to acquire, following which they
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have dinner together, with reading at table. Next, they have one
hour of recreation in a moderately cheerful manner while working
together, some at sewing and spinning, others at other things, until
two o'clock.
From two to three 0' clock those who work together will keep silence, while one of them reads aloud from some spiritual book.
At six 0' clock, they make a second examination of conscience
on the same virtue, then have something to eat and take their recreation while working together as before. At eight 0' clock, they make
their general examination and read the topic for their prayer of the
next morning. After this, if they think they may have given some
reason to sadden another, they ask forgiveness, then go to bed.
As far as their duty permits, the Sisters who work in parishes, either in the town or in the country, observe the same things and the
same hours. Both groups go to confession and Communion every
Sunday and on feast days in the parish, and every year they make a
little retreat and an annual confession at the house where the
Superioress lives.
They all dress in the same way, in the style of countrywomen.
When they are sent to any parishes, they will go to ask the blessing of the Pastors, which they will receive kneeling. While they are
in their parishes, they will show them all manner of honor and sub-

mission.
They will also obey the Ladies who are officers of the Charity as
well as the physicians in whatever involves the needs of the sick
poor.
Their main concern will be to serve the sick poor, and they will
do their utmost to fit into the aforementioned daily schedule, particularly for the times of rising and going to bed, prayer, the general
and particular examinations of conscience, spiritual reading, confession, Communion, and silence, especially before morning
prayer and after evening prayer.
As far as possible, they will also take care to observe uniformity
with regard to food, clothing, their manner of walking and speaking' the service of those who are poor, and especially in the way
they arrange their headdress and are dressed, as has been stated.
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which will be used to provide them with their clothing and other necessities, when the time comes for this.
And to give greater honor to Our Lord their patron, they will
have a straightforward intention to please Him in all their actions
and will strive to conform their lives to His, especially in His poverty, humility, gentleness, simplicity, and moderation.
And to avoid many inconveniences, they will accept nothing
from anyone, or give anything to anyone whomsoever, without informing the Superior.
They will make no visits, except to the sick, and will not allow
anyone, particularly men, to visit them at their house, without the
consent of the same Superior.
When they go through the streets, they will walk in a modest
manner with their eyes lowered, not stopping to speak to anyone,
especially men, without great necessity. Even then, they must keep
the conversation brief and conclude the matter promptly.
They will not leave the house without the permission of the local
Superior or someone else delegated by her. On their retorn they will
present themselves to her and give an account ofwhere they went.
They will send no letters nor open those written to them, without
the permission of the same Superior.
They will not waste time speaking at the door with persons outside the Community, nor will they do so in the house, without the
same permission.
They will be careful to go at least once a month to the house of
the Superioress to share with her the details of all their duties, and
will go there every time they are requested, making provision ahead
of time for the needs of the patients.
They will be mindful that they are called Daughters of Charity;
that is, Sisters who make profession of loving God and the neighbor; consequently, besides the sovereign love they should have for
God, they should excel in love of the neighbor, especially of their
companions. Accordingly, they will avoid all coldness and aversion in their regard, as well as exclusive friendships and attachments for any ofthem, since these two malicious extremes cause the
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division and ruin of a Company, especially when they are apparent
outside.
To keep always a lowly opinion of themselves, they will consider, furthermore, that people call them Servants of the Poor,
which is, according to the world, one of the most insignificant of
conditions. They will promptly reject the slightest thought of vainglory that ntight pass through their ntinds because of having heard
some good about what they are doing, convinced that all the honor
for this is due to God, since God alone is its author.
Since their work is, for the most part, very arduous, and the poor
persons whom they serve are a little difficult, to the point that they
are sometimes reproached even when they have done their best in
their regard, they will strive to do their utmost to have a good store
of patience, asking Our Lord every day to give it to them in abundance and to grant them a share ofthe patience He practiced toward
those who calumniated, slapped, whipped, and crucified Him.
They will be very faithful and exact in observing the present
Regulations, together with the praiseworthy customs and manner of
living they have maintained until now, particularly those that concern their own perfection.
Nevertheless, they will remember that, whenever necessity or
obedience calls them to the service of persons who are poor and to
other duties, these must always be preferred to their devotional practices, and will reflect that, in so doing, they are leaving God for God.

145•. - RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY
lNANGERS'
(June I-IS, 1646)

(I) They will often consider that God has called and united them
to honor Our Lord Jesus Christ in the person of those who are poor,
Document 14Sa. . Arch. Nat., S 6106. Angers file, published in Documents, Doc. 408, pp.
392-95, and Annales, C. M. (1959), pp. 189-92.
1At Saint Vincent's request, M. Portail relayed these recommendations from him to the Sisters
in Angers.
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true means of performing this ministry well, and consequently of
contributing to their own salvation, is the observance oftheir Rules.
(2) Whenever their Rules are read, they will be careful not only
to listen closely to them, but also to understand them well, reflecting at the same time on the faults they have committed against them
and on the means ofcorrecting them. In addition, after hearing them
read every first Sunday ofthe month, they will take them as the subject of their prayer.
(3) They will strive in all their actions, particularly when they
have to serve the sick, to have a pure intention of pleasing God, being very careful not to seek in them their own satisfaction or the admiration of the world.
(4) They will not be attached to places, duties, or persons-not
even to their relatives or confessor-but will always be ready to
leave everything willingly whenever they are instructed to do so.
(5) They will do their utmost to live in great union with their Sisters and never to exasperate one another, nor murmur or complain
about one another, but rather bear with each other's imperfections,
carefully rejecting all those thoughts ofaversion one might have for
the other, and exclusive friendships as well.
(6) If, through weakness, one Sister has saddened another, she
will ask her forgiveness immediately, if this can be done conveniently, and the other, also kneeling, will accept this humiliation
readily and humbly.
(7) They will act in such a way that gentleness and cordiality always appear in their words and expressions, not only among themselves, but also with persons outside the Community, striving,
nonetheless, never to forget the respect they should have for one another, especially for the Sister Servant.
(8) They will be very careful not to argue with one another, and
each will prefer to follow her Sister's opinion rather than her own in
everything that is not sin.
(9) They will take great care not to disclose their temptations,
discontent, and other interior difficulties to their Sisters, and even
less to persons outside the Community, but ouly to their Sister Ser-
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vant or to the Director. They should do this as soon as possible, endeavoring to have great confidence in opening their hearts to them.
To acquire this confidence more easily they will go to the Sister
Servant once a month to make their communication to her.
(10) They will be exact in notifying the Sister Servant promptly
of any serious faults they notice in their Sisters, and will be pleased
to have their own faults likewise told her so that she might remedy
them in good time.
(11) Ifthey are also aware of some disorder in the hospital, either
with the patients, the help, or someone else, they will notify the Sister Servant so she can charitably inform the Administrators.
(12) And so that the Sister Servant may not be in a worse situation than the other Sisters, as soon as a Sister sees some serious, significant fault in her, she will do her the charity of reminding her
humbly of it-not on her own, but through the Assistant, to whom
she will state it quite simply and with God in view, being careful not
to do this through emotion.
(13) They will not write nor have anyone write or send any letter
without the permission of the Sister Servant, nor will they open the
letters sent to them without the same permission. If, however,
someone wants to write to the General of the Mission or to the
Superioress of the Paris house, she may do so without the letter being read by the Sister Servant. The latter will also deliver, unopened, the letters sent to an individual Sister by the General or the
Superioress in Paris.
(14) At all times they will observe holy modesty, especially in
the wards and in the presence of persons outside the Community,
being careful above all of flightiness, in particular of touching one
another, even through playfulness or as a sign of friendship, unless
charity requires it, such as when there is question of a warm embrace for the newly received, or for those coming from the country,
or for someone who has not been seen for a long time, and similar
occasions. Then it is permitted to kiss one another on the cheek, but
never on the mouth.
(15) They will be more careful to keep silence than they have
been in the past, especially in the morning before prayer, after eve-
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ning prayers, and during the hour set aside to honor the death of Our
Lord. Ifit is necessary to speak, they will do so in a low voice and in
few words.
(16) They wiD act in snch a way that their recreations are always
tempered by moderation as well as by cheerfulness, interspersing
pious, edifying talk with inoffensive topics; refraining, to this effect, from speaking of worldly affairs, current news, the leadership
of Superiors and the Superioress, the faults of others, and even certain imperfections and discourteous behavior that could hurt Sisters
if someone teased them, even though they should not take them the
wrong way.
(17) Above all, they will be exact in obeying the Sister Servant,
submitting to her not ouly their will but also theirjudgment, and, as
far as possible, doing or omitting nothing without her permission,
especially in what concerns corporal penances, confession, Communion, and certain extraordinary devotional practices. They will
act in the same way with regard to their Director in spiritual matters
and with regard to the Administrators in temporal matters concerning the hospital. All of this will be done in conformity with their
Rules.
(18) They will also obey the Sister Assistant and go to her for
permissions and needs when the Sister Servant is sick or absent.
(19) They will be careful to follow the daily schedule, being
faithful to carrying out precisely, in the places indicated, all their little spiritual and corporal exercises, as far as this can be done, especially prayer, the examinations ofconscience, and spiritual reading.
They will do so in such a way, however, that the service of persons
who are poor is preferred above all other activities, and they will be
industrious in rising and getting dressed so as to be among the first
at prayer.
(20) They wiD strive above all things to make their confessions
well, being careful not tu make them through habit. scrupulosity, or attachment. To avoid all these inconveniences, they wiD try to adapt to
the practice and method in use in the Company, which is that. in ordinary confessions, they accuse themselves ouly of three of their most
serious sins or those ofwhich they are most embarrassed and for which
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more about them, they may ask pennission of the confessor for this.
They always conclude by mentioning a sin of their past life of which
they have already accused themselves, varying these as much as possible, so that the confessions will be different from one another.
(21) They will be ntindful of the recommendation often made to
them not to linger without pennission with persons from the outside
or with the patients, but especially with the domestic help. If, however, some upright person should ask them something, they will try
to reply to them respectfully and cordially, but tell them briefly that
they think they should speak to the Sister Servant. If it is also necessary to say a few words of consolation or instruction to women who
are seriously ill, they will do so with God in view.
(22) They will strive to be very tolerant of their own shortcomings, being careful not to become discouraged by the faults into
which they will fall, but, instead, humble themselves for them and
take new resolutions to correct themselves, confident that God will
give them the grace to do so.
(23) Every month they will read these recommendations or hear
them read and will then make their prayer on them, as stated in the
Rules; above all, they will strive to put them into practice.
Advice given by me on behalf of M. Vincent during the visitation of Angers, 1646.
PORTAIL

146. - ERECTION OF THE COMPANY
OF THE DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY AS A CONFRATERNITY
(November 20. 1646)
Jean-Fran~ois-Paul

de Gondi, by the grace of God and of the
Holy Apostolic See Archbishop of Corinth, Coadjutor and
Document 146. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity. copy made during
the lifetime of Saint Louise. who wrote three lines on the back. The editor of Documents made
two documents of Coste's one: Doc. 427, pp. 440-41, and Doc. 428, pp. 441-45.
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the Most 111ustrious and Most Reverend Archbishop of Paris, to all
those who will read these present letters, greetings.
Our dearly beloved Paul Vincent [sicl, Superior General of the
Congregation of the Priests of the Mission, has explained to us that,
authorized by the Most 111ustrious and Most Reverend Archbishop
of Paris, he erected the Confraternity of Charity for the assistance
and relief of the sick poor in the places in his diocese where it was
judged necessary, and it has pleased God to bless this pious, praiseworthy undertaking in such a way that it is now established not only
in several villages and towns but even in most of the large parishes
in this city ofParis. Since the persons who compose this Confraternity cannot perform the lowliest tasks necessary for the relief of the
sick poor, our dearly beloved Paul Vincent, with the permission of
the Archbishop, has deemed it wise to take some good unmarried
women and widows from the country whom God has inspired to
dedicate themselves to the service of the sick poor. For several
years they have been performing all the lowliest tasks to the edification of the people and the consolation of the sick. This has induced
some virtoous, charitable ladies to contribute something from their
resources to bring the women together and, for this purpose, to provide them with a house so that, living together, they might be better
instructed not only in what concerns virtoe and piety, but also in the
service and assistance they have to render to the sick poor. In this
way they can more easily be sent to city parishes as well as to those
in towns and villages where they will be requested and desired. We
wish to foster such a good work, which we hope, by the grace and
mercy of God, ought to succeed to His glory and the great relief of
persons who are poor.
Considering that the best means to help them survive is to unite
the unmarried women and widows into some form of Society and
Confraternity distinct from that of the Charity, which was established in this diocese a long time ago by the Archbishop for these
reasons, by authority of the Archbishop, we have erected and do
erect by these present letters the conference of the unmarried
women and widows in this diocese in the form ofa separate Confra-
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and ordain that those already admitted to it and those who will
henceforth be received into it may freely do whatever can relieve
and console the sick poor, on condition that the Confraternity will
be, and will remain in perpetuity, under the authority of and dependent on the Archbishop and his successors and in the exact observance of the attached Statutes, which we have approved and do
approve by these present letters.
Because God has blessed the care and the work of our dearly beloved Vincent de Paul in helping this pious plan to succeed, we have
confided and entrusted to him the leadership and direction of the
SOCiety and Confraternity for as long as it pleases God to keep him
in this life.
Drawn up in Paris under the seal of the Office ofthe Archbishop,
November 20, 1646.
J.-F.-PAUL DE GoNDY, Coadjutor ofParis

In the name of His Excellency
BAUDOUYN

The Confratemity of Charity of the Servants of the Sick Poor of
the parishes was instituted to honor the charity of Our Lord its patron, by assisting corporally and spiritually the sick poorin parishes
and hospitals, convicts, and foundlings: corporally, by giving them
food and medicine; and spiritually, by seeing that the sick poor who
are near death may leave this world in a good state, that those who
will recover may take the resolution never to offend God, by His
grace, and that the foundlings may be instructed in the things necessary for salvation.!
I At the same time he gave his second approval of the Company of the Daughters ofCharity on
January 18, 1655 (cr. Doc. 149), Cardinal de Retz also approved their Rules, which he
republished in full. We will indicate here. in the notes. the variants which distinguish the 1655
Rule from that of 1646.
It should be noted here that, when Napoleon requested the Rules ofthe Daughters ofCharity at
the time oftheir reestablishment after the French Revolution (1801), be was given the 1646 text.
This eventually brought about the dissolution in France of the Congregation of the Mission
(1809); the imprisonment of Dominique Hanon, the validly elected and officially recognized
Vicar-General (1807-16); and a schism among the Daughters of Charity.
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years on the day after Pentecost they will elect, by a plurality of
votes, a Superioress from among their number. This will take place
in the presence of the priest whom the Archbishop will delegate to
direct them.' She may continue in office for another three years
only.
They will also elect three other officers every year on the same
day, one ofwhom will be the Assistant; another, the Treasurer; and
the other, the Bursar.
The Superioress will have the entire direction of the Confraternity, together with the aforesaid priest.' She will be like the soul animating this body, will see that the present Regulations are
observed, will receive into the Confraternity those whom she finds
suitable, after conferring with the Director' and asking the advice
of the other officers, and will form them in all that concerns their
duties, but especially in the practice of the Christian virtues proper
to their state. She will teach them more by her example than by her
words, will send them out, recall them, detain them, and have them
do everything that is in line with the purpose of the Confraternity,
not only in the parish where the Confraternity will be established,
but also in all the places to which she sends them. All this will be
done with the advice of the said priest.
The second officer will be the Assistant of the Superioress, will
act as her Councillor, and will represent her in her absence. Everyone will obey her as they would the Superioress, when the latter is
absent.
The third one will act as Treasurer, will collect the money and
keep it in a strongbox with two different locks, of which the
Superioress will keep one key, and she the other. She may, however, keep on hand the sum of one hundred livres for current expenses, of which she will give a monthly accountto the Superioress

2'fext of 1655: "... in the presence of the Superior General of the Mission, or of a Priest of the
Mission who will be delegated by him for their direction."
3Text of 1655: "... the direction of the Confraternity, together with the Superior General or
the one delegated by him."
"Text of 1655: "... those whom she finds suitable, on the advice of the said Director,"
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their absence and will act as their Councillor.
The fourth will manage the storeroom and provide for the common needs of the Company, giving a weekly account to the
Superioress. She will represent the latter and the other officers
when they are absent and will likewise act as their Councillor.
The unmarried women and widows of the Confraternity will be
subject to and obey the Superioress and, in her absence, the other officers whom she delegates. They will consider that they are obeying
God in their persons and will implement willingly and punctually
the present Regulations and praiseworthy customs oftheir Institute,
whether in the parishes where they are established or wherever else
they will be sent.
They will also be obedient, in what concerns their conduct, to the
priest who will be named by the Archbishop to direct the Company.'
Those who desire to be received into the Confraternity will present themselves to the Superioress. When she has tested their vocation, conferred with the Director, and sought the advice of the other
officers, she will accept them and form them for a time in their duties; afterward, as she judges them capable, she will have them
work at the occupations we have mentioned.
When they are sent to any parishes, they will go to get the blessing of the Pastors, which they will receive kneeling. While they are
in their parishes, they will show them all honor, respect, and obedience. 6
They will also obey the Ladies who are officers of the Charity in
the parishes and the physicians in all that involves the care of the
sick poor.
Their main concern will be to serve the sick poor well, treating
them with compassion and cordiality, endeavoring to edify and
console them, and dispose them to patience, encouraging them to
5Text of 1655: ''They will also be obedient, in what concerns their conduct, to the said Director
and Superior."
lYfhe 1655 text adds: ". . with regard to the assistance of the sick."
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all their sacraments.
Furthennore, when they are called to their other ministries, such
as helping poor convicts, raising the foundlings, and teaching poor
young women, they will devote themselves to them with special ardor and diligence, reflecting that in so doing they render service to
Our Lord as a child, as a sick person, as a poorman, and as a prisoner.
They will cherish and respect one another as sisters whom Our
Lord has bound together and united by His love. They will attend
the funerals of their Sisters who die and receive Holy Communion
for their intention. One Mass will be sung for each of them. 7 Ifconvenient, they will also attend the funerals ofthe poor persons whom
they have served and pray for the salvation of their souls.
So that in serving persons who are poor they do not forget themselves and the charity they show them may be well ordered, and so
that they can receive the rewards Our Lord promises them in this
world and in the next, they will be especially careful to keep themselves always in the state ofgrace;' for this purpose, they will detest
and avoid mortal sin more than the demon, and will take care' not to
commit knowingly even a venial sin, especially with regard to lO
chastity, taking every possible precaution to preserve it intact. 1I
They will do their utmost to conform to the daily schedule that
has been followed until now, particularly for the times ofrising and
going to bed, prayer, the general and particular exantinations of
conscience, spiritoal reading, confession, Communion, and silence, especially before making their prayer in the morning and after evening prayers."
As far as possible, they will also take care to observe uniformity
with regard to food, clothing, speaking, the service ofthose who are
poor, and particularly the way they arrange their headdress.

7Text of 1655: "'They will have one High Mass said for each."
with the help of God."
9 The 1655 Regulations add: "
by the grace of God."
''Text of 1655: "... in everything that concerns."
llThis last word is missing in the 1655 text.
'2These last four words are missing in the 1655 text.

lI-Jbe 1655 Regulations add: "
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which will be used to provide them with their clothing and other ne-

cessities, when the time comes.
And to give greater honor to Our Lord their patron, they will
have a straightforward intention to please Him in all their actions
and will strive to conform their lives to His, especially in His poverty, humility, gentleness, simplicity, and moderation.
And to avoid many inconveniences, they will accept nothing
from anyone, or give anything to anyone whomsoever, without infonning the Superioress.
They will make no visits except to the sick, and will not allow
anyone, particularly men, to visit them in their rooms.
When they go through the streets, they will walk in a modest
manner with their eyes lowered, not stopping to speak to anyone,
especially members of the opposite sex, without great necessity.
Even then, they must keep the conversation brief and conclude
promptly.
They will not leave the house without the pennission of the local
Superior or someone else delegated by her. On their return they will
present themselves to her and give an account ofwhere they went.
They will send no letters nor open those written to them, without
the pennission of the Superior.
They will not waste time speaking at the door with persons outside the Community, much less in the house, without pennission.
They will be careful to go at least once a month to the principal
house to share with the Superioress details of their ministries, and
will go there every time they are requested, making provision ahead
of time for the needs of the patients.
They will keep in mind that they are called Daughters ofCharity;
that is, Sisters who make profession ofloving God and the neighbor; consequently, besides the sovereign love they should have for
God, they shonld excel in love of the neighbor, especially of their
companions. Accordingly, they will avoid all coldness and aversion toward them, as well as exclusive friendships and attachments
for any of them, since these two malicious extremes cause division
and ruin in a Company and among the individuals who waste their
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time fostering them. Should it happen that they give cause for saddening one another, they will ask pardon ofone another at the latest
in the evening before going to bed.
To keep always a lowly opinion of themselves, they will consider, furthermore, that people call them Servants of the Poor,
which is, according to the world, one of the most insignificant of
conditions. They will promptly reject the slightest thought of vainglory that might pass through their minds because of having heard
some good about what they are doing, being convinced that all the
honor is due to God, since God alone is the author of it.
Since their work is very arduous for the most part, and the poor
persons whom they serve a little difficult, to the point that they are
sometimes reproached even when they have done their best in their
regard, they will strive to do their utmost to have a good store of patience, asking Our Lord every day to give it to them in abundance
and to grant them a share of the patience He practiced toward those
who calumniated, slapped, whipped, and crucified Him.
They will be very faithful and exact in observing the present
Regulations, together with the praiseworthy customs and manner of
living they have maintained until now, particularly those that concern their own perfection.
Nevertheless, they will recall that, whenever necessity or obedience calls them to the service of persons who are poor and other duties, these must always be preferred to their devotional practices,
and reflect that in so doing they are leaving God for God.
And so that it may please God to grant them the grace of accomplishing all these things, they will go to confession and Communion
every Sunday and on the major feasts of the year in the parishes or
hospitals where they are. Every year, as far as possible, they will
make their retreat in their principal Community house.
J. F. PAUL DE GoNDY, Coadjutor ofParis 13

In the name of His Excellency.
BAUOOUYN

'3nte 1655 Regulations are signed: "Cardinal de Retz, Archbishop of Paris."

-1391460. • DRAIT OF LETTERS PATENT
FOR THE APPROVAL OF THE DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY
(End of 1646)

Louis, by ihe grace ofGod, King ofFrance and of Navarre, 10 all
presenl and to come, greetings.
Our dearly beloved Vincent de Paul, Superior General of ihe
Congregation of ihe Priests of ihe Mission, most humbly pointed
out to us ihat, having been auihorized by Our Most Holy Faiher
Pope Urban VIII, of happy memory; by ihe Archbishop of Paris;
and by several oiher Prelates of this kingdom to institute a Confraternity of Charity for ihe assistance of ihe sick poor in all ihe parishes of their dioceses in which it could conveniently be
established; and having instituted it successfully in several villages,
some charitable Ladies of our fine city of Paris were so touched by
ihis ihat ihey used iheir influence to to have a similar establishment
in their own parishes, particularly in Saint-Germain-deI' Auxerrois, Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardonnet, Saint-Leu,
Saint-Sauveur, Saint-Mederic, Saint-Etienne, Saint-Sulpice,
Saint-Gervais, Saint-Barthelemy, Saint-Paul, and oiher places,
where it is also operating successfully.
Since, however, ihese Ladies who compose this Confraternity
are almost all members of high society, which does not allow ihem
to perform ihe menial tasks necessary for ihe sickpoor, ihey took on
some good country women to whom God had given ihe desire to
work in it. These were formed and prepared for ihe work by Mlle
Louise de Marillac, widow ofihe late Antoine Le Gras, Secretary of
ihe late Queen Moiher of ihe King, our most honored Lord and faiher. For this purpose, she has taken ihem into her own home, where
she has fed and maintained them by ihe charity of some good widows and oiher pious, devout persons, wiih ihe result ihat ihere are
now in every parish two or ihree of ihese good Sisters, who work
Document 1468.· Archives of the Ministry of Foreign Mfairs: France, vol. 867, pp. 357-59;
reprinted in AnnaIes C. M. (1940), pp. 466-69. Because this document is sufficiently different
from the letten patent issued by King Louis XIV in November 1655 (ct. Doc. 152), subsequent
to the episcopal approval of the Daughters of Charity in 1655 (ct. Doc. 149). it is deemed
appropriate to publish it here for its historical value.
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teaching poor gids, when they are able. They live at the expense of
the Confraternity of Charity of the parish in which they rninister,
but so frugally that their greatest individual expense amounts only
to one hundred livres a year and sometimes less. Three of these
good Sisters work for the Ladies of Charity of the Hotel-Dieu, preparing the modest refreshments that are brought daily by the Ladies
to those who are poor; ten or twelve of them are ordinarily engaged
in raising the foundlings in our fine city ofParis; and two or three of
them assist the poor convicts.
In addition to those Sisters, others are at hospitals in the towns of
Angers, Nantes, Montreuil-sur-la-Mer, Saint-Denis-en-France,
and in the towns of Richelieu, Saint-Germain-en-Laye, and other
places in the rural areas, where they carry out the same activities for
the assistance and treatment of the sick and the instruction of poor
girls. And because many of those good Sisters are needed so that
some may be sent to all these places and to many others where they
are being requested, Mile Le Gras forms the same number of them
in her house and always has more than thirty whom she instructs in
matters of piety, preparing them to teach little girls, visit the sick
poor, bring them their food, and do generally everything that rnight
be usefnl for the sick poor. She supports these Sisters with alms that
have been given for them, with what they are able to earn by their
manual labor when their regular duties leave them some free time,
and also with the help of the widows and other pious persons who
contribute whatever they can.
Since, however, it usually happens that works involving the service of God die out with those who initiated them unless there is
some spiritoal bond among the persons engaged in them, our beloved and loyal Fran~ois de Gondi, Archbishop of Corinth, Councillor in our Councils, Coadjutor and Vicar-General of the
Archbishop of Paris, by his letters of November 20, 1646, by authority of the Archbishop, erected the conference of unmarried
women and widows in the form ofa distinct Confraternity under the
title of Servants of the Poor of the Charity. He ordered that those
who had been admitted to it since then, and those who would be re-
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ceived into it in the future, might do freely anything that could relieve and console the sick poor, on condition that the Confraternity
would be and would remain in perpetuity under the authority of and
depeudent on the Archbishop of Paris and his successors, in the exact observance of the Regulatious, Statutes, and Constitutions that
our dearly beloved Vincent de Paul had preseuted to the Archbishop of Paris, and according to which they had lived until then
and had iutended to live by for the rest of their lives. The Archbishop approved and authorized them by his letters, entrusting and
confiding the guidance and direction of the Society and Confraternity to the dearly beloved Vincent de Paul for as long as it might
please God to preserve his life. Therefore, there is nothing more to
be desired for the perfection of such a holy establishment except
that it please us to approve and authorize it willingly by our letters
necessary for this.
For these reasons....

147•• PETITION OF THE QUEEN, ANNE OF AUSTRIA,'
TO THE POPE ,
(1647)

By the Bull of Establishment of the Congregation of the Mission, issued in the year 1632' by our Holy Father Pope Urban VID,
of happy memory, the said priests are empowered, under the authority of the local Ordinaries, to establish Confraternities of Charity for the relief of the sick poor in the country parishes where they
give missions. Because they had such great success in most of the
villages of the Paris diocese and others in the kingdom, some chari-

Document 147. - Archives of the Mission, Paris, copy.
IAnne of Austria (1601-66).
2lnnocent X 0644-55).
3Although dated January 12, 1632, the Bull is actually from January 12, 1633. The practice in
effect at the time was to date Bulls from March 25, considered the beginning of the ecclesiastical
year; consequently. in the language of the Bulls, January, February. and most of March belonged
to the preceding ecclesiastical year, in this case 1632.
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table ladies of this city of Paris were so touched by it that they used
their iufluence with the Pastors to have a similar establishment iu
their parishes for the relief of the sick poor.
Since the ladies of the Confraternities are, for the most part,
members ofhigh society, which does not allow them to perform the
menial tasks that have to be done in them, they accepted, with the
permission of the Archbishop ofParis' and on the advice of the Superior General of the Congregation, a few widows and unmarried
country women to whom God had given the thought of dedicating
themselves to the service of the sick poor. For several years now, to
the edification of the people and the consolation of the sick, all of
them have been performing the lowliest tasks, prepared for this
work by a good, virtoous widow in whose house they are maiutaiued for a time and then sent into the parishes of the cities, towns,
and villages that request them. They are called Servants ofthe Poor
of the Charity and have been established under this title by the
Archbishop of Paris, on condition that the Confratemity or Society
remaiu in perpetuity under his authority and dependence.
Now, because that good work has extended into several dioceses
of this kingdom, such as Angers, Nantes, Poitiers, Sens, Rouen,
Beauvais, Reirns, etc., and because the other Prelates are unwilling
to accept them on this condition, and because that good work was
begun and developed almost fourteen years ago by the General of
the Congregation of the Mission, and by the establishment of the
Confraternity or Society the Archbishop of Paris has now constitoted him its Director for life, the Queen entreats His Holiness to
name as perpetoal Directors of the Confraternity or Society of Servants ofthe Poor ofthe Charity the Superior General of the Congregation of the Mission and his successors in the same office. In so
doing, there is reason to hope that this good work will continue to
flourish, the Church will be edified by it, and those who are poor
better relieved.

4Jean-Franyois de Gondi.

-143148•• ADVICE OF SAINT VINCENT TO THE SISTERS
OF THE NANTES HOSPITAL
(April 1649)

We repeat the recommendation M. Lambert left with them to
follow the advice he gave them. 1
They will endeavor to walk in the presence ofGod and from time
to time will raise their hearts to His Divine Goodness and Justice.
doing their uUllostto accomplish His holy Will in all things, which
consists in observing His Commandments, doing what the holy
Church directs, and what their Rules, the Fathers,' and their
Superioress order them to do.
They will be exact in going to confession every Saturday and
Communion every Sunday. They will ring a bell to notify the others
of the arrival of the confessor and will be at the confessional, each
according to her rank, without keeping him waiting.
They will honor and cherish one another as spouses of Jesus
Christ, who has drawn them from the bosom of His love, and will
support one another in their little infirmities. Therefore, they will
take great care not to complain of or contradict one another, especially in the presence of persons who are not members of the Community.
They will welcome with patience, gentleness, and humility
those who visit the patients, doing their uUllost to please and edify
them, and will observe silence outside the times of recreation. If a
matter is urgent, they will speak briefly and in a low tone of voice,
and they will be quiet in walking and in closing doors.
They will honor the modesty of Our Lord by their own, keeping
their eyes lowered, and not stopping to speak to the domestic help,
except in cases of necessity.

Document 148.· DaUghters of Charity, 9 Boulevard de Courcelles. Paris, autograph draft.
1Lambert aux Couteaux had made visitations to Nantes in 1647 and 1648. On July 26, 1647. he
wroteareporttoSaint Vincent(cf. m, 216-18); on July 17, 1648, hereported his visitation ofthe

Sisters in Nantes to Saint Louise (cf.Documents, Doc. 471, pp. 520-22). Documents also
provides us with the advice he left them after the 1648 visitation (cf. Doc. 472, pp. 523-24).
2Jbe Fathers of the Poor, Administrators of the hospital.
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They will serve the sick poor with the greatest possible charity,
promptness, and attention. Before discharging those who will recover, they will instruct them in things necessary for salvation, and
will assist those who are near death to die well.
Upon their arrival, they will see that the sick poor are visited, and
put to bed after they have washed their feet. They will keep them as
neat and tidy as possible, emptying their basins and cleaning the
area often.
And in order to do all these things better, they will read these recommendations evety Friday.
149. - APPROVAL OF THE COMPANY
OF THE DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY
BY CARDINAL DE RETZ
(January 18. 1655)
Jean-Fran~ois-Paul de Gondi, Cardinal de Retz, to all who will
read these present letters, greetings.
Our very dearly beloved Vincent de Paul, Superior General of
the Congregation of the Mission, has pointed out to us that one of
the principal functions ofthe priests ofthe Congregation is to establish the Confraternity of Charity, instituted for the assistance of the
sick poor, in places where they go to give missions and where this
establishment is deemed helpful. This is clear from the erection of
the Congregation made by Pope Urban VIII, ofhappy memory, and
from the Rules of the Congregation, approved by the late Archbishop of Paris, Jean-Fran~ois de Gondi, as delegate of the Holy
See to approve the Rules. The Congregation established the Confraternity in the city and diocese of Paris and in several other places
in this kingdom for the assistance of the sick poor of the area. The
Confraternity is composed of wives, widows, and pious unmarried
women, who take care of visiting and serving the sick poor, giving
them food and medicine, and procuring their spiritual assistance in
order to help those who are recovering to live well and those who
are near death to die well. Experience has shown, however, that the

Document 149. - Arch. Nat., L. 1054, no. 1, original.
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society ladies ofthe Confraternity find it difficult to carry the necessary food to the sick poor, as well as to make their beds, give them
remedies and, in general, perform other minor services for them.
To provide for this drawback, the Congregation of the Mission,
on the advice of the Ladies of Charity, encouraged some unmarried
women and widows of lowly condition to join the Confraternity to
perform the most menial tasks that have to be done for the sick poor.
To that end, it has had them live together in a house destined for this
purpose, under the direction of MHe Louise de MariHac, widow of
the late M. Le Gras, Secretary of the late Queen Mother, who instructs them in piety, forming them also to serve and nurse the sick
poor, and to prepare and administer medicines. Then she sends them
into the parishes of the city of Paris and in rural areas and to those
hospitals that ask for them, recalling and changing them from one
place to another according to needs. Sbe engages them, under her direction, in several other good works, such as raising the foundlings of
the city of Paris; assisting poor criminals condemned to the galleys
and the sick in prison; teaching poor girls, showing them how to pray,
read, and write; in a word, in every good work in which they may be
useful. All of this is done with the advice and under the direction of
the petitioner, in conformity with the Regulations and Statutes we
approved previously and which were drawn up for the good order
and direction ofthe Confraternity by the petitioner, to whom we gave
its direction for life on November 20, 1646.
The approval, which had been attached to the letters patent it
pleased the King to grant for it and addressed to the Parlement of
Paris to be registered there, was, unfortunately, lost by the secretary
of the Attorney General Meliand; I then, the secretary died and no
one could find the approval, attached to the letters patent, despite
the search the petitioner had carried out among the papers of
Meliand and his secretary, as well as in the office of the present Attorney General' and his Assistants. The petitioner was obliged to
tum to us that it might please us to approve once again the Confra-

'Blaise M~liand, Attorney General (1641-50).
2Nicolas Fouquet (cf. Vm,125, n. 3).
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ternity and its Statutes and Regulations given below' and to empower the petitioner and his successors as Superiors General of the
Congregation of the Mission to direct the Confraternity under our
authority and jurisdiction and those of our successors, the Archbishops ofParis, as being a work pleasing to God and a good means
by which we will meet the needs ofthe sick poor ofour diocese. We
will also be giving those good Ladies of Charity and those poor
widows and urunanied women, Servants of the Poor, the means of
doing a work for the glory ofGod and the edification ofthe people.
For these reasons, wishing to foster such a good work, which we
hope is to succeed for the glory of God and the great relief of persons who are poor, as God has done until now through His mercy,
and considering that the best means for helping them continue is to
unite the unmarried women and widows into some form of Society
and Confraternity, distinct from that of the Ladies, established in
our diocese long ago by the late Archbishop our predecessor, we
have once again erected and by these present letters do erect the
conference of unmarried women and widows in our diocese into a
special Confraternity or Society, under the title of Servants ofthe
Poor ofthe Charity. We will and ordain that those women already
admitted, and those who will be accepted hereafter, be able to do
freely whatever will relieve and console the sick poor, on condition
that the Confraternity or Society will be and will remain in perpetuity under our authority and dependence and those ofour successors,
the Archbishops ofParis, in the exact observance ofthe Statutes and
Regulations specified hereinafter, which we have once again approved, aod do approve, by these present letters.
And since God has blessed the efforts our dearly beloved Vincent de Paul has made for the success of this pious intention, we
have entrusted and confided to him and by these present letters do
entrust and confide to him for life the leadership and direction ofthe
Society and Confraternity and, after him, to his successors as Superiors General of the Congregation of the Mission.
Yrhese Rules differ from those of 1646 (cf. Doc. 146) on only a few points. Since the variants
have already been pointed out in previous notes, it is unnecessary to repeat here the Regulations
that accompanied this Act of Approval.
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In testimony whereof, we have signed these present letters, had
them conntersigned by our regular secretary, and had the seal ofour
crest affixed to them.
Drawn up in Rome, December 18, 1655.
CARDINAL DE

RETz, Archbishop ofParis

In the name of the Archbishop.
GAULTRAY

149••• COMMON RULES
OF THE COMPANY OF SISTERS OF CHARITY '
CALLED SERVANTS OF THE SICK POOR
wmCH THEY MUST KEEP TO PERFORM THEIR DUTY WELL
BY THE GRACE OF GOD

1, The purpose of the Community'
They will often recall that the main purpose for which God has
called and brought them together is to honor their patron Our Lord,
serving Him corporally and spiritually in poor persons, sometimes
as a child, or someone in need, or a sick person, or a prisoner. And to
Document 149a.· Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity.
IThe version of the Common Rules of the Daughters of Charity given here in forty-three
articles. is, as closely as possible. the one Saint Vincent explained to the Sisters in a series of
conferences from October 1655 to July 21, 1658. These "Rules" had evolved from the
"Regulations" that were gradually introduced to the Sisters from the origin of the Company, as

can be learned from his first recorded conference on July 31, 1634. The Rules are probably the
fruit of a collaborative effort between Saints Vincent and Louise. Louise, who lived and worked
with the Sisters on a daily basis, was eminently qualified to suggest revisions or changes to the
Rules as she saw them lived out in the Company.
During the lifetime of the Founders there were several versions of the Rules, each a further
development of the previous ones. The 1645 version is given in Doc. 145. Variants between the
1655 version approved by Cardinal de Retz and the 1646 version that had been previously
approved by him are given in the footnotes for Doc. 146, but even Saint Vincent was not
completely satisfied with this set of the Rules.
The "Rules of Almeras," were drawn up at the request of Mathtrine Guerin, Superioress
General, and completed in 1672. While faithful to the teachings oftbe Saint, Almems organized
and rearranged the Rules of Vincent into nine chapters, with thirty-two additional articles,
twenty-seven of which he incorporated from the "Oaily Schedule." At the end of these Rules,
Almeras affixed his signature and his seal, verifying the confonnity of the contents of the Rules
with those of Saint Vincent. The Daughters of Charity continued to observe the 1672 "official"
version, with revisions later made in line with the 1917 Code of Canon Law, until the
promugation of the Constitutions of 1954.
2Saint Vincent explains Articles 1,2, and 3 in the Conference of October 18, 1655.
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should strive to live a holy life and work earnestly at their own perfection. As a means to achieve this, they will do their ulmostto observe carefully the present Regulations.
2. To prefer their own salvation to all else and to spare noth·
ing to maintain themselves in grace'
The first thing they will endeavor to observe inviolably is to
value the salvation oftheir souls more highly than all earthly things
and to spare nothing to maintain themselves always in the state of
grace. In order to do so, they will avoid mortal sin more than the
demon and even death, and do all they can, with the help of God,
never to commit deliberately any venial sin.
3. Purity of intention
They will perform all their actions, corporal as well as spiritual,
in a spirit of humility, simplicity, and charity, in the same spirit and
in union with those Our Lord Jesus Christ performed on earth, making their intention for this purpose at the beginning ofeach principal
action, particularly when going to serve the sick. They will remember that these three virtues are like the three faculties of the soul,
which should animate the body and each member of their Community and that, in a word, they constitute the spirit oftheir Company.
4. Spirit of the Company<
They will detest the maxims of the world and embrace those of
Jesus Christ, among others those that recommend interior and exterior mortification, disregard for selfand for the things ofthis world,
choosing tasks that are menial and lOWly rather than those that are
honorable and pleasing, and always taking the last place and what
3In the 1672 version, Alm6ras inserted as Art. 2 the famous "Charter" of the Daughters of
Charity. originally part ofthe ParticularRules for the Sisters in the Parishes. which brings out the
secular character of their Company: "They should consider that, although they do not belong to a
religious Order because that state is incompatible with the duties oftheir vocation, nevertheless,
since they have much greater contact with the world than nuns, having generally for monastery
the houses ofthe sick; forcell, a hired room; for chapel, the parish church; for cloister. the streets
of the city or the wards of hospitals; for enclosure. obedience; for grate, the fear of God; for veil,
holy modesty; they are therefore obliged to lead as virtuous a life as if they were professed in a
religious Order, and to conduct themselves wherever they mingle with people. with as much
recollection, purity ofheart and body, and detachment from creatures, and to be as exemplary as
true religious in the enclosure of their monastery."
~f. Conference of November 2, 1655.
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better off than they deserve because of their sins.
5. Detaehment and indifference'
They will not be attached to any created thing, especially to
places, duties, and persons, being careful not to become attached
even to their relatives and confessors. They will always be prepared
to leave everything when they are instructed to do so, reflecting that
Our Lord says we are not worthy ofHim nor offollowing Him if we
do not renounce ourselves and our disordered actions in every way
whatsoever, and even leave father, mother, brothers, and sisters to
follow Him when He calls us.
6. PatienceThey will endeavor to endure willingly and for the love of God
inconveniences, contradictions, ridicule, calumnies, and other mortifications that may befall them, even for the good they have done,
bearing in mind that all this is only a part of the Cross Our Lord
wants them to carry after Him on earth so that one day they may
merit to go to heaven with Him who, though innocent, suffered so
much for us and even prayed for those who crucified Him.
7. Poverty'
They will honor the poverty of Our Lord, being satisfied with
having their modest needs met in the customary simplicity, reflecting that they are servants of poor persons and therefore should live
poorly. Consequently, none ofthem will have anything eitherin the
house or outside for her private use, but each will put everything in
common like the first Christians. They may not dispose of or give
away Community property. nor even their own, nor receive or acquire any from anyone else without the consent of the Superioress
in minor, ordinary matters; for extraordinary and important matters, the permission of the Superior is also required.

~Cf. Conference of June 6. 1656.
6Cf. Conference of July 23, 1656.
7Cf. Conference of August 20, 1656.
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8. Not to ask for nor to refuse anything'
They will do their utmost to practice what is so strongly recommended by the saints and observed so carefully in well-regulated
Communities, namely, neither to ask nor to refuse anything in temporal matters. If, however, someone really needs something, she
may mention it quite simply and with indifference to the persons
who should provide it and then rest satisfied whether it be granted
her or not.
9, To be glad that others use or deprive us of what Is for our
use'
Just as they should not use without permission what is intended
for the use of another Sister, neither should they complain if, by the
same permission, someone else be given things they are using, but
rather be glad to have the opportunity to practice holy poverty and
mortification. Nevertheless, if it is necessary to speak of this, it will
be only to their Superioress, or, in one of their distant houses, to the
Sister Servant.
10. Sound management of Community goods and the property of those who are poorlO
They will make it a matter of conscience not to manage well the
money and other things they handle for the use of the Sisters, reflecting that this would be to sin against the virtue ofpoverty, which
they promised to practice when they received the dress and name of
Servants of the Poor. It will also prevent abuses that might slip into
the use they make of that property, especially with regard to clothing, which could happen ifeach one had the liberty to buy fabric and
linen to have clothes made to her liking. This would be the cause of
great disorderin the Company and would put an end to holy uniformity, so necessary in Communities. Therefore, the Sisters in the
parishes, in the villages as well as in the towns, will spend the
money the Ladies or other persons give them for their food and support only in accord with the order the Superioress prescribes for
them. They will not purchase any serge or linen for their clothing
SCf. Conference of June 17, 1657.
9Cf. Conference of August 5, 1657.
'OCr. Conference of August 26, 1657.
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but will ask her for dresses already made, and she will supply them.
As payment for the clothing they receive from her, they will be
bound to bring or send her their surplus annually, after taking out
money for their food. If they themselves have to purchase some little necessities, they will ask her pennission beforehand. As for
food, medicines, linen, money, and other things earmarked for poor
persons, they will be careful not to take any of these for the use of
the Sisters, except when they are ill, remembering that this would
be stealing the property of those who are poor.

11. Not to invite anyone for a meal without permission ll
While they are in the house of the Superioress, they will be careful not to invite any person from the outside to eat there without permission. The Sisters in the parishes and in the other houses at a
distance will act the same way with regard to the Sister Servant,
who will not allow it unless there is great need, and not without a
special or general pennission from the same Superioress, and only
for women, even if there were no other harm in it except that it
would be giving away property that does not belong to them and is
to be used only for their personal needs and those of poor persons.

12. Service of the sick poor"
Their chief concern will be to serve the sick poor, treating them
with compassion. gentleness. cordiality, respect, and devotion,
even those who are most troublesome and difficult, since it is not so
much to them they are rendering service as to Jesus Christ. They
will not forget to say a good word to them occasionally to dispose
them to be patient, to make a good general confession, to prepare for
a happy death or to lead a good life, and, above all, to teach them the
things necessary for their salvation. They will also see that they receive all their sacraments in due time--even more than once if they
have a relapse after convalescence. All this will be done in the manner and according to the order prescribed for them in the Particular
Rules of their ministry with the sick.

IICf. Conference of September 8, 1657.

12Articles 12-16are explained in the Conference of November 11, 1657.
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Since ill-directed charity is extremely displeasing to God and
hannful to the souls of those who practice it in that way, especially
if done contrary to obedience, they will never take it upon themselves to give food or medicine to any patient against the will of
those responsible for them or contrary to the order given them. Although they will not worry about the complaints discontented poor
persons are accustomed to make, they will trY nevertheless to comfort them, and do their best to satisfy them, showing compassion for
their sufferings and regret at not being able to help them as they
wish. They will also do their utmost to encourage the Ladies of
Charity and others to do them as much good as possible.
14. To be very attentive to the sick Sisters
They will be very attentive to the sick Sisters, especially when
they are outside the house of the Superioress, looking upon them as
servants of Jesus Christ because they are servants of His members
who are poor, and as their own sisters, since they are all in a special
way daughters of the same Father, who is God. They will minister
to them with all possible affection and exactness, but will remember, in caring for them in their illnesses, that servants should not be
better treated than their masters with regard to medications, food,
and other similar needs. If, through excessive charity, the Ladies
might wish to treat them more delicately and indulgently, they will
thank them very humbly for their kind intention and ask them most
respectfully not to keep them from observing their little Regulations on t1tis point, which, however, do not prevent them from accepting some small gratification when there is a great need.
15. Duty of the sick Sisters
The Sisters who are sick should not show any impatience nor
complain when they are not always treated as they would like, reflecting that they do not know what they need as well as the physician and the nurses do; and after all, being poor persons, they should
be glad to suffer somet1ting for the love ofGod, who is pleased to trY
their patience in t1tis way.
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16. To use no remedy nor consult the physician without permission of the Superior
Since too much tenderness for themselves may often prompt the
Sisters, especially those in parishes, to speak about their minor ailments to the physician of the poor persons, who gives them remedies nearly every time they complain to him of the least discomfort
they experience, causing many of them to ruin their health while
thinking they are improving it, they will take no medicine nor be
bled nor consult the physician for the same purpose without permission ofthe Superioress-that is, for those who are with her, or in the
parishes of the city where she lives because those who live at a distance will have to ask this permission ofthe Sister Servant, who will
not permit it unless she thinks it necessary. Furthermore, the said
Sister Servant herself will strive to give the example to the others in
the practice of this Rule.
17. Uniformity"
As far as possible, they will observe uniformity in all things
since it is the means of maintaining union and good order in Communities, and will avoid all singularity as the cause ofdivisions and
disorders in a Company. In keeping with that, all of them will conform in everything to the common way ofliving in the house where
the Superioress lives, complying with the maxims and customs
taught there for their spiritual and temporal direction and following
no others, although they may seem good and even better. With regard to their material needs, they will beware of having clothing,
shoes, headdress, sleeping arrangements, food, or furnishings
better than or different from what others have. Nevertheless, ifanyone feels in conscience that she needs something special because of
illness, she may mention it quite simply and with indifference to the
same Superioress, who will decide before God and with the Superior what is best to do in the situation.

ncr. Conferences of November 15 and 18, 1657.
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They will do their utmost to preserve perfect chastity of body
and heart. To that end they will banish promptly all kinds of
thoughts contrary to this virtue and avoid carefully every occasion
that might hartn it ever so little, particularly the desire to appear
pleasing, vanity and affectation in the way they dress, walk, and
speak, as well as curiosity to see and hear people, particularly
through the windows and when going through the streets. Because
of the dangerous consequences that may ensue, they will beware
above all of speaking unnecessarily with men, be they priests or
others, even if their conversations are on matters of piety.

19. Modesty
Because holy modesty is necessary not only to edify their neighbor-since it is a wordless and continual sermon-but also to preserve purity, which is easily sullied by immodest acts, they will be
careful to preserve it at all times and in all places, even during their
recreations. They will refrain from-among other things-frivolity, unbecoming gestores, and excessive laughter, and especially
from touching one another without necessity, even though this be
done playfully and as a token of friendship, unless charity requires
it, as in the case of cordially embracing newly-received Sisters or
those coming in from the country, or to be reconciled with someone
whom they have saddened. Then it is permitted to kiss one another
on the cheek, but never on the mouth. With regard to men, however,
Daughters of Charity must never allow them to kiss them or to
touch them in any way and under any pretext whatsoever.
20. Obedience to the Superior, the Superioress, and the om·
cers of the Company"
They will honor and obey the Superior General ofthe Mission as
the Superior and Director General of their Company; those whom
he designates to govern it; the Superioress; and, in her absence, the
Sister Assistant and the other Officers of the house, in all that concerns their office. They will also obey the Sister Servants who will

14Articles

17-19 are explained in the Conference of November 18, 1657.
the Conference of December 2, 1657.

1~ Articles 20-23 are explained in
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be given them in the parishes and other places where they are established and see to it that their obedience is prompt, submitting their
will and judgment in all things in which there is no sin, and to all
sorts of Superiors and Officers, both those who are imperfect and
disagreeable as well as those who are perfect and agreeable. They
will recall that it is not so much persons they are obeying as God,
who gives orders by their mouth and says Himself, speaking of
those who have charge of others, He who hears and obeys you,
hears and obeys me; and he who rejects you, rejects me.
21. Obedience to Superiors outside the Community in what
concerns persons who are poor
In what concerns the service of persons who are poor, they will
likewise honor and obey the Administrators of the hospitals where
they are established, the Ladies ofCharity in the particularparishes,
the Lady Officers, and even the physicians, carrying out their orders
promptly and exactly. The sick Sisters must also obey the nurse and
the physician in what concerns their duties.
22. Obedience and respect toward Pastors
When they are sent to any parishes to live there while serving the
sick poor, they will go to receive kneeling the blessing of the Pastors. As long as they remain in their parishes, they will show them
every kind of honor and respect, and even obedience with regard to
the care of the sick.
23. Respect and submission toward other priests
They will also show great respect to all other priests, but especially to those who are appointed to direct them and to hear their
confessions. They will do the same for the confessors of those who
are poor, regarding them at all times and in all places with almost
the same reverence as when they are at the holy altar. They will submit to their orders and advice in all that is not sinful nor contrary to
the Regulations and usual customs of their Company or the intention of their Superiors.

I'

16cf. Lk 10:16. (NAB)
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Although the constant work ofthe Daughters ofCharity does not
allow them to perform many bodily penances and practices of austerity, they may, nevertheless, sometimes do them, but only after
obtaining permission of the Superioress in ordinary matters and of
the Director in extraordinary ones. They will be convinced that exterior mortifications are oflittle benefit ifthey are not accompanied
by interior ones, which consist in combating and overcoming their
passions and evil inclinations, refusing the senses the satisfactions
they demand----except in case ofnecessity-and, above all, keeping
their tongues in check, reflecting that, even as Christians, they are
obliged to do all that.
25. Not to write nor to receive any letters without permission
They will neither write nor receive any letters without the permission of the Superioress, to whom they will give those they have
written, to be sent out or held back as she sees fit. Those Sisters living far from the house of the Superioress will act in the same way
with regard to the Sister Servant. All will know, however, that this
Rule does not oblige them to show anyone the letters they write to
the Superior, Director, or Superioress, nor any they receive from
them.
26. Not to eat outside mealtime nor out of the house without
permission

And because moderation and good order at meals conttibute
greatly to health of soul and body, they will do theirutrnost to conform in this regard to the Regulations followed in the house of the
Superioress concerning the quality and quantity of food and drink
and the time and places oftaking them. If, however, someone needs
to eat and drink outside of meal time or out of the house, or to take
something extra, she will ask permission of the Superioress, or of
the Sister Servant of the place where she is living.
27. Not to go out without permission

They will not leave the house without the permission of the
Superioress, whom they will tell where they are going and why; and
17 Articles

24-27 are explained in the Conference of December 9, 1657.
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will give her on their return an account of what they did. The Sisters
in parishes and in other places will do more or less the same with regard to the Sister Servant, who will likewise inform her companion
before going out.
28. Not to make nor to receive any visits without necessity
and permission"
They will make no visits, not even to their Sisters in another parish, without the permission of the Superioress-except in case of
necessity, such as to visit the sick Sisters. Neither win they, especially Sisters who are not living near the Superioress, try to get others to visit them by way of recreation. They must not al10w any
outsiders, particularly men, to enter their rooms without great need,
not even priests nor their confessors, unless they are sick. Even less
should they go to see them in their rooms when they have to speak
with them, but will do so in church or at the door of the house. They
will take care of matters briefly and not at a late hour, regardless of
their good reasons and intentions.
29. To remind Superiors of the faults of the Sisters and to be
wiDing to have their own disclosed
Since neither the Superior nor the Superioress can remedy disorders that may arise in the Community unless they are aware of them.
nor can know about them unless they are informed of them, and
since, if they are not informed of them the Company, with time,
might be in danger of perishing, each Sister will be careful to apprise the Superior and the Superioress, humbly and charitably, of
the significant faults or strong temptations she has noticed in her
Sisters. In addition, she win be content to have her own faults disclosed to the Superior and Superioress and will accept willingly the
reproofs given her both publicly or in private.
30. Not to speak to outsiders in the house nor to anow the Sisters to speak to them without permission l '
Since frequent contact with persons outside the Company, except in cases of necessity, may be as harmful to purity and to the vo-

18Artic1es 28 and 29 are explained in the Conference of December 23, 1657.
19Articles 30-32 are explained in the Conference of December 30, 1657.
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meritorious when done through obedience and to fulfill their obligations toward poor persons, as long as they are in their Community
house they will not speak to any outsiders, especially men, nor allow any Sister to speak to them, without the authorization of the
Superioress, or the Sister Servant if this takes place in their other
houses.

31. Criticism of authority
They will not have the curiosity to probe into the affairs of the
house in order to fmd fault with what is being done there, and will be
very careful above all not to grumble about the conduct ofthe Superior, the Superioress, the Sister Servant, or about the Rules and good
practices ofthe Company. This sort ofcriticism is capable ofdrawing down the malediction of God, both on the person who does it
and on the one who listens to it with pleasure, and, in a word, on the
entire Community because of the great scandal it causes.

32. To avoid malicious gossip
They will be very careful in their conversations not to reveal the
faults of others, especially of their Sisters, nor, on the other hand,
should they listen to those who might speak unkindly of them. They
will do their best to prevent this, or else leave quickly, as if they
heard the hissing of a serpent.

33. To unburden tbeir heart only to Superiors and
Directors'"
To prevent many serious inconveniences that might ultimately
cause the downfall of the Company if each one were free to unburden her heart to whomever she wished, they will not tell their temptations and other interior troubles to their Sisters-even less, to
outsiders-but will go to the Superioress or her representative, orto
the Superior or the Director appointed by him, and, in case of need,
to the Sister Servant because God has called them and no others for
that purpose. If, however, someone feels before God that she needs
to speak to or ask the advice of someone outside the Community,
she may do so, but she must have permission from the Superioress,
2OArtic1es 33-35 are explained in the Conference of January 6, 1658.
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34, Not to waste time nor to speak with outsiders In the street
In going through the streets and even in the houses they enter,
they will not linger with outsiders without real necessity. Even then,
they will have little to say and will keep the conversation short,
carefully avoiding any curious inquiries about current news and
worldly affairs. If someone should mention these things to them,
they will try to change the conversation in order to speak about
something good and then leave politely and unobtrusively.

35. Confidentiality
Above all, they will be careful to keep silence regarding confidential matters, especially what is said or done during conferences,
communications, or confession, particularly with regard to faults
mentioned or heard and penances performed or given, because it is
certain that, besides the offense they commit against God by revealing what is secret, they cause all these holy practices to become in
the end loathsome, useless, and harmful to many. It is not forbidden, however, to mention something good that the Superior, Director, or one of the Sisters has said there, provided it be to edify others
and without saying where it was heard, especially if in confession;
but it is never permitted to speak of these things by way of recreation or, even less, in order to complain of something.
36. Union aud charity among themselves'!
They will often think of the name of Daughters of Charity that
they bear and will strive to make themselves worthy ofit by the holy
love they will always have for God and their neighbor. Above all.
they will live in great union with their Sisters and never murmur or
complain about one another, being careful to dismiss any thoughts
of antipathy they may have for one another. They will refrain from
anything that may cause disunion among the Sisters, particularly
feelings of envy at seeing others better treated and honored.

21Articles 36 and 37 are explained in the Conference of March 4, 1658.
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If it should happen through weakness that a Sister offends another Sister. she will not fail to kneel down and ask her forgiveness
immediately, or at least in the evening before retiring. The other
will also kneel and will accept this humiliation humbly and willingly. This practice is a good remedy to heal promptly the antipathy
that might have been caused.
38. Condescension"
They will bear willingly the slight imperfections of their Sisters
as they would wish to be tolerated in a similar situation. They will
adapt as far as possible to their moods and sentiments in everything
that is not sinful nor against the Rules. This holy condescension,
joined to mutual support, is a sovereign means to maintain union
and peace in the Community.
39. Cordiality combined with respect"
Just as they should not manifest too much cordiality or pleasure
in speaking to anyone whomsoever, particularly to men, but should
always have a respectful attitude-more or less as the rank and condition of each requires-neither must they seem to be rude or
ill-humored, especially to their Sisters, but maintain a cordiality
that consists in Christian gentleness and respectful cheerfulness,
which can be remarked in our expression.
40. To avoid exclusive friendships
Although they should love one another dearly, they will, nevertheless, be careful to avoid exclusive friendships. These are all the
more dangerous as they appear less so because ordinarily they are
cloaked under the mantle of charity but are, however, only an attachment offlesh and blood. For this reason they will reject them as
much as or more than enmities because, in the course of time, these
two vicious extremes are capable of destroying a Company.

22Cf. Conference of May 30, 1658.

23Articles 39 and 40 are explained in the Conference of June 2, 1658.
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41. Confidence in Divine Providence"
They will have great confidence in Divine Providence, abandoning themselves completely to it as an infant does to its wet nurse.
They will be convinced that, provided they strive on their part to be
faithful to their vocation and the observance oftheir Rules, God will
always keep them under His protection and assist them with everything they need both for body and soul, at the very time they think
that all is going to be lost.

42. The four virtues most appropriate for the Daughters of
Charity"
Although their vocation calls them to strive their entire life to
practice all sorts of Christian virtues in imitation of Jesus Christ
their Patron, they will, however, give more particular attention to
those represented by the four extremities of the Cross: humility,
charity, obedience, and patience. since they are the foremost ones
Our Lord practiced principally during His crucifixion, and which
He requires ofall Christians and, for even greater reason, ofDaughters of Charity because of the great need they have of them to carry
out their ministry. That is why they will make sure that all their actions are animated by them, and will reflect that it is useless for
them always to have a material cross on their person if, at the same
time, they do not have the spiritual one, which is none other than the
framework and practice of these four virtues.

43. To have a deep appreciation for all the Regulations and
customs of the Company and to be very faithful In observing
them"
They will think highly of all these Regulations and the body of
all the praiseworthy customs they have kept until now. They will
consider all of them as means given by God for their greater perfection and to save themselves more easily. For this reason they will
endeavor and strive earnestly to put them into practice. Ifperchance
there are some articles that are repugnant to their thinking and sentiments, they will try to overcome and mortify themselves in that, reUCf. Conference of June 9, 1658.
25Cf. Conference of July 14, 1658.
UCf. Conference of July 21, 1658.
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violence, and the violent take it by force. T1

SCHEDULE FOR TIlE WORK OF EACH DAY AND OF TIlE YEAR
WIllCH THE DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY ARE TO OBSERVE

1. RIsing"
They will rise at four 0' clock, giving their first thoughts to God.
Each will dress quickly and then make her bed. Before they finish
dressing, they will take holy water and kneel down to adore God, to
thank Him, and to offer themselves to Him with all the actions ofthe
day.
2. Morning meditation and voeal prayers
At half past four they will recite the usual pmyers in common
and then listen to the points of meditation that are read. They will
make meditation for half an hour, beginning with the Come, Holy
Spirit, and concluding with the Angelus, the Litany of the Name of
Jesus, and other customary pmyers. The Sisters in the parishes who
do not know how to read will meditate on some mystery of the Passion or another assigned to them, or on some holy picture, or something else. For vocal pmyers, they will say those they know by
heart-at least the Our Father, the Hail Mary, the Creed, the
Confiteor, and a few decades of the rosary.
3. The regular schedule; Mass"
After prayer, they will work at what is most urgent, each according to her duty; then they will go to Mass if they can do so then; if
not, at another more convenient time.

27a. Mt 11:12. (NAB)
28Articles 1 and 2ofthe daily schedule are explained in three conferences from 1658. The first
of these is undated. but Saint Vincent begins the conference of October 13 by saying: "Last
Sunday we spoke to you about the first Rule in the daily schedule... ," allowing us to place the
frrst conference on Sunday, October 6. 1658. The third was given on November 17.
29Articles 3-7 are explained in the Conference of November 17. 1658.
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4. Breakfast
Mter Mass, they will go to breakfast; then each will return to her
duty. If they cannot hear Mass until very late, there will be no difficulty in their having breakfast before going.
S. Particular examination of conscience; dinner
At half past eleven, they will make the particular examination of
conscience for the space of a Miserere ortwo, reflecting on the resolutions taken at morning prayer and particularly on the virtue they
have as their practice. Next they will go to dinner, saying grace before and after the meal. If possible, they will have reading at table; if
not, they will have it immediately before the meal, during which
they will talk about what has been read or some other edifying topic.
Following grace after meals, they will recite the Angelus; if they do
not know it, then three Hail Marys.
6. Work and recreation
After dinner they will devote themselves to their duties, if necessary; if not, they will work together at spinning or sewing. At the
same time, they may converse on something edifying by way of
cheerful, moderate recreation. They will often remember to raise
their hearts to God, and, if something improper or some forbidden
topic escapes them, a Sister designated for this purpose will say,
"Let us remember the presence of God."
7. Time of silence and spiritual reading
From two to three 0' clock they will keep silence as strictly as
possible to honor that of Our Lord, beginning with spiritual reading,
which one of the Sisters will do aloud, in order that they may have
some good thoughts while at their work. They will conclude with
the words, "Christ became obedient unto death for us, etc.," which
will also be said aloud, kneeling, to offer to God the Father the moment His Son died for the salvation ofour souls and to pray for those
who are in their agony and in a state of mortal sin, as well as for the
souls in purgatory, that this divine merit may be applied to them. At
the end, they will kiss the floor. Those who do not know how to read
will say one Our Father, one Hail Mary, and one Requiescant in
pace. Amen. Those who are obliged to speak during this hour because of their duties may do so, provided they say only what is nec-
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time to time that this is the time of silence and that during this same
hour the newly-arrived Sisters who are in the house where the
Superioress lives will be listening attentively to the instruction being given there to teach them the duties of a good Christian and a
true Daughter of Charity. The other Sisters-even the older
ones-will try to be there occasionally for the good example they
will give and because there is always something beneficial in it for
all of them.

8. Conversation among the Sisters'o
After the hour of silence they will continue working. They may
still converse as before on something edifying, but more seriously
and devoutly, since the time of recreation will be over.

9. Evening meditation, particular examination of conscience, and snpper
At half past five, those for whom it is convenient will make their
prayer until six, followed by the particular examination of conscience as at dinner. Then they will go to supper, saying grace before and after meals with reading at table, and do everything else
that was said concerning dinner.

to. Recreation and work
After supper they will apply themselves to their duties, ifnecessary; otherwise, they will work with the others and observe what is
prescribed for recreation after dinner.

11. General examination of conscience and prayers in com·
mon
At eight 0' clock they will go to the place designated for making
the general examination of conscience and the evening exercise in
the usual manner; namely, prayers in common; reading of the
martYrology, where this can be done; then the points of meditation
for the following day. They will make the general examination of
conscience, then recite the Litany ofthe Blessed Virgin, the Our Father, the Hail Mary, the Creed, and other customary prayers. After

30Articies 8-15 are explained in the Conference of November 25. 1658.
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that, at least the beginning ofeach point ofthe same meditation will
be reread; then they will get ready to go to bed.
12. Friday conference
On Fridays they will be present for the little conference that will
take place after evening prayers in the presence of the Superioress
orherrepresentative concerning the failings noted against the Rules
of the Company and the means to correct them. To this end, each
Sister mentions her fault and accepts willingly the advice and penance she is given. They also ask pardon of one another if they have
offended or given one another bad example. In parishes and other
houses they will do almost the same thing in the presence ofthe Sister Servant.
13. Bedtime
At nine o'clock, after taking holy water and kneeling to say their
usual short prayers for the space of one or two Our Fathers-or
three at the most-they will go to bed and try to fall asleep with
some good thought, for example, on the subject of the next day's
meditation.
14. Time of silence
From the end of evening prayer until after prayer the next morning they will keep strict silence. If, however, it is necessary to
speak, they will do so in a low voice and in few words.
15. Time for learning to read and write
Those who have permission to learn to read and write will spend
half an hour in the morning for reading and the same amount oftime
after dinner for writing, provided this does not hinder the service of
poor persons or any other duty for which they have a stricter obligation.

16. Rosary'l
In addition to the above, they will say part of their rosary at different times, such as one decade after morning prayer; two in
church while waiting for Mass to begin, or, if it has already begun,

31Articles 16 and 17 are explained in the Conference ofDecember 8, 1658. The Conference of
March 16, 1659 continues tbeinstruction on Article 17 and also explains Articles 18-23.
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Angelus in the evening.
17. Program for Sundays and feast days; catechism
On Sundays and feast days they will follow the same schedule,
except that the time spent in manual labor on work days will be devoted to spiritual exercises, such as devotional reading, listening to
the sermon, catechism, Mass, pious conversations, catechetical formation with the Sisters so they may become proficient in teaching
poor persons and children things necessary for salvation, or some
other similar occupation in conformity with their state. All that
should not prevent them from taking their little recreation together
after the meal, according to the time remaining.
18. KneeUng before going out
Before leaving the house, they will take holy water and kneel before a picture of Our Lord to ask God's blessing and the grace not to
offend Him. On their return they will do the same to thank Him for
having preserved them from sin or, if they see that they have committed some fault, to ask His forgiveness.
19. Days of fast and abstinence in addItion to those of the
Church
Every Friday and on the eves of the feasts of Our Lord and of the
Blessed Virgin they will fast; every Wednesday ofAdvent they will
abstain; however, the infirm and those who go to visit the sick will
take a small piece of bread every morning or some other small
amount offood by way of a remedy, even on fast days ofobligation,
provided this is done with the consent of the Superior or of the person delegated for their direction.
20. Confession and Communion on Sundays and feast days"
Every Saturday and on the eves offeast days they will make their
confession to the confessors the Superior has appointed, and to no
others without permission. They will receive Communion on Sundays and feast days and not more often, nor on two days in succession, without the permission of the same Superior, or, in his

32TIlese and other directives concerning confession and Communion were later revised to
bring them in line with the 1917 Code of Canon Law.
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absence, of his representative or someone else delegated by him;
neither will they refrain from Communion on the assigned days
without the same permission. To prevent many abuses that may
arise from this general permission to receive Communion on all the
aforementioned days, and, at the same time, to have the merit of receiving this sacrament always through obedience, the Sisters who
are in the house ofthe Superioress will ask her each time forpermission to receive Communion. The Sisters in parishes and other
places will act in about the same way with regard to the Sister Servant, but neither they nor the others will receive Communion if the
Director or confessor does not allow it.
21. Review and communication
Every month they will make their review to the Director designated by the Superior, and by the same occasion will see the
Superioress to give her an account of their ministry and present
their difficulties to her. If not, they will come back another day for
that purpose.
22. Retreat
Every year, if possible, they will make a spiritual retreat in the
house of the Superioress and their general confession of the faults
committed since the last general confession, in accord with what
the Superior has prescribed for them.
23. Meetings
Whenever they are notified that there will be a meeting or conference, which the Superior or his delegate will hold in the house of
the Superioress, they will be punctual in going to it, provided it is in
no way prejudicial to the service of poor persons or some other occupation of stricter obligation.
24. Special instructions for the Sisters in distant places"
Those who live in villages far from the house of the Superioress,
and who, consequently, are unable to get to it as often as those who
are nearby, will go there for the reasons mentioned above whenever
they can do so conveniently, in such a way that those who are at a
distance ofa day's journey or two will try to get there at least once a
33Articles 24-27 are explained in the Conference of August 11, 1659.
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year, one after the other, to make their retreat. They will, however,
ask permission beforehand by letter or otherwise. As for the others
who are much farther away-around sixty or eighty leagues, for example-they will not go unless they are told to do so. For their retreat, monthly confession, conference, communication, and other
spiritual assistance, they will have recourse to the regular Directors
who will be giventhem for that purpose on site. When an extraordinary Director comes to visit them for a few days, they will go to him
for all of the above.
25. Good use of time'"
If, after having done all that is prescribed in their Regulations,
they have some extra time and no work to do, particularly sewing
and spinning, they will ask the Superioress or the Sister Assistant
for some in order to try to earn some oftheir board. Those in distant
houses will do about the same with regard to the Sister Servant, and
they will all make it a matter ofconscience to lose a minute of time,
remembering that God will require an exact account of it.
26. To prefer the service of persons who are poor to every

other ministry
Although they must do their utmost to observe exactly all these
Regulations, including the daily schedule, a Sister should, however, have no scruple about changing the times and even leaving
some of her work, when the extraordinary needs of the sick, the
children, or other similar necessities require it. They will remember
that their chief ministry is to serve poor persons faithfully, in both
spiritual and temporal matters, and that, when they do so, they are
leaving God for God, and therefore are doing the Will of the same
God.

27. Reading of the Rules
They will read these Regulations, or hear them read, together
with those of their duties, once a month, if this can be done conve-

34Although Saint Vincent gives Articles 25 and 26 in the Conference ofAugust II, he does not
explain them. The copyist here notes: "What M. Vincent said on these two articles. as well as the
rest of the conference. must not have been written down."
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observed them well or not, so as to thank God if they have and to ask
His pardon if they have not.

149b. - PARTICULAR RULES OF THE DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY I

PARTICULAR RULES FOR THE SISTERS IN PARISHES

(I) They will consider that, since their ministries oblige them to
be out ofthe house and among the people most ofthe time, and often
even all alone, they need greater perfection than Sisters who ntinister in hospitals and other sintilar places, which they rarely leave.
For this reason they will make a very special effort to advance in the
virtues recommended to them by their Common Rules, particularly
deep humility, exact obedience, perfect union among themselves,
great detachment from creatures, and constant foresight in order to
preserve intact purity of body and heart. 2
(2) They will often think of the principal purpose for which God
has sent them to the parish where they reside, namely, to serve the
sick poor, not only corporally by giving them food and medicine,
but also spiritually by seeing that they receive the sacraments worthily and in due time, including confession on theftrst or secondday
after they are welcomed into the Charity. 3 so that those who are
3STo this day the Daughters of Charity are encouraged to read and esteem the "First Rules of
the Company, which they considerthe legacy of their Founders" (cf. Constitutions and Statutes

0/ the Daughters of Charity ofSaint Vincent de Paul,

1983, statute 11).
Document 149b. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity, through the
kindness of Sister Anne-Marie Magennans, Archivist, July 1993.
IAlthough Saint vincent gave the Daughters ofCharity guidelines in the Common Rules for
uniformity in living their vocation, he also recognized that their ministries involved adaptation to
different situations in order for them to carry them out effectively. His foresight in this matter

resulted in ParticularRules for each ofthe major aposlo!ates in which the Sisters were engaged.
'ct. Doc. 149a, n. 3.
3With the publication of the Code ofCanon Law in 1917, certain changes were required in the
Rules dealing particularly with Communion, confession, and practices that are no longer
applicable. The texts in italics indicate those parts of the Rules that do not appear in the 1954
version. Other changes will be indicated as they appear.
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recovering may make the firm resolution to live a good life in the future.
(3) The spiritual assistance they will endeavor to give them, according to their modest ability and the disposition of the patients,
will be mainly to console and encourage them and to instruct them
in things necessary for salvation, helping them to make acts offaith,
hope, and love for God and the neighbor, contrition for their sins,
reconciliation with their enemies, asking pardon of those whom
they have offended, resignation to God's Will-whether to suffer
or to be healed, to die or to live-and other similar acts, which they
should suggest to them, not all at once but a few each day, and very
briefly for fear of fatiguing them.
(4) Above all, they will give themselves to God to dispose them,
particularly if the illness is serious, to make a good general confession
of their whole life, helping them to realize its importance and instruetingthemhow to make it weU. Anwng other things, they will tell themto

confess not only the sins committed since their last confession but also
all the others they have ever committed, both those already confessed
and the ones they have forgotten. If they are unable to 1TU1ke this confession of their whole life, they will encourage them at least to have
general contritionforall their sins and thefirm resolution to die rather
than to commit them in thefuture, with the help ofGod's grace.
(5) If the patients begin to rally and then relapse once or several
times, they will urge them to receive the sacraments again, even that
of Extreme Unction, and will make it a point to procure this great
blessing for them. If they are with them in their last moments, they
will help them to die well, having them make briefly some of the
acts mentioned above, praying for them, sprinkling them with holy
water with an asperges brush, and reminding them to gain the plenary indulgence given for some medal' ifthey have one, by saying
on the point ofdying, with their lips orin their heart, the Holy Name
of Jesus. After their death, they may help to lay them out for burial,
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Servant allows it.
(6) If the patients are restored to health, the Sisters will intensify
their efforts to encourage them to benefit from their illness and recovery, telling them that God has permitted their physical illness to
heal their soul, and has restored their physical health to them so that
they might use it in the future to do penance and to lead a good life;
consequently, they must make some firm resolutions and renew the
ones they made during their illness. They will suggest some little
practices to them according to their ability, such as to pray kneeling,
morning and evening, to go to confession and Communion several
times' during the year, or to avoid the occasions of sin or other such
things; but they will always mention these things to them briefly
and humbly.
(7) For fear that these spiritual services may be prejudicial to the
corporal service they should render to the sick, as might happen if,
by spending too much time speaking to one of them, they caused
others to suffer by failing to bring them their food or medicine at the
right time, they will strive to limit themselves in that, regulating
their time and exercises according to whether the number and needs
ofthe patients are great or small. Andbecause their afternoon duties
are not as urgent as the morning ones, they will ordinarily take that
time to instruct or encourage them as explained above, particularly
when they are rendering them other necessary services.
(8) If the instruction given to one patient can be extended to others in the same room, they will try to do so with the requisite discretion. This can easily be done when children are there because, in
questioning them on the principal mysteries of our holy faith or reminding them of their duties, the parents who are present can benefit from it without realizing that it is partly for them that they are
speaking.
(9) They will make it a matter ofconscience to fail in the smallest
service they are supposed to render to the patients, especially with
regard to remedies, which they should give them in the way and at
~Frequently.
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obliges them to act otherwise; for example, if the patients were to
take a bad turn, had chills or fever, or something similar.
(10) In serving the sick, they shonld have God alone in view and
pay no more attention to the praise given them than to the insults
they receive, except to make good use of them by rejecting the
praise interiorly at the thought of their own nothingness and accepting the insults to honor the contempt the Son ofGod received on the
Cross from the very people on whom He had showered His blessings.
(11) Although they should be neither too lenient nor too condescending if the patients refuse to take the remedies or are too insolent, they must, nevertheless, be careful not to be harsh or
disrespectful to them; on the contrary, they will treat them respectfully and humbly, remembering that the harshness and disrespect
they show them, as well as the service and honor they render them,
are directed to Our Lord Himself.
(12) They will not accept any gift, however iusignificant, from
the poor persons they assist and will be very careful not to think that
the patients are under any obligation for the service they render
them. On the contrary, the Sisters must be convinced that they are
greatly indebted to the patients since, for a little alms they give
them-not from their own property but merely by providing them
with a little care-they make friends who are entitled to give them
access to heaven some day, and that even in this life they receive
from them more honor and true happiness than they could ever have
hoped for in the world. They should never abuse this, but be
ashamed at the sight of their unworthiness.
(13) To avoid any serious inconveniences that might arise, they
will not undertake to sit up with the sick nor with women in labor,
nor to assist loose women. If they are asked to do so by the Ladies of
Charity, poor persons, the neighbors, or others they will humbly
apologize and say that it is forbidden by their Rules; and even
though certain cases ofurgent necessity may seem to oblige them to
be of service to someone in these three categories olpersons, they
will not undertake it without a general or special permission from
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their Superiors and an express order from the Superioress of the
Charity.' Even then, they will do their best to assist them only
through someone else and will inform no one but their Superiors
about it.
(14) If there are any sick persons so abandoned as to have no one
to make their bed or to render them some other service even more
lowly, they may do it if they have time and the Sister Servantjudges
it appropriate. They will try, nevertheless, to get someone else to
continue this same charity, for fear that it may delay the assistance
of other poor persons.
(15) When a Sister becomes ill and is confined to bed, they will
inform their Superioress of the illness the next day, or the third day
at the latest, so that she may come to visit her and do what is necessary for her relief. The Sisters who live in places at a distance from
the Superioress will notify her at the first opportunity.
(16) They will be careful to manage well and preserve the money
they have to handle; for this purpose the Sister Servant will keep
locked up in a separate place what is for the Sisters, and they will
make very sure that they not use for themselves anything intended
for poor persons, be it food, linen, or money, reflecting thatin so doing they would commit a theft of which they would be guilty before
God. They are permitted only to use at any time utensils and household linens such as sheets, tablecloths, napkins, etc., and when they
are ill they are given the ordinary portion of the sick poor and all the
necessary remedies, even thase they may need by way ofprevention,
after discussing this with one ofthe Lady officers ofthe Charity, if
an offer has not been made to them to that effect.
(17) As for the money given them for their support, the Sister
Servant may leave a certain amount with a Sister companion, who
will take care of their minor expenses. She will, however, purchase
nothing without the consent ofthe Sister Servant, unless the need is
urgent and for ordinary things. None of them, however, will use the
money remaining after what is spent for their food has been taken

6Prom the Sister Servant.
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Superioress.
(18) They will also pay very special attention to the other articles
of their Common Rules that particularly concern them, and to the
following above all:
(1) To prefer the service of the sick poor to every other ministry,
be it corporal or spiritoal, and to make no scruple either of advancing or postponing everything else for that, provided it be the urgent
need of the patients and not laziness or lack of discipline that leads
them to act in that way. They will also be exact in always going to
bed at nine o'clock and rising at four.
(2) To show great respect to the Ladies of Charity, physicians,
and, above all, Pastors, the confessors of those who are poor, and
other priests. They will be very reserved in their behavior toward all
these persons, never being familiar with them and, even less, becoming attached to them.
(3) Not to waste time speaking to persons when going thrnugh
the streets or in the houses where they are obliged to go, unless there
is great necessity, and even then dealing with matters briefly, particularly with men.
(4) Not to take it upon themselves to treat any patient nor to give
anything to a poor person contrary to the order prescribed or the intention of the Lady officers.'
(5) Not to make use of any drug or bloodletting' for themselves
nor to consult the physician for the same porpose, without the permission of their Superioress' or in distant places of the Sister Servant.
(6) To be satisfied, when they are ill, with being treated like the
poor persons they assist, since it is unreasonable that servants be
better treated than their masters. If, however, they really need some
little delicacy, and the Ladies or their Superioress lO give them any,
they may have it.
70f the Sister Servant
8Remedies or drugs.
"rhe Visitatrix.
ll>their Sister Servant.
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content with what the Superioress 12 will give them for their personal needs and, if they must buy sometbing besides their food, to
ask her permission for it, either verbally or in writing."
[8] Not to fail to take to the Superioress or to send her annually
payment for the clotbing she provides for them according to the
custom of the Community.
[9] To be very careful not to become attached by misplaced affection to the parish where they reside, because oftheir satisfaction
in being with a certain Sister or in speaking with the Ladies or their
confessor. Should they become aware oftbis, they must try to break
off tbis attachment by telling the Superioress promptly of their
weakness and their need for immediate assistance.
[10] Neither to eat nor to drink in the homes of persons outside
the Company-not even of the Ladies of Charity-but always in

their own rooms.
[II] Not to allow outsiders to enter their rooms, exceptpoorpersons in the place set aside for their dressings or bloodletting, and
much less to allow anyone to eat or sleep there-not even theirrelatives, particularly men.
[12] Not to go to the residence of priests, except in the cases

mentioned in the Common Rules, and, on those occasions, never to
go alone but always two together. If only one Sister can go, she
should take as a companion some married woman or young woman
of the house or neighborhood. 14
[13] Not to absent themselves from their parish without necessity, not even to go to hear a sermon, gain indulgences, take part in

processions. etc.
[14] To be conscientious in whatever they have to do, working at
sewing or spinning" when they have some time to spare, and, if

lIThe 1954 edition inserts here: nor food nor medicine.
'Zn1e Sister Servant.
13If they need anything they should make known their needs to ber.
14Some trustworthy person.
ISSewing or knitting.
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places, from the Sister Servant.
[15] To be very submissive to the Sister Servant and to show her
great respect, even if she is younger in age or vocation, undertaking
nothing without her order or permission, not even giving an egg or a
larger portion than usual, nor any medicine, nor going to the homes
ofthe Ladies," nor speaking to them about anything unless they are
questioned about it.
[16] Not to fail to go once a month to make their review to the
confessor of the house, and, for those who are in the parishes in
Paris, to give an account of their ministries to the Superioress; the
others will do what is stated in the Common Rnles. 17
[17] With regard to the order of the day, they will conform as
much as possible to that of their Community, adapting it to the service of poor persons in approximately thefollowing manner, which
they will try in general to observe:!'
i. immediately after morning prayer-<lnd in summer, after the
reading ofthe subject-they will be careful to take the medicines to
the patients. On their return they will go to Mass, during which they
may also make their prayer, if they have been unable to do so at half
pastfour.
2. After Mass, they will eat a piece ofbreadfor breakfast in their

room.
3. Next, at the usual time--{}r earlier, if need be-they will go to
the home of the Lady where the soup for the patients is being prepared, so that the soup pot may be ready at exactly nine o'clock at
the latest and they can be back by halfpast eleven.
4. Afterward, they will read carefully the prescriptions of the
physician and prepare the medicines in order to take them to the patients at the proper time; they will also deposit the soup potfor the

'&rhe rest of the 1954 article reads: If they are obliged to do so, they should exercise great
prudence and discretion.
17The 1954 edition (Art. 15) reads: Not tofai~ once a month, to give an exact account of their
ministries to the Sister Servant as is prescribed for them in the Common Rules.
18'Jb.e 1954 edition (Art 16) reads: With regard to the order oithe day. they will confonn as
much as possible to that oftbe Community, adapting it to the service of the sick, but without
dispensing themselves from the exercises prescribed by the Common Rules, except in case of
necessity. (The next six points are omined.)
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make it in their own house. After supper they will prepare the medicines for the next morning and, ifanything else is urgent, they will
do it quickly without wasting time, so they can be in bed by nine
o'clock.
5. They will lock the door at six o'clock in winter and eight in
summer, and will not open it again without great necessity.
6. When they are able to teach little girls in the parish without being preventedfrom going to the sick, one ofthe two will do so, but
will be relieved by the other ifnecessary, presuming, however, that
the Superioress approves. If she does, they will observe as far as
possible the Rules drawn up for the Sister who teaches school,
which they will be given for this purpose.
Signed: RENE ALMERAS, and sealed with his seal

PARTICULAR RULES FOR THE SISTER WHO TEACHES SCHOOL

(I) She will often think of her great happiness in being called by
God to cooperate with Him in the salvation of those poor little girls,
who might perhaps be damned one day if they did not receive the instruction she gives them. That is why she must be extremely faithful
in carrying out her ministry well and exact in keeping the following
Rules:
(2) She will be sure to leam well herself what she has to teach
others, particularly all that concerns faith and morals.
(3) She will not instruct them either on the catechism or on morality before previously asking the assistance of the Holy Spirit.
(4) She will do her utmost to form these little creatures" in good
habits and keep them from contracting bad ones, remembering how
very difficult it is to correct them when they become deep-rooted.
(5) Asfar as possible, she will regulate the times ofinstructions,
except the ones she has to give to poor little girls who go to beg their
bread or have to work to earn their living. These must always be
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given priority and welcomed whenever they come, and be allowed
to leave whenever necessary.
(6) She will make it a point to encourage poor little girls to come
to school, inviting them with kindness and affection when she
meets them in the streets or on the roadways, even giving them for
this purpose booklets, rosaries, and holy pictures. If she has none,
she will see that the Ladies supply her with them.
(7) She will arrange her classroom as neatly and devoutly as possible, but simply and without overdoing it, bringing to it and having
others bring to it the respect due to places where God is pleased to
have people speak ofHim, and in which special graces are received.
(8) She should be more anxious to teach the girls the articles of
faith, devotion, modesty, obedience, purity, and other necessary
virtues than to have them answer well at catechism on matters of
lesser importance or that are too lofty for them, or to make them
memorize maxims to be recited with a certain studied manner,
which often causes vanity both in them and in their teacher. Nevertheless, those means should not be neglected insofar as they may
help to encourage the pupils to learn well, provided this be done
with the requisite moderation and discretion.
(9) When she reminds the pupils to live in the fear and love of
God, depicting to them the evil caused by sin and the good that
comes from virtue, she will remember to apply to herself what she
says to them and be ashamed at not possessing the virtues she recommends to others.
(10) She will urge them often to kneel down and pray to God
morning and evening.and will endeavor to make herself respected
and loved at the same time, in such a way that the pupils will have in
her a confidence that does not prevent respect, 20 modesty, or the silence they should observe in school.
(II) She will be very careful to say or do nothing that might give
them the slightest bad example, reflecting that Our Lord curses
those who scandalize others, especially children.
(12) She will correct them earnestly but gently, encouraging
them by expressing the hope that they will not commit again the
2O'fhe rest of the article is omitted.
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faults for which they have been reproved, and telling them that they
should often ask this grace of God.
(13) She will be careful to punish them for their usual shortcomings but give them a whipping only rarely and for serious faults, and
never more than five or six strokes, taking them for this purpose to a
place in the school out of sight of the others. Typical punishments
she will give to correct them of their faults are to have them kneel
down and ask pardon of God and of those they have offended, to
kiss the floor, to deprive them of part of their snack, to have themremain kneeling for the length of a Miserere, to make them sit on the
dunce stool, to give them a few taps on the hand with a switch, and
similar things. She will, however, be very careful never to strike
them on the face, the head, or elsewhere, either with switches or
with her hand-and even less with disciplines---Qr give them any

other extraordinary penances. 21
(14) She will praise publicly and reward with prizes those who
excel, not only in their lessons, but also in catechism and in virtue.
(15) She will not follow her own opinion regarding the way to instruct children, but will conform to the one observed in the house of
the Superioress for reading, 22 catechism, and morality. For this purpose she will try to comply as far as possible with the following articles which contain more or less the order that should usually be
observed.
(16) She will be punctual in getting to school at the appointed
time,23 which is usually half past eight in the morning and half past
two in the afternoon.
(17) Before beginning to go over the lessons or to give the instruction, she will take holy water, kneel before the little oratory
with all the pupils, and say the Come, Holy Spirit; then one ofthe
girls will say aloud the Pater Noster, Ave Maria, Credo, and the
Commandments of God. Next they will all take their places and
study their lessons in silence, while she begins to hear one bench af2lThis article is replaced in the 1954 edition (Article 12) by: She shan not correct them by
corporal punishment such as kissing the floor or keeping them on their knees, and she shall
remember never to strike them for any reason whatsoever.
22For general subjects.
23The rest of the article reads: and begin class by a prayer.
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Noster, and another qui es, and in this way each of the beginners
will recite consecutively a word or two or a verse of their lesson.
Once they know how to read a little, they may say more.
(18) At halfpast ten, before dismissing them. she will have them
recite aloud tlw Angelus, then the Confiteor, to ask pardon ofGod
for thefaults oftlw entire morning. Next, slw will take them to Mass
two by two, ifpossible; and ifthey hove heard Mass previously, she
will not dismiss them until eleven 0 'clock.
(19) After dinner the same will be done as in the morning, except
that atfive o'clock, before they leave, she will have tlwm recite tlw
Pater Noster, Ave Maria, Credo, and tlw Litany of Jesus or ofthe
Blessed Virgin, alternating these with silent prayer. They will also
chant tlw Commandments of Gad and three times "Praised be the
Most Blessed Sacrament of tlw Altar. "
(20) On Thursday afternoons and Saturday mornings she will
teach them the catechism, making sure they understand thoroughly
what they are reciting. She will ask them various informal questions
for this purpose, among the six main ones indicated in the catechism
lesson, and in terms other than those used in the hook. 24
(21) On all the eves offeast days she will explain to them simply
what feast will be celebrated the following day and how it should be
spent.
(22) She will be careful to take them to confession on the eves of
thefour principal holy days ofthe year; in the villages, she will also
take tlwm to Vespers on the eves oftlw feasts ofOur Lady, the first
Sunday ofthe month, and otlwr more solemn ones. For confession,
she will remind them. among other things, not to go several together but one after the other, even though they may only be receiving tlw blessing of the priest because they are not yet ready for
absolution.
(23) When the time comes to instruct those whom it is desirable to
prepare for First Communion, she will beware offavoring anyone of
them, or of proposing them because of their knowledge or apparent
desire, but, seriously considering the importance of this holy action,

24The 1954 edition (Art. 16) reads: She shall teach the catecliism to her pupils, making them
understand thoroughly the meaning of the answers and. for this purpose, she shaD ask them
various familiar questions in words other than those of the book.
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she will carefully inquire about their conduct and natural inclinations

in order to infonn the person who is to examine them.
(24) She will keep a list ofall the pupils and check it every month
to see who has been absent. She will make note ofthis in order to remind them of it, if need be, and to give a prize to those who are faithful."
(25) She will also have regulations for the pupils, which she will
read every month and will see that they are kept exactly.
(26) She will keep in mind that the schools of the Daughters of
Charity are only for girls; consequently, no boy, young or old, may
be admitted. Nevertheless, if she has the time and the opportunity,
she may teach the truths offaith to poor beggars, either at the door
ofthe house or on the roadways, at least on the way to the country.
(27) She will also understand that all sorts of girls are not to be
received into her school, but only those who are poor. If, however,
Providence and obedience should call her to a parish where there is
no teacher to instruct those who are rich, and the parents insist that
they be admitted with the other pupils, in that case she may accept
them with the Pastor's consent, but on condition that those who are
poor always be preferred to those who are rich and that the latter do
not look down on the others.
(28) Lastly, althaugh she should do her best to observe all the articles ofthese Regulations, still she will note that some points cannot be practiced in very small places, particularly those that set
down the times ofentering and leaving schaal, and afew others that
are incompatible with their ministry with the sick. For this reason,
she will not hesitate in such cases to omit or change the ones that
she sees before God cannot be observed in their entirety without
prejudice to something else ofstricter obligation. And in order not
to be mistaken in that, she will find out from the Superioress what
she should do, andfollow her decision as best she can.
(29) She will be convinced that if, after all, God Himself does
not instruct interiorly the children for whom she is responsible, in
vain will she herself invest her time and energy in teaching them.
Therefore, she will often commend them to Our Lord, entreating
25The 1954 edition (Art.19) reads: She shall keep a list of all her pupils and call the roll every
day, so that she may take note of those who are absent and notify their parents.
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might profit from herinsttuctions, and on herselfthat she mightfulfill her duty well, so that together they may receive the rewards
promised them for that in heaven.
Signed: RENE AlMERAs, and sealed with his seal

PARTICULAR RULES FOR THE SISTERS IN THE VILLAGES

(I) Because the Sisters who minister in the villages ate deprived
for long periods of time of communication with their Director and
with the Superioress, and because there ate usually only two of
them together, they must strive particularly for great confidence in
Divine Providence and the faithful practice of their Rules, including these [particular] Rules. They should endeavor especially to be
on such good terms with one another and so supportive and cordial
that they enjoy the holy liberty ofhelping, consoling, and encouraging one another in their needs, even sharing their minor difficulties
with one another, except those that might be detrimental to their
Sisters or should be disclosed only to the Superior, the Director, or
the Superioress."
(2) Those who are in places where the Confraternity ofCharity
is established" will do more orless all that is done in the parishes of
Paris,28 except that, if there is no physician, they themselves will go
to see what the patients need and, depending on their illness, will
administer'" remedies such as bloodletting, enemas, or drugs. If,
however, the illness is very serious, they will at least consult a surgeon.
(3) In places where the Confraternity of Charity is not established, they will havefull responsibilityfor the patients and,forfear

26TIte Superior, the Director, or the Visitamx.
271be 1954 edition begins: They will do more or less ....
28In the city parishes.
29Jbe rest of the 1954 article reads: First Aid remedies while wailing for the doctor.
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the following advice:
First, they will be careful not to let blood orpurge, unless it is really expedient, because of the dangers that might arise; therefore,
as soon as they are called to go to see the patients, after giving them
a cheerful, cordial welcome, they will find out how long they have
been ill and begin their treatment with an enema---()r a bloodletting, if the patient is reluctant to have an enema.
Second, if the patient has a chronic fever, they will increase the
bloodletting to three orfour and, if the fever persists, will bleed the
foot, then start over on the arm, until the fever subsides. They will
begin to purge them with a laxative tea if there is intermittentfever
and recurring chills, but they will be careful not to administer any
remedy during the chills orfever, other than a glass oftonic that is
not too strong with a measure of theriadO in it shortly before the
chill, and the same amount near the end to make them perspirefor a
good three hours. After half an hour of rest and when they have
dried them offwell, they will give them a good enema; for everything else they willfollow the two sets ofregulations regarding the
manner ofliving and the medicines indicated for hospitals. 31
(4) They will also be concerned about the instruction of poor
girls----and not only those who come to class in their house-regardless of their age and at whatever time they come, particularly
those who have to beg their bread, even if this be at meal time, if
they cannot wait. In addition, they should try to attract cordially
those who, through tintidity, dare not come, giving them a very
warm welcome, even taking them to a place apart to accommodate

their weakness.
(5) They will be as careful, and even mare so, to instruct those
who are almast never able to go to school, such as shepherdesses,
girls who mind cattle, and others who tend animals, taking them individually whenever and wherever they meet them, not only in the
villages but also in the country, along the way.

30A paste made from sixty or seventy different drugs mixed with honey; it was fonnerly used
as an antidote to poison.
31This article is omitted in both English editions.
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(6) They will endeavor chiefly to teach these poor girls how to
make the Sign of the Cross; to kneel down and pray morning and
evening; the mysteries of the Blessed Trinity, the Incarnation, and
the Blessed Sacrament ofthe Altar; and how to make a good confession and Communion; in a word, everything a Christian is obliged
to believe or to do in order to be saved, depending on the age and intelligence of each and the time available. Besides that, they will
show those who come regularly to class how to read and, by the
same means, recommend to them the virtues they should practice,
while instilling in them a horror ofthe contrary vices. And they will
do whatever else is contained in the Rules for the Sister who teaches
school, which they will have in order to observe them in all that is
not incompatible with these Rules. 32
(7) When there are any sick persons to be served, one ofthe Sisters will be responsible for that and the other will teach schaol;
when there are none, they will both devote themselves to teaching
the children, except that the one who is not in charge will take care
ofpreparing the meals.
(8) On days when they are obliged to be away from their house
for a long time for the service ofthe neighbor, they will take a lunch
with them so as not to burden anyone for their food. Should it happen, however, either because they were taken unawares or because
offorgetfulness they may have brought nothing with them and so
might be obliged to eat something in the homes ofpoor persons,
they may do so, provided they pay themfor it and let them know that
they are doing it only out ofsheer necessity.
(9) In places where there is littlefor them to dofor poor persons,
they will use the timefor a more exact observance oftheir Rules and
also to work together to earn part oftheir living. If they do not have
enough handworkfor that, they will at least keep busy with spinning
in order to be able to make linen.

32The 1954 edition (Art. 4) reads: They should endeavor to teach these poor girls especially
the mysteries of the Most Holy Trinity, the Incarnation. and the Holy Sacrament of the Altar;
bow to make the Sign of the Cross, to pray to God both morning and evening; and how to make a
good confession and Communion; in a word, all that a Christian is obliged to know and to do in
order to be saved, all this according to the age and capacity of each one and so far as time will
allow.
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(10) !fthey are in places where the chnrches are very neglected
and dirty-especially if through carelessness the lamps are not always kept burning-they will infonn the Superioress" to see if
they may tend to all these needs.
(11) Since they may easily be diverted from their good practices
and resolutions if they are not careful to be attentive to them and to
avoid adverse circumstances, they will be on their guard, especially
in conversations with the villagers, against forgetting themselves
and contributing to the gossip, scandal, and complaints that are often so common among them. Above all, they will refrain from
speaking, under any pretext whatsoever, of what goes on among
themselves, especially the imperfections of one another, reflecting
that they are there by order ofDivine Providence to edify and not to
scandalize others.
(12) 11Jey, and the Sister Servant in particular, will carefully observe what is prescribed in the Common Rules concerning the letters that she and her Sisters are to write to their Superioress.
Signed: RENE ALMERAS. and sealed with his seal

PARTICULAR RULES FOR THE SISTERS
IN THE HO'rELS-DIEU AND HOSPITALS

The purpose for which the Daughters of Charity are established
in a Hiltel-Dieu or hospital is to honor, corporally and spiritually,
Our Lord Jesus Christ, Father of the sick poor; corporally by serving them and giving them food and medicine, and spiritually by
teaching the patients the things necessary for their salvation and
seeing that they make a general confession of their whole past life.
By this means, those who are going to die may leave this world in a
good state, and those who are recovering may take the resolution
never to offend God, with the help of His grace.
(1) The conditions under which they are sent and received there
are: first, that they will always be dependent on the Superior Gen33The Visitatrix.
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c01ifessions from time to time, with the approval of the Ordinary.

He may also designate an approved confessor for them, and give
them the advice he thinks proper for the observance of their Rules
so that thereby they may be better able to carry out their duties toward God, the Administrators of the temporal affairs of the said
Hotel-Dieu, and the sick poor.
(2) With regard to temporal matters, in what concerns the service
of the sick poor and the governance of the said hospital, the Sisters
will be under the complete authority of and dependence on the Administrators, who will order them whatever they please in that regard. The Sisters will obey them entirely" and will be bound to
interrupt the order of their spiritual exercises, advancing or postponing them when necessity or the service ofpoor persons requires
it. They will even omit them if they are unable to get back to them
before the following exercises, to which they are already obligated
by their Rules, that being their primary and principal duty.
(3) The Sisters alone will be responsible for the service of the
said poor persons, and no one may impose on them as associates
any married or unmarried woman, so that the patients may be better
served by the union and good relations existing amongthe Sisters.
(4) Their room, board, and maintenance will be paid by the hospital for everything they need. With regard to their clothing and
linen, each year the Administrators will give the Sister Servant responsible for the others the sum of money agreed upon in the contract, and they may not make them change either the fabric, color, or
style used in the Community.
(5) They will not be obliged to sit up with patients outside the
wards ofthe hospital, exceptfor women who are in the enclosure of
the hospital, such as the lying-in rooms.
(6) They will give an account oftheir services and management
only to the Administrators, who must uphold their authority, considering that, if the Sisters are not given authority by them with re-

~ 1954 edition adds: in all things which are not contrary to their Rules.
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gard to the officers and servants in the house as well as the poor
persons, they will not be able to do the good God wants them to do.
(7) When they become ill or infIrm, they may not be sent away
for this reason alone if their Superior does not judge it advisable to
recall them to their Paris house, but will be kept at the hospital and
given food and medicine as daughters ofthe house. To replace those
Sisters who, through old age or an incurable infIrmity can no longer
carry the ordinary workload of the service of poor persons, the Administrators will be obliged to welcome and assume the support of
others of the same Company, whom the said Superior may send
them at the expense of the hospital, even if the infIrm or elderly Sisters are not recalled.
(8) When these Sisters die, their companions will give them a
proper burial in the usual manner, leaving the corpse in their little
infIrmary until it is taken to the church, followed immediately by
the Sisters, each carrying a candle. After the High Mass and three
low Masses, the body of the deceased will be interred in the chapel
or cemetery of the hospital, with a small stone marker over the
grave to indicate the place where she has been buried. If the corpse
cannot be kept, it will be taken into the church, where the Office of
the Dead will be said, and the following day a High Mass and three
low Masses will be offered through the kindness ofthe Administrators, that God may be pleased to be merciful to the deceased.
(9) The Sister Servant, to whom the Administrators will address
their orders for the admission of poor persons into the hospital, and
without which none may be admitted or discharged, will have those
poor persons who enter it registered with their name, surname, age,
profession, state, religion, birthplace, discharge date, or date of
death. Lastly, she will have a list made of their clothing and money,
and everything will be returned to them when they leave after their
recovery. If, however, they should die, everything will be given to
the hospital, and she will ask the Administrators to have some
Masses said for the deceased.
(10) She will remind the Administrators to have an inventory
taken of all the furnishings and clothing of the hospital on the day
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to provide accordingly.
(11) She will see to it that the sick poor are visited once a day by
the confessors, physicians, pharmacists, and surgeons and, if these
shouldfail in their duty toward the poorpersons, she will notify the
Administrators.
(12) She will make sure that no one enters or leaves the hospital
without her knowledge" and, for this purpose, the porter or the
Sister receptionist will notify her ofthose who enter and leave, and
will bring her the keys ofthe house every evening.
(13) And in order that the service of those who are poor be carried out better and the Administrators obeyed more exactly,'· she
will take care to distribute and change regularly the little duties for
each Sister---except the three principal offices in large hospitals-whenever she thinks before God that this is advisable. She
will also see to it that they fulfill their duties properly.
(14) If the Sisters are given money to purchase necessary items
and small supplies for the hospital, they will give an account ofthis
to the Administrators whenever they are ordered to do so, as well as
of all their weekly receipts and expenditures, except what is given
them annually for their clothing and linen. These weekly accounts
will be calculated daily in each duty, and settled and signed at the
usual time and place by one of the Administrators, if the others are
absent. After that, the Administrators-or one of them-will give
orders to the Sisters for the little supplies" for the following week
because most of the supplies will be purchased at a convenient time
and season at the request of the Administrators.
(15) The Superior General of the Congregation of the Mission
can withdraw the said Sisters when he judges it advisable for the
good order oftheir Company, sending others in their place at the expense oftheir Community. Likewise, the Administrators, after having tested them for a year, may ask the Superior to send them others,
3'No patient enters or leaves without permission.
36fIere the 1954 edition inserts: the Sisler Servant alone shall treat directly with them about the
needs of the hospital.
37Small expenses.
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the following cases:
[I] When the Superior sends Sisters there for the first time to begin their establishment.
[2] When he sends others to replace those who die or who have
exhausted their health and strength in the service of poor persons
and are no longer able to do the work.
[3] When the same Superiorjudges it advisable to recall the aged
and infmn Sisters to their house in Paris to relieve the hospital ofthe
burden.
[4] Lastly, should it happen that the said Superior is obliged to
recall all of them because the Administrators break the contract
drawn up with the municipal authorities, in that case, since the
journeys are madefor service, the journeys will be made at the expense of the hospital; but should the Sisters themselves break the
contract, they can be sent back at the expense of their Community
by the municipal authorities if, when their Superior has been informed ofthis by them, he does notprovidefor this within one year.

MEANS THE DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY WILL USE
TO C<\RRY OUT THEIR DUTIES
IN THE HOTELS·DIEU AND HOSPITALS

(I) They will faithfully observe their Common Rules and the order of the day they have been accustomed to follow in their Community, as far as the particular obligations of the service of the sick
poor will allow. In addition, they will also be very faithful to the
Particular Rule concerning spiritual exercises and temporal matters
that they are to observe in the hospital, especially the following articles:
(2) At quarter past four the Sister whose week it is for the kitchen
will go to light the fire under the pot she has filled with water and
for which she prepared rhe wood the previous evening. She will
heat as much broth as is needed for the patients who are frail, taking
care to put in just the amount necessary for each serving time be-

-190cause broth becomes more salty each time it is reheated. At halfpast
four she will go to prayer.
(3) At quarter of five the Sisters named to distribute the broth or
other things needed by the frailest and the dying will leave to do so,
after having heard the point of meditation read in the oratory. The
others will remain there and make their prayer until quarter past
five;" then they will recite the Angelus. the Litany of Jesus, and
two decades oftheir rosary.39 After that, they will go offto do whatever is most urgent, such as distributing medicines, or bloodletting
ifthey are the ones to do it, or some of them will go to hear Mass, if
possible.
(4) At six o'clock, each will eat a small piece ofbread; on Communion days, the Sisters notyet accustomed to the odors ofthe hospital may inhale a little vinegar and rub some on their honds. Then'" all
of them will go to the wards and will begin by emptying the chamber
pots, basins, and cuspidors, making the beds of the patients, and
cleaning and straightening out the wards.
(5) At seven 0' clock at the latest, a Sister will give holy water to
the patients and recite aloud in the ward the acts ofmorning prayer.
Then the sickest patients will be fed a little broth or a fresh egg, and
the others given a little butter, apples stewed or roasted in wine, or
something similar.
(6) Next, they will hear Holy Mass if they have not already done
so; then they will eat a piece of bread in the refectory. Those in
charge of the wards will go to care for the patients, and give some
broth to those who hove taken some medicine, three hours afterward at the latest. They will also teach those who are uninstructed
the things necessaryfor salvation, explaining to them how to make
a good general confession oftheir whole past life. to go to Communion in a worthy manner, and to receive Extreme Unction properly,
as soon as it is time for that, consoling and encouraging those who
are near death so thot they may leave this world in a good state.
38the others will remain for half an hour's meditation.
39The Angelus. the Litany of Jesus, and the usual prayers.
40Jbe 1954 edition begins the article here with: At the time appointed.
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They will likewise urge those who will recover never to offend God
again, and, should they hove this misfortune, to go to confession as
soon as possible. If those who are recovering have a relapse oftheir
illness, they will encourage them to receive the sacraments again,
even that ofExtreme Unction, and if they remain illfor a long time,
will see that they receive the sacraments ofPenance and the Eucharist once a month, if possible.
(7) At ten o'clock all the Sisters will go to the wards to serve the
patients their dinner and take care of them. The Sister Servant or
the Sister she designates will say grace aloud before and after the
meal. Ifthere is a priestpresent, he will be asked to say it, reminding
the patients to lift their hearts to God.
(8) They will take great care to see that the sick poor have their
meals on time4l and are given something to drink whenever they
need it, and that the frail patients are fed some tidbits occasionally.
(9) At half past eleven, they will make the particular examination of conscience together in their oratory, during which time the
cook will prepare the soup and dish out the portions. Then they will
eat in their little refectory, each having her portion. If there are more
than three Sisters, they will have reading at table; if they are ouly
two or three, they will have it previously and eat in silence. After
thanking God for the meal, they will say a decade of their rosary to
offer Him what they have to do in the afternoon and to ask Him for
the grace to do it in His holy love. Two of them will then go to relieve the Sisters who had stayed with the sick and will send them to
eat at the second sitting with the reader, while they try to entertain
the patients.42
(10) After the reader, the cook, and the ward Sisters have eaten,
said grace, and cleared the table, they will go to the church or oratory to say a decade of their rosary, and the two others who had relieved them will go to wash the dishes or work at the tasks assigned
them by the Sister Servant.

4lThe 1954 edition inserts: saying grace before and afterward.
42The 1954 version has: while they supervise the care of the patients.
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(11) At halfpast one, the Sisters will prepare some preserves,
roasted in wine and sugar, stewedpears or apples, etc.,forthe light
meal ofthe sick poor. 43
(12) At two o'clock they will have a quarter of an hour of reading,44 after which those who have been appointed will go to the
wards to serve the light meal to the patients, in accordance with
their needs. If there is a Company ofLadies ofCharity, like the one
at the Hotel-Dieu ofParis, they will present them with some white
aprons and the prepared meal, if the Ladies do not bring it from
home.
(13) Atfour o'clock they will give the enemas, change the sheets
ofthose who need it, empty the chamberpots, basins, and cuspidors
and straighten the beds ofthe patients a little without getting them
up.
(14) At five o'clock, all the Sisters will go to the wards give the
patients their supper, and take care of them as at dinner. At six
o'clock, they will go to make the particular examination of conscience and eat supper, after which they will say grace and do as
they did at dinner.
(15) At around halfpast six, the Sisters will go to the wards and
relieve the ward Sisters, sending them to eat supper with the reader
and others, and will do as they did after dinner, putting the convalescents to bed before seven o'clock in summer, and they will prepare the eggs and broth and afew tidbits for the sickest patients.
(16) At halfpast seven, all the Sisters will go to the wards, have
the patients make the general examination of conscience, recite
aloud in the middle ofthe ward the acts and the litany ofthe Blessed
Virgin, and read one point of the next day's meditation. Then the

4"The 1954 edition adds the following (Art. 10): They shall give the sick the treatment
prescribed and instruct the ignorant in the things necessary for salvation. They shall teach them
to make a good confession, to communicate worthily and to receive Extreme Unction in a proper
manner when it is time for them to do so. They should console and exhort those that are near
death, so that they may leave this world in a state ofgrace and others also who are recovering, that
they may never more offend God, or, if such a misfortune should befall them, that they may
confess their sins without delay. Ifthe convalescent relapse. they shall exhort them to receive the
Sacraments again, and. if their illness lasts a long time, they shall see that they receive them as
often as possible.
#fhe 1954 edition concludes this article: after which they shall go to the chapel for half an
hour's meditation, unless they are prevented by the care of the sick.

-193Sister Servant or the Sister she has designated will sprinkle all the
patients with holy water. 45
(17) At eight o'clock the Sisters will retire, leaving the night
nurses in the wards to assist the sick. Toward midnight, they will
give them some eggs or broth and help the dying in their last moments. When the patients have fallen asleep, they will finish their
rosary and spend the night sitting up with the sick, reading, dozing
at times while the patients are resting, but not forgetting to make
their halfhour ofprayer. When the others have gone to their duties
to prepare in silence what is neededfor the next morning, they will
go to bed at exactly nine o'clock, after having briefly made the acts
ofadoration, love, offering, and petition.
I 18)At halfpast three in the morning, the night nurses will make
their prayer untilfour if they have not done so sooner, and atfour
o'clock they will awaken the others. After they have taken something to eat if they wish, they will go to bed until nine o'clock, at
which time a Sister will awaken them and they will get up to go to
Holy Mass. Before they leave the wards to go to bed, however, the
Sister Servant will send one or two Sisters to replace them, who will
ask them what remains to be done or what is most urgentfor the pa-

tients. They will make their prayer in the same manner and at the
same time as the Community unless some patients require their at-

tention, in which case they will be aware that the service they render to the sick is a continual prayer before God.
(19) For admissions, deaths, recovery, discharge, and other details conceming their duties toward the patients, they will follow
4SIn the 1954 edition, Articles 17 and 18 have been replaced with the following:
(13) After this the Sisters shall go to the wards to arrange them for the night. They shall say
pmyers for the sick, reciting aloud the Acts in the middle of the ward and shall give holy water
with an asperges brush.
(14) Then the Sisters shall retire to take their little recreation together and perfonn their
evening exercises according to the Common Rules, leaving the night nurses in the wards to look
after the sick and to help the dying at their last moments.
(15) While the patients are in lheir first sleep, the night Sisters shall finish their rosary and
spend the night in watching while the sick are resting, not forgetting to make their meditation for
half an hour.
(16) At four they shall call the others, then, having heard Mass, they shall retire to rest. Before
they leave the wards to go to bed, the Sister Servant shallsend one or two Sisters to take their
place, who, having inquired of them what is most urgent for the service of the sick, will make
their meditation in the same manner and at the same time as the Community, unless some of the
patients require their attention; in which case, they should be aware that the service they render
the sick is a continual prayer before God.

-194the regulations and advice given them for each duty they will have
to do.
(20) And that God may be pleased to grant them the grace of accomplishing aUthese things, they will ask it ofHim often, go to confession and Communion on Sundays and holy days, for that
intention, and walk in the presence of God. They will take as their
patrons and intercessors before God: the Blessed Virgin, Saint Joseph, Saint Louis, Saint Genevieve, Saint Joanna the wife ofChuza,
Saint Margaret the Queen, other holy women who followed Our
Lord, and the holy patrons ofthe parish and hospital.
(21) They will be faithful and exact in performing their daily actions well, living in great union, gentleness, and cordiality with one
another and with the poor; they will strive to be very humble with
everyone and very respectful and obedient toward the Administrators. 46 They will distance themselvesfrom any kind ofcontact with
the world, as well as, and even more so, from priests, male religious, and other men, to whom they will never speak unless there
are two ofthem together andfor necessary maners. Even then they
will keep the conversation brief, although it may be underpretext of
chority or oftheir own linle affairs. They will tell their troubles to
no one except the Sister Servant. From time to time, they will write
to their Superior General or Director and their Superioress and follow their advice, obeying them exactly. Every month they will read
the present Regulations at table, recalling often that it is a great happiness for them to serve Our Lord in the person of those who are
poor; that, at the last judgment this same Lord will acknowledge as
done to Himself the services they will have rendered them; that, by
continuing to do the good they have begun, they will fulfill perfectly the law of God; and, in a word, that as long as they persevere
in charity, they will always be in God and God in them.

46Jbe 1954 edition continues: shunning all worldly conversations. They shall be perfectly free
to write to their Superior General, the Director, the Superioress. and the Visitatrix. etc.

-195ADVICE FOR THE SISTER SERVANT OF THE HOTEL-DIEU AND
HOSPITAL

(1) The Sister Servant will always keep these Rules before her
eyes in order to be an example to her Sisters. She will do her utmost
to be the first to practice what she asks them to do, making the beds
along with them, emptying the basins, and cleaning the wards, unless her duty sometimes obliges her to do something else. Above
all, she will be exact in carrying out the articles of the contract of
their establishment in the hospital.
(2) She will take great care to see that each Sister performs her
ministry well, always watching over their actions with great gentleness and chatity, refraining carefully from doing anything that
might disedify them, even though she may think there is no great
harm in it.
(3) She will not reprove her Sisters publicly for their mistakes in
front of persons outside the Community unless the edification of the
neighbor requires it, nor should she do so when she herself or the Sis-

ter she must reprove is angry, so as not to embarrass them or give
them bad example and so that her correction will be beneficial. Neither will she reveal the faults of her Sisters to persons within or outside the Community, and if someone informs her of their faults, she
will thank the person, without showing that she has a poor opinion of
the one at fault, but excusing her as far as she can reasonably do so.
(4) She will treat all her Sisters in a humble and very respectful
manner, especially her Assistant and the other officers given to her.
As far as possible, in doubtful matters she will take the advice of
these officers, but so discreetly that she will not reveal to them what
the other Sisters have told her in confidence.
(5) She will say grace aloud before and after meals as with the
patients, adding the prayer Retribuere. She will also say or have
someone say morning and evening prayers and make the particular
examinations of conscience, taking her turn for the times of service
in the hospital along with the other Sisters, and finding out from
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each ofthem some time during the day the condition ofeach patient,
in order to know how they are treated and what they need."
(6) Whenever she can, she will take her tum sitting up with the
patients and will help when those poor persons who have recovered
are being discharged, after receiving the orders and advice of the
physician. She will do this with great gentleness, reminding them to
put into practice the good resolutions taken during their illness, and
consoling those who leave reluctantly with the assurance that, provided they live in the love and fear of God, He will not abandon
them.
(7) She will ntake sure that there is always at least one Sister in
the wards at times when all ofthem are not present and that it always
be one who is neither a reader nor a night nurse, and she will provide
the patients with clean linen, both sheets and other items.
(8) She will keep a duplicate key of all the duties in the house and
for the linen of the patients, and see that everything is kept in good
order. She will be very careful to have the doors of the hospital
locked at night and have them opened in the morning at the appointed time.
(9) She will see that the church and the hospital chapels are arranged properly, having them cleaned every other day and dusted
thoroughly every three months, and will not allow any soiled linen
or anything unsuitable to be left around.

ADVICE FOR TIlE SISTER WHO ADMITS THE PATIENTS
AND PUTS TIlEM TO BED

(I) The Sister responsible for putting the patients to bed will also
take care to receive them in a spirit ofhurnility and charity after they
have seen the priest, recalling that she is their servant and they are
her Lords and Masters. In this spirit she will bathe their feet with
4710 the 1954 edition Article 5 is revised as follows: She should be the first at Community
exercises and shall go as often as possible to the different parts ofthe hospital and inquire abOut
the condition of the sick that she may know how they are treated by the Sisters and what they
no«!.
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warm water, cleanse them ofvermin, and even cut their hair, if necessary. She will also change their nightshirt and give them clean
linen and nightcaps. Then she will put them to bed, having previously warmed the linen she distributes to them, and will have them
given some broth and a pitcher of something to drink.
(2) As soon as the new arrivals have been put to bed, she will
make sure that the physician is notified, and will lock up their clothing and money-if they have any-in the place reserved for that,
writing it down immediately in order to give an account of it at the
proper time, either to return everything to them when they leave or
to leave it for the use of the hospital if they die. If it is the rule that
men attend to the men, she will have those who are on duty put them
to bed, giving them what is needed to change them, and she herself
will put away their clothing, etc., as mentioned above.
(3) When they are leaving, she will see that their shirts are returned with their other clothes when they have been washed, in order to take back the ones that belong to the hospital.

ADVICE FOR THE SISTERS WHO DISTRIBUTE
THE BREAD AND WINE

(l) They will go to the wards as soon as the bell sununons them.
While they are distributing the bread, they will recall that Divine
Providence provides for all our needs, and think about the multiplication of the loaves Our Lord had distributed. They will give each
poor person as much bread as he or she needs, being careful not to
give any to those who have a fever, or to refuse others harshly,
shonld any of them want more than they should be given.
(2) When distributing the wine, they will remember to begin this
action by an interior act ofgentleness and charity, whether giving it
to those for whom it has been prescribed or refusing it to others who
should not have it, and express regret at not being able to satisfy
them in this respect.

-198ADVICE FOR THE SISTERS RESPONSWLE FOR SERVING THOSE
WHO ARE INFIRM

(I) They will take great care to see that those who truly have a

need receive their fill, and will gently and charitably discourage
those who request something that may be harmful to them.
(2) They will uotify the Sister Servant of those who eat too little
because of dislike or otherwise.
(3) They will strive especially to differentiate clearly those who
are truly infirm from those who only imagine they are, and ascertain
their number so as not to forget any of them. When they are unable
to eat one thing, they will have them take something else at certain
hours; when they are dying, they will give them no more food, particularly eggs, but just a few spoonsful of wine, a few drops of
syrup, or some other liquid. They will not move them very much at
that time, and then gently and rarely. They will not go too far away
from those who are about to die so as to be able to sprinkle them
with holy water from time to time and help them at intervals to pronounce the Holy Name of Jesus. They will recite the De Profundis
as soon as they die, place the corpse on the straw, change their
linen, and fold their arms.
(4) They will be very careful not to favor the care of one patient
over another, but treat them all alike, according to their needs. They
will do everything possible, in moving, changing, orcleaning them,
that nothing appears in view that is contrary to modesty and Christian propriety.

ADVICE TO THE COOKS REGARDING FAST DAYS"

(1) When no fish is available, they will see that some prunes are
stewed early in the morning, have the porridge cooked before the
bread is brought, and breakand beat the eggs into each ofthe plates
so that everything is ready at the same time the broth is served.

48'This chapter has been omitted.
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is served and the soft-boiled eggs cooked; sometimes they will have
an egg dish prepared in verjuice instead ofan omelette.
(3) In places where porridge is not customary. they will not introduce it. since it is notfood that is really suitable for sickpersons; in
its place they can have buttered toast prepared. sprinkling a little
water on it before buttering it.

ADVICE FOR TIlE SISTER RESPONSmLE FOR THE DISHES"

(1) She will count them every night. taking care to put them aside
and lock them away, and will set the table with themfor every meal.
She will also put out the cutlery and see thot there is always a cloth
on the table. Every two weeks she will have the dishes scoured. half
ofthem to be done each week.
(2) She will be careful to keep the lamps and candlesticks ready
to be lit on time.
(3) When a dish gets broken. she will be careful to set it aside and
to notify the Sister Servant if it needs to be changed.

ADVICE FOR THE NIGHT NURSES

(1) When they go into the wards to sit up with the sick. they will
think ofthe vigils Our Lord kept when He was on earth-such as the
one in the Garden and several others-to teach us how to keep
watch. With this thought in mind, they will remain in great modesty
during the night, not detaining anyone to keep them company, be it
a sick man or woman or an officer of the house. If someone should
try to insist on staying with them in spite ofthem. they will go immediately to inform the Sister Servant.
(2) In addition, they will be careful to prepare in the evening
whatever they will need for those who are very weak. 50
49This chapter has been omitted.

SOpor the service of the sick.
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the ward Sister if there are any patients in urgent need of receiving
the sacraments, and both of them together can make the rounds of
the wards so as not to be mistaken on this point.
(4) They will likewise reflect that the hour of darkness is also
that of the demon; for this reason they should always be on the alert
and wary ofeverything, having recourse to God and their good Angel.
(5) If the priest has to be notified to administer the sacraments to
some very sick patient, they will inform the Sister Servant as soon
as they have awakened the person who is supposed to go for the
priest, and one of the Sisters will remain for this."

ADVICE FOR THE SISTERS WHO REPLACE THE NIGHT NURSES"

(1) In order to know the needs ofthe patients, they will find out
from the night nurses the state in which they left them; if they see
that they need no nursing care at that time, they will make their
prayerpeacefully as the Rule requires, in the ward ofthefemale patients.
(2) The Sisters who nurse in the wards all day long will clean
them after the patients' dinner.
(3) All ofthem, including those who havejust preceded them, will
be on their guard concerning everything, since they have to be
alone in the wards for three hours in winter.

ADVICE FOR THE LAUNDRESSES

(I) They will see that the soiled linen is collected every day, put
the small pieces together the day before it is counted out for the
washerwomen, and mark the number of each kind. In accord with
51The 1954 revision: Should it happen that a patient who has not been already prepared be in
danger of death, they shall send for the priest immediately.
S2TIris chapter bas been omitted.
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this count, they will get back everything they have given out and
fold it carefully with the help of their assistants.
(2) They will make sure that the sheets for changing the patients'
beds are washed daily, and the four youngest will each take a week
to wash them, without, however, excluding others when the Sister
Servant assigns them to help.
(3) In folding and putting away the linen, they will be careful to
set aside what is to be mended or can no longer be used; they will
also separate the men's linen from that ofthe women and be careful
not to fold anything that is too damp or wet.

ADVICE FOR THE SISTER RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CLOTHING
OF THE DECEASED"

(1) As soon as she hears that a patient has died, she will go to the
Sister responsible for receiving the patients, putting them to bed,
and setting aside their clothing, and ask her to remove it and put it
in the place designated for that purpose.
(2) Every month she will remind the Sister Servant to sell the
clothing ofthe poor persons who have died. ifshe is unable to accompany herfor that, she will give her another Sister to be with her
to help with the transaction; she will notfail to record in her register what she has sold, together with the amount she has received,
noting also the date and the year.
(3) She will spend what is requiredfor the little needs ofthe patients, in line with the order given her concerning this by the Sister
Servant, to whom she will give an account of it, as also to the Administrators.
(4) ifsome ofthe clothing is very good, she will not conclude negotiations before consulting one of the Administrators.

53J'his chapter has been omitted.
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(I) They will be careful not to put the shroud on the deceased until at least twelve hours after the person has died," and will sprinkle
the body with holy water beforehand. They will perform this work
of mercy with great modesty and discretion, bearing in mind that
the Son of God willed to be in this state.
(2) They will see that the bodies are removedfrom the beds immediately after death and will close the eyes and mouth; they will
also see that they do not remain too long without being buried, even
though there are others who are to die soon.
Signed: RENE ALMERAS, and sealed with his seal

THE ORDINARY DIET TO BE GIVEN TO A PATIENT"

(1) When the patient is feverish, he or she is given four good
broths and three eggs a day; that is, the first broth is given to the
very weak atfour forty-five in the morning, and thefirst egg around
eight o'clock, alternating them in this way every three hours.
(2) Broth is to be given in place ofeggs to thase who cannot take
them, and if they cannot take the broth all at once, try to have them
take it at several different times.
(3) For very weak patients wha can eat only a little at a time, an
egg yolk can be beaten into their bowl or they can be given a spoonful ofjelly if they can have it, and a little something sweet placed in
their mouth from time to time. Those on the point ofdeath shauld
never be given an egg, and very little broth, but afew spoonsful of
wine sweetened with sugar from time to time.
(4) As to the kind ofbroth and the amount ofmeat, three quarters-or at least halfa pound-ofmeat, a third of beef, a third of
veal, and a third ofmutton should be usedfor each patient and, if
possible, one fowl for every twenty-five patients, and a hind shank
ofbeefboiled in sixpints ofwater. which will makefour good broths
a day for each. The beefand the mutton are to be put on to cook to$4Before the attestation of death.
s5TItis chapter has been omitted.
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at seven. The potmust be skimmedas soon as it begins to boil, which
gives a good flavor to the broth, and some herbs added to that.
(5) The usual herbs that are bestfor a patient's broth are sorrel, lettuce, purslane, chicory, white beet, Chinese leaves, or Chinese cabbage, and caraway. In winter, when not many herbs are available,
chicory, parsley root, cercifie, and a little hulled barley are used.
(6) Broth that is the least salty is always best for all sorts of illnesses; ifa little spice has to be added to give some seasoning to the

meat ofthe convalescents, it should be done sparingly.
(7) No nourishment should be given when the fever breaks until
the patient has been purged two or three times,following the orders
ofthe physician in the place where he is.
(8) The first two or three days, no matter how hungry they say
they are, they must be given only two or three pieces of bread in
their broth; on the fourth or fifth day, this may be gradually increased to thefull portion, when it is clear that they are in no danger
ofrelapsing.
(9) Some patients have a special diet and remedies for which the
particularorder ofthe physicians must befollowed andthe quantity
and quality ofthefood adjusted on the orders ofthe Administrators
or the Ladies.

(10) The usual beverage served during afever is herbal tea or
water with bread in it; and when a patient is able to eat he or she

may be given a setier ofwine a day.
(11) During prolonged illnesses, those who have lost their appetite and been abandoned by the physicians may be given whatever
theyfeel like eating, provided it is not too much and they are not too
near death.

THE ORDINARY DffiT FOR A PATffiNT
ON THE DAYS HE OR SHE TAKES REMEDffiS"

(1) On the eve ofthe day when medicine is to be given to a patient,
a laxative must be administered if the patient is constipated.
S&nris chapter has been omitted.

------------------------------------
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summer and six in winter, some broth three hours later, and an egg
two hours after the broth. /fthe patient is able to eat, he or she may
be given soup, a little meat, and some stewedfruit at noon, and in
the evening some soup, a very small portion of meat, and a
soft-boiled egg.
(3) Nothing raw should ever be given on the tlnys medicine is ad-

ministered.
(4) The best time for bloodletting is the morning, unless the illness requires that it be done at another time. The orders ofthe physician must befollowed in this with regard to the time, the vein, and
the amount ofblood that should be drawn.
(5) The amount ofblood to be drawn from the arm is usually nine
ounces, which will make three basins [Jor bleeding], and twelve
ounces from the foot ofpersons with a strong constitution.
(6) As a precaution, it is important to find out the exact need of
those who comefor a bloodletting in order to see ifit is a real necessity for them because most ofthe poor people have greater need of
food or mild laxatives than extensive bloodletting.
(7) Pregnant women are not to have a bloodletting without a prescriptionfrom the physician or on the advice ofa surgeon or midwife.
(8) Neither should it be done to any young woman withouta clear
knowledge of her condition; in addition, as far as possible, their
anns should not be uncovered in the presence ofmen.
(9) Half an hour-or one hour at the latest--after the bloodletting, some broth, orfailing that a soft-boiled egg and a large glass
ofherbal tea or water, should be given.
(10) /fthe persons are not bedridden, they should be warned not
to lie on the arm that has been bled and to avoid going to sleep after
the bloodletting or going to work that day, for fear that the arm or
the foot might start to bleed or some other accident occur.
Signed: RENE ALMERAS
We the undersigned Supetioress and officers of the Company of
Daughtets of Charity, Servants of the Sick Poor, and the Sister Servants and other seniot Sisters of the same Company. established in
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the parishes and hospitals ofParis and its environs, assembled at onr
principal house, in the faubonrg St-Lazare-lez-Paris, after having
heard the public reading of the above Common and Particular
Rules, which were first given to us by onr Venerable Instituter and
Founder M. Vincent de Paul, first Superior General of the Congregation of the Mission, and by our most worthy Mother and Foundress Mlle. Louise de Marillac, widow of M. Legras, Secretary of
Queen Marie de Medicis, and which since that time have been carefully reviewed and put in order by our authority and request through
the care ofonr Most Honored Father M. Almeras, Superior General
ofthe Congregation of the Mission and of onr Company, to remedy
the discrepancy found in most of the manuscript copies and thereby
to give them the highest perfection; in the name of our entire Company, represented according to onr Statutes and customs by this
principal part of onr Community, have renewed with all the affection of onr heart the declarations and resolutions always to observe
them faithfully and inviolably, recognizing from the experience we
have had from the beginning of onr Company that they are means
that are not only very useful but even most necessary to maintain it
in its primitive spirit and in fidelity to its works. And to prevent any
change or alteration from creeping into them in the future, we have
entreated our Superior M. Almeras to sign them with his own hand
and seal them with his seal, as he did for the original. With this Act,
we also have signed and sealed them with onrordinary seal, declaring by this same Act that no copy made of them henceforth, even if
it is printed, will be considered valid and authentic unless it is
signed by the Superioress and one of the officers, and sealed with
the seal of onr Company.
Drawn up in Paris, August 5. 1672

Signed: Mathurine Guerin, Superioress; Franc;oise Carcireux,
Assistant; Barbe Bailli, Treasurer; Philippe Bailli, former Assistant; Suzanne Chanteau, Local Treasnrer; Claire Jaudoin, Sister
Servant at the Foundling Hospital; Marie Joly, Sister Servant at
St-Jacques-du-Haut-Pas; Anne Rose, living in the house; Marie Le
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Joine, living in the house; Marguerite Autin, Sister Servant at
St-Andre-des-Arts; Nicole Haran, Sister Servant in Versailles;
Catherine Jesse, companion at St-Merry; Genevieve Cailloux, Sister Servant at St-Benoit; Andree Marechal, Sister Servant at
St-Hippolyte; Laurence Dubois, Sister Servant at St-Merry; Perrine
Crette, Sister Servant at St-Germain-I'Auxerrois; Colombe Ie Gras,
Sister Servant at St-Jacques-de-Ia-Boucherie; Antoinette Voisin,
Sister Servant at St-Etienne; Anne Deveau, living in the house;
Anne Denoval, Sister Servant at St-Jean-en-Greve; Charlotte
Bailie, Sister Servant at St-Roch; Michelle Percheron, Sister Servant at St-Sauveur; Jeanne Millerel, Sister Servant at St-Severin;
Marguerite Ie Gras, Sister Servant at St-Medard; Marie
Charpentier, Sister Servant at St-Louis; Marie Bourdais, Sister Servant at St-C6me; Madeleine Chauteau, Sister Servant at St-Leu;
Fran~oise Fianchon, Sister Servant at the H6tel-Dieu; Nicole
Bildet, Sister Servant at St-Sulpice; Marie Robodet, Sister Servant
at the Petites Maisons; Julienne Laboue, in chatge of the new Sisters in the house; Marie de la Ruelle, living in the house; Antoinette
Richevilain, companion at St-Hippolyte; Elisabeth Dufour, companion at the Galleys; Nicole Rousselot, Sister Servant in
Chantilly; Anne Valin, Sister Servant in MontlMry; Etiennette
Dupuis, Sister Servant in Maisons; Avoye Vigneron, Sister Servant
in Corbeil; Claude Laurent, Treasurer at the Foundling Hospital."

PARTICULAR RULES FOR THE SISTERS
OF THE H()TEL-DIEU OF PARIS"

(l) Their ministry with regard to the Ladies of Charity at the
Hotel-Dieu and with the foundlings who are brought to their house
almost daily obliges them to greaterpeifection than others because
S1TIlls copy of the Particular Rules, signed August 5, 1672, concludes with the following
verification: Copyofall the Rules checked against 1M original. November 21, 1939followed by
the signatures of Sister Marie Chapelain, D.C., Superioress General, and Sister H61~ne Hemare,
D.C., Assistant
ssnns entire chapter, written specifically for the Sisters ofthe H6tel-Dieu of Paris, is omitted
in the English version.
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them and the purity and obedience those poor little innocents
preach to them by their very presence. They will do their utmost to
grow in these four virtues, which are the source ofall the others,
and will be encouraged to do so by the confidence they should have
ofbeing aided in this by Our Lord and the Blessed Virgin, seeing
that they have the happiness ofliving close to their holy houses and
visiting them there every day.
(2) They will be careful to have the light lunch ready and laid out
in the kitchen cupboard of the H6tel-Dieu punctually [at two
o'clock] each day and to take some work there. They will wait for
the Lodies in order to be ofservice to them, welcoming them simply
according to the order that will be given and guiding them, and,
when it is necessary to remind them about something, doing so
humbly and respectfully.
(3) They will see that nothing orderedforthis work is lacking and
particularly that there are always white aprons, water, and a basin
for the Ladies to wash their hands after they have served the poor
persons.
(4) In passing before the Blessed Sacrament while coming and
going, they will notfail to kneel down and offer to God, thefirst time
at least, the service they are going to render Him in union with similar actions of His Son.
(5) If, when they are bringing the light lunchfor the sick into the
wards, some urgent spiritual or temporal need of one of them
should come to their attention, the Sister Servant will notify one of
the Ladies concerning the instruction.
(6) They will show great honor and respect to the nuns of the
H6tel-Dieu, both because they deserve this and also in recognition
of the honor they do them of allowing them to minister in their
hause, and they will strive to be an edification to them They will
not, however, have any communication with them, being satisfied to
carry out their humble assignments with the Ladies and the patients, and if they have to refuse them something, they should do so
humbly and discreetly.
(7) To avoid many inconveniences, they will have no communication with the surgeons, pharmacists, and other officers of the
H6tel-Dieu, and accept nothingfrom them under any pretext what-
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bloodletting, they will have recourse to the Superioress of the
Iwuse, wlw will get a Sisterfrom one ofthe neighboring parishes or
someone else to administer it.
(8) The Sister Servant, or, in her absence, the Sister wlw represents her, will be most careful not to take in any children until after
all the customary formalities have been observed and she has received the report made ofthem. This is to be sent along with the children to the hospital where they are to be raised with the others.
Should it be judged that a child is in danger ofdying, she will see
that the child is promptly baptized without further delay, and always conditionally.
(9) On the principal solemnfeastdays, namely, New Year's Day,
Candlemas, the first Sunday ofLent, Passion Sunday, the feast of
Our Lady in May, Holy Thursday, Good Friday, Holy Saturday,
Easter Sunday, Pentecost, the feasts of Our Lady in August and
September, All Saints', the Immaculate Conception, and Christmas
Day, she will see that someone is sent to notify the Sister Servant of
the Foundling Hospital to have some ofthem taken to the creche in
the church ofNotre Dame, with a Sister there to take up the collection and to make sure that nothing inappropriate happens to the wet
nurses and the babies.
(i 0) She will take care to write down the names ofthe Ladies who
bring her the money, and the amount she receives, together with the
date and the year, in order to give an accountofit to the Lady who is
Treasurer at the HfJtel-Dieu, when this is requested ofher.
(11) When there are collection boxes in the church of Notre-Damefor the devastated regions, and this need no longer exists,
they are left there onlyfor the babies. The Sisters will have the keys
to them and will be careful to empty them at least every weekand the
evening of major holy days. They will also write a report to be
placed conscientiously in the hands ofthe same Lady namedfor this
purpose.
(12) in addition to the usual days, they will receive Holy Communion on the Saturday ofthe Ember Days tojoin theirprayers and intentions to those of the Ladies of Charity, wlw do the same at the
church of Notre-Dame to ask God for the graces necessary for
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those who are receiving Holy Orders that same day. They will also
receive Communion every first Saturday ofthe month to commend
themselves to the Blessed Virgin.
And, since their duties usually take up only part ofthe day, they
will endeavor to use the rest of the time doing some work to earn
part of their living, either sewing, spinning, or making jelly to be
sold, and, above all, observing carefully all the Regulations and
practices thot should be observed in the house of the Superioress,
except what concerns rising atfour o'clock, when each one has to
take her tum at night looking after the children the commissioners
bring in.

PARTICULAR RULES TO BE OBSERVED
BY THE SISTERS WITH THE FOUNDUNGS
IN ADDITION TO THOSE COMMON TO THEIR WHOLE COMMUNITY"

(1) The Daughters ofChoritywho work in the Foundling Hospital will often reflect on the great hoppiness they hove ofbeing called
by Godfor such a holy and divine ministry, since it aims to cooperate with God to save the life ofthe body and ofthe soul ofthese poor
innocents who, without their help, might die on the street and without Baptism; or, should they escape this, might live a bad life and
come perhops to an unfortunate endfor lack ofa good upbringing
and instruction.
(2) They will be convinced thot the more lofty and holy their vocation, the more humility and pegection they must hove, and ifthe
thought occurs to them that the tasks are too lowly andpainful, they
will reflect thot their ministry is to serve the Infant Jesus in the person ofeach baby they are raising, and in this they have the honor of

59'fhese Rules, conserved in the Archives of the Daughters of Charity, are taken from the Book
of Rules C. W 3 Community. Book of the Foundlings, copied from the collection of the Rules
for the Foundlings in Paris, dated 1708 and bearing the signature of M. Watel. The Regulations
for the Foundlings follow this confmnation, but everything is in the same handwriting. A similar
copy from 1677, signed by Julienne Jauvin, Superioress, and Marie-Anne Donnejoie, Assistant,
was given to Sisters Marie-Catherine Pichard and Scholastique Litteraux, who were leaving to
open the Foundling Hospital in Tours, July 26, 1741. They are omitted in the 1954 English
version.
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doing what the Blessed Virgin did to herdear Son, since He affirms
that the service rendered to the least of His people is rendered to
Himself. In accordance with that, they will do their utmost to raise
these poor children with as much attention and respect as ifit were
to the very person ofOur Lord.
(3) And so that they might better and more easily carry out their
ministry, which is to serve and assist these poor little creatures cor·
porally and spiritually, they will be very exact in observing their
Regulations and all the orders given them by their Superioress or
by the Sister Servant. They will even beware ofdoing anything contrary to their intention, calling to mind that the life and death, the
salvation and loss ofthese poor children depend on the good or the
bad upbringing they give them and that they cannot raise them well
ifthey do not do what they are instructed to do, either verbally or in
writing, especially what is contained in the following anicles.
(4) As soon as they are named to serve these infants, they will accept and carry out this ministry with as much respect and devotion
as ifan angel commanded them to do so on the pan ofGod, as happened to Saint Joseph who was told to take the Infant Jesus to Egypt
and raise Him there.
(5) Before beginning to exercise their ministry with these poor
children, they will offer them and their actions to God, asking for
the grace to carry out this duty well. In this, they will endeavor to.
have the same sentiments that Our Lady had in serving herdear Son
in His infancy.
(6) When they are assigned to raise the babies who have recently
been weaned, up to around four years of age, and who, consequently have greater need to be served than the others, they will do
this with more special attention, making it a matter ofconscience to
fail in the slightest oftheir duties toward them, especially with regard to the youngest and most delicate among them.
(7) The order and manner they will observefor the upbringing of
these little ones will be to awaken them at seven o'clock at the earliest and, while they are dressing them, to have them make the Sign of
the Cross, join their hands, give their hean to God, and pronounce
the names ofJesus and Mary, even those who can only babble.
(8) As soon as they are dressed, they will give them holy water or
have them take some, make the Sign of the Cross again, and have
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other customary shan prayers, panicularly for benefactors.
(9) Around eight o'clock at the latest they will give them their
breakfast, then let them play in the counyard or in the room, depending on the weather.
(10) At halfpast ten, they will take them all together to dinner in
their little dining room, where they will all be seated, boys at one table and girls at another, unless they have them eat in their room in
winter. When the soup is about to be served, one ofthem, who has
been taught to do so, will recite aloud grace before meals, and a Sister will have them join their hands at the same time.
(11) As soon as they have eaten dinner, they will have all ofthem
say aloud: "Thank you very much, my God, " and immediately the
same boy will say, also aloud, "We give you thanks, etc.," then
Retribuerefor benefactors. After that, they will be sent to play again.
(12)Atone in the afternoon they will be puttobedfora nap, without undressing them completely. As they awaken, they will get them
up and let them play for a while, then have a snack.
(13) Supper will be served to them atfive o'clock in summer and
haifpastfour in winter, then they will be allowed to play until bedtime, which is seven o'clock in summer and halfpast six in winter,
beginning with the youngest and most delicate and taking care to
separate the beds ofthe boysfrom those ofthe girls, even if they are
only three or four years ofage.
(14) When they are putting them to bed, they will have them make
the Sign ofthe Cross, join their hands, and pronounce the names of
Jesus and Mary; then they will be given holy water, or will take it
themselves.
(15) On Sundays andfeastdays they will take them to the Mass
that is said in the hospital, taking care to place the boys on one side
andthe girls on the other, have themjointheirhandsandto prayaccording to their ability.
(16) When they are aboutfive years old, they will begin to teach
them the alphabet, and even the catechism, panly in the marning,
panly in the afternoon; then they will let them play again. All will be
done according to the instructions and manner the Superioress has
prescribed, without adding, omitting, or changing anything ofwhat
she has ordered.
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wash their diapers every day at the appointed time, which is usually
two 0' clock. They will, however, beware oftaking pleasure in making them look pretty, curling their hair, or putting little trinkets on
them to make them look nicer than the others. All that only leads
them to vanity, especially the girls, wha in the end will become conceited little creatures, and therefore less chaste.
(18) To accustom them to preserve both purity and their health,
they will not allow them to get up naked, or even to walk barefoot, or
to keep their head uncovered, even refraining from combing their
hair in open places, such as the courtyard or in their room by the
open windows. They will beware also not to allow them to linger too
long by the fire in winter, but rather have the little ones play some
game requiring exercise to keep them warm, although it may be
necessaryfrom time to time to have them get close to the fire. They
will also keep them from sleeping in the sun or in any unhealthy
place.
(19) They will make sure, even from the time they are very little,
that they do notpick up any bad habits, such as stubbornness,fighting, lying, becoming fond ofdelicacies, undressing themselves, or
doing other similarfoolish things, especially among boys and girls,
for even if they do not sin in all that because they have not yet
reached the use ofreason, these are, nevertheless, great tendencies
to offend God as soon as they do reach that age. Therefore, they will
not even permit boys and girls to play together but endeavor to help
them to practice the contrary virtues, giving themfor this purpose a
great fear ofhell and a great desire for paradise. And, in order to
help them to do better what they are supposed to do, the Sisters in
charge ofthem will keep an eye on each ofthe ones in her group
from time to time, or at least a Sister appointedfor that should be
present when they play together or on other occasions.
(20) They will treat them gently; still, they will scold them, ifnecessary, but without anger, trying to correct them more by words
than by striking them, sometimes threatening them with some punishment iftheyfall back, sometimespromising them a reward ifthey
do better, or showing by their stem expression that they are annoyed with them without saying a word, or encouraging them
warmly with some sympathetic word, or having them do some slight
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them ashamed, or depriving them ofsome little tidbit or trinket, and
similar things. Above all they will endeavor to make them capable
ofmending their ways by reasoning with them and helping them to
recognize theirfault. When, however, they become incorrigible and
the Sisters judge it necessary to give them a more severe punishment, they will inform the Sister Servant who will administer the
whipping herselfor ask them to give it to them. This must always be
done without anger, and for this reason the punishment must be
postponed until some time after theirfault has been known. Above
all, they will take great care not to strike them on the head, especially the youngest children. It will sometimes be well to appoint
certain persons to ask their pardon when they are about to give
them the whipping; this may be done if the Sister Servant deems it
appropriate.
(21) They will also take great care to nurse them when they are
ill, treating them with gentleness and kindness. In everything they
will have a good store ofpatience because, since these little ones do
not yet have the use of reason, they are more difficult to care for
than adults. Still, the Sisters should not be so easygoing and compliant that this prevents them from giving them the assistance they require. In line with that, they will pay no heed when they refuse to
takefood or medicines butoblige them to take them and not wait until they become seriously ill.
(22) And although they must be careful to serve and think kindly of
these poor little ones at all times, they will, nevertheless be especially
conscientious about giving them what they need, even changing
them, particularly when they are sick. To facilitate this work, they
will make use ofsome good thought, such as recalling how Our Lord
once asked the Samaritan womanfor something to drink and that He
does likewise in their regard by the mouths of these innocents; in
putting them back to bed afterward, they can make an act ofadoration or love of God, or some other according to their devotion.
(23) Those whose special duty is the care ofthe sick children will
also take special care of their clothing, wrapping it all up so that
nothing gets lost or mixed up with the clothing of the others.
(24) They will pay particular attention to preserving uniformity
and equality with regard to the children so that, as far as possible,
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bedding, or caressed more than the others, especially in their presence. And to prevent outsiders from giving something to some and
not to the others, the Sister Servant will accept, in their presence,
what they would like to give and will distribute it with their consent
to all the children present. It is unbelievable how envy torments
those poor innocents when they see others better treated than they
are; it is even at times a cause oftheir death. This anicle does not
intendtoforbid sometimes giving a little treat to a cenain child who
is sick or in similar need, and the Sister Servant deems it appropriate.
(25) Above all, they will give good example and make it a matter
ofconscience to commit the slightestfault in their presence, keeping in mind that Our Lord says that whoever scandalizes the least of
these little ones deserves to be cast into the sea with a millstone
around the neck.
(26) The Sisters appointed to put the children to work, both boys
as well as girls, will make very sure that they use their time well,
sometimes working along with them, sometimes seeing how they go
about it, sometimes praising and rewarding those who do their
chores well, sometimes scolding and threatening those who do their
work poorly.
(27) When they take them to the chapel for Mass, catechism, or
prayers in common, each Sister will watch her group to prevent any
unseemly words or behavior on the way, or any irreverence once
they are there. For this purpose, they will insist that they kneel
down to pray, saying their rosary or reading their prayer book,
putting them in front ofthem so they can watch them more closely,
and ifthey notice that they are misbehaving, they will remind them
oftheir duty and, if advisable and the Sister Servant allows it, will
punish them when they get home, but discreetly and not in anger. If
they are not going to Mass, they will have them recite their rosary
aloud in three parts, namely, one decade after morning prayers,
two decades after grace at dinner, and another two after grace at
supper.
(28) The Sisters in charge ofthe older children, panicularlyfrom
nine to twelve years ofage, will see to it that the schedule set upfor
them is observed, having them rise at./ive o'clock in summer and
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comb their hair, if need be, and have them go to the chapel for
prayers and recite their lessons afterward. Then they will give them
something to do, which, for the boys is usually knitting andfor the
girls lacemaking. Brealifast will be brought to them at eight
o'clock, after which they will return to their work until dinner time,
except the boys who are learning to write, who will apply themselves to this for an hour after lunch. They will not eat until the
younger children have eaten, that is, the girls in the Sisters' refectory and the boys in the room where they are working, everyone at
the same time. After dinner, the children will piny together for a
short time, then go back to work until supper, except that the boys
will do their writing againfrom two until three, then go back to their
work.
(29) When they finish supper, they will be put to work again, but
they can still have a little recreation; then they will all go to public
prayers in the chapel, after which they will get ready for bed, making their little devotions before lying down, and everyone will be in
bed by nine o'clock.
(30) Should it happen that there are not enough wet nurses, or
because ofsome other necessity they might hove to feed the babies
who are still at the breast, they will be very careful about this, especially in seeing that they drink cow's milk. In all thot they willfollow
the order set up and the manner customary in the hospital, making it
a matter ofconscience to omit the slightest detail ofthe service they
should render them in this great need.
(31) They will not communicate with the wet nurses, unless they
are obliged to do so through obedience or because oftheir duties,
and then they will endeavor to hove them benefit by some good
word ofdevotion, and especially by their good example. They will
refrain above all from saying or doing anything in their presence
that might scandalize them ever so little, not even permitting, ifpossible, that the other Sisters give them any reason for disedification.
Should that happen, or ifthere is any trouble among the wet nurses,
they will not fail to inform the Sister Servant.
(32) They will avoid idleness and laziness as the mother of all
vices, and when their duties give them any respite, they will work at
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(33) They will show great respect and obedience to the Sister
Servant as to the Superioress-or rather as to God, since it is Divine Providence who has called them to this office.
(34) The Sisters who have otherassignments, such as the kitchen,
storeroom, bakery, or door, will reflect that they have no less merit
in fulfilling their duties than if they were looking after the children
in their rooms or elsewhere, but this is understood if they do their
duty well and are faithful to keeping the rules oftheir offices.
(35) Both will endeavor to live in great innocence, simplicity,
and humility, seeing that they are obliged to imitate these linle children who are innocent, simple, humble, and so closely united by
friendship. In line with that, they will beware ofever harboring a
single thought of envy, murmuring, pride, or ambition in their
heans. In everything, they will make it a maner of conscience to
take any notice of a temptation that might lead them to want a
change ofministry, companions, or house, remaining indifferent to
all that and allowing themselves to be guided by their Superioress
and Sister Servants like unweaned infants with their mother who
nurses them. In so doing, they may rest assured that Our Lord will
give them the reward He promises to all those who become like
these babies, and who has said "Let the little children come to me
and do not prevent them, for the kingdom of heaven belongs to
them, and ifyou do not become like these linle children, you will not
enter it."

DUTIES OF THE SISTER SERVANT AT THE FOUNDUNG HOSPITAL

(1) It is the responsibility ofthe Sister Servant ofthe Foundlings
to see that the Sisters and the wet nurses do their duties well and
that the children are raised and assisted, corporally and spiritually, in the way the Rules prescribe.
(2) She will not take in any child brought by the commissioners
and otherofficers, before receiving the repon made ofhim, andwill
inform the Superioress ofthis repon, along with the others she has.
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little anicles ofclothing, and even the little note and anything else
she finds on him. She will keep a record of these to serve as some
sign to identify him, in case ofneed. She will have him given some
milk or something else, depending on his age and what she thinks he
needs, and will have him baptized conditionally without de lay, even
though there may be a note saying he has already been baptized.
She will write on the back of the repon his baptismal name, with
whatever surname she gives him, together with the day, the year,
and the age given in the report, along with any otherdetail, ifnecessary. When she sees that he is in the proper condition, she will give
him to a wet nurse to befed and raised, ifhe is not already weaned,
in which case she will place him with others of this sort.
(3) Should it happen that a number of unweaned infants are
brought in within a period ofafew days, and there are not enough
wet nurses to breast-feed them, she will see that they are fed with
cow's milk by the Sisters appointed to do so, and she herselfwill do
whatever she can to help. Meanwhile, she will find out from the
Superioress whether some of them should be farmed out to be
nursed either in the country or in the town, and will follow the instructions given her in this regard.
(4) She will be very meticulous in choosing carefully the wet
nurses she gives them. and under no circumstance whatsoever will
she accept anyone who does not have the requisite qualifications
and whom the Superioress has not approved, above all ifa baby is
to be given to her to be nursed outside the hospital.
(5)As soon as she has hired any new wet nursesfor the hospita~
she will take care to see ifthey know all that a good Christian must
believe and do in order to be saved. She will prepare them to make a
general confession and even recommend them to the confessor of
the house, so that they will be thoroughly instructed and prepared
for all these duties.
(6) She will strongly impress on them the care and charity with
which they are to look after these little innocents, especially that
they should never strike them, nor curse them, nor let them sleep
with her at night if they are not yet fifteen months old, nor nurse
them when she is angry. In addition, she should make the Sign ofthe
Cross on them at least morning and evening, sprinkling them with
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(7) She will be exact in managing the goods of these poor little
creatures and not spend too much money, acting, nevertheless, in

such a wayas to provide sufficientlyfor their needs, but in the manner poor mothers should do.
(8) She will be mindful to have the children learn some little craft
when they are old enough and capable enough to do so, which is
usually around five or six years of age at least-knitting for the
boys, and lacemaking or weaving for the girls, as well as learning
to write, at leastfor the boys. She will give them two Sisters, one to
work with the boys, and the other with the girls. By the same token,
they will see to the rest oftheir behavior, bothfor body and soul, especially having them pray, use their time well, learn how to work
with thread, silk, and linen, and other similar things. In addition,
she will notfail to visit themfrom time to time to encourage them in
their duty.
(9) She will take care to buy what is needed to give the children
some handwork, sell what they make, and pay the merchants who
have put them to work, and will give an account of all that to the
treasury office ofthe Ladies assigned to the foundlings.
(10) She will see that the boys are separated from the girls, at
least by the time they reach six or seven years ofage, depending on
their capacity and intelligence. The boys will be placed apan in the
quarters reservedfor them, so that they may not be able to communicate with the girls. As for boys offive or six and under, wha,
through necessity or by reason oftheir young age are not ready to
remain with the older boys, she can continue to leave them in the
area for girls ofthe same age, but on condition that they always be
kept apan, not only at table or in bed, but even in separate bedrooms, if possible, allowing no opponunities, especially for the
older boys, to encounter the girls.
(II) If there are older girls, panicularly if they are over fifteen
years ofage, she will be very careful to provide them with a steady
occupation, for fear that laziness might be damaging to them, giving the heavy work to those shejudges suitable. Ifshefinds any who
are capable of making their prayer, she will ask the Superioress
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them rise at four o'clock. Above all, she will do her utmost to prevent anything that would in the slightest way be detrimental to their
chastity, such as communication with the boys. the wet nurses, or
outsiders; in a word, keeping a tight hald on them, and requesting
the Superioress to find some occupation for them, unless they are
suited for working as maids, in which case they will infonn the
Superioress ofthis to see ifthey should be kept any longer.
(12) Asfor the working boys, she will give instructions that care
be taken to confine them to their own quarters, pennitting them to
leave only by her order and when they are notified to go to the chapel. In that case she will see to it that they do not wander offwhen
coming or going, and that once they are there they are always restricted to the assigned place, without being able to talk to the girls.
And to better avoid the inconveniences that might arise from communication between the sexes. as soon as she sees that they have
reached the age oftwelve, she will have them receive some training
or placed in a trade. To that effect she will request the Superioress
to find them some employment as soon as possible.
(13) She will also be very careful that the wet nurses do not associate unnecessarily with the older boys and girls and even with the
Sisters, preventing them above all from conversing about worldly
matters, which are capable of upsetting them, causing them aversion, or diverting them from their vocation.
(/4) She will make sure that no sick children are left in the room
where there are healthy ones but will have them placed in another
intended only for that, and will carefully recommend to the Sister
assigned to look after the sick children to take good care ofthem.
(15) When there is smallpox in the hospital, she will be careful to
prepare two rooms, oneforthe children suspectedofhaving this illness and where they may be given the necessary remedies; the
other, where they are taken as soon as it [smallpox] begins to appear. She will give instructions that those who are we II have no contact with the sick ones or, if possible, with the Sisters who are
nursing them.
(16) In all these things she will see that each member ofher community acquits herselffaithfully of her duty toward God, particularly the wet nurses and the children who have reached the age of
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a month. As for the others who do not yet receive Communion, she
will have them go to confession, at least on solemn feasts, namely,
those who are over seven years ofage, and those who are only five
or six, simplyat Easter, even ifall she can do is to teach them how to
make a good confession.
(17) And so that both are preparedproperly to receive these two
sacraments, she will see that the catechism lessons given by the Sisters are geared mainly to these two points. In order to get them to
become more attached to them, will speak to them often ofthe great
happiness ofbeing in the grace ofGod and the great misfortune of
being in mortal sin, of which it takes only one to be damned, and
that by means of good confessions and Communions, this evil is
avoided andfriendship with God is acquired. In addition, they will
notfail to have reod in the chapel, at two o'clock every Sunday and
on solemn feast days, the Lives ofthe Saints or some other suitable
book. The whole community will be presentfor this, having previously chanted the litany ofthe Blessed Virgin or ofJesus, and, after
the reading, the Commandments ofGod and ofthe Church. If there
is an exhonation, they will omit the reading.
(18) If she cannot attend to her duty, especially if she has to go
into the city, she will recommend carefully to the Sister given heras
Assistant tofill inforher in herabsence, andpanicularly to see that
the children are served exactly at the appointed times.
(19) She will beware of introducing any innovations, or of
changing or doing away with anything in the way things are managed, either in spiritual or temporal matters. If something extraordinary arises, she will tell the Superioress of the Company and
follow her instructions regarding it. If she cannot speak with her,
andthe matter cannot be postponed withoutdanger, in that case she
will do what she judges before God to be most advisable, provided
she is reasonably cenain that the Superioress would agree to it if
she were asked right now, and she will infonn herofwhataction she
took.
(20) After all, she will be convinced that all means will serve very
little to guide this little flock well, if God does not grant her His
gracefor it, and He will not grant it if she does not ask it ofHim of-
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while trusting in Divine Providence and the goodness of God, humility, and good example, being thefirst to practice what she orders
others to do.
Jesu mitis et humilis carde, miserere nobis.

PARTICULAR RULES FOR THE SISTERS
WHO MINISTER TO THE GALLEY CONVICTS"

(1) Just as the ministry ofthe Sisters ofthe Charity with the galley
convicts is one of the most difficult and dangerous they can have,
because ofthe management ofmoney involvedas we II as the kind of
persons to be visited there, it is also one ofthe most meritorious and
pleasing to God when carried out properly, because of what is
practiced there to a high degree: the corporal and spiritual works
ofmercyfor persons who are so wretched in body and soul that it is
almost beyond imagining. That is why those who are called by God
to this holy ministry must, on the one hand, endeavor to make themselves worthy of it bY the practice ofthe requisite virtues and by an
exact observance of their Rules. and, on the other, encourage one
another and have great confidence in Our Lord Jesus Christ, keeping in mind that, bY assisting those poor persons, they will render
Him a service as pleasing or more pleasing to Him than if it were
done to His own person. Consequently, He will notfail to give them
as a reward the graces needed to overcome all the difficulties they
might encounter there, in addition to the rich crown He reserves/or
them in heaven.
(2) Their service consists in ministering to the poor convicts de-

tained in Paris, corporally and spiritually, in sickness and in
health, until they leave to be taken to the galleys. And since the
Rules ofthe Sisters in parishes contain many pieces ofadvice that
shouldalso befolkJwed bY the Sisters who serve the galley convicts,
particularly in what concerns those who are ill, they will adapt to

rorbese Rules were not in the English translation, probably because ministry with the galley
convicts was not one of the works of Sisters outside of France. They may, however, provide
inspiration for those engaged in prison ministry today.
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(3) With regard to the corporal assistance ofthose poor people,
they will prepare theirfood at home every day, personally buying
the meat and other things prescribedfor them to eat, and bring them
once a day at the exact time their usual modestfare, which should
suffice for their dinner and supper. If the cooking pot is too heavy
they will get the guards to help them.
(4) They will make it apoint to bring them a change oflinen every
Saturday and have the soiled linen washed. At thot time they will remember to renew interiorly the spiritofpurity and modesty in order
to protect themselves against the usual insolence ofsuch persons in

these circumstances.
(5) When the men are ill, the Sisters will take as much or even
greater care than with persons in the parishes, taking the proper
time to go to visit them, bringing them the food they needfor their
dinner and supper, and medicines when they require them. Above
all, they will give them or obtain for them thot spiritual assistance
which consists in consoling, encouraging, and instructing them in
things necessaryfor salvation, especially how to make a good general confession and to go to confession and Communion in due
time. For those on the point of dying, they will see that they are
given Extreme Unction, and when they die, they will hove them
wrapped in a shroud and attend to their burial. Should they recover, they will encourage them to lead a good life in the future.
(6) When the choin gang is ready to leave, they will make sure
they hove shirts and otherlinen; once it has left, they will empty and
freshen their straw mattresses and do a thorough cleaning of the
hall where they were detained.
(7) Andalthough they shouldalways show great madesty and reserve at all times, they will strive, nevertheless, to poy special attention to this when they are in their hall to render them some service,
pretending not to hear their taunts, unless they are absolutely insolent, in which case they must reply seriously to them or leave.
(8) And, although it is very difficult to prevent the menfrom making these gross insolent remarks to them-and this even when they
are doing more goodfor them-the Sisters will notfail to try to do
so by showing great patience and, at the same time, by praying for
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will beware of giving them the slightest reason to complain about
them, and to this effect will not speak to them rudely, or reproach
themfor the complaints they receivedfrom them. Neither will thry
answer them back to justify themselves when thry accuse them
falsely; on the contrary, thry will take pains not to say a word to
them without great necessity and to correct them gently and compassionately, in view ofthe pitiful state thry are usually in, both of
body and soul, and because with all that thry are still members of
Him who made Himselfa slave to ransom all ofus from the slavery
of the demon.
(9) And inasmuch as experience has shown that the presence of
one of the Ladies goes a long way in preventing such insolent remarks, thry will do all thry can to find a means discreetly to have
some ofthem come there from time to time to be present while they
are serving the men. And if this act ofcharity begins to grow cold,
thry will take care to notify their Superioress, who will discuss with
the Superior what should be done in order to revive those holy visits.
(10) When they go to serve the men, thry will be extremely careful
that no persons suspected ofbeing disreputable orofgiving bad advice go in with them. To avoid that, they will never allow anyone to
enter except persons who they are sure are there to be ofservice to
them rather than to do them harm.
(11) They will never become involved in carrying any letters or
accepting any errand for them, unless it concerns their salvation
and on condition that this is clear to them and that the Sister Servant
judges it to be the case. If, however, she thinks before God that it is
necessary for them to take some messages for their temporal welfare, it will be done only after asking and receiving the consent of
the Superior, or at least oftheir Superioress, who will not grant it
without making very certain that there is no donger in allowing it.
(12) To avoid serious inconveniences that might arise and to
forestall any suspicions people might have about them with regard
to the way they get along with the convicts, thry will refrain from
having any private conversations with them Neither will they give
credence to what they tell them, not even when their relatives and
friends speak with them about helping them to get out ofthere, un-
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pennission to act otherwise, if there appears to be a great need and

the detainee seems innocent.
(13) They will likewise be very careful to avoid any complicity
with the guards ofthe convicts and not allow any ofthem to enter
their rooms, except at the time they come to pick up the cooking pot
when it is too heavy. If they need to say something, apartfrom this
instance, it will be done at the door at the bottom ofthe steps; for
this purpose they will have a bell at their window that the men will
ring from the street if they want to speak to the Sisters.
(14) They will be careful to manage well the property ofthe poor
convicts, refrain from appropriating any of their food for themselves, either directly or indirectly, and not favor the merchants
who supply them to the detriment ofthose poor men.
(15) The Sister responsible for receipts and expenditures will
keep a list ofthem in order to give an account ofthem when she is required by those whose business it is. Ifshe receives a very large sum
ofmoney, she will i'!fonn the Superioress, who will tell her what she
thinks advisable to do to prevent it from being lost and to spend it
wisely.
(16) If some extraordinary expenditure has to be mode for the
men, she will ask the advice, not only ofthe Sister Servant, but also
ofthe Superioress, who, depending on the need or great usefulness
she sees in it, will tell her to askpennission ofthe Deputy ofthe Attorney General, or to act otherwise if it is expedient.
(17) Above all, they will be sure to notify the Superioress in good
time so that she may find out fram the Superior whether there are
priests to give the mission to the convicts, when the chain gang has
been formed.
(18) Andso that they may be better able to put all this advice into
practice, and that the charity they do in this place may be for the
greater glory of Gad, their own perfection, and the salvation of
those poor afflicted men, they will offer special prayers several
times a day to ask the Holy Spirit to purify their thoughts, words,
and actions so well-especially in temptations of impurity, if they
have any-that they may be like sunlight, which passes constantly
overfilth without being in the least soiled itself. After that, they must
trust that God will answer their prayers as He didfor the three chil-
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ISO•• ACT OF ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY
AND APPOINTMENT OF OFFICERS
(August 8, 1655)

We, Vincent de Pau~ General of the Congregation of the Mission, Superior and Director of the Confraternity of Servants of the
Poor of the Charity, make known that, it having pleased God to
make use ofthe Congregation ofthe Mission to establish Confraternities of Charity in several places in this kingdom, in Italy, and in
Savoy, by authority of Our Holy Father the Pope, of our Archbishops, and of the Local Ordinaries, for the assistance of the sick
poor; and experience having shown that the Ladies who compose
the Confraternity in the parishes of the city of Paris were unable to
render the necessary assistance themselves, such as bringing them
their food, making their beds, preparing and adntinistering remedies, etc., a certain number ofunmarried women and widows joined
the Confraternity to supply for the lack of assistance the Ladies
themselves were unable to give the patients.
These unmarried women and widows were brought to live together under the direction ofMlle. Louise de Marillac, widow ofthe
late M. Le Gras, Secretary of the late Queen, mother of King Louis
xm, with certain Rules tending to help them to live a good life and
to assist the sick poor corporally and spiritually, with the result that
it pleased His Divine Goodness to bless this modest work of His
hands, the late Archbishop of Paris, Jean-Fran~ois de Gondi to approve it, and Cardinal de Retz, his Coadjutor at the time, to give his
approval, which he afterward repeated, as is clear from the letters
patent he has given for this purpose, whereby he approves the Confraternity and its Rules and has established us for our lifetime, and
Document 150. ~ Arch. Nat., L. 1054, original signed document; published in Documents, Doc.
628, pp. 700-03.
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the Superiors General of the Mission who will succeed us, as the
Superiors and Directors ofthe Confraternity ofServants ofthe Poor
of the Charity.
And although it pleased God to institute the Confraternity in this
city of Paris about twenty-five years ago, no Act of Establishment
was drawn up because we judged it advisable to see beforehand that
the Rules ofthe Confraternity were fully observed, and that its leadership was as might have been desired by the mercy of God; and
since, on the other hand, we are on the point of sending several of
the unmarried women and widows into new establishments both in
this kingdom and in that of Poland, we have judged it necessary at
present to make the Act ofEstablishment. For this purpose, we have
convoked the Sisters who are in this city and were at the assembly
held at their Community house in this city, where we took the
names of those who have already been received and who desire to
persevere in it. This took place after the Rules were read to them and
the approval given, as is mentioned above.
When this was done, we proceeded to the appointment of officers, and, although it is stated that this should take place by the plurality of votes, nevertheless, because the first time it is up to the one
who establishes the Confraternity to appoint the officers, we named
the following:
First, we asked Mlle. de Marillac to continue for life in the office
of Superioress and Directress of the Confraternity, as she has been
doing very successfully, by the mercy of God, since the establishment of this Confraternity until the present. For the other three officers, we named Julienne Loret, I First Assistant; Mathurine
Guerin,' Second Assistant and Treasurer; and Jearme Gressier,'
Bursar. Having done this, we urged the unmarried women and widows of the Confraternity to thank God for their vocation, to live it
well, and to be exact in the observance ofthe Rules and in their ministries. They all promised to do so, by the grace of Our Lord.

[Julienne Loret (cf. VIII, 235, n.5).
2Mathurine Guerin (cf. VIII, 167, n. 2).
3Jeanne Gressier (cr. Vlli,235, D. 1).
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In testimony whereof, we have signed the present Act in our own
hand and have had the seal of our Congregation affixed to it. Also
signing it were the said Demoiselle, the other officers, and a few of
the oldest Sisters who were able to do so.
Drawn up in the said house of the Charity in Paris, August 8,
1655 4
LOUISE DE MARILLAC
MATIIURINE GuERIN
JEANNE GRESSIER
JULIENNE LoRET
BARBE BAILLY (GENEVIEVEDoINEL)G MARlEJoLY FRAN~OISENoRET
BARBE FOUINS
GENEVIEVE POISSON
(ANTOINETTE LABILLE)+
(JEANNE GOIRAR) +
ANNE HARDEMONT
MARIE CRESTE
GENEVIEVE CAILLOU
JEANNE BAPTISTE
TOUSSAlNTE DAVID
ANNE ROSE
(VINCENTE AUCHY) V
(JEANNE LUCE) L
ANDREE MARECHAL
(FRAN~OISE FANCHON) F
MADELEINE RAPoRTEBLED
ErIENNETIE DUPUlS
PmLIPPE BAILLY
FRAN~OISE (CABRY)
(LOUISE DALBELj 0 (RENEE PEsCHELOCHE)R
MARIE ROOlDE
GABRIELLE CABARET
A VOlE' VIGNERON
MARGUERITE CHEnF
(MARGUERiTE MENAGE) + (MARIE CuNY) + MADELEINE GARNIER
GENEVIEVE GAUTIER (FRAN<;OlSEGESSEAUMEj + MADELElNEMENAGE
(JEANNE LEMERET) + MARIE (LA RUELLE) FRAN~OISE LE ROSEAU
VINCENT DEPAUL

These signatures are followed by the names of all the other Sisters who had been received from the time of the institution of the
Confraternity and Society until today, August 8, 1655: Jeanne
Prevost (known as Christine), Gillette Joly, Louise Ganset, Cecile
Angiboust, Jeanne Lepeintre, Henriette Gesseaume, Marie-Marthe
Trumeau, Claude Carre, Marie Le Soin, Nicole Georget, Louise-Christine Rideau, Jeanne de Saint-Benoit, Catherine de Gesse,
Anne Vallin, Barbe Angiboust, Jeanne Coignart. Margnerite Le
Soin, Perrette Chefdeville, Jeanne Paon, Fran~oise Carcireux,
Jeanne de Saint-Albin, Jeanne Hniot, Charlotte Royer, Marguerite
4A blank space precedes Saint Louise's signature. The copyist wrote, probably on her
instructions: "Space was left here for M. Vincent's signature; but he preferred to sign the last of
all." For the list of signatories that follows. Coste respected the family names as they were
written; we have used the commonly accepted spelling given in Charpy (Doc. 628, pp. 702-03).
Nine or ten Sisters who did not know how to write marked some sign, beside which another
Sister added the name. These names are given in parentheses, followed by the sign in italics.
SCoste gives Marie; the autograph has Avoie.
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Lavalle, Madeleine Riquet, Marthe Baudoin, Jeanne Goirard,
Charlotte Prou, Anne Veron, Catherine Pain d' Avoine, Nicole
Bildet, Fran~oise Goupil, Barbe, Claude Chantereau, Claude
Laurent, Toussainte (AIlou), Marie Navain, Fran~oise Menage,
Jeanne Henault, Laurence Dubois, Jeanne Huot, Perrine de
Bouhery, Nicole Haran, Elisabeth Jousteau, Nicole FouilIet, Marie
Gaudoin, Marie Poulet, Nicole-Colette Boquet, Marguerite
Menessier, Michele Lecontre, Etiennette Masse, Anne Tacaille,
Catherine Baucher, Anne de Vaux, Claude Tacaille, Jeanne
BonvilIiers, Anne Lelievre, Jeanne-Marie Boule, Suzanne, Charlotte Moreau, Marie QuinvilIe, Jeanne Turet, Jeanne Labiche,
Genevieve Vigneron, Antoinette Leroy, Marie Railleard, Claire
Jaudoin, Fran~oise Bouhery, Radegonde Lenfantin, Claude La
Mucette, Marie Rat, Julienne Allot, Maurlcette Villain, Claude'
Thibault, Louise Chomon, Louise Corbe, Claude Parcollet,
Fran~oise Gouin, Claude Blanchard, Marie AIlet, Petronille Gillot,
Anne Bocheron, Anne Levies, Antoinette Richevillain, Jeanne La
Mere, Mathurlne Brillehaut, Jeanne de Vaux, Marie Dame, Sulpice
Dubois, Elisabeth Morancy, Marie PapilIon, Marie Petit, Michele
Metayer, Marie Roger, Jeanne Blot, Clemence... ,Marguerite... ,
... de Fimes.'

151. - AUTHORIZATION FOR SISTERS TO TRAVEL TO ARRAS
(August 30, 1656)

Vincent de Paul, Superior General of the Congregation of the
Mission, Director ofthe Confraternity and Society ofthe Daughters
of Charity and Servants of the Sick Poor established in the parishes
of this city of Paris, to our very dearly beloved Sisters in Jesus
~s list, except for the first section, follows the order d entrance into the Company. It is,
however, incomplete., lacking the names of those who had died or left the Company, among
others.

DocwneDt 151. - Archives of the Mission, original signed document.
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Christ Our Savior, Marguerite Chetif and Radegonde Lenfantin,1
Sisters of the Confraternity and Society of the Charity, greetings in
the love of Our Lord.
His Excenency the Most Il1ustrious and Most Reverend
Bishop-elect of Arras' and some devout persons ofrank ofthe city,
together with the Ladies who are officers of the Company of the
Charity of Paris, did us the honor of asking us for two Sisters of the
Society to assist the sick poor of the town of Arras for at least one
year. We desire to accede to the request of such a Prelate and the
holy desires of so many charitable persons and, by the same token,
to contribute in some way to the accomplishment of such a devout
intention. Furthermore, being wen informed of your uprightness,
zeal, ability, and fidelity in what concerns the service of those who
are poor and the observance of your Rules, we have assigned and
sent you, and by these present letters do assign and send you for the
aforesaid purpose, instructing you to go as soon as possible to the
town of Arras to receive there the orders that the Bishop and others
concerned will give you.
You will live there in the way in which you are accustomed to
live in other places where you have been working by our mandate
for the same purpose, under the spiritnal direction of the priest we
wil1 indicate to you and in conformity with your Regulations, of
which we have given you a copy so that you may act in accordance
with them as far as the urgent needs of the sick will allow you to do.
An this will be for as long as the persons on whom you depend will
accept your modest service and as we deem it advisable. We ask
God meanwhile to bless your journey, keep you always under His
protection, and fin you with His graces and blessings in order to accomplish worthily all that has been and will be prescribed for you.
And in order to give greater credence and authority to all of the
above, we have signed the present letters in our own hand, had them
countersigned by our secretary, and bad our regular seal affixed to
them.

IMarguerite Chetif; Radegonde Lenfantin (cf. VOl, 352. n. 8).
2Etienne Moreau (1656-70).
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VINCENT DEPAUL,
Unworthy Superior General ofthe Congregation a/the Mission
By order of Monsieur [Vincent].
DUCOURNAU

152•• LEITERS PATENT APPROVING THE COMPANY
OF THE DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY

(November 1657)
Louis, by the grace of God King ofFrance and of Navarre, to all
present and to come, greetings.
Our very dearly beloved Vincent de Paul, priest and Superior
General of the Congregation of the Mission, has most humbly
pointed out to us that, since one of the principal functions of the
priests ofthe Congregation is to establish the Confraternity ofCharity, instituted for the assistance of the sick poor in the places where
they go to give missions and where this establishment is deemed
useful, as is seen in the [Plct of] Erection ofthe Congregation issued
by Pope Urban vm, ofhappy memory, and in the Rules ofthe Congregation approved by the late Plrchbishop ofParis, I as delegate of
the Holy See for the approval ofthe Rules, the Congregation has established the Confraternity in our fine city ofParis and other places
in the diocese, even in several other places and areas of our kingdom, for the assistance of the sick poor in those places.
The Confraternity is composed of wives, widows, and pious unmarried women, who attend to visiting and assisting the sick poor,
giving them their food and medicine, and procuring spiritual assisDocumentlS2. - Arch. Nat., L. lO54, ariginaJ; published in Documents, Doc. 707, pp. 806-1 L
lJean~F~ois de Gondi. He died on March 21, 1654, and within an hour was canonically
succeeded by his nephew, Jean-Fran~is-Paul de Gondi, Cardinal de Retz. Perhaps. since the
latter was persona non grata in France, this document does not refer to him, even though on
January 18, 1655, hehad approved the Company aCthe Daughters of Charity and reaffirmed the
Rules submitted in 1645 (cf. Doc. 149).
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tance for those who are recovering so that they will live a good life,
and for those who are near death so that they will die well. Experience has shown, however, that the society Ladies of the Confraternity found it difficult to carry the necessary food to the sick poor,
make their beds, give them remedies, and, in general, to perform the
other minor services they need. To provide for this, the Congregation of the Mission, on the advice of the Ladies of Charity, encouraged some unmarried women and widows of lowly condition to
join the Confraternity to perform the most menial tasks that have to
be done for the patients. To that end, it had them live together in a
house destined for this purpose, under the direction of Mlle. Louise
de Marillac, widow of the late M. Le Gras, Secretary of the late
Queen, mother of the King our most honored Lord and father. She
supports them by means of one thousand Iivres tournais income
given them by the late King our most honored Lord and father, to be
taken on our Gonesse property; in addition, from an annual, perpetual income of twelve hundred livres they have acquired on the
Rouen coach line from the money coming from a donation that our
dearly beloved cousin, the Duchesse d' Aiguillon, gave them; also,
from what they can earn from their manual labor, when their ordinary duties leave them some leisure time; from the assistance devout persons contribute according to their resources, and from the
alms that are given them. She instructs them in piety, prepares them
to serve the sick poor well, to do bloodlettings and to administer
medicines. Then she sends them to the parishes of our city of Paris,
to some of the rural areas, and to those hospitals of our kingdom
where they are requested, such as the ones in Nantes, Angers,
Saint-Deuis, and others. She recalls them and changes them from
one place to another according to needs; engages them under her direction in several other good works, such as raising the foundlings
of our city and faubourgs of Paris; assisting poor criminals condemned to labor on our galleys and sick prisoners in the
Conciergerie of the Palais in our city of Paris; teaching poor girls,
showing them how to pray and to read; in a word, in every good
work in which they can be useful. All of this is done with the advice
and direction of our dearly beloved Vincent de Paul, Superior Gen-
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Regulations and Statutes he has drawn up for the good order and direction of the Confraternity.
It usually happens, however, that works involving the service of
God die out with those who have begun them, unless there is some
spiritual bond among the persons engaged in them. Unfortunately,
the letters of erection of the Confraternity and Society and the letters approving the Regulations and Statutes, 2 issued by our dear
cousin Cardinal de Retz, Archbishop of Paris, then Coadjutor and
Vicar-General ofthe archdiocese, and attached with our letters pateDt under the counterseal of our Chancery, addressed to our
Parlement of Paris to be registered, were lost by the secretary of
M. Meliand, our Attorney General at the time. The latter had been
entrusted with our letters patent to give his conclusions to them, but
his secretary died, and no one has been able to find the approval attached to our letters, despite the search the petitioner had carried out
among the papers ofMeliand and his secretary, as well as in the office of the present Attorney General and his Assistants.
The petitioner was therefore obliged to turn to Cardinal de Retz
that he rnight be pleased to approve once again the Confraternity
and its Statutes and Regulations following the approval, and to empower the petitioner and his successors as Superiors General of the
Congregation of the Mission to direct the Confraternity under his
authority and jurisdiction and those of his successors, the Archbishops ofParis. TIJis he did in Rome on January 18, 1655, by other
new letters' and once again erected the Assembly ofthe unmarried
women and widows in the form of a Confraternity or distinct Society, under the title of Servants ofthe Poor ofthe Charity, ordaining
that those women who had been admitted to it at that time, and those
who would be admitted in the future, may freely do anything that
could relieve and console the sick poor, on condition that the Confraternity will be, and will remain in perpetuity, under his authority
and dependence and those of his successors, in the exact obser-

zcr.

Doc. 146.
3Cf. Doc. 149.
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lived until then and had intended to live for the rest oftheir lives. By
the letters ofJanuary 18, 1655, the Archbishop approved and authorized these Statutes and Regulations, once again entrusting and
confiding the guidance and direction of the Society and Confrateruity to the said dearly beloved Vincent de Paul for as long as it
might please God to preserve his life, and, after him, to his successors as Superiors General, so that there is nothing more to be desired
for the perfection of such a holy establishment except that it may
please us to will to approve, confirm, and authorize it once again.
Be it known that, desiring to approve by our authority all the
good works and establishments that are founded and will be
founded in the future in the extent of our territories and regions under us for the glory of God, and particularly the establishment of
that Society and Confraternity, which has had a beginning so fined
with blessings and a development so ahounding in charity with regard to the sick poor, poor foundlings, poor convicts, and little girls,
and even the poor young women who present themselves to serve
them, giving them a beautiful, holy opportunity to give themselves
to God and to serve Him in the person of those who are poor; we,
from our sure knowledge, fun power, and royal authority, have by
these present letters, sigued in our own hand, once again accepted
and approved, confirmed and authorized, and do accept, approve,
confirm, and authorize, the establishment of the Confraternity,
Community, and Society, under the title of Servants ofthe Poor of
the Charity, instituted by our dearly beloved Vincent de Paul. We
have stated, declared, ruled, and ordained, and do state, declare,
rule, ordain, and will, and it so pleases us that the establishment of
the Confraternity, Community, and Society remain firm and stable,
now and for the future, and even that the unmarried women and
widows who have been and will be admitted and accepted into the
Society and Confraternity of Servants of the Sick Poor may go
(with the permission of Vincent de Paul and, after him, of his successors as Superiors General of the Congregation and of their
Superioress) and be welcome in all places, cities, towns, and vil-
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called. There they may be established and practice charitable acts
similar to the ones they do in this city ofParis itselffor poor orphans
and the sick poor in houses, hospitals, and H6tels-Dieu, where they
will be deemed necessary for the education, feeding, and instruction of the orphans, and the service and assistance of the sick poor,
by the Mayors, Municipal Magistrates, leading citizens, Syndics,
Aldermen, Chief Magistrates, or local inhabitants, each in what
concerns them.
And, to show how pleasing the establishment is to us, we have
placed and do place under our safeguard and special protection and
those of our successor Kings, this Confraternity, Community, and
Society, its property, houses, lands, and revenues dependent on it,
and generally everything that has been given to it as alms and will
hereafter be given to it, very expressly prohibiting and forbidding
all persons, whatever rank or position they hold, to conspire against
or introduce anything that may be harmful to the Confraternity; to
disturb and impede it or its men and women officers in carrying out
their duties and the regulations and governance of matters pertaining tu it and could pertain to it, to cause harm to it, orto malign it directly or indirectly, under pain of incurring our disfavor.
Likewise, we have also permitted and do permit the Confraternity, Community, and Society and its men and women officers to
accept and receive from any persons whomsoever all gifts and legacies that may be made and given as alms by donation inter vivos, by
will, or because ofdeath, both movable and immovable, in any way
or manner whatsoever, and to acquire moneys that may be given
them (as they did around four years ago' for the house and place
where they are living, situated in the faubourg Saint-Denis of this
city of Paris), using the benefits and revenues for the needs of the
Confraternity, Society, and Community. We have, as of now, written offand do write off forever as dedicated to God, the immovable
"'The Company of the Daughters of Charity had bought the Motherhouse from the
Congregation of the Mission, which had acquired it in 1641. The contract was notarized on April
I, 1653 (Arch. Nat., S. 660&). The purchase price of the house which sat on some five acres of
land, was 18,400 livres.
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goods given in this way in alms or acquired by the Confraternity,
Society, and Community of the unmarried women and widows,
Servants of the Poor, even the house acquired by them, as has been
stated, by these present letters, with no need to obtain any others
from us or from our successors as Kings, nor that they be obliged to
pay us or our successors the Kings any taxes, sales, rights of repurchase, frank-fees, or new acquests; to hand over money in hand to
someone appointed by the court; nor to pay any financial charges or
compensation. By these present letters we have made and do make a
gift of these to them.
We therefore give orders to our beloved, loyal gentlemen in
charge of our Parlement courts and Chambres des comptes and all
our other officials, judges, and officers concerned, to have these
present letters read, published, and registered, and that their entire
contents may be enjoyed and used by the Confraternity and Community, peacefully and fully, now and in perpetuity for the future,
without causing, permitting, or allowing any trouble or hindrance to
be done to them, all edicts, ordinances, commands, and prohibitions, decrees, letters, privileges, and other things contrary to this
notwithstanding, from which and from the dispensations of their
dispensations we have departed and do depart by these present letters.

And so that this matter may be firm and stable forever, we have
had our seal placed and affixed to these present letters, safeguarding our rights in other matters and the right of others in all; for such
is our pleasure.
Drawn up in Paris, in the month of November in the year ofgrace
1657, the fifteenth of our reign.
LoUIS

In the name of the King.

DELoMEME

-236153. REGlSTRA'l10N BY THE PARLEMENT
OF THE LETl'ERS PATENT OF NOVEMBER 1657
(December 16, 1658)

The Court having examined the letters patent given in Paris in
the month of November 1657, signed Louis, and on the fold, In the
name of the King, De Lomenie, and sealed on a silk knotted cord
with the great seal of green wax, letters obtained by the priest Vincent de Paul, Superior General of the Congregation of the Mission,
by which and for the reasons contained therein the Lord accepted,
approved, confIrmed, and authorized the establishment ofthe Confraternity, Community, and Society under the title of Servants ofthe
Poor of the Charity, instituted by the petitioner, it wills and it
pleases it that it remain fIrm and stable now and for the future, and
even that the unmarried women and widows who have been and
will be admitted and accepted into the Society and Confraternity of
Servants of the Sick Poor may go, with permission ofthe petitioner
and, after him, of his successors as Superiors General of the Congregation of the Mission, and of their Superioress, and be welcomed in all the places, cities, towns, and villages of the kingdom
where they will be called, to be established and to practice there
charitable acts similar to those they do in this city ofParis itselffor
poor orphans and the sick poor in houses, hospitals, and
Hotels-Dieu where they will be deemed necessary for the education, feeding, and instruction ofthe orphans, and the service and assistance of the sick poor, by the Mayors, Municipal Magistrates,
leading citizens, Syndics, Aldermen, ChiefMagistrates, or local inhabitants, each in what concerns them.
The Lord has placed under his protection and safeguard this
Confraternity, Community, and Society, its property, houses,
lands, and revenues dependent on it, and generally everything that
has been and will hereafter be given as alms to it, with permission
for its men and women officers to accept and acquite all sorts of
movable and immovable goods, which the Lord has now written off
Document 153. - Archives of the MotheIhouse of the Daughters of Charity. copy; published in
Documents. Doc. 742, pp. 849-50.
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Having also examined the approval of Cardinal de Retz, Archbishop of Paris, of the Society and Community and its Statutes and
Regulations, dated January 18, 1655, attached under the counterseal of the letters, the request presented to the Court by Vincent de
Paul to have the letters registered, and the conclusions of the Attorney General ofthe King; having heard the report ofMessire Charles
Le Prevost, Councillor of the King in the Court, and having considered all of the above, the Court has ordered and does order that the
letters be recorded by its Registrar, to be implemented according to
their form and terms.
Drawn up in the Parlement, December 16, 1658.
DU"fILLET

154.• AUTHORIZATION FOR SiSTERS TO TRAVEL TO NARBONNE
(September 12. 1659)

Vincent de Paul, Superior General of the Congregation of the
Mission and Director of the Confraternity and Community of
Daughters of Charity, Servants of the Sick Poor of the parishes, established in this city of Paris and in other places in this kingdom, to
our very dearly beloved daughters in Jesus Christ our Savior,
Fran90ise Carcireux, Anne Denoual, and Marie Chesse, 1 Sisters of
the Confraternity and Community of the Charity, greetings in the
love of Our Lord.
Since His Excellency the Most lllustrious and Most Reverend
Archbishop of Narbonne' did us the honor of asking us for three
Daughters ofCharity ofthe Community to assist the sick poor ofthe
Document 154. - Archives of the Mission. Paris, copy; published in Documents, Doc. 766. pp.
879-80.
lFran~oise Carcireux (cf. VIII, 127, n. 3); Anne Denoual and Marie Chesse (ct. VIU, 166, n.
3).

2pranlfois Fouquel

-238town, we, desiring to comply with the order of the Archbishop and
being well infonned of your uprightness, zeal, ability, and fidelity
in what concerns the service of poor persons and the observance of
your Regulations, have assigned and sent you, and by these present
letters do assign and send you for the aforesaid purpose, instructing
you to go as soon as possible to the city ofNarbonne to receive there
the orders that the Archbishop will give you.
You wiIllive there in the way in which you are accustomed to
live in other places where you have been engaged for the same purpose and in conformity with your Regulations, We ask God meanwhile to bless yourjourney, keep you always under His protection,
and fill you with His graces and blessings.
And in order to give greater credence and authority to all of the
above, we have signed the present letters in our own hand, had them
countersigned by our secretary, and have had our regular seal affixed to them.
Paris, September 12, 1659.

Unwonhy Superior General
ofthe Congregation ofthe Mission

VINCENTIUS A PAUW,

A. PoRTAIL,Secretary

155•• AUTHORlZATION FOR TIlREE DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY
TO TRAVEL TO POLAND
(September 16, 1660)

Vincent de Paul, Superior General of the Congregation of the
Mission and Director of the Confraternity ofDaughters of Charity,
Servants of the Poor, established in Paris, to our very dearly beloved Daughters in Jesus Christ Our Savior, Barbe Bailly,

Document 155.. Archives of the Mission, Krakow, original signed document.
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Catherine Baucher, and Catherine Bouy,! Sisters of the Confraternity of Charity, greetings in the love of Our Lord.
About eight years ago, at the urging ofthe Most Serene Queen of
Poland, the Confraternity of the Daughters of Charity was established in the city of Warsaw for the relief of the sick poor, and several months ago Her Majesty did us the honor of asking for three of
the Daughters. Wishing, therefore, to comply with the desires and
orders of such a worthy Princess, we have sent you and by these
present letters do send you to the said city to receive there the orders
Her Majesty will give you and to observe there the manner ofliving
to which you are accustomed in France, under the direction of
M. Desdames, or someone else who will be Superior of the priests
of our Congregation now in Poland, and under the good pleasure of
the Most Illustrious and Most Reverend local Bishops. We exhort
you to carry out your ministry well, especially by living in perfect
union and observance of your Regulations. Hoping in the mercy of
God in this regard, we entreat Him to preserve and bless you.
In testimony whereof, we have signed the present letters in our
own hand and have had the seal of our Congregation affIXed to
them.
At Saint-Lazare-lez-Paris, September 16, 1660.

Unworthy Superior General
ofthe Congregation ofthe Mission
and Director ofthe Daughters of Charity

VINCENT DEPAUL.

In the name of the said Superior General.
THOMAS BER11IE

'Barbe Bailly (cf. VllI, 214. n. 1); Catherine Baueher (d. VD, 465, n. 4); Catherine Bouy
entered the Daughters of Charity after 1655. Her sister Florence, then deceased. was also a
Daughter of Charity.
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"By the grace ofGod, dear Sisters, I the establishment ofthis little Council is a beginning of the order and foundation Providence is
laying in your Company. We have met here to give some thought to
certain needs-as is done in all well-regulated Communities-to
tell you how you should act here, and to see how Mlle. Le Gras or
the Sister Servant should conduct the meeting.
"Don't begin it, Sisters, before asking the assistance of the Holy
Spirit. For this purpose, it will be well for you to pray the antiphon
Veni Sanete, with the versicle and prayer, and to close with an anthem to the Blessed Virgin. I think that Saneta Maria, sueeurre
miseris or Sub tuum praesidium would be appropriate.
"The second point is something about which you must be very
careful: never plan ahead oftime what you'll have to say here; don't
be concerned about one point of view or the other, don't speak according to your feelings oflike or dislike but allow the Spirit ofGod
to act in you. Don't decide 'I'll say this or that,' but simply say what
God inspires you to say. Do you know why, Sisters? Because, if
your mind is made up on one point or another before coming here, it
will no longer be free to judge clearly what will be proposed, and if
it acts according to your likes or dislikes, Sisters, it won't be the
Spirit ofGod but your own whims that will prevail during your little
Council meetings. Oh! what a great loss that would be for you! Do
you know what our Savior says about Council meetings to be held
in Communities? 'If you are assembled in my name,' He says, 'I
will be in yourmidst." Ah, Sisters! that's the truth, and since this is
so, you must allow God to act, for you may be sure that He won't be
present like a stone. He's there to bring light and grace into your
hearts; He's there enlightening your understanding and moving

Document 156. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original.
published in Documents, Doc. 411, pp. 397-406. is in the handwriting of Sister Elisabeth Hellot
(cf. IV, 22, citation).
IOnly the officers of the Company, together with Saint Louise, Saint Vincent. and Antoine
Portail or, in his absence, one--sometimes two-ofthe Saint's Assistants were present at the

council meetings; occasionally two senior Sisters were also invited.

2c:f. Mt 18:20. (NAB)
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your will. So then, come to it prepared to be led by what He'll say to
you and have no other interest in view than His greater glory in the
progress of the Company.
"A third element-one that's absolutely essential-is inviolable
secrecy. This confidentiality is the soul ofGod's affairs, for, as soon
as someone mentions outside what goes on, everything is ruined
and falls into disorder. Consequently, secrecy must be observed
here, like the secrecy ofthe confessional. It's imperative that no one
ever know not only what decisions have been taken but even what
has been proposed. Never, directly or indirectly, should you reveal
anything treated here. You mustn't even mention such mailers
among yourselves, as you might say, 'But what do you think about
that? Wouldn't it be beller this way? Let's say something.' Oh no,
Sisters! Never, never so much as open your mouth about them;
never mention what has been treated here.
"Since it's the duty of the Sister Servan~ who is Mademoiselle
right now, to propose the topics, she'll follow this procedure. Now,
in any affair there are always pros and cons. So, it's her duty, in proposing the topic, to state first of all the reasons in favor of a certain
measure, then those opposed to it, as, for example, 'We should do a
certain thing for such and such a reason; however, there are other
reasons contrary to it, namely, such and such.'
"To ask the opinion of the Sisters, she'll address the one on her
right first, then the next, and so on.
"The Sister whose opinion has been asked will incline her head
before beginning and then say, 'Mademoiselle, for such and such a
reason, I think it's appropriate to do or not to do that.' For the reasons should always be given. When she has finished, she'll incline
her head once again. If the Father Superior is present, it will be well
to stand; also, if the Sister Servant stands, I think it proper for everyone else to stand as well.
"If the second Sister doesn't agree with the first, she might say,
'For such and such a reason, I don't think that's advisable.' This is
done without naming the Sister of whom she's speaking; and she'll
state the reasons calling for a different course of action.
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might say, 'For such and such a reason, I don't think it advisable to
act in the first way or the second, but in this manner; and for a certain reason that seems to preclude it, I think it can be resolved this
way.'

"After that, once the Sister Servant has heard the opinions, it's
up to her to follow the one she thinks most appropriate. And if she
doesn't want to follow any of them, it's up to her to say, 'We won't
finish this today; we have to think it over before God.' Or, if she
wants to seek some advice, she may say, 'I'll mention this to
M. Vincent; we'll see what's best:
"In addition, Sisters, you should never take issue over your opinions but express them simply, without pressing to try to have them
accepted. On the contrary, you should always want the others to be
heeded instead of you.
"Now, Sisters, something has come up that requires your advice:
it concerns poor Jacqueline,' who is here in the house. She's not
well-balanced and is causing many minor distorbances; consequently, she shouldn't remain in the Company any longer. She
complains constantly, which can upset weak persons who don't yet
know her. And since she doesn't appreciate anything that's done,
wherever she is she makes up ridiculous stories that can be very
harmful. Ifher wishes are opposed, she's unbearable and incapable
of accepting a correction, and, what is worse, I think that, since apparently she's here ouly grudgingly, she can't work out her salvation in this place and will do better if left to her own devices. In
short, Sisters, she has no common sense.
"On the other hand, you have to consider that she's a Sister who
has worked hard for the poor and is one ofthe oldest members ofthe
Company-even one of the very first, I think. For that reason, it
might seem better to keep her.
"Sister, what do you think about that?" The Sister answered that
she thought she should be separated from the Company because of

3Sister Jacqueline. one of the fU'St Daughters of Charity. served the poor at the HOtel-Dieu and
in Saint-Leu parish.
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has rendered, it would be well not to abandon her.
"And how do you think that can be done, Sister?"
"Place her in some village where only one Sister is needed to
look after the sick," the Sister replied, "and give her as much help
there as possible. In that way, she'd be separated from the Company
without being completely out of it, and that would be very beneficial for the Community."
"And what do you think about that, Sister?"
The Sister replied that placing her in a village wouldn't stop her
from saying the same things all the time, but she felt that, for the rest
of her days, it would be safer to keep her in the house to follow her
own fancy, and see that she was taken care offor the love ofGod.
The next Sister was of the same opinion, adding: '''The others
won't follow her example there when they see that she's being kept
only for love of God."
"And what does Mlle. Le Gras have to say about this?"
Mademoiselle said that she really should be sent away because
keeping someone so self-willed here in this house would give bad
example to the others. Moreover, there was no guarantee that she
would remain at peace, since, at the first whim that seized her, she
might start up as before and, at the slightest thing that displeased
her, might turn to the newcomers or to those she suspects are the
weakest. More than all that is the reason Most Honored Father gave
in saying that she wasn't working out her salvation. As for placing
her in a village, that's where she was spoiled in the first place. If,
however, she herself wanted to withdraw, either to her own village
or elsewhere, and work to earn her living, the Company could help
her in some way to support herself. Mademoiselle had thought that,
if Mme. de Lamoignon' had some work to be done, she could be
placed in one of her houses. That might have been a good solution,
and Mademoiselle had asked Mme. de Lamoiguon about it. In addition, she had also thought that Sister might have been well off if

4Marie des Landes de Lamoignon (cf. IV, 4, n. 3).
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thought about that place and would have liked it, but she would
have had to be sent there under pretext of serving the poor because,
despite all her caprices, this good Sister has always wanted to serve
the poor, stating that she had left her own region for that purpose.
Mademoiselle added further that she had written to the Pastor of
the Petites-Maisons about this. He told her that Sister would be very
useful there and that the usual way of being admitted was first to be
a charity case and then to talk to the Administrators of the Bureau,
but sometimes there's a long wait. Those patients who bring their
property with them need only an order from the Procurator General;
however, since she'd be coming to serve the patients through
M. Vincent's influence, he felt that this could easily be done.
Mter listening attentively to all of the above, Most Honored Father asked M. Almeras his Assistant what he thought. He answered
that he didn't know the Sister, but, based on the report that had been
given concerning her, he judged it best to remove her, and felt it
would be well to place her in some village, as had been said, or, as
Mademoiselle had thought of doing, in the home of some lady like
Mme. de Lamoignon or another lady of rank, where she could come
and go and be free to do as she pleased, without anyone contradicting her or paying too much attention to what she was doing.
After that, M. Vincent spoke again, "Oh! God be praised, Sisters! For all the reasons stated, I think it's a good idea for her to
leave. But how? I'm a little uncomfortable with that. She can't be
kept here in this house the way she is, and to allow her to be free is
even worse; that would give too much bad example, and others,
who would be unaware ofthe reasons for this, might want to be free
to do the same, thinking that the Community would put up with
such conduct as well. And in a village, her imagination will conjure
up the ill-tteatment she'll claim she has received, and she won't fail
to voice her complaints. What Mademoiselle has suggested regarding the Petites-Maisons would be very worthwhile for her-and
you were right to hope for it-but I see nothing more problematic

5Petites-Maisons (cf. VII, 199, n. 3).
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done; but, frrst of all, as regards admission, either there's a long wait
or it's very difficult to get in. I can tell you that about twenty-five
years ago I made my first attempt to place some people at the
Petites-Maisons, and I never had any influence there. Nevertheless,
maybe it can be managed some way. But even if she does go there
she won't stay, and that could do harm to the Company. First of all,
people would know that she was a member of the Company. Then,
too, all the patients are mentally ill, extremely unbalanced, always
sullen, and there are constant quarrels. Oh! There's nothing like it! I
can't describe it to you. Lastly, there's so little social contact that
two persons can't even get along together but have to be separated.
Each does his or her own thing. She wouldn't be there a month perhaps before getting a hold over someone as unbalanced as herself;
right away you'd hear complaints about her made to the Administrators, and that could be very harmful to the Company. Still, we'll
have to look at it, but I' m afraid she's incapable of staying happy. If,
as has been said, she herself could make up her mind to go off somewhere and live quietly, I think that would be very suitable. Oh well!
we won't settle that today.
"Your second proposal is to decide whether to keep little
Catherine. What do you think about that, Mademoiselle?"
Mademoiselle said that Catherine was a very good Sister, but
that was her only strong point because there was no hope that she
could do any work in the house on account of her disability. It's so
serious that, when she kneels down, the only way she can get up is
by holding on to something. She can barely walk without leaning on
people she meets. If we were to keep her, we could make her a
school teacher who would always remain in the house. It's almost a
necessity to have a Sister who can do nothing but that because, if
she's capable of doing something else, she is taken away as soon as
there's a need, so the school doesn't fare very well. This Sister
could give good example to the Company because she's so docile.
"And what do you have to say about this, Sister? Be very careful,
however, about what we mentioned a little while ago, namely, not
to be influenced by any human respect or consideration. Don't let
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you express your thoughts."
The Sister replied that she judged her suitable only for that. She
also felt that her infirmity wouldn't give reason to fear, but she
might also be suitable for the bloodletting done at the house.
The other Sisters said that they didn't know her well enough to
judge what work she could do, but they felt that her frailty didn't allow her to do anything more strenuous and that what was suggested
would be a good idea.
"I really pity the poor child! But 1still think it would be better to
send her home, for you might assign her to the school and perhaps
she couldn't adapt to it, or she might be able to do it for a while but
not for always. She might get tired of it--even discontented-seeing the other Sisters sometimes in one duty, sometimes in another. 1
think it's better to follow the Rules, that is, nollo burden ourselves
with Sisters who aren't suited to all sorts of ministries. Yes, 1think
that's better, not on!y because of her physical disability but also for
the spiritual good of the Sister we just mentioned.
"You have to bear in mind, dear Sisters, how necessary it is for
the preservation of your Company that it be composed of persons
fully suited to it both in mind and body, so that they can carry out all
its works. In the event that contrary dispositions are noted, particularly with regard to their mental state, don't keep them. 'What good
gardener,' says the Son ofGod, 'ueverweeds his plot?" A gardener
who often visits his garden takes notice of a plant that's sturdy and
fruitful. He waters it, tends it, takes pleasure in it. On the other hand,
when he sees one that doesn't grow. he uproots it, for it' s useless. It
takes up land without yielding a return. The gardener who acts this
way is wise and prudent.
"You know also, Sisters, that it takes only one scabby sheep to
ruin the entire flock. What would a master say to his shepherd who,
by neglecting to remove an infected sheep, allowed it to contaminate a hundred others? That would certainly be a great evil, and the
master would be right in being very angry with him.
tier. Mt 7:19. (NAB)
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"Now then, Sisters, since Providence has in some measure entrusted the guidance of the Company to you, you'd be very poor
shepherdesses if, for want of seeing those whose bad conduct can
spread to others, you allowed an entire Company to fall into ruin.
Oh! May God preserve you from that!
"Now it's a question of seeing whom we'll place at Saint-Paul. 7
What do you think, Mademoiselle? Whom do you have in mind? "
Mademoiselle said that a very competent person-something
not common to everyone-was needed there. For that reason, it
would be well for Sister Anne' to tell us something about what has
to be done there, so we can judge better.
"Well, Sister Anne," said M. Vincent, "tell us a little about what

goes on there."
Sister stated, first of all, that the Charity was not organized as it
was in other parishes; there was no assured income, and every
month the Sister had to collect money from the Ladies, do all the
buying, make the soup for the sick at home, give an acconnt at the
end of the month, and prepare the medicines. Also, since there are
some Ladies who send for them, they must be accommodated because, if they are refused, it is to be feared that they might give nothing to the Charity. In addition, many poor persons who aren't on the
list had been coming to ask for some remedy or for other things, but
the Pastor" has absolutely forbidden that anything be given to those
people because there would be too many of them, and they aren't
registered with the Charity. The Sister has to be very efficient in
preparing medicines and doing bloodletting because the physician
comes to the house and observes part of what goes on.
"Sister, draw up in writing the procedure she'll have to observe
and have it signed by the Pastor. Have a clean copy made and posted
in a place where it can be read. Well, Mademoiselle, who do you
think will be suitable for that place?"

7A

parish in Paris, where the Daughters of Charity had served since the foundation of the

Company.

SAnne Hardemont (cf. VID, 493, n. 2).
9Nicolas Mazure. He was a very zealous Pastor (1633.64), but his zeal was hampered by his
jealous, cantankerous disposition.

-248"I see clearly that a competent, intelligent Sister, who understands the people with whom she's dealing, is needed," Mademoiselle said, and right now she knew of no one else except Sister
Guillemine. 1o
"Do you know her, Sister? What do you think?"
The Sister said she didn't know her, and for that reason she had
thought of Sister Barbe,lI but she felt that, since Mademoiselle
knew both these Sisters, she had made a good choice ofthe one who
was the more suitable.
To that Mademoiselle replied that Sister Barbe was not strong
enough for the heavy work load there.
Sister Anne said she had thought ofSister Elisabeth Martin, who
seemed to have all the necessary qualifications and had made up for
all the mistakes she had made there. When she was told that she had
been assigned elsewhere, she said that the Sister Mademoiselle had
proposed was well-qualified.
The next Sister agreed, since she knew her well. And M. Vincent
concluded, "Then Sister Guillemine will go in nomine Domini.
"Now we must discuss which Sisters to send to Nantes. Mademoiselle's first suggestion for Sister Servant is Sister Elisabeth 12 of
Liancourt, or Sister Barbe, who is now making the visitation at the
Foundlings. Sister, which one do you think is more suitable?"
The Sister was in favor ofSister Elisabeth, as were all the others.
"And Sister," said M. Vincent, " in case we can't have Sister
Elisabeth, do you think we should send Sister Barbe there?"
AIl the Sisters said yes.
"And if Sister Barbe can't go, or something comes up to prevent
her from going, can you think of anyone else, Sister?"
The Sister Most Honored Father was questioning said she had
thought of someone, but the latter was not approved by all.

'OOuillemine Chesneau, a native afLo Touraine (IrnJre.et~Loire). She remained at Saint-Paul
until 1648, when she went to Saint-Etienne in Ames (Picardy) ooaid the people who were sorely
tried by the war. She is not mentioned in any document after 1651.

IIBarbe Angiboust (cf. VO,386, n. I ).
12Sister Elisabeth Martin.
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Elisabeth and, incase we can't have her, we'll take Sister Barbe."
NexI, he had someone read the memo Mademoiselle had given
him, which listed Sister Antoinette ofMontreuil, 13 Sister Catherine
Bagard,I4 Sisler Perrette of Villers,I5 Sister Perrette of Sedan,!'
Sister Marguerite Noret,I7 and Marthe of Saint-Jacques. None of
the Sisters had anything to say about Mademoiselle's choice but
found it excellent.
The next proposal concemed postulants to be accepted into the
Company, including one who was asking to go to say good-bye to
her parents. Mademoiselle said that this could be a test for her, but
Most Honored Father said it was better 10 hold to the maxim of the
Son of God, who didn't advise it; 19 whereupon, it was decided to
tell her not to go.
The next item proposed was whether or not 10 have a parlor. Mademoiselle stated that she considered a parlor very necessary to
keep all sorts of persons from coming into the house, and so that
people who might come to see one Sister wouldn't see all the others
or observe what goes on within the Community, and even to prevent
outsiders from entering the house.
M. Vincent asked whether Mademoiselle intended to put in a
grille. She said that it would be as His Charity20 thought appropri-

l'

lYJbere is some confusion about the identity of this Sister. In vol. XIV, Coste refers to her as
Antoinette Larcher (cf.
216, n. 1), as does Sister Elisabeth Charpy in £Crits Spirituels (L.
183. p. 207, n. 5), Documents (Doc. 411. p. 404, n. 15) states that her name was misread, and is
actually Duhamel.

In.

Montreuil-sur-Mer, a commune of Pas-de-Calais. Since 1642 the Governor, Comte de
Lannoy, had been asking for Daughters of Charity. Unfortunately, the difficulties they
encountered during their time there allowed them to remain only from 1647 to 1650.
14(:atherine Bagard (cf. m, 178, n. 3).
15Perrette Chefdeville (d. V, 61, n. 3).

16Sister Perrette from Sedan left Paris in July 1646 with Saint Louise for Angers. She returned
to the Motherhouse in July 1647 and withdrew from the Company.
17Marguerite Noret, a native ofLiancourt, went to Nantes and returned from there at the end of
1648, at the request of Lambert aux Couteaux. She died in Saint-Gervais parish in Paris in
January 1655. Her sister F~oise was also a Daughter of Charity.
18Martbe Dauteuil (cf. V.4, n. 1).
19Cf. Lk 9:59-62. (NAB)

2llJn. addressing Saint Vincent, Saint Louise often calls him "Your Charity;" hence the
reference here to "His Charity."

-250ate. ''The question, Sisters," he replied, "is to know whether it's advisable for you to have a parlor, and, for the reasons cited by Mademoiselle, it would seem very necessary. On the otherhand, it is to be
feared-particularly ifthere were a grille-that, with the passage of
time, the Company might develop into a religious Order. There
might be some Sisters in the Company itching for this, who would
use this innovation as a pretext to upset the whole order God wants
to be maintained in the Company. It could be an attraction for Sisters in the parishes, who might prefer this house because of that
practice, thinking there would be greater regularity here than elsewhere. Moreover, even persons outside the Community might take
the Company for a religious Order ifthey saw a parlor. So then, Sisters, see whether it's advisable for you to have a parlor."
The first Sister said that, for all the reasons given, she thought it
was very necessary, but she didn't think it appropriate to have a
grille, also for the reasons that had been given.
The Sisters who followed were of the same opinion, and one
added that it would really be advisable to have a companion present.
"First, Sister, we have to see whether we'll have a parlor; then
we'll discuss whether a companion should be present. What does
M. Almeras have to say about this?"
M. Almeras said that it was good to have a parlor, but it should
never have a grille because that would smack ofreligious life, and it
might come to that some day, ifanything that could give such an impression were not avoided early all. Then, too, since our Sisters in
the parishes are free to converse, it might seem that there was
greater recollection here. As for a companion, he didn't feel that
was necessary because the Sisters in the parishes most often go
about alone. When newcomers would see Sisters conversing only
in this way, they might think they were lost when they happened to
be alone with men. It would be well to accustom them to this so they
won't feel strange on occasions when they have to go somewhere
alone. To avoid any danger, however, it would be well to keep the
door open at all times so that persons passing by could see in and
those in the parlor would act as they should.

-251Speaking again, M. Vincent continued: "Well, Sisters, I think
it's good for you to have a parlor, but it's not expedient to have any
grilles. Were people to see that, they'd say: 'The next step is the
cloister.' And perhaps with the passage of time some Sister might
say, 'We would do much better to become nuns.' The others would
hear her, and we don't know what might happen. That's not to be
feared right now, but if there's some way to remedy what could happen, it must be done; for, dear Sisters, that would be the exact opposite of what God is asking of you.
"As for a companion, we won't decide that right now; we'll have
to think about it. Meanwhile, I ask God Himself to preside at this
Council meeting. May He be the soul of it and allow it to deliberate
only through Him. May He grant it light, discernment, and strength
of will, and, since He has willed that one of the virtues be called
counsel, which is a gift ofthe Holy Spirit, may He grant it to you by
the same Holy Spirit."
Sub tuum praesidium. ...

157. - COUNCIL OF JULY 5, 1646

"The topic for this Council meeting, dear Sisters, is modesty in
dress, especially in the beaddress. Exterior modesty is like a mirror
ofeverything that's within. By it people judge whether our souls are
well-regulated or not, and by it what occupies our minds can be
known.
"Assuming this to be the case, Sisters, it's now a question of seeing whether the Sisters in the Company wear their dress and headdress properly, make appropriate use of them, and whether
anything is slipping in which they shouldn't be doing. For the
Daughter of Cbarity who is careless and does not wear her headdress the way she should, and is complacent about this, shows that
her mind is filled with something other than God because, if she

Document 157. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original,
published in Documents, Doc. 412. pp. 406-15, is in Sister Elisabeth Hellot's handwriting.
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God, she'd be careful to act in the way God is asking her to behave.
On the contrary, if, by concentrating on arranging herself in some
fashion that's inappropriate for her but flatters her, she does this often and even continues to do so, oh! it's easy to surmise that it is to
please someone else, and that would be a serious-a very serious--evil.
"Tell me, Sister, ifyou know anyone in the Company like this."
The Sister replied that sometimes certain Sisters let their hair
show, but she thought it was because their hairline was naturally
low, and that might be the reason why their headdress didn't fit
closely enough to cover it. She was unable to give the exact number
of these Sisters.
The following Sister agreed, and the third one added that some
Sisters were careless about that.
Mademoiselle added that there was a rather large number of
them, and she had even heard that some of them were showing affectation in this.
When Most Honored Father heard that, he said:
"So, the question right now is to see whether it' s advisable to say
something to them about it. There seem to be pros and cons forthis.
"The reasons in favor are that, since your Company seems to
hold a place in the Church of God, only what is modest and
well-regulated should be permitted in it. And, as we've said, modesty is the indicator that reveals the impulses ofthe soul. That's one
reason in favor of saying something to Sisters who are careless
about this.
"Another reason is that, if they are doing it intentionally and are
self-satisfied about it, this should in no way be tolerated.
"A third reason is that seeing Sisters who let their hair show
could damage the reputation of the Company. Man Dieu! What
more can we say? For, there's no vanity more dangerous than that
involving hairstyle, since it adorns the face. Ah no! There's none
worse.
"These, then, are the reasons that seem to prompt us to say something to them.
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"On the other hand, you said that maybe they don't think there's
any harm in it, and this could cause them to think so. They might
take things the wrong way, become angry, make a fuss, and be put
off. For this reason it might seem better to let them continue as they
are and not give them any reason to think there's anything wrong,
where perhaps they're unaware of it.
"Sister, do you think we ought to say something to them?"
The Sister replied that she thought we should, no matter what
their reason for doing it: if they were doing it without thinking they
wouldn't take it badly; if they were doing it through affectation,
they wouldn't want this to be apparent and, therefore, would correct
themselves.
The others agreed with this.
Then M. Vincent replied, "I praise God with an my heart, Sisters, for the insight He's giving you, making you realize that this
should be rectified. In no way should it be allowed. Oh no! Everyone mustbe as she should be, and that's what the Church prescribes.
The canons state that a priest may not be allowed to say Mass if his
hair isn't trimmed properly, and the Church even insists that someone do it for him, in spite of him. Wen then! God be praised! Let's
go no further. We have to show to whom we belong. So then, it's
wen for them to be told about this. How to do it remains to be seen.
"Sister, how do you think we should go about this?"
The Sister replied that she thought it should be done gently, giving them no reason to think we felt they were doing it deliberately,
but that we supposed they didn't have the convenience of a headband to keep their hair in place.
The second Sister said it would be appropriate to ten them informally that they're not wearing their headdress properly and that
we'd be glad to teach them how to do it.
The third Sister agreed with the above.
Mademoisene added that sometimes they were told what had
been said in a conference on that very matter, namely, that they
were serpents, and might it not be advisable to repeat this to them.
This sounded like a good idea, as also that it might be appropriate
for one ofthe Council members to do it; she could remind them of it
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at the right moment because they could have confidence in her.
M. Vincent said that this could sometimes be done; nevertheless, as
far as possible, reprimands should be reserved to the Superioress.·
Mademoiselle also said that another form ofimmodesty was not
having their shirt sleeves fastened, which is the reason why many of
them often have too much of their arms showing.
M. Vincent said they should really be careful about this and,
when afault like that came to their attention, a conference should be
given on it.
The second proposal was to see whether two of our Sisters
should go to visit the sick every afternoon. Most Honored Father
made the following suggestion:
"Sisters, we have to see whether it's advisable for two of you to
go every afternoon to visit the sick poor of the parish to comfort
them. There are some strong reasons urging us to adopt this practice, and others that seem to discourage us from it.
"What would favor our prompting you to do so is the fact that
visiting persons who are poor is, in itself, an action very pleasing to
God. These visits can be most helpful for the sick, who may often
lack instruction. Our Sisters who bring them their medications in
the morning can't take much time to stop and talk with them because they have a large number of persons to see. That can even be
very useful for us because our Sisters will be formed in visiting the
sick and in speaking with them. They will even be able to find out if
the Sisters responsible for taking care of them are doing their duty
properly.
''Those are four reasons that seem to urge us to adopt this practice, for the glory of God, for the help it gives the neighbor, and for
our own interest considered in the same glory of God and the service of the neighbor.
"On the other hand, it may seem inappropriate for Sisters to go to
visit and comfort the sick. In addition, the Church itself reserves
that to priests, other parishes don't do it and are satisfied with Sisters who serve in the usual way, and the Pastor or his assistants
might be displeased and think we were trying to encroach on what is
their responsibility. They might say: 'That's taking too many liber-
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them their medications in the morning and their meal at dinner time,
without others going in the afternoon to cheer them up?' They may
say that, Sisters, along with other things I'm not aware of. Some of
our priests have been designated for that, and I remember that in the
beginning we discovered that the Pastor or his assistants had become alarmed by it, with the result that we had to send someone to
ask permission to continue.
"Now, Sisters, see whether, for all these reasons, it might be
more advisable not to do that. What do you think, Sister? ..
The Sister replied that she thought it was fitting for the reasons
given, and that two of those that seemed to militate against it could
very easily be resolved, namely, the one stating that it isn't appropriate for women, which can be answered by the fact that it's our
calling; and the other, claiming that other parishes don't do it,
which can be answered by another, namely that our commnnity is
established in this parish.' She had nothing to say about the orders
of the Church and the interests of the Pastor.
M. Vincent said that the Church didn't order this but neither did
it forbid it, and he asked the next Sister what she thought. She replied that, for all the reasons already stated, she felt it was very useful to do it and, since there were always medications to be brought
in the afternoon, maybe the Sisters responsible for making the visits
could bring them. That way, it wouldn't look like they were going
for some other purpose, and they wouldn't fail to comfort the sick,
would learn how to speak to them, and find out whether the Sisters
looking after them satisfied them.
The next Sister added that, so that things wouldn't appear that
way, she felt it advisable not to go every day but ouly a few times a
week.
When M. Vincent asked Mademoiselle what she thought, she
said she had envisaged this practice as something very helpful for
the patients as well as for the Sisters. She also felt there was no reason why it couldn't be done every day because in other parishes
'Saint-Laurent parish.
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Ladies in this parish, the visits of our Sisters take the place of that.
Nevertheless, for the reasons stated, she felt it proper to do it in the
way proposed, and thought the suggestion made by a Sister of
bringing the medications while visiting the sick was very expedient. She also thought it a good idea for a new Sister always to accompany an older one, and if we changed the Sisters frequently,
people wouldn't notice that there were others than those who were
there to look after the poor.
Continuing what he had been saying, Most Honored Father went
on: "I praise God, Sisters, and I always have reason to praise Him
for the insights He gives you to guide you always to do what's best.
Ah yes! Visiting the sick will be most useful, and it's very good that
the Sisters who visit them bring them the medicines that should be
brought them in the afternoon. I'm even more pleased at your moderation in not going every day. That could inconvenience the house,
which might not always be able to supply Sisters. Then, too, the patients themselves might be wearied by it. It's better this way. It's
also quite appropriate that a new Sister go with an older one. The
new one will listen and be formed by what the older one says, and
will do the same when she's designated to go with someone newer

than she is."
When M. Vincent asked the opinion of M. Almeras his Assistant, the latter thought all of the above very appropriate and said
that, if things were done the way that had been decided, he didn't
think the Pastor or his assistants at the church could take any umbrage; on the contrary, they would have reason to be more satisfied
with the help being given to their sick, seeing that someone was being sent in the afternoon to find out if they were satisfied with the
Sister who had taken care of them in the morning.
Then Most Honored Father sent for Sister Elisabeth Martin and
Sister Henriette from Saint-Germain. 2 When he had them sit down,
he said to the first named, "So, Sister Elisabeth, why have you
come?" And she replied: "To do God's Will." Delighted with this
2Henriette Gesseaume (cf. VD, 247, n. 3).
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reply, M. Vincentturned to M. Almeras and said, "Well, Monsieur!
What more could you want?" And turning back to her, he said,
"Well, Sister! God be praised that you have come to do His Will!
An important occasion has arisen, namely, the establishment to be
made of your Company to serve in a hospital in one of the
well-known towns of the kingdom,' and Divine Providence has
chosen you to be the Sister Servant." She replied that she was very
incapable of this, but our venerable Father went on to say:
"Right now we're trying to see if a Daughter of Charity, who is
going to be the Sister Servant of six or seven Sisters in anew establishment in a faraway region, needs one or two Sisters to serve as
her Council. There are pros and cons for this.
"One ofthe reasons in favor of it is that, being far from Paris, she
has no one whose advice she can ask about how to act with the poor,
her Sisters, and the Administrators. If something unforeseen arises,
about which the Sister Servant has no knowledge, she'll be perplexed and not know what to do. Several problems may arise at the
same time and she'll be even more perplexed. One head can't suffice for everything. If she has shared things with one or two Sisters,
who will confirm her opinion, she'll be more reassured and her
mind will be at ease.
"Besides, the Sisters are there to obey the Administrators;
there's no need of advice for that. A servant in a household doesn't
seek advice as to whether she should do what her master tells her. In
addition, when the Sister Servant asks the advice of one or two of
her Sisters, she might not find it practical and might act otherwise,
forit should be noted that, when the Superioress asks for advice, it's
her privilege not to do what has been suggested if she thinks it better
to act differently. Should this occur, the Sisters might perhaps be
displeased to see that their advice was spurned. Moreover, the other
Sisters might be jealous of those belonging to the Council, and that

could cause some division. For all these reasons, therefore, it seems
that it might be better not to have a Council. What do you think, Sister?"

3The town of Nantes.
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the reasons giveu, and it was not to be feared that the other Sisters
might bejealous ofthose named to the Council, since they would be
well aware that this was the choice of Superiors.
The others said that they felt the same way and that it would give
the Sister Servant great peace of mind.
They then discussed whether one Sister would suffice, or if two
were needed.
One Sister said that ordinarily one should be enough, and ifsome
business matter came up that required another, the Sister Servant
could summon a second one.
The next Sister thought that one was enough because, if there
were ouly six Sisters, and the Sister Servant had to summon two of
them, half of the community would belong to the Council.
The other two Sisters agreed with the first one, namely, that ordinarily there should be only one Sister, and two for matters of great
itnportance. Mademoiselle also felt inclined toward this.
When asked his opinion, M. Almeras stated that he thought it
would be very good if, for more itnportant matters-which might
come up perhaps ouly once every six months-the Sister Servant
would call in a third Sister. This could even be done without the
other Sisters realizing that it was in order to ask her advice.
The fifth matter proposed was to decide whether their Council
meeting should be held on a fixed day or only when needed.
The first two Sisters questioned stated that they thought the
Council meeting should be held when needed and not on a fixed day
because sometimes unforeseen business came up that had to be settled promptly.
The next Sister was of the same opinion, adding that if such affairs should arise, finding a solution for them couldn't be put off until a fixed Council day. The last Sister also agreed.
When Mademoiselle was asked for her opinion, she said she felt
it would be well to have a fixed day in order to make it more authentic and that they should keep to that order, foreseeing some of the
matters that might arise. If something urgent came up, nothing
would prevent them from meeting to see what should be done.

-259Those who saw the Sister Servant and certain Sisters often speaking
together might not always think it was for business matters; on the
contrary, however, ifthey knew there was a regular day set aside for
that, they would be inclined to give greater credence to it.
When M. Vincent asked M. Almeras for his opinion, he said that,
until then, he dido' t see the need to hold Council meetings more often
than the occasion required; but after hearing the reasons put forth by
Mademoiselle, he thought it advisable to meet every week. If the Sisters had something to say when they came together, they would do
so; ifnot, the Superioress might say: "Sisters, we're here because it's
our regular day and the Rule calls for it, but I'm not aware of any
business for the present, so let us adjourn until next week."
Then M. Vincent began speaking: "It has been decided, then,
that ordinarily there will be only one Sister for the Sister Servant's
Council, or, if she isn't there, the Sister Servant may call another,
who will be named for that purpose. If she has something very important to settle, then she may summon both of them. She can call
the third one quietly and ask her: 'Sister, what do you think of such
or such a thing?' in such a way that the others don'tuotice that she's
doing it to ask her advice. And there's no reason to fear that the others will be jealous; oh no! don't think our Sisters are so imperfect, or
that a difference of opinion will cause division, for God will preside
there to see that matters are decided according to His Will.
"But I'm still not convinced that this Council meeting should
take place on a fixed day, or whether it should be only when there's
a need. It's to be feared that an appointed day might seem too much.
The Administrators might say: 'Today is your Council day; what
did you decide?' or something else inappropriate. We won't settle
that; and I' m even taking back what I said recently, that it should be
held here every week. Some Communities have it only every two
weeks-or even less frequently. We'll see about that. Also, the
term Councillor is a little pretentious; we should do away with it.
The usual word is Assistant. 4

4A cross here indicates that the passage after the blessing, nearthe end of the minutes, should
be inserted here.
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"Oh! God be praised! But what shall we give Sister Elisabeth for
herjourney? For each of us has to give her a present. Let's see what

virtue we have to give her."
The first Sister gave her the love of God. The second gave her
charity, which consists not only in the love of God, but also that of
the neighbor, especially of the poor persons she will have to assist
and the Sisters she will have to guide. The third Sister gave her humility, as being very necessary for her. The fourth gave her patience
in all the setbacks that may occur. Mademoiselle gave her cordial
support for the Sisters. When M. Alrneras was asked for his gift, he
said he had thought of giving her charity, but seeing that it had been
taken, he then chose patience, which had also been taken, but he
wished for her in addition a patience that is cheerful and
good-humored, content to endure always whatever God willed.
M. Vincent continued: "Those are quite a few treasures, Sister,
and I hope you will have them to the full. What I desire most especially for you is the accomplishment of God's Will, which consists
not only in following what Superiors ordain-although, as you
have said, that's a sure way ofdoing it-but in responding to all the
inspirations God sends us. Sister Marie Despinal' was very faithful
to that, and it's what I'm going to ask God for you.
"We still have some advice to seek regarding whether or not we
should recall to this house a Sister with whom one of the Ladies is
dissatisfied."
When he was told that one ofthe Sisters knew her, he questioned
her. She said she knew that this Sister was very self-willed, so much
so that it was impossible to make her change her mind: furthermore,
she was somewhat worldly.
When he heard this, M. Vincent said: "Those are reasons for recalling her to this house; however, one contrary reason is that, when
the Ladies see that because they have indicated that she doesn't suit
them-for it isn't because she's not a good Sister but because not
everyone pleases that Lady-if, I say, we withdraw her because of
that, they may find an excuse, at the slightest thing they dislike in
5Sister Marie had died in May 1646.
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another Sister, to complain about her and to demand that she be removed. Sister, see if you still think it advisable to recall her under

the circumstances."
The Sister who said she knew her answered "yes," and that a stay
at the motherhouse would greatly help her to correct her bad disposition, for she wouldn't be so free to annoy people there as she
would be with ouly one other Sister.
The next Sister said that, for all those reasons, it would be very
advisable for her to return to the motherhouse, and that if it wasn't
done too quickly-and since the Lady didn't say it openly-the latter couldn't claim that the Sister was recalled because of her.
The other Sisters concurred with this. Mademoiselle said it
could be handled so discreetly that the Lady in question would notice nothing.
Most Honored Father thought that was excellent. He wanted to
propose someone to replace the Sister, but seeing that it was too
late, he said: "Oh well! Mademoiselle, you'll find someone."
Then he knelt, said the Sub tuum praesidium, and added: "Sisters, I ask Jesus Christ to be Himself the thanks offered to His Father
for all the graces He bestows on your Company. May He be pleased
to continue giving us the grace to know and to accomplish His Holy
Will. Benedictio Domini Nostri Jesu Christi. ... "
I had forgotten to put in its proper place the discussion concerning
a confessor for our Sisters in Nantes. M. Vincent stated that a priest
of excellent reputation, formerly the Lieutenant-General in Nantes,'
who had become a priest not for any benefice but solely out of devotion, had offered to serve our Sisters in any way possible.
"So, Sisters," he said, "see whether this priest should be the regular confessor, or whether the Sisters should ordinarily go to another,
and ouly occasionally to the priest I mentioned. He's a very upright
man, a man of prayer, and very interested in your Company."
All the Sisters agreed that, if this priest was willing to go to that
trouble, such an arrangement would be very advantageous to our
Sisters.
6Coupperie des Joncheres, who was the confessor of the Visitandines, also became the

confessor and advisor of the Daughters of Charity in Nantes.
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Mademoiselle proposed that, while accepting this, it would be
well for our Sisters to go to an extraordinary confessor sometimes
during the year. Most Honored Father said that this was necessary
and was permitted four times a year to religious by the Council of
Trent.'
I had also forgotten to state at the beginning of this discussion
that when M. Vincent saw Mademoiselle stand to address him, and
all the Sisters with her, he said: "Excellent! and I think it's also a
good idea, when the Sister Servant rises, for all the others to stand as
well,"

158.• COUNCIL OF OCTOBER 25, 1646

After Most Honored Father had invoked the Holy Spirit as usual
by the Veni Sanere, he asked what matters were to be considered.
Thereupon Mademoiselle said that a young woman from Angers I
had been in the Company about a year, and during that time, had
been a great example to all our Sisters, assiduous in observing all
the Rules, and faithful to all the customs. She didn't hesitate to do
the most menial tasks, and waited upon the sick with exceptional
kindness; above all, she was most prayerful, to the point that some
said she was too withdrawn. She had left the Company in conse·
quence ofa serious illness that had affected her mind; and when she
continued to imagine things, she herself asked to withdraw. The
Company took her at her word, fearing that this might continue.
No sooner had she returned home than she regretted leaving and
expressed a strong desire to come back. She shared this with Abbe
de Vaux,2 who looks after our Sisters in Angers, and he wrote us
7Three distinct sessions comprise the Council of Trent: 1545-47, 1551-53, and 1562-63.
Document 158. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original.
published in Docwnents, Doc. 423. pp. 430-37. is in Sister Elisabeth Hellot's handwriting.
[Marie Gonain had come from Angers with Elisabeth Turgis in September 1644 to begin her
postulancy. In September 1645, she was suffering from depression and returned home to
Ingrandes, situated between Angers and Nantes. By 1646, when her health had improved, she
requested and was granted readmittance to the Community.
:zauy Lasnier, Abbe de Vaux (cf. vn, 493, n. 3).
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was refused, she still persevered in that hope. Ultimately, Mademoiselle said that, when she was passing through Angers this good
young woman came to see her again with her very great desire.
Since leaving the Company, she had had several opportunities to
become a nun, to which she paid no attention but always continued
to work in the service of the poor, going of her own accord to the
hospital at the times she knew they were cared for; and she earnestly
asked to be readmitted into the Company, either at the Paris
Motherhouse or in the Nantes or Angers hospitals. She'd bring her
own property, be an extra Sister at no expense to anyone, doing her
duties like all the others, as far as her health would allow.
Turning to Most Honored Father, Mademoiselle added that she
had promised her in Angers that she would explain her plan to His
Charity to see what could be done for her. In reply Most Honored
Father said, "This is a case, Sisters, in which there are reasons for
accepting her into the hospitals in her own region and other reasons
that suggest she shouldn't be accepted at all.
'The reasons that favor receiving her are that charity seems to require it. She ardently desires to return, and to refuse her would seem
to be contrary to charity. A further reason is that she didn't leave of
her own accord or because of distaste for her vocation or its works,
but because of illness-an illness that deprived her of freedom of
judgment. Another motive is that she soon repented of having left,
as is clear from what she told Abbe de Vanx about her wish to return, in which she has persevered ever since. There's also the good
example she has given the Company. Now, for all those reasons, it
would seem that she should be readmitted here.
"The motives for receiving her for Angers or Nantes are almost
the same as for here; there's the motive of charity, which we should
practice everywhere. Moreover, it seems that, should she fall ill
again, if she's living in hernative area it will be easier to place hedn
the care ofher relatives, who will be close by, than to send her away
from here, which would also cause her considerable expense. Besides, being located in her own region, she'd be able to go during the
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So, for all those reasons, I think it more advisable to accept her in
Angers or Nantes, and not in Paris.
"As for not readmitting her at all, it's likely that, being unable to
stay the first time, she'll do nothing a second time. Experience
teaches us that, of all those who leave and then return, not a single
one stays. I have seen many leave us and many return, who have
made all sorts of appeals and expressed marvelous desires, but
couldn't remain after all that. That's because they don't have a vocation and aren't prepared to do what's required; they don't know
how to be submissive and are prone to anxiety. Because ofthat, they
can't stay any more than they did the first time. So for that reason we
should consider ourselves fortunate not to have this young woman
any longer. If she does have this desire, perhaps God is giving it to
her to perfect her through the work she's doing. Consequently, it
would seem better for her to remain in ber own region, going to
serve the poor by day and returning to her home in the evening. We
have a Rule that forbids associating any outsider to the Company.
Therefore, to avoid complications, it would seem best not to take
her back at all. What do you think, SisterT'
The flrst Sister felt that she shouldn't be readmitted. The second
was in favor of accepting her in Angers. The third, fourth, and flfth
were of the opinion that she should be taken back because of the
good example she'd give in the house; added to that, since she'd
bring her own property, she wouldn't be a burden. It seemed more
advisable to admit her in Paris than elsewhere, because, should her
illness recur, she might create problems for our Sisters; also, being a
little anxious by nature, she could get sufficient advice to recover.
Most Honored Father asked his Assistant' what he thought.
"Monsieur," he replied, "while you were speaking, I recalled what
M.... told me lately about a Dominican who was in a convent in a
city belonging to the Sultan. One day, he became intoxicated after
drinking too much wine. No longer rational, he said he wanted to

3Lambert aux Couteaux, who had been named Assistant ofthe Congregation ofthe Mission in
July 1645. He replaced Antoine Portail, who was making visitations.
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become a Turk.' The persons with him made him repeat that several times; seeing that be persisted, they took him to the Governor,
to whom he reiterated what he had said to the others. The Governor
reminded him that he was a monk, but he said it was all the
same-he was renouncing his faith and wanted to become a Turk.
They removed his habit at once and clothed him in Turkish attire
and a turban. The next day, when the effects of his wine had passed
and he came to his senses, seeing himself amid the Turks and
dressed like them, he was quite astonished and began to ask 'Where
am I?' 'Don't you realize that you're a TurkT they replied. 'MeT
he said, 'God forbid! I'd rather die a hundred times!' They reminded him of all he had said and done. He remembered nothing,
but kept saying that be was a Christian and a monk. The Governor
explained the tortures for this and gave him two days to reflect. At
the end of that time, he continued to proclaim himself a Christian
and a monk, and died confessing this. Two or three years ago, the
Greeks ransomed his body, paying two hundred ecus for it.
"Now, Monsieur, that thought came to me while you were
speaking about that good young woman, considering that, when she
asked to leave, her judgment was impaired, and, since she has always persevered in asking to return, it's to be believed that she didn't go of her own free will; accordingly, she shouldn't be refused
readmission. That's why, Monsieur, in my opinion she should be
granted it, and in Paris rather than elsewhere, for the reasons given."
After that, M. Vincent asked Mademoiselle for her opinion. She
replied, "I had thought, Father, that it would have been more advisable to accept her for the hospitals in her own region, but, for the
reasons that have been stated, I think it more suitable to receive her
here-not that it's to be feared she might return to her family in her
bouts of illness because she doesn't do that even now, but only because, if she should get sick, it might inconvenience our Sisters.
Here, we can keep her busy, sometimes in one village, sometimes in
another. I don't recall her anxiety being so great as to cause a prob-

'The tenD ''Turk'' is used here to mean a member of the Muslim religion.
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and' tltink that was caused by being too intense at prayer, but they
say that's over now. That came about because of a priest who was
directing her, who aimed at a very lofty kind of spirituality, making
everyone under his guidance do the same, but it was too much for
the mind of tltis good young woman. , was informed that she has
given up all that and has since become quite moderate, so much so
that, with God's help, I hope her example will edify the Company
and she'll do good here."
After that, Most Honored Father said: '" would have sided with
our Sisters who felt she shouldn't be allowed to return. Since, however, the majority agrees that she should come back, 'willingly accede, asking God to bless the resolution adopted and to give tltis
good young woman all the graces she needs.' Let's move to another

matter now, please."
Mademoiselle then said that one of the Sisters assigned to nurse
the galley convicts had to be changed because those two Sisters
with very different temperaments don't get along. "But," she said,
"because one ofthem has to know how to write, I tltink we'll have to
leave Sister Nicole,' the present Sister Servant, there. She has been
in the Company only eight months and has been at tltis house only a
very short time. She was with the foundlings, where she did well
enough, but, since she was put in charge, she has become authoritarian and follows only her own ideas. That's why' thought we could
put Sister Marguerite Guyon there to watch her, see how she controls herself, and teach her how to be submissive because Sister
Marguerite seems to have sufficient intelligence and leadership to
do all that discreetly."
Whereupon Most Honored Father said, "There are two aspects
oftltis matter to be considered: one, whether a change is necessary:

5Apparently

she remained in her own region to nurse the sick there (cf. Spiritual Writings, L.

325, p. 134, n. 2).

6All that is known of Nicole is that she entered the Daughters of Charity around 1646 and
served the foundlings and the galley slaves.
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and two, whether Sister Marguerite Guyon is the person we need for
that place. Has she been Sister Servant elsewhere?"
It was answered that she had, and had done very well. "Well, Sister," said M. Vincent, "how do you feel about that?"
A Sister replied that she thoroughly approved; so did another
Sister, but said it was to be feared that the Sister who had formerly
been Sister Servant might be unwilling to submit. Another stated
that any of us unwilling to submit wouldn't be a true Daughter of
Charity; for that reason it would be good-since she was of such a
disposition-to place someone over her to try to keep her in check,
and she felt that the Sister proposed was the one to do it.
The others agreed, as did Most Honored Father's Assistant and
Mademoiselle, so the matter was settled as follows: "I thank God,

Sisters. to see that you're unanimous in following common sense,
for it makes sense to separate those two Sisters. The problem that
may arise is that the Sister may not be able to submit and may be indiscreet. Let's try it, however, with the option of changing her if it
becomes obvious that it's necessary. What else is there, Mademoiselle?"
"Father," said Mademoiselle, ''the next matter we have to look at
is that there is in this house a Sister from Touraine,' a woman of
good background, whose parents are said to he wealthy. She carne
to the Company after some reflection, but without really knowing
what it was. She seemed to have some repugnance from the beginning, when there was question of taking the habit, and since that
time has still continued to disdain our manner ofliving here in this
house. Since, however, she's good-heatted and well-bred, she
doesn't reveal all her sentiments. Nevertheless, when she's with
someone with whom she feels free, she makes it rather clear that
she's dissatisfied. When I left for Brittany, I offered to take her back
home, telling her she could be safe returning with me and that if she
had no intention of working in earnest she should go. She had been
sick before that, had a relapse afterward, and has been ill ever since.
7Marguerite de Turenne, from the environs of Sachet a commune of Indre-et-Loire, entered
the Daughters of Charity in February 1641 and received the habit on Pentecost of the same year.
Her behavior necessitated her dismissal in October 1646.
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Furthermore, we don't know what to do with her. We tried her in
school, but she did nothing there. We had her with the foundlings
for a while, and I was thinking about reassigning her there, but the
Sisters begged me not to send her back to them. So, Father, I'm
bringing her up to see if you think we should send her home.
"There's another reason that seems to be an obstacle to this. Her
parents are influential and will cause an uproar about it. There's
also M. de Mondion,8 the Pastor in Sache, who is very devoted to
us; he's the one who sent her to us, and I'm afraid of offending
him."

Thereupon M. Vincent said, "You must consider, Sisters, that
this is a woman who shows no sign of a vocation. Perhaps she
wouldn't have delayed so long to return home if she didn't fear her
parents, who most likely were delighted to get her off their hands. If
she doesn't make it obvious that she's completely dissatisfied, she
still lets it be seen that she's not happy here and doesn't enjoy being
among you. I, for one, can tell you that, from what I know of her
temperament, she must have made her parents very happy not to
have her with them. Living as she does, I don't think she'll ever do
anything with us, but she will be able to do something and work out
her salvation in the world.
"Counter to that suggestion is what Mademoiselle has stated.
Her parents will consider it an insult to have her sent back to them,
and M. de Mondion could become angry, because he was the one
who recommended her. His displeasure may even make him less
willing to get involved on other occasions that may present themselves. That's why you have to weigh these two things: first, that
this young woman seems to have no vocation; and second, that her
parents and M. de Mondion could be displeased. What do you think,
Sister?"
The Sister replied that it seemed to her that, if the young woman
had no vocation and was neither able---nor seemed to be will8Jacques de Moodion, the Pastor in SacM, sent many young women of the region to be
Daughters of Charity.
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Sisters agreed, suggesting only that, because her parents might say
we had made her ill, it would be a good idea to have them informed
that she was ill, and perhaps they themselves might ask to have her
back.
Most Honored Father's Assistant and Mademoiselle agreed to
her dismissal. Then Most Honored Father said, "I thank God, Sisters, that all of you have reached the same conclusion, and that's
how it should be. I thank Him again because you disregard human
respect when there's question of the glory of God and the good of
the Company. 0 Sisters! you mustn't have any, either. Let us always look to God and never to what people will say, when the interests of God are at stake. So then, Mademoiselle, I think you shonld
send her home as soon as possible. Don't keep her longer. Oh, no!
the sooner, the better."
When Mademoiselle asked M. Vincent how to go about this, he
continued, "Write to her parents and to the Pastor of SacM, who
sent her to yon, and don't wait for a reply. Inform them that you're
sending her back in four or five days, and be sure to have her leave.
To the mother, say that she's ill; and to the Pastor, explain the entire

affair."
When someone objected that, if her departure was to take place
so swiftly it would have to be at our expense because she had
brought nothing to this house, he said we should prefer paying the
costs to keeping her any longer. Then he asked if there was any
other business.
Mademoiselle stated that there was a young woman in Angers
helping the sick under the direction of the Ladies of Charity recently established. She had a great desire to give herself to God in
the Company; she was strong and skillful, had a good mind, and
was promising, but was subject to an illness that was a type of epilepsy; however, her attacks were neither frequent nor severe.
"You must understand," said Most Honored Father, "that this is
a troublesome illness that may really cause inconvenience and even
get worse with age. It's an irregularity for the reception of Holy Or-
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this is a young woman, bowever, the matter may not be so serious. 1
do know that a well-regulated Community wouldn't accept ber.
That's wby 1 don't think we sbould accept ber either.
"So mucb for reasons. We migbt add that, being already involved in doing something sbe does well, it would seem better to
leave ber there because the most common temptation for those wbo
are doing some good in the world is the thought that what they left
behind was more worthwhile than what they have undertaken, and
that often causes them to leave.
"On the positive side, sbe's a sensible young woman, with good
judgment, strength, and skill-qualities very necessary for a
Daughter of Cbarity. Weighed against them, ber ailment doesn't
seem so great. What do you think, Sister?"
The Sister said that she didn't think we sbould burden ourselves
with sucb illnesses. Another added that we recently had the experience of one Sister who didn't succeed because sbe thought sbe was
doing better on ber own. The others were of the same opinion.
Most Honored Father's Assistant said be didn't feel that the malady bad to be an impediment to anything, but, since the young
woman was doing well where sbe was, be thougbt it a good idea to
leave her there, for fear that she wouldn't do the same bere.
"And what does Mlle. Le Gras have to say?"
"Father," sbe replied, "I don't think the illness is an impediment;
but, for the other reason given, 1think it more advisable to leave her
there a while longer because, since sbe's now involved in the service of the poor but sees that she migbt not be able to do the same
bere, that migbt put her off. Besides, she has the applause ofeveryone, and sbe'd see that sbe wouldn't be getting any special attention. If God wants her, He'll cause ber to persevere in her desire and
will strengthen her with time. That's why 1 think it's a good idea,
Father, to leave ber where she is."
In reply, Most Honored Father said, "I'm really consoled, and
there's great reason to hope and believe that God has presided at this
little Council meeting because He has given you a similar way of
thinking in deciding wbat is most reasonable. Well then! we'll
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Council more and more. Counsel is a gift ofthe Holy Spirit. Pray for
it, and never give your opinion before you have turned to God.
When a matter is proposed, raise your mind to God to ask what He
wants you to do and say. Oh! let's all ask this of Him together and
thank Him.
Sub tuum praesidium. ...

159, • COUNCIL OF JUNE 19, 1647

After having invoked the assistance of the Holy Spirit by the
Veni Sancte, M. Vincent said: "We have many matters to consider
at this meeting, Sisters; for that reason, I have decided to speak to
you about the importance of holding the Council meeeting in the
way necessary to profit from it.
"Since these are· important matters, it's advisable to get more
than one opinion. There's less risk of error with several, and God
gives a special blessing to advice taken for matters related to His
service. That's why, Sisters, to teach you how to discuss business,
I'll tell you that, when matters are proposed, before everything else
consider the purpose, which must be the glory ofGod; after that, the
interest of the Company; and lastly, the welfare and advantage of
the persons with whom one has to deal. As regards the purpose, for
example, take Sister Anne, l who's preparing to go to Montreuil. To
understand this clearly, look at what she's going to do there. She's
going to open a new establishment for the assistance of the bashful
poor ofthe town and to raise the orphans. It's obvious why she's going there. So much for the purpose.
"To find suitable means for implementing this plan, look to God:
if this is done, will God be glorified by it? Will it be beneficial to the
Community, and will the neighbor be helped by it? Then we have

Document 139. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original,
published in Documents, Doc. 442, pp. 464-68. is in Sister Elisabeth Hellot's handwriting.
1Anne

Hardemont.
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Angers to observe each one's dispositions. Above all else, look to
God's interest. Many Communities consider only the interest ofthe
Community, for it's so great that it encompasses the interest ofGod.
As for me, however, I think the latter certainly merits being viewed
before any other, Sisters. From that starting poinll think the rest can
be more clearly known. Now, doesn't it seem to you that this is the
first thing to consider when we come to Council? What do you
think, Sister?"
Questioned one after the other, all the Sisters replied "yes." Mademoiselle added that there could be another fanlt, which would be
to focus too much on oneself and one's interests.
"0 man Dieu! yes," responded Most Honored Father, "I almost
forgot to say that, and it's so important. Alas! we'd spoil everything
if we paid too much attention to that. Sometimes, when my opinion
is asked, Ifeel the stirrings ofthis self-interest, bull turn to God immediately. Wonldn't He be offended by that? Does His glory allow
it? In this way I come around to reason. It's natural to consider ourselves, Sisters, but we have to turn immediately back to God.
"We have to beware of something else-not that I see it among
us, by God's mercy, but since we're speaking of considering ourselves, this remark is appropriate."
Here Mademoiselle said, "What I mentioned about self-interest,
Father, comes from my own experience ofthe faults I have committed several times in that area, for which I most humbly ask your pardon."
Most Honored Father had her stop there, saying, "Alas! how
many times a day I, too, do the same!" And he went on: "So, Sisters,
this is the fault into which we can fall if we look at ourselves too
much: wanting our opinions to be followed; and, if someone else
has a contrary view, wanting to have the upper hand because we
know a little better how to uphold our own opinion. Oh, Sisters! To
want to be thought clever because we know how to give reasons to
support onr opinions is an ill-regulated love of our own esteem, of
2Jeanne Lepeintre (cf. Vln,502, n. I).
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praised! I hope that He in His boundless kindness will grant us the
grace for this.
"Now we have two matters to discuss: the journeys of Sister
Anne and Sister Jeanne. I think we should begin with Sister Anne.
Mademoiselle, have you thought about whom you'll give her as a

companion?"
After Mademoiselle replied that the Sister who had been
suggested' was the one she felt most suitable, he continued: "Do
you have any guidelines for journeys?"
Mademoiselle said that it was our custom to pay our respects to
the Blessed Sacrament in the churches of the places where we
stopped and to visit the sick, if there were any; to instrnct along the
way children or poor persons, taking with us for that purpose rosaries, holy pictures, and catechisms. When we had to stay at inns, we
never ate at the general table but went to our own room.
"That's very good," said Most Honored Father. "In the pastl was
amazed at how the Jesuits never take a trip without having in writing all they're supposed to do, and it's even in their Rules. Since
then, however, experience has taught me that this is extremely necessary, for a person can't fail if he observes his regulations.
"So, here we have Sister Jeanne, who is leaving for Nantes,' going to a house she has never seen, and among people she doesn't
know. Won't she be very pleased to have in writing the orders she's
supposed to follow? Someone may say that those are business matters, and when dealing with an intelligent person, it's enough to tell
him or her; but, believe me, Sisters, having it in writing is the surest
way.
"So then, we have Sister Anne on her way, too. What will she do
when she arrives? First of all, what route will she follow? There's
the Calais coach and the one that goes to Abbeville; one passes

3Marie Lullen, born into a comfortable family in Le Mans, served the foundlings in Nanterre
before being sent to Montreuil in June 1647. After her death at the end of 1650, a conference was
held on her virtues (ct. vol IX, no. 46).
4Yarious letters from the beginning of 1647 indicate that many conflicts beset this
community. Jeanne Lepeintre remained there as Sister Servant.
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through Montreuil and the other doesn't go that far. Don't you think
she should take the one that goes there? I think it would be better."
Since everyone agreed, he continued, "When she gets there, will
it be better for her to stop at an inn and send someone to inform the
Comte' that the Sisters are there, or shall they go directly to the chateau to meet with him? If they were nuns, they would have to send a
servant, but since these are Sisters who come and go in the world, I
think it's better for them to go there themselves. The other way
would be putting on too many airs for Daughters of Charity; don't
you think so, Mademoiselle?"
Mademoiselle and the Sisters replied that it would be better for
them to go to him.
"So then, now we have to see who will be responsible for the
bashful poor, and who will take care of the poor children. What do
you think, Mademoiselle?"
Mademoiselle said that, since Sister Anne had a great deal of experience in serving the sick, she thought it better for her to be the
one to care for the bashful poor; and since Sister Marie Lullen knew
how to work with children who were in the hospital, she would do
well with them. They could, however, help one other, so thaI, when
a need arises, one won't say to the other, ''That's not my business."
At that, Most Honored Father said: "For a long time I have been
hoping-and I really do wish-that our Sisters would reach such a
degree of respect among themselves that persons outside the Community would never know which one is the Sister Servant; for, Sisters, since God is but One in Himself, and in God there are three
Persons, without the Father being greater than the Son or the Son
being greater than the Holy Spirit, 6 it should be the same for
Daughters of Charity. They should be the image of the Most Holy
Trinity; and even though they are several, they should form but one
heart and one mind.' Among the three Persons of the Most Holy
Trinity, even though their operations are diverse and attributed to
each one in particular, they are related to one another, without imSCharles de Lannoy, who died in 1649.
6(;f. In 10:30; 14:10; 14:20. (NAB)
7Cf. In 17:21. (NAB)
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plying that to attribute wisdom to the Son and goodness to the Holy
Spirit deprives the Father of these two attributes, or that the Third
Person lacks the power of the Father or the wisdom of the Son. In
like manner, among the Daughters of Charity the Sister who is with
those who are poor must be in close contact with the Sister who
looks after the children, and vice-versa. Furthermore, I wish that, in
this respect, our Sisters might conform themselves to the Most Holy
Trinity so that, as the Father gives Himself entirely to the Son, and
the Son entirely to the Father, from whom proceeds the Holy Spirit,
likewise the Sisters might be totally one for the other to produce the
works ofcharity attributed to the Holy Spirit, in order to have a kinship with the Most Holy Trinity. For Sisters, you can see that the
person who says charity says God. You are Daughters of Charity;
therefore, as far as possible, you should conform yourselves to the
image of God. This is the goal ofall Communities that aspire to perfection.
"And what is there in God? There is equality of persons and
unity of essence. And what does that teach you, except that all of
you, such as you are, must become one and equal. Ifthere has to be a
Superior-a Sister Servant-then she should be an example of virtue and humility to others: the first at every task, the first to throw
herself at the feet of her Sister, the first to ask forgiveness, the first
to set aside her own opinion to follow that of another. That's what
the saints did; that's the advice they gave to those aspiring to their
Order; and that's what must be done by everyone who wants to lead
a life of perfection. For what the Bishop of Geneva' said about Peter and John, he said of all other Communities; and what he taught
Peter and John, you should do. Oh! may God in His goodness be
pleased to make it so. Don't you think that would be well, Mademoiselle?"
Mademoiselle answered that she certainly desired it.
"Then please receive Communion tomorrow for that intention-and you, too, Sisters-asking God to give this Spirit to the
entire Company."
8Saint Francis de Sales.
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"Well, that's enough for today. I didn't expect to dwell on that
topic, but for a long time I've felt impelled to say these important
things to you, So then, God be praised! I'll say good evening to you.
The other matters can wait until tomorrow. We'll be seeing one another again."
"Sub tuum praesidium. ... "

160•• COUNCIL OF JUNE 20, 1647

"Yesterday! we spoke about Sister Anne's journey, the route
she should follow, her conduct on the way, what she'll have to do
concerning the Count on her arrival, and even how she should act
with her Sister."
Thereupon Mademoiselle said, "Father, I think we need to discuss how our Sisters should act with regard to the Count because,
since he doesn't have important business there and is fond of this
establishment, he'll be with the Sisters qnite often."
"Sister Anne," said Most Honored Father, "should consider the
Count as a Lord whom God has established there to govern in His
place and who has full authority; moreover, he is one of the finest
men of his rank; that's obvious from his zeal in establishing this
work. So, Sister owes him respect as a great Lord, obedience as a
Governor, and every kind of submission as a benefactor. He must
be considered in God and God in him, with all possible respect,
honor, esteem, and deference."
"But, Father," said Mademoiselle, "one thing may happen: since
the Count is so extremely frank and open that he would share his
thoughts with a child, he'll easily voice his opinion to our Sisters.
And since that may seem like a sign of trust, we easily allow ourselves to speak freely, and without considering the difference beDocument 160. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original.
published in Documents, Doc. 443, pp. 468-75, is in Sister Elisabeth Hellot's handwriting.
lCouncil meeting of June 19 (cf. Doc. 159).
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too many liberties with them."
"Oh!" said M. Vincent, ''that's a very good point and really
needed to be said, for the Count is the best man alive. If he sees that
you're the least bit interested, he'll unburden his heart and tell you
everything. Your duty is to listen with respect and always keep him
apprised ofwhat's going on in your establishment. Never, however,
complain about your Sister. Always let him see that there's a good
understanding between you, for he's very astute. No sooner would
you say something about your Sister than he would want to speak
with her. The result would be that, by talking with her, he would
oblige her to talk, for that's what happens when we tell our business
to persons outside the Community. Then he would be put off, would
complain here and there to others-to M. D. L, and M...., and to
people to whom he spoke about his project. He would say freely:
'those Sisters aren't what I thought they were; the Spirit of God isn't there; they don't get along; there's no union between them. ' Oh!
he would say that openly.
"So watch out for that, Sister; never complain to him about your
Sister, speak only well of her to him and never otherwise. I can't
sufficiently recommend to you respect and discretion with regard to
him. He'll visit you often, perhaps, and Mademoiselle had very
good reason to raise this issue. If you please him, he'll sing your
praises; if you don't, he'll tell you so frankly and complain about it.
So, Sister, be very careful to satisfy and edify him, and respect what
he tells you to do, as if it were God Himself speaking.
"I recall that, when I became part ofthe household ofthe General
of the Galleys,2 I took the resolution to look upon him as if he were
God, and his wife as the Blessed Virgin, and to do everything they
directed as coming from God and the Blessed Virgin, and I can say
that, if I had any success there, I attribute it to the intention I had on
entering their service. Likewise, Sister, if you consider God in the
person of Comte de la Noie, God Himself will bless your way of
acting, and you'll succeed in it."
:lIn 1613 Saint Vincent had undertaken the education of the sons of Philippe-Emmanuel de
Gondi and his wife, Fram;oise-Marguerite de Silly.
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"Very well, Father," said Mademoiselle, "and what about the
sick? If he wants to change something in the system observed there,
shall the Sisters follow his wishes, as for example, to distribute
more food, or to hand out money instead offood, or something else?
Do you think it advisable for them to take Regulations for the Charity with them? "
"Of course they may take them, and if he asks for them, they can
simply say to him, 'Monsieur, this is what is done elsewhere.' And
if he wants them to act differently, they'll do so."
"Father, what shall they do at present at the hospital?' I don't
know whether it's the Count's plan for them to go into it right now.
He told me he had a room prepared for them, but he didn't say
where. I think it's somewhere else, perhaps, because he doesn't
want itto be apparent that that's why they're going there; nevertheless, I think he's planning for them to train the young women."
"They have two--even three-things to set as their goal," said
Most Honored Father. "First, they must reflect that they're going to
a place to which they are called, and where it's likely that God will
be glorified by this; after that, they'll either be set to work in the hospital or they won't. If they aren't, fine! they'll be happy to be placed
elsewhere; if they are, in the beginning it will be only to train the
young women, following the way it's done here. Be very careful,
however, not to let it appear that you're so much as thinking about
the hospital, but be very reserved, give good example, and don't interfere with anything. There are some young women there now for
the care ofthe children. If you're there, and they remain to work under you, as the Count claims, treat them with great kindness and
cordiality and put up with everything; oh yes, Sisters! put up with
everything because they've been there for some time, perhaps, and
had hoped to remain there. It looks as if it may be a disgrace for
them or for their families if they were to leave, or if someone else
came in to reform them. That's very important, Sister. You have to
empathize with them and realize that, ifthey're not chagrined by it,
they're at least distressed. That's why you have to tolerate every3Servants, with a laywoman as supervisor, had been caring for the sick and the children in the
Montreuil-sur-Mer Hospital.
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thing that resentment and sorrow may cause them to say or do
against you. No matter where we go, there's always a bitter cup to
drink, and we have to be resigned to that.
"When we were in a place to which some religious had called
us,' we were detennined to put up with any annoyances that might
come to us from them-and we had plenty. All that is past now,
thank God-or at least there are very few misunderstandings-but
five or six years had to pass, with many contradictions. The Superior ofthe religious' regretted his decision. Ifhe met someone in the
city who said to him, 'What were you thinking about? You've done
harm to religious life,' that was enough. If, when he returned from
town, the porter didn't open the gate fast enough, that was all he
needed. If someone in town remarked: 'I went to see you.' Oh! what
adisaster! And what had to be done? Alas, Sisters! I had to go throw
myself at his feet, ask pardon for evetyone who had displeased him,
and take the blame once again. He would calm down, and then, on
another occasion, it would begin allover again. I think he saw me at
his feet over fifty times. But wasn't that necessary? Fair enough!
They're the ones who assured our livelihood. A little suffering was
a cheap price to pay for it.
"Now then, Sister, what I especially recommend to you in regard
to those good young women is to humble and abase yourself; and, if
they accuse you of any fault, admit it and ask their pardon. Nothing
wins hearts as that does. Recently that good man told M. Lucas'
'Sometimes I had regrets, but that poor man used to come and kneel
before me, and that won my heart.' So, Sister, humble yourself with
regard to the Count, too; for, if you don't, he'll see it very clearly
and won't hide it from you."
"Father," said Mademoiselle, "as for the system followed in the
hospital, I think it's almost like what is done at the Foundlings. If
it's not the same, shall they change something?"
"Don't change what is good," said our good Father. "No matter
where I go, my maxim is to change nothing that isn't bad to adapt it
4Saint.Lazare, of which Saint Vincent had taken possession on January 8, 1632.
SAdrien Le Bon, former Prior of Saint-Lazare.
6Antoine Lucas, Superior in Le Mans (1647-51).
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'Who am I to want to order and change things? The people who did
them had their reasons for doing them that way, and they sought advice; and should I upset everything by doing things my way? Ohi I
much prefer to adapt myself to them.' I say the same to you, Sister;
try gently to remedy what you consider bad and prejudicial to the
glory ofGod or the salvation ofthe neighbor; but, as far as possible,
don't touch what isn't bad."
At that the Sister to whom he was speaking' said, "Father, the
Count told me to observe what was going on in the hospital and see
how it was administered so I could report back to him, but that upsets me because I really don't want to be a talebearer."
"Sister," said Most Honored Father, "the things that happen
there are either good, bad, or indifferent. If they're good, don't be
afraid to say so; if bad, tell the truth about them but be very careful
not to be mistaken, and be really certain before mentioning them;
and report things as gently as possible. If they're indifferent, don't
say anything at all, or, if you're asked about them, if the Count
wants to be informed and you have knowledge about them, tell
them as they are, without adding anything. We must always consider God, Sister, and never ourselves. If God wants you to stay
there, He'll be well able to provide the means without your seeking
them; if He doesn't want you there, then you mustn't want it either.
"Is there anything else to discuss?"
Mademoiselle proposed the question of the Sisters' confessor,
saying that there was a priest at the hospital who had charge of the
boys, and she felt that the Sisters shouldn't go to him for confession
because of the possible dealings he might have to have with the
children. To this M. Vincent replied, "Since I don't know the priests
in that region, it's really difficult to say to whom they'll go, but they
definitely shouldn't go to the priest at the hospital;' and he should
even live elsewhere. With regard to priests, Sister, never have any
communication with them outside ofconfession; for we see the evil
7Anne Hardemont. who was participating at the Council.
8In Nantes. Difficulties within the community had been exacerbated by the hospital chaplain.
who was the Sisters' confessor.
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arising in religious Communities are caused by us clergymen.
Show them great respect and great reverence, but don't get involved with them. As for the confessor, there are all sorts of religious there, but I think it's better for them to go to one of the good
priests of the parish. Don't you think so, Mademoiselle?"
She answered "yes," and then remarked, "Father, there's something to be said now about the way our Sisters should act when
they're together. Wouldn't Your Charity consider it advisable for
them to spend some time together each day-half an hour or so-to
share with one another what they've done and the problems they've
encountered, and to talk over what they'll have to do?"
"0 mon Dieu! yes!" said Most Honored Father, "that's a real
need: close communication with one another; sharing everything.
Nothing is more necessary. It unites hearts, and God blesses the advice received, with the result that things go better. Every day at recreation you can say, 'How did things go with you, Sister? Such and
such happened to me today; what do you think about it?' You can't
imagine what pleasant conversation this makes. When, on the contrary, each one does her own thing, saying nothing about it, that's
intolerable. There's a Sister Servant in the Company who causes incredible pain to her Sisters because she's like that. For my part, I
find that, in places where we have poor beggars of the Mission, if
the Superior is open and shares matters with the confreres, all goes
well. If, on the otherhand, there's someone who's aloofand uncommunicative, that could close hearts, and no one would dare to approach him. So, Sister, that's a real need: nothing should happen,
nothing should be done or said, unless each of you knows it. You
must have this mutuality."
Then the Sister inquired whether, when she had to go to speak to
the Count, she shouldn't first ask her Sister's opinion, to which he
replied, "Yes, Sister, and, if possible, you should speak to him only
when the two of you are there together. Sometimes, since he'll
come to see you, perhaps both of you can't be there; in that case,
don't refrain from speaking to him, but, if possible, don't ever go
alone to his house. And for any other business whatsoever, Sisters,
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should always try to follow your Sister's opinion rather than your
own. The Bishop of Geneva used to say that he would rather bend
his will to that of fifty other people than to try to adapt the will ofone
single person to his own. I knew a Councillor of the court who had
been a Huguenot, and who, after his conversion, attained great perfection. Although he was a Councillor and up in years, he never did
anything without seeking advice. If no one else was about, he would
send for his valet, 'Come here, young Pierre. I have to attend to a
certain business matter; what do you think I should do about it?' His
valet would answer, 'I think you'd do well to act this way.' 'Fine,
Pierre; right you are. I'll follow your advice.' And he told me that he
felt God blessed matters in such a way that any business he carried
on in that fashion was successful.
"So much, then, for Sister Anne. She'll have to write. If she encounters any other difficulty, she'll inform us, butit won't be necessary for her to say anything about it to the Count. She can just say,
'We'll think about it, Monsieur,' and, in the meantime, she'll write
to us. In the beginning, she should write at least every two weeks.
Mterward, when everything is well established, she can do so once
a month, as a rule.
"Right now, they'll have to have great humility and submission
with respect to the town authorities-and even the people-showing great honor and respect; in a word, trying to satisfy everyone in
order to win them over to God. I'll be glad to speak to those two Sisters together before they leave.'"
Mademoiselle asked whether the Sisters should prepare their
meals there the same way we do here because perhaps people might
want them to have something better.
"Oh! that could very well be; however, Sister, you should always follow the custom you see observed at the Motherhouse. The
Count may very well tempt you-yes, tempt you-to see what

"7he Sisters left on Wednesday, June 26, but Saint Vincent, who had to leave Paris suddenly,
was unable to meet with them before their departure. Saint Louise and the two Sisters were very
disappointed that they could not receive his blessing (cf. Spiritual Writings, L. 213, p. 205).
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you'll do, but simply excuse yourselves saying, 'Monsieur, we

don't do that' ..
"Fatber," Mademoiselle went on, "what about tbe money remaining from tbeir journey? Wouldn't it be well for tbem on tbeir

arrival to give it to him?"
"Yes, Mademoiselle, tbat would be very well; it's good for him
to witness tbat simplicity. Sister, you can say to him, 'Monsieur, we
were given such and such an amount; we spent only so much; here's
what's left over.' You must get on witb him in a manner tbat pleases
him, for he has great respect for tbe Company; and if tbe slightest
thing offends him, he won't be silent about it.
"Now tben, Sister Jeanne'o will really need four minds. If she
could take along Mademoiselle's, tbat would give her great pleasure. Right, Sister? Well, I don't think I have anything else to tell
you just now. We'll have to see you later."
The next question was whetber a Sister from Loudun,ll presently placed in Angers, should be dismissed. She had made it clear
tbat she wanted to leave; besides, she had such a nasty disposition
tbat she often went tbree or four days witbout speaking to anyone
and wouldn't eat. Some Sisters tbought she should be dismissed
since she was asking to go and was so ill-humored tbat, even if she
herself hadn't asked, tbere would be good grounds for sending her
away.
"Generally speaking," said Most Honored Fatber, "everyone
who expresses a desire to leave should be sent away. When one of
our men was leaving us, he said to me, 'If I had any advice to give
you, Monsieur, and knew how to give it, I would tell you tbat, as
soon as someone tells you he wants to leave, he shouldn't be kept
any longer, for he'll only have a bad influence on tbe otbers.'
"Nevertheless, Sisters, sometimes tbere are passing temptations,
as in tbe case of a good Capuchin I used to know. Once, while he
was still a novice, he was attending Vespers. Since he had been a famous hunter, tbe pleasures oftbe chase came to his mind. All he did
IOJeanne Lepeintre was sent to make a visitation of the Nantes house.
"Jeanne from Loudun was a problem. She had arrived in Angers at the end of 1644; although
she was the sUbject of discussion at this Council, she was still there in 1654.
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ma word, that's how he spent the time ofVespers. When he came to
himself, he was really amazed. 'What's this?' he said. 'You want to
be a Capuchin and here you are, returning from the chase. You're
not fitto be a Capuchin; you should leave.' And offhe went to find
his Prior saying, 'Father, have them give me my clothes; I want to
leave.' 'What's wrong, Brother?' said the Prior. '0 Father, I'm not
fit to be a Capuchin; I just came back from Vespers; and all through
the Office I never left the hunt.' 'What, Brother? You went hunting
during Vespers? And were you in the choir?' 'Yes, Father, but all I
could think about was the chase. That's why I beg you to have them
give me my own clothes, for I'm not fitto be a Capuchin.' 'Well, tell
me,Brother,' said the Prior, 'when you were hunting like that, when
you were pursuing the hare, did you cry out, "Oh! the greyhound!
Oh! the greyhound!" 'Oh no! Father; I didn't say a word.' 'Well
then,it'snothing,Brother. You'll make a fine Capuchin.' And so he
remained, lived to a ripe old age, and attained great perfection.
"I said this, Sisters, to inject a little humor into our meeting, but
also to tell you that, when we recognize the deceits of the devil as in
that case, there's no danger in trying to help those assailed by them.
But, when we see that these come from the persons themselves and
they persist in theD(. then such persons must be removed.
"When Sister Jeanne" passes through that place, she'll see that
Sister and how she is disposed. She'll also see what Abbe de Vaux
and M. Ratier" think about it and will let us know, and we'll tell her
what she'll have to do on the way back."
Next, three Sisters were proposed: two to be sent to Nantes l4 and
one to Angers." Then M. Vincent said, SancIa Maria succurre
miseris, etc., and gave the blessing in these words: "I ask Our Lord
12Jeanne Lepeintre stopped in Angers on her way to Nantes.
lJnri.s priest took Abbe de Vaux's place with the Sisters when the Abbe was absent from
Angers. M. Rarier died in 1662.
'+rhose chosen were Jeanne de Saint-Albin and Jacquette. The former. a widow, returned to
Paris at the end of 1650. Tempted to leave the Company in 1655, she weathered the trial. She died
in Montmirail at the beginning of 1661.
15Madeleine.B6cu left in Iuly for Angers and stayed there for about tIn= years. Three of her
brothers entered the Congregation of the Mission (the priests Benoit and Jean. and Hubert. a
Brother); her sister Marie preceded her in the Company.
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decided so that they may be done in the manner that will be most
pleasing to Him.

Benedictio Domini Nostri Jesu Christi. ... "
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"Sisters, we have to deal with certain needs that Mademoiselle
has noticed in the Company; if action has to be taken concerning
them, it's better to do so now than later on. Things haven't yet gone
too far. Mademoiselle Le Gras is still alive. What we do at present
will remain forever; but, if we let things become outdated, when,
later on-thirty, forty, or fifty years from now, if the Company lasts
that long-someone might try to correct them, it will no longer be
possible. People will say, 'That was done at the beginning; that has
always been; M. Vincent was there, so was Mademoiselle Le Gras,
and they approved of doing things that way.' That's why, Sisters, if
there's something to be done for the perfection of this Company, it
must be done as soon as possible."
Mademoiselle Le Gras questioned whether it's advisable for our
Sisters in the towns and countryside who teach school to take both
boys and girls and, in the event that they do take boys, to what age
they will keep them.
"There are many reasons in favor of that. First, it can do a great
deal of good, imparting the rudiments of piety to these young children, who might otherwise never be instructed. Second, this seems
to be a necessity because in most localities there's no schoolmaster.
In the third place, the parents want this, and they seem to have good
reason for it because it's to be desired that their sons be at least as
well instructed as their daughters. For that reason, in most of the
places where they are, they pressure our Sisters to take them. In the
fourth place, there seems to be nothing to worry about regarding the

Document U'I. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original.
published in Documents, Doc. 458, pp. 493-~502, is in Sister Elisabeth Hellot's handwriting.
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reasons why it seems suitable to take them.
"Contrary to the above, we have a royal decree forbidding this
and a similar ruling from the Archbishop. Another reason is the one
why the prohibitions were issued. The devil insinuates himself everywhere, and we've seen such bizarre incidents that it seems necessary to eliminate any occasion for them. A while ago, in a nearby
village, some girls were going to class in a teacher's residence. A
priest over sixty years of age, he was so unfortunate as to assault
them and committed sin. He was condemned to be burned. The sentence was executed, and the documents in the case were burned
along with him. Now, although I don't know that anything similar
happened to any women-and people aren't saying that it did-we
do know what the devil could do. This happened to a schoolmaster
who had a few little girls as pupils. We must fear for ourselves what
we see happen to others.
"In the third place, suppose we did take boys. We couldn't keep
them very long, and it would be a big problem when we had to send
them away.
"In the fourth place, we shouldn't take them, according to the
laws and prohibitions issued by the King and the Prelates, which
seem to point out to us God's Will; and, in fact, we must believe that
His Will resides in what they ordain for us. Since our Sisters should
be the first to carry out lawful orders, it would be worse for them to
take them than for anyone else.
"So, these are four reasons why it seems our Sisters shouldn't accept boys, contrary to which you have four others: first, it can do
some good, and would be a pity not to do it; second, it even seems a
real necessity since there's no schoolmaster; third, the parents want
it; and fourth, there seems to be no danger to fear for either the
schoolmistress or the children. I might even add a fifth; namely, that
you're already doing this with your little foundlings. You have boys
and girls, so it would be no worse for the Sisters to take them in villages where they teach school. What do you think, Sister?"
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The Sister felt that, as long as the boys wore smocks, they could
be admitted because there seemed to be a need for it and there was
nothing to fear. Another Sister thought they should never be admitted, for the reasons given.
Mademoiselle mentioned some problems because of which she
had sometimes allowed boys to be admitted; namely, that at times a
little girl couldn't attend school unless she brought her younger
brother with her, since their mother was not at bome to look after
him.
M. Lambert, t Most Honored Father's Assistant, thought that, in
such cases, the little boys could come but should retorn home once
they had leamed their prayers, and the Sisters would not teach them
how to read.
After listening to the various opinions, Most Honored Father
gave his: "I think it will be well for us to follow the regulations
made about not accepting boys at all. The King made that decision
after seeking advice. The Prelates are guided by God, and they gave
this mature consideration, doing so for reasons that should prevent
us from doing it. To do the contrary would be to expose a Sister to
danger. In addition, even though there seems to be no apparent risk,
we couldn't prevent the thoughts they might have if the devil interfered, and grave disorders might arise.
"Second, even if you were to accept boys, you couldn't take
them younger than six or seven years of age. It wouldn't be suitable
to keep them after they had reached eight, and even that would be
too old. Sending them back home after a year's schooling, just
when they're beginning to learn something, would be very painful.
To dismiss their children from school then would be like extracting
a tooth from the parents.
"In the third place, there would be constant disputes. Our Sisters
would have to contend with the parents of those they sent home and
the parents of those they were unwilling to accept, and there would
always be something that had to be straightened out. It would be impossible not to displease someone.

'lambert aux Couteaux.
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younger ones, there might be some free spirits stationed in distant
places who would accept older ones and might cause scandal for the
Company.
"For all those reasons, Sisters, it will be well not to admit them at
all. Two or three of us feel the same way. It should be left at that."
The second question proposed by Mademoiselle was to know
whether we may take boarders at the Paris Motherhouse and in the
country. Some think this could do a great deal of good both for the
young women we would take and for the house as well. The girls
would receive good moral training; principles ofvirtue would be instilled in them early on, and, while they were still young, many evil
tendencies could be broken that might ruin them if they were not
carefully uprooted. As concerns the house, perhaps some of those
raised among you may want to remain here. It's not rare to see girls
who, in their youth, had been boarders in religious houses, have a
vocation to become nuns. Who knows what God might do?
"Another reason is that we're being strongly urged to take them;
the parents wish it, and it's very hard to refuse them in the places
where our Sisters work, especially in the rural areas.
"An added reason is that taking boarders is no inconvenience,
provided they have separate beds, for in no way must they be allowed to sleep together.
"It would probably bring in a little money to the house. They
could pay a fair rate. Children don't cause great expense. So then, it
seems in many ways that this could be arranged and would be no inconvenience.
"On the other hand, you have to remember that having boarders
to discipline is a great concern to Sisters who already have theirpatients to nurse and schools to staff. They owe aU their time to the
poor, and taking in boarders would be to use it otherwise.
"In the second place, think ofthe heavy work it creates because it
requires great care.
''These, I think, are reasons contrary to taking them. Weighed
against them, you have to consider the good it could do, the advantage the house could expect from it, the desire ofthe parents, and the
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Sister?"
The Sisters felt that, for the trouble caused and the opportunity
given to the Sisters to break or become relaxed in their Rules, it was
more fitting to refuse boarders than to admit them. In addition, they
didn't think there was much profit in it.
Mademoiselle judged it impossible to take them in at the
Motherhouse in Paris and in all the parishes, but in the rural areas it
seemed almost a necessity, since most of the Ladies who found establishments or contribute to them suggest and desire this, and they
themselves are the ones who bring them to our Sisters. As for the inconvenience, since our Sisters are less busy in the country than elsewhere, it shouldn't cause them too many problems. And for the
possibility of breaking the Rules, those who were strongly attached
to their practice wouldn't allow themselves to be led astray,
whereas those who might be capable of breaking them would do so
anyway. Since some already have boarders for whom the Ladies
themselves are paying, it would be very difficultto send them away;
that might offend the Ladies and cause them to abandon everything.
For all these considerations, Mademoiselle thought it advisable to
take some in certain places in the country.
Despite the reasons given, M. Lambert, M. Vincent's Assistant,
thought they shouldn't be admitted since the personalities of the
Sisters sometimes clash, and they're not so even-tempered that they
don't have slight differences. If those girls should notice this, they
could min the reputation of the house. Furthermore, since our Sisters have very little time for their spiritual exercises, they would, of
necessity, be thinking ahout their hoarders instead of making their
prayer. They would have no freedom; the hoarders would observe
everything they say and do, since there's no place to give the girls
separate accommodations.
Most Honored Father, taking up the discussion, said, "I feel the
same way, Sisters; namely, that you shouldn't take them. Oh no! not
at all. In the first place, the good to be done by instructing them well
is not to be considered, since, if it causes a Sister to break her Rule,
that's a greater evil. To think it may produce good candidates for the
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been boarders in religious houses remained there; they're usually
weak people, not good-hearted, and the nuns don't want them. The
Bishop ofGeneva has allowed the Visitation nuns to take some, but
there must never be more than six. If he felt this would have done a
great deal of good, he wouldn't have restricted them to such a small
number.
"Moreover, ifthey come from good homes and pay afair amount
for board, they have to be treated differently from yourselves. It's
inconvenient to prepare two menus. If, to avoid the trouble offixing
two separate dinners, our Sisters-since there would be only two of
them-were to think of eating what their boarders eat, they would
deviate from the frugality of their house, which is the soul and life
of the Daughters of Charity. Yes, Sisters, frugality is the sonl of
your Institote. You subsist by it, and will subsist as long as it exists
among you. But, as soon as you grow slack and no longer are satisfied with soup, bread, and cheese, oh! farewell to the Daughters of
Charity! Don't even mention them again. For this reason, then, it's
certainly advisable--and even necessary-for us not to take them
either in the country or in Paris."
Mademoiselle asked permission to speak, explaining to him
that, regardless of the social standing of the boarders, they were informed when they took them in that they would eat the same food as
our Sisters.
"No matrer, Mademoiselle," said Most Honored Father, ''for
there are other reasons to the contrary that have been given-and
very important ones-namely, the difficulty the Sisters may sometimes have in getting along with one another. If a girl should become aware of this, she'll tell everybody about it. Next, if a Sister
has gone a long way to carry remedies to the sick, no sooner will she
return home than, instead of thinking about making her examination of conscience, she has to think about her boarders, and all the
time she could be devoting to God she'll have to spend looking after
them. Perhaps you'll tell me that, since there are two Sisters, the one
who teaches the children could easily teach the boarders as well.
But that's not everything. The laundry and cleaning must be done;
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the children must be dressed; someone has to keep an eye on their
conduct. If the Sisters have several patients, and both of them leave
the house, the boarders will be in danger; any number of accidents
could occur. There are other persons who risk nothing by taking
boarders because they're totally devoted to that. Leave matters as
they are and don't take any anywhere. As for the Sisters who already have some, they can keep them, for fear of upsetting the Ladies too much; but they must not accept any others."
For the good of the Company and the progress of our Sisters, especially since, in the regular conferences, they sometimes don't accuse themselves of anything, or don't express it properly, or
mention only the smallest part, often keeping silent about what
would be most necessary to say, Mademoiselle Le Gras asked
whether it might not be well to have a Sister whose duty would be to
say, if another Sister failed to accuse herself of a certain fault, "Sister, in a spirit of charity, 1remind you that you committed such and
such a fault, which you forgot to mention."
"I believe that's done in several well-regulated houses and is
very helpful. What do you think, Sister? Do you think it would be
advisable to do that in the Company?"
The Sisters thought it would be very useful and, when Mademoiselle was asked, she said she had felt it was a necessary practice because she saw that our Sisters were gradually becoming careless in
uot mentioning their biggest faults and were taking it amiss when
reminded about them. She said that, if at least there was a directive
about this, they would have to abide by it, and she hoped they would
be more careful in correcting themselves.
Most Honored Father was then informed of what we do at the
regular conferences, of which Mademoiselle gave him a brief report, after which he said, "Oh! that way the accusation is free; but,
as Mademoiselle is suggesting, the Sister responsible-or even
Mademoiselle-will mention what they forget to say."
Questioned as to how he felt, M. Lambert replied that, among the
Jesuits, this was done during reading in the refectory. The Superior
would give the reader a list of the faults he had noticed, and the
reader would say them aloud; they had no other way of reminding
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virtue was visible, and he felt that this practice, as they observed it,
could only he very worthwhile; consequently, he felt that it was apropos to introduce it into the Company.
After M. Lamhert had expressed his opinion, M. Vincent continued, ''Then you all agree that it would he well to do that? Oh! God he
praised! So do I. Have you spoken about this to our Sisters? Do they
know you're thinking of doing it?"
Mademoiselle told him that, hefore informing His Charity about
it, she had proposed it to the Sisters in a conference and had given
them time to pray and reflect on it. Then, as a follow-up, she had
asked for their opinion in a subsequent conference. All those she
questioned-by far the majority-seemed to desire it.
''That's very good. It now remains to he seen how you'll do it.
First, there'll have to he a Sister placed at the Motherhouse responsible for bringing to your attention the faults she notices. You'll
draw up a list of them, which you yourself will read at the conference the first time. Afterward, that could he the duty of the Sister
who represents you. These Sisters will have to he the outstanding
ones, the pillars ofthe house. I repeat, they should he the first ones."
Thereupon Mademoiselle told him that she thought she had to he
the one. "Oh! that's not necessary, but, as I told you, it can be the
leaders, the most dedicated Sisters in the house."
Mademoiselle intervened again to find out whether the Sisters
might not perform some little acts of humiliation.
"Oh yes! it's certainly right that. when they recognize their
faults, they do some little penance. We'll give you some notes on
what might he snitable. We still have to consider the dismissal of a
young woman from I.e Mans and one from Normandy."
Thereupon Mademoiselle gave the reasons for dismissing first
the Sister from I.e Mans, especially since she herself had asked to
leave because of some incident in a parish where she had been
placed. They had kept her to see whether she could adjust, and, in
fact, she was fairly well disposed right now to remain in the Company, but. since she was melancholy by nature, as soon as anything
happened to upset her she would stop eating and speaking and
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sign of a fever but she had been nothing but sad and chagrined for a
month. In addition, she seemed to have weak lungs. It was decided
that she should be sent home.
As for the Sister from Normandy, she was a good young woman
who for a long time had wanted to enter the Company before being
accepted. She was very gentle, but extremely slow and sluggish.
She was also in very poor health and had been ill since herretreat, as
she had been shortly before her entrance into the Company.
On this question, Most Honored Father said, "In well-regulated
houses, very close attention is paid to the strength ofthe Sisters. There
are many religious Orders where a complete physical examination is
given. Now, if there's such close observation in religious houses, in the
Company, where you have to work much harder, no one can be accepted who may be a burden to the house. If Sisters aren't very strong,
they may have some useful talent such as being able to teach school
and render other services. Does that Sister know how to read?"
Seeing that the little she knew gave no grounds for hope of her
being of service for very long, particularly because ofher slowness,
it was decided that she should be sent home.
Taking advantage ofthe presence ofM. Lambert, Mademoiselle
brought up a third Sister, who had been in the Company for over
four years and had always been ill, but often the cause of her illness
was not clear. Besides this, she had never given evidence of loving
her vocation, always choosing malcontents as her companions. She
was neither devoted to nor careful in the observance of her Rules,
seeming to want to please herselfand to spare herself in such a way
that it was felt that, if she could have found a better opportunity
elsewhere, she would have taken it. In addition, there was something to be feared in leaving her with our Sisters any longer because
ofthe bad example she was giving the others by doing nothing atal!.
Someone mentioned the length of time she had been at the
Motherhouse, what she knew that could be helpful there, and how
her departore might affect people, who were upset by the belief that
we got rid of Sisters as soon as they became ill, she being their example of this.
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Thereupon our Most Honored Father remarked, "As soon as you
see someone who acts listlessly, continues as she is, and doesn't
correct herself, there's no hope for her. The infmn who are kept by
Communities must be examples of regularity, virtue, and modesty,
whose love for their vocation and their punctuality are the reasons
why they're kept. Otherwise, that would ruin everything; for persons who do nothing and aren't well-balanced have more effect on
weak minds than others who are good. That's because the mind has
a tendency toward evil and would rather side with such persons if
it's not firmly anchored in virtue, than it would favor the virtue of
the one who could help them. Consequently, I think it's necessary
to dismiss this Sister. Since, however, she has been at the
Motherhouse a long time and doesn't openly appear to want to
leave, it will be fitting to suggest this to her and, while reminding
her of her ailments, to try to help her make up her mind to leave.
You might tell her that, when she's in another place where she'll
have less work, she~ll feel better. No matter what, we have to dismiss her." This was agreed and done.
"Now we have to see whether to assign a Sister for the formation
of newcomers. It seems to me we've already discussed that. It's a
matter of great importance for the good ofthe Company and has always been our practice. Previously it was done in several places,
particularly at the Hotel-Dieu, in the following way: a newcomer
was entrusted to an older Sister to be trained and looked after; but
the "nieces" became so attached to their "aunts" (as they were
called) that partialities arose, causing disorder in the houses. So, it
was thought more appropriate to appoint a Novice Mistress; they
were all placed together and the place was called a novitiate.
"If anything is necessary for the advancement of the Company,
it's this. Who is your choice, Mademoiselle?"
Mademoiselle then reminded him that it had already been decided that it would be Sister Julienne Loret.
So he continued, "0 Sister, what do we want to do with you?
This is the first and most important responsibility after that of the
Superioress. It's a question of forming young women who can
serve God in the Company, helping them to put down deep roots of
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practice of their Rules and of every virtue. Well, then! we'll give
you some guidelines on how to proceed, for you'll have to have
them carry out some exercises privately and have a separate place
for them, if there's some way of doing so.
Thereupon, it was represented that we couldn't give them separate
sleeping quarters and it would be difficult for the newcomers to make
meditation and say theirpmyers separately, especially since the Sister
assigued them as Directress recited pmyers for the whole Community.
Most Honored Father approved of that, provided that at an appointed
time ofday they would come together for an instruction by their Directress, according to the Rule he would dmw up for us, and he added,
"You're deeply indebted to God, Sisters, oh! really deeply indebted (I
don't know who will thank Him for this nor who will be able to do so)
because His Goodness takes care to purge the Company of subjects
who may do harm to it, and furnishes the means to perfect those who
remain in it! That's adntimble. For your part, Sisters, you must thank
Him as much as possible and be very faithful to Him."
He then said SancIa Maria succurre miseris, and gave the blessing as follows: "I ask Our Lord in His goodness to deigu to animate
you with His true Spitit, so that everything you do and say may be to
render Him the service He expects of you. In this confidence, 1now
pronounce the words of blessing: Benedictio Domini Noslri Jesu
Christi. ... "

162, • COUNCIL OF MARCH 22 [1648] ,

At the short meeting ofMarch 22, M. Vincent addressed various
topics proposed for the good of the Company by Mademoiselle,
who began as follows:
Document 162. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original,
published in Documents, Doc. 465, pp. 508-15, is in Sister Elisabeth Hellot's handwriting.
IThis Council meeting was held after that of October 3, 1647, which named Julienne Loret

Seminary Directress (in charge ofthe fonnation ofnew members), and before October 18, 1648,
the date of the burial of Sister Elisabeth Turgis.
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the thought of making a novena to Our Lady ofLoreto, whose chapel-a replica of the original-was recently built at the Madeleine
convent.' And since then I thought it would be a good idea to extend
the novena to include the entire Company.
Next, I also thought of including your house, Father, if you
agree-not because it has any need, but because we need its assistance. Now, my idea was that, since the first devotion to Our Lady
ofLoreto was established at the Temple,' we could begin there and
proceed to the chapel of the Madeleine convent close by."
When Most Honored Father had taken the vote of the Sisters,
who found the proposal useful, he said, "Oh! I think it's a good idea,
too, and God be praised, Mademoiselle, for inspiring you to seek
His assistance by this means! I'll thank Him especially forit and offer Mass for that intention."
Mademoiselle next suggested that they begin on the eve ofthe feast
ofthe Annunciation, because that' s a special day fur the Company, and
the first Sisters to make their total gift ofselfin it had chosen to do so on
that day. In addition, the Loreto chapel had been specilicaUy dedicated
to that holy mystery, which took place within it.
She most humbly asked His Charity to do us the kindness of
sending us one of his Missionaries to say Mass on the first day and
the last, which he most willingly granted, entreating God to be
pleased with this; he also thought it was a good idea to begin it on
the eve of the feast.
Mademoiselle continued with the second topic as follows: "During the past few days, Father, we dismissed Sister Marguerite who
was at the school. She and a few others were involved with a confessor, to whom they were attached-so strongly attached that two of
them stated they couldn't possibly go to any other confessor. Now,
because ofthe number ofSisters, and because the regular confessor

2The

monastery of Sainte Marie-Madeleine (cf. V, 320, n.17), located not far from the

Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity. The Community there was known 88 the
Madelonnenes. The house had a prison for intransigent cases, as weB as a convent for the
repentant

Thurch of the monastery and seminary of the Order of the Knights Templar.
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is busy with the church, we usually allowed the Sisters to go to two
or three, one of whom was this priest. However, since we saw the
disorder and harm this was causing, we tried to put a stop to it by
sending our Sisters to La Chapelle' for a while; then we recalled
Sister Marguerite, whom we had been keeping for more than a year,
more through lack of courage, I think, than out of pure charity. We
felt that, because of other traits she had-not bad ones but certainly
contrary to the spirit of well-regulated Communities-we really
should have removed her. Although she wasn't the fIrst to have
them,' she was the most attached and was influencing the other Sisters in such a way that they seemed to separate themselves from the
rest ofthe Company and form a body apart both at church and in the
house, where they would go off to speak about their confessor, the
guidance he had given them, and the advice they had taken, as if
they had to follow his guidance alone. No virtues were seen among
them, only self-will and personal practices. They wouldn't go to
Communion on the appointed days-most often because he forbade them to do so-and they asked no one's permission for this.
Now, since she has gone, all that has disappeared, by the grace of
God; they have calmed down, and those who found it impossible to
go to the regular confessor are now indifferent about that. So, Father, for the reasons that had caused us to allow two or three ofthem
to go when needed, I ask Your Charity to consider whether it might
not be appropriate to restore the same freedom and, if they can't
fInd the regular confessor, that they might be permitted to go to one
or to another, when the fIrst one isn't available.
After Most Honored Father listened to the entire proposal, he replied, "You did very well to dismiss that Sister, Mademoiselle, and
you'll always do well in similar cases not to keep others like her, if,
after you've tried every way and means to bring them around-as
you did with her-they're unwilling to mend their ways. I'm well

41n the seventeenth century La Chapelle was a small village directly north ofthe gates of Paris.
The Daughters of Charity had their Motherhouse there (1636-41). and a Confraternity of Charity
was established in 1638.
5Saint Louise added in the margin the words from ''whom we had been keeping for more than a
year" as far as "although she wasn't the first to have them."
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that point; I feel the same way. When I see someone who has to be
sent home, I dread it so strongly that I would prefer to have three
bouts offever; But, there's no other way; we have to be strong. The
surgeon who knows only how to apply plasters is no skillfuI person;
he has to know how to cut and amputate a member when the others
risk being harmed by it. Jesus Christ, Eternal Wisdom ofthe Father,
wanted to teach us that lesson when He said, 'One scabby sheep suffices to contaminate an entire flock.' This comparison is so apropos
that Our Lord seems to have uttered it purposely; for it's troe, Sisters, that it takes only one unbalanced person, convinced ofan erroneous opinion, to draw others to his or her way of thinking. What a
poor shepherd a man would be if, knowing a sheep to be scabby, he
failed to remove it, placing the entire flock in danger of being lost!
Likewise, Superiors ofCommunities wonld be blamed if, knowing
they had someone of that kind, they kept the person.
Now, as for confession, Sisters, that's something of the greatest
importance, for everything that's good and bad in us resnlts from it.
Therefore, there must be no constraint. Let's keep this among ourselves. Pope Clement VIII' issued a decree ordering that nuns
whose Rnle obliged them to go to only one confessor should be provided with two, so that, if they experienced some repugnance at going to one, they could go to the other, for there is question of
committing a sacrilege. To obviate difficulties that might arise, I
thought it well to have a conference some day on this topic. Meanwhile, we must use this light God has given to the Church for its
guidance, which can't be mistaken, for these are lights coming from
heaven. So, Mademoiselle, it will be a good idea for you to restore
this liberty, and, if you notice these artaehments cropping up again,
do something about them. I hope, however, that this won't be necessary, for once a mischief-making person has been removed, all
those who espoused his or her opinions usually calm down. I sometimes observe this among us, and it seems to me that, whenever it
happens, God gives signs soon after that it was pleasing to Him."
6Qement vm 0592-1605).
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what you just said concerning confessors? Ordinarily, as far as possible, the Sisters will go to only one confessor; but if they can't go to
him, they may go to others, among whom the priest of whom we're
speaking, a very upright man, will be included."
To that Most Honored Father replied, "We must abide by what I
told you, which has been ordered by the Pope and passed from him
to the entire Church, namely, that they may choose one of the confessors, and if someone is reluctant to go to the regular one, she may
take the other of the two designated, provided this choice be free of
attachment. There must be a holy liberty, and if those persons don't
agree with that, then some solution has to be found. Not that this has
to be done for all of them, nor in the same way, for a simple reminder will suffice for some; for others, strong persuasion must be
used; in the end, we'll even have to resort to extreme measures."
"Father," said Mademoiselle, "shouldn't those who choose a
confessor, go at least sometime during the year to the regular confessor in order to observe uniformity and not to appear singular?"
"Yes, Mademoiselle," said Most Honored Father, "that will be
very apropos."
Thereupon Mademoiselle, introducing another question, said,
''Father, recently Sister Turgis' asked me for a catechism and we
sent her one. She didn't fmd it sufficiently complete and requested
that we send her another. We sent someone to ask M. Lambert for
one, and he sent us Bellarmine's;' he told the Sister to whom he
gave it that it was very scholarly and intended only for Pastors.
Now, since we shouldn't appear too learned, I entertained the
thought of not forwarding it, but since I was being pressured, I did.'
telling her simply to read it because, since we don't automatically
understand what we read in the book, it doesn't seem sufficient just
to memorize and recite it."
7Elisabeth Turgis (cf. DI, 216, n.4).
8Saint Robert Bellannine. SJ. (IS42~1621). The reference here is probably to the Cardinal's
catechism for teachers published in 1598 and solemnly approved by Pope Clement VIn. He also

published a catechism for children.
9(:f. Spiritual Writings, L. 208, pp. 239-40. for Saint Louise's letter of March 6. 1648, to Sister
EIisabeth Turgis concerning the Bellarmine catechism.
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"MademoiseIle," Most Honored Father replied, "there's no
better catechism than BeIlarmine's; and even if all our Sisters
should know and teach it, they would be teaching only what they're
supposed to teach, since they are there to instruct others, and they
would know what Pastors should know. Do you know what maintains those two or three Sisters of Mme. de Vilieneuve?lO It's understanding the meaning of that catechism; they teach it and thereby
do incredible good. It would be weIl to have BeIlannine read to our
Sisters and for you yourself to explain it to them, so that all of them
may learn it thoroughly in order to teach it; for, if they have to teach
it, they also have to know it, and there's no better way to learn it
more thoroughly than from that book. I'm glad we spoke about this,
for I think that will be very helpful reading for them."
"Father," said MademoiseIle, "I thought of asking Your Charity
the foIlowing: Since we don't have much time for instruction at our
Friday conference because of the accusations, might it not be better
once a week, on a day when we wouldn't be hindered by them, to
give an instruction on the practice of a certain virtue, or the manner
of serving the sick spirituallY, or on some other subject, according
to the need we would see?"
"We have to study that," said Most Honored Father, ''forit has its
pros and cons. On the positive side, it could only greatly benefit the
whole Company because it would open minds to help them Use their
reasoning on the topic of the conferences. They need this because,
while some grasp things quickly, others are unable to understand. It
seems that this informality would make it easier for them. Another
benefit is that it would keep their minds recoIlected, and the more
they would hear virtue mentioned, the more familiar they would become with it.
"On the opposite side, having this exercise too frequently might
cause weariness and distaste, which would hinder the good results
that could be hoped from it. You have these conferences monthly,
besides one every Friday; this would make an added one during the
week. I think that might dishearten people. However, I think it
l<Marie Lhuillier d'Interville de Villeneuve, Foundress of the Daughters ofthe Cross (cf. IV.
6, n. 7).
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time to pass. What do you think, Sister?"
The Sister felt that it would be a good to have it weekly because,
since Mademoiselle was often in poor health, she wouldn't continue it uninterruptedly very long; and instead ofcausing weariness,
it would spark their desire. The other Sister felt the same way. Mademoiselle said she had thought of it as a means of making reparation in some way for the faults which, by her bad example, she
committed in directing the Company.
Most Honored Father replied, "God knows, Mademoiselle; but I
agree to your doing it. At our house we have another custom that really helps to maintain us: repetition of meditation in the morning. I
can vouch for the fact that it has good results. It's unbelievable that
God would let me be dry at prayer. My hope is that I'llieam from
one of the good Brothers some of the inspirations he had, and from
which I'll benefit. I expect that from God's goodness, and He
hardly ever fails me. Listening to those good Brothers is such a
great consolation to me! And our Sisters! When I hear some of our
Sisters say certain things, I can't tell you how touched I am. I don't
know if others are like me, but that's how I am when they say something edifying at repetition that's beneficial to others and to themselves. Then I speak to them, and if some reminder has to be given, I
say it. If any of them have committed a fault, they say so, and they
are called forward: 'Come here.' They kneel down to hear the correction and they accuse themselves. Without that, being as busy as
you see me for the rest of the day, I wouldn't know where to begin to
correct the disorders that so easily slip into Communities, if we
aren't very careful."

"Father," said Mademoiselle. "in suggesting to you a little conference every week, I wasn't thinking about having our Sisters
speak there-just myself, to give them some instruction. This being
the case, do you approve of my telling them the topic the day before
or the morning of the meeting so they can prepare forit? There'll be
no harm in sometimes also taking Bellarmine's catechism, and having something read and explained to them. At other times, I'll do as
I just suggested."
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''Try both ways. And you, Sister, II who are in charge ofour new
Sisters, help them to understand clearly how to make their prayer on
the subject of a conference, and the reasons for doing a certain
thing. For this, you have to make them realize the advantage of
preparation for prayer and the disadvantage that comes from omitting it; afterward, they should consider the means that can lead them
to make this preparation as perfectly as possible. In a word, Sister,
it's your duty to help them to be able to do this."
At that, the Sister knelt down and asked that someone else be appointed in her place because she felt incapable of doing that and of
informing Mademoiselle of her faults, since she was not sufficiently enlightened to recognize her own.
"Sister," Most Honored Father replied, "on your own, you could
neverdo it; you have neither the ability nor the insight, but OurLord
Jesus Christ will act in you; He Himself will be your ability and
your insight. Make yourself a good, prayerful Sister, and Our Lord
will teach you everything you'll have to know."
Mademoiselle then noted that Sister Guillemine 12 had been
taken from St-Paul. Sister Jeanne, who had already been there a
year, had been left there but hadn't managed to learn anything about
the parish, the Ladies, the poor, or the medicines. Sister Marie-Marthe" had been sent to replace Sister Guillemine and has
been longer in the Company, while Sister Jeanne has been in the
parish longer. Which one of the two should be the Sister Servant?
The Sisters thought that, although Sister Marie-Marthe was
newer in the parish, she should be Sister Servant, since the other Sisterdidn't know the parish any better than she. Besides, she was older
in the Company and very exact regarding the customs, so it should be
she rather than the other. Mademoiselle was ofthe same opinion, and
Most Honored Father said, "I agree. Among the Daughters of Charity, the one who is the most exact should always be in charge."
"Father," Mademoiselle asked, "shouldn't we take into account
the satisfaction of the Sisters?"
lIJulienne Loret.
lZOuillemine Chesneau.
13Marie-Marthe Trnrneau.
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"No, never," said he, "only virtue. Disregard age, disregard
length of time in the Company, disregard social standing; consider
only virtue. No choice must ever be made except in consideration of

a person's virtue."
Mademoiselle then said that when the Marquise de Mortemart 14
had withdrawn her daughter!' from this house, she had come nowhere near paying her expenses, and it was very likely that the
house had been wronged. Mademoiselle wanted to know whetherit
would be proper for us to bring this to her artention, or should some
friends inform her of it.
When Most Honored Father heard to what sum that might
amount, he said, "You have to consider two things: first, whether
you'll ask for-{)r have someone ask for you-what you think is
due to you; second, whether you want to offer that to God and await
from Him alone the reward for what you've done, taking that as a
warning He has given you to do nothing out ofconsideration for the
world or social rank, but to do all for His love, and never anything
for any other motive. What do you think, Sister?"
The Sister replied that, before His Charity had suggested the two
courses ofaction, she had been inclined toward the first, for the interest
of the house. Now, however, she felt it was better to let God compensate for this loss and to learn the lesson He had allowed it to teach us.
The second Sister thought that at least one request shonld be made, and
if we were not given anything, we shonldn't mention it again.
Mademoiselle was ofthe opiuion that-not openly, but on a suitable occasion-the lady should be discreetly informed that she hadn 't settled her account; ifshe did nothing about it, we should leave it
at that.
"Ohi Sisters," said Most Honored Father, "I don't think you
should ask for anything. Even if you have nothing but the lesson you
leamed from thiS-{)f doing nothing out of consideration for the
world-I wonld think you were well enough paid. Believe me, God
wanted you to see that you're not for persons of rank; you're only for

I"Diane de Grand·Seigne, Marquise de Mortemart (Mortemar) (d. n, 650, o. 2).
15Gabrielle de Mortemart. who in 1655 married the Marquis de Thiange.
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persons who are poor, and henceforth you should adopt this as a
maxim ofnot taking in boarders. One of the beautiful things I fmd in
Mademoiselle de Villeneuve's Regulations is not to take upper class
boarders, 'because, Monsieur,' said she, 'that would eat up all our
time. If there's anything good in the house, it would have to be for
them; they must be served, even if everything has to be stopped; the
others will want to act like them and everything will fall into disorder.' Oht Sister, how beautiful I found that! You must resolve to do
likewise and to believe that this is what God wanted you to see on this
occasion, for which you really should thank Him."
Mademoiselle next asked whether one ofour Sisters in the Company, following the advice of Mme. de la Porte,l< should go to see
the Duchesse de Longueville,l7 on whom depended the parish
served by that Sister.
Most Honored Father accordingly said, "Mademoiselle, I think I
told you previously that the Daughters ofCharity must not seek recogrtition from important persons. What's the use of calling on a
Princess without necessity or for some business? If she hears of the
Sisters' virtoe, of their good lives, of the service they give to those
who are poor, well and good. Virtoe, and nothing else, must distingrtish the Daughters of Charity, and they should never seek to make
themselves known. May God in His goodness be pleased to give
them this spirit and to bless the resolution we now take to do our utmost-not by ourselves, but by Him-to instill that in us!
Benedictio Domini Nostri Jesu Christi. ...

t63•• COUNCIL OF APRIL 13,1651

On April 13, 1651, Most Honored Father thought it well for us to
hold a short meeting to deal with several needs ofthe Company and
16Madame de

la Porte, a Lady of Charity in Saint-Gervais parish.

17Anne-Genevieve de Bourbon de Longueville (cf. vm, 407, n. 10).
Document 163. - Archives of the Motherhouse ofthe Daughters ofCharity. Ecrits autographes.
This document in Saint Louise's handwriting has been published in Documents, Doc. 519, pp.
582-84.
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Elisabeth Hello!. This election was unable to take place sooner because of the commitments of the Sisters.
Assembled in the parlor at Saint-Lazare were Sisters Julienne
Loret, then First Assistant; SiSler Genevieve Poisson, 1 representing the senior Sisters; and 1. M. Vincent asked us what business
there was, and after the Sister Servant' had given him the agenda,
Most Honored Father said:
"Sisters, having Sisters who act as a Council to the Superioress is
a real necessity. All Communities are very strict about this, but the
choice of these Sisters is extremely important, and so is changing
them, so that several may be fonned to be in authority and to give
good, sound advice.
"Do you know, dear Sisters, what qualities they must have?
First, they should love and esteem their vocation, be virtuous, and
give good example; they must also have common sense and good
judgment, and be very exact in the practice of the Rules. All that is
important for the good of the Company, so that the Sisters may be
fonned and become accustomed to the practice of solid virtue. This
is also important in order to conduct the business of the Company
with confidentiality. Therefore, Sisters, reflect carefully before
God on the person you consider capable of carrying out this duty.
Who do you think might be proposed, Sister Genevieve?"
The Sister stood up and said: "Father, since I usually don't reside
at the Motherhouse, I can'tjudge too well, but it seems to me that Sister Marguerite Menard' or SisterPhenix' would be qnite snilable."
In reply M. Vincent said: "The candidate should live at the
Motherhouse." This held true for the fonner. Then the Sister gave
her reasons for nominating the two Sisters.
"And you, Sister?" said M. Vincent, speaking to SisterJulienne.
lGenevieve Poisson (d. IV, 158. n. 4).
2Saint Louise, who drew up this account, was Sister Servant of the Motherhouse.
3Marguerite Menard entered the Daughters of Charity in November 1650. In 1653 she was in

ehlU'.
4Sister Phenix entered the Daughters of Charity around May 1650 and died on June 9, 165 L
Saint Louise eulogized her in several letters (cf. Spiritual Writings. L. 311, p. 360, and L. 313, p.

361).
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or Sister Menard, but the latter has been in the Company ouly a
short time."
When Most Honored Father asked the Sister Servant what she
thought, she replied that the first two named seemed to have the requisite disposition to be Assistants, but there was still something to be
desired at present because Sister Phenix had been in the Company
scarcely a year, and Sister Menard haOO't yet been in it six months.
As for Sister Fran90ise-Paule, right now she was too involved in
business that others coulOO't take over without being prejudicial to
the interests of the Company. "We do, however, have Sister Jeanne
de la Croix,- a virtuous Sister who gives excellent example. She's
gentle and charitable with the Sisters and is also a hard worker, which
seems necessary in a Sister Assistant to make up for my failings that
preventme from being the fIrst to do the work, as I should be doing."
As soon as I had fluished, our two Sisters remarked that they
haOO't thought of her, and since that was simply an oversight, they
felt she would do well.
"Well, Sisters," said M. Vincent, "leave it at that. I certainly
think Sister Jeanne is a good Sister and will do well. Be well convinced, Sisters, of the truth that Sister Assistants or Councillors
should be changed for several reasons, one ofthem being that a Sister shoulOO't become attached to this duty. Another is that it's a
good idea for several Sisters to be formed to serve the others, for the
entire welfare of the Company depends on the care the Sister officers should take ofthe whole family, giving very good example to it
and acting with great solicitude. For that reason, you should never
again go for so long without holding an election.
"you still have a number ofotherquestions on your agenda, but we
can't settle them today. I ask God to bless the Sister you've named."
Then he said the Sancta Maria succurre and gave us his blessing, asking God to grant us the grace of making good use of the

'F~oise-Pau1e Noret (ct. vn, 189, n. 2).
6Jeanne Delacroix (cf. VDI, 323, n. I).
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guidance of Divine Providence for His glory and the good of all the
souls in the Company.

164•• COUNCn. OF APRIL 15, 1651

Two days laier' Most Honored Father did us the kindness of
agreeing to our meeting in the same place-the parlor at
Saint-Lazare-which we did with the same Sisters and the aforementioned Sister Jeanne de la Croix. Surprised at this, she was asking in her humility to be excused, not knowing what it was all about.
After the Veni Sane!e had been said, and the minutes of the previous session given to M. Vincent, he said to us: "At these little
meetings, Sisters, we must speak in the presence of God, pay close
attention to what's being said in order to give our mature opinion,
and avoid repetition. This will be easy if, recalling what a Sister has
said and being of the same opinion, we can say: 'f think that what
has been said can be done for the reasons stated;' or 'f thought such
and such because of such and such a reason.' For you see, Sisters,
when there's question of the glory of God, there must be no human
respect, although we shouldn't contradict anyone, but simply give
our opinion when Superiors ask for it."
The first item proposed was whether to send Sisters to Picardy to
help Sister Guillemine and three others. They had gone there a long
time ago to care for the suffering and sick poor persons in that region, who had been reduced to the greatest misery by the devastation of the wars of the preceding year.'
"Sisters," said Most Honored Father, "so that we can jUdge
things clearly, the person who proposes them should explain the sitDocument 164. - Archives ofthe Mothcrhouse of the Daughters ofCbarity. Berits autographes.
This document in Saint Louise's haridwriting has been published inDocuments, Doc. 520, pp.
584-89.

lThe preceding Council had been held on April 13.
ZOuillemine Chesneau and the other Sisters bad been sent to Picardy, along with some Priests
ofthe Mission, to assist the poor persons of the region. In December 1650 the battle between the
royal army and Turenne's troops, near Rethel, devastated the towns and villages, left bodies
unburied, the wounded without care, and the crops unharvested.
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be done. So, Sisters, I'll tell you that I think it would be well to send
Sisters there: (I) because Sister Guillemine wishes this; (2) because
it's not the custom of the Community to leave Sisters on their own
as they are, being a league and a half from one other; and (3) because the priests who are also assisting poor persons there have
thought it advisable to give each of our Sisters a girl they sent from
Reims, but this isn't working out well-whether it's her fault or our
Sister's. For all these reasons, it would be desirable to send some of
our Sisters rather than to leave them there alone.
"On the other hand, it's very difficult to fmd any to send because
you don't have any. You're being asked for in several places and
you can't respond. Another reason for not sending them there is that
this work is temporary and shouldn't last much longer. But the
strongest reason is that, since they aren't too far away, they are able
to console and help one another by meeting together."
Then, beginning with Sister Jeanne he said, "What's your opin-

ion, Sister?"
Since this was the flfst time Sister had been at one of these little
meetings, she found it difficult to be the flfst one to speak, but
M. Vincent said to her, "Go ahead, Sister; it's the custom for the one
sitting on the right to begin." In this way, he avoided telling her that
it was the last in office who was called on to speak first. From this
we should learn not to humiliate the persons to whom we're speaking. This has always been noted in the talks and conferences of
Most Honored Father, and usually in his private communications as
well.
"Well, Monsieur," said the Sister, "the place where our Sisters
are working isn't an establishment; for if it were, it would seem advisable not to leave our poor dear Sisters so isolated, and I know
how hard it is to live and work with persons who aren't like us."
"No, it isn't," M. Vincent replied, "because the Sisters are going
to be there only a short time. And you, Sister, what do you think?"
"For the reasons given, Monsieur, I don't think it's really necessary to send one ofour Sisters, even though it's very hard to be alone
in a place."
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for a Sister represented by Sister Guillemine, and for all the other
reasons you mentioned, I think we need to send one of our Sisters
there to satisfy her.'
"And your thought?" said Most Honored Father to the Sister
who was near him.'
UIt seems to me, Father, that OUf Sister's desire to have another
Sister is legitimate in a certain sense but, since we're in such great
difficulty, it's well to defer sending her one; for, being with another
Sister would be an occasion of practicing virtue, since she would be
obliged to put up with a great deal in order to give good example to
the neighbor. The most pressing reason to send someone is the fear
that, because it's our custom not to leave a Sister alone in a place,
this might set a precedent But, as our Sister has so well remarked,
since it's not an establishment, there's no inconvenience."
"Well then, Sisters," said M. Vincent, "postpone that." And on
the proposal then made to him as to whether or not sbe could get
some help from our Sisters in Sedan, His Charity resolved to write
to the Priests of the Mission who are in that vicinity.
"Another suggestion was to send one of our Sisters to a hospital
for the sick and other poor persons in Hennebont, in Lower
Brittany, where we have two Sisters, Sister Anne Hardemont and
Sister Genevieve.' Since the work is much greater than they can
handle, they had to have a young woman stay with them to teach
them to speak low Breton and give them other information. It didn't
take them long to realize the incompatibility of having persons outside our Company as associates, and for that reason they were making an urgent plea for a Sister."
After M. Vincent, with his usual charity and hUmility, asked our
Sisters' advice, he said, "Please see that the decision we're taking is
put into effect as soon as possible; I promised those gentlemen that
a Sister would be sent to them."

3Saint Louise.
"Genevieve Doinel (cf.IV,116, 0.3).
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find in sending a Sister alone on such a long journey, and in finding
one suitable for this in every way, has caused the delay."
"Well now, Sister, do you know what should be done? Be sure
that, when the coach for Orleans leaves, someone you know is traveling in it and you have some assurance that they're in good company. Recommend them to the coachman, and even give him a little
something. When they get to Orleans, have the Sister wait there a
few days in order to go by boat' with someone safe. And, after taking all these precautions, trust in Divine Providence, who never
fails us in ourneeds. By the grace of God, I don't think anything has
ever happened on the journeys our Sisters have taken that might
give us cause to fear for them. Isn't that so, Sisters?" To this we replied that God in His goodness had always protected us. "May He
be praised for that, Sisters!"
Another proposal concerned the need to send an experienced
Sister to Chars, 6 where the Pastor had died a year ago. He was a
very upright man, always most solicitous for the Sisters, and they
respected him highly and had great confidence in him. The one who
was replacing him, however, although a very upright person also,
was very strict and filled with the maxims of the Iansenists, and he
was trying to make them give an account of their interior life and all
their actions, wanting them to make general confessious and several other things. Our Sisters couldn't agree to this, despite the fact
that, without causing any harm, some agreeable, discreet souls
might have been able to satisfy him. On the contrary, they were so
exasperated that in truth we couldn't blame our Sisters, given the
situation of the Pastor and everything else. Those good Sisters
needed a very thorough visitation, especially because, since the
death of the Marquise d'O,' that place belongs to M. de Luynes.'

.'iOn the Loire River.
6At the request ofMadame de Herse, the Daughters of Charity went to Chars (V aI-d 'Oise) in
1647. The demands of the Jansenist Pastor made their departure necessary in 1657.
7Louise-Marie Stguier. Marquise d'O (1626-50), one of Chancellor Pierre stguier's
daughters.
8Louis-Charles d'Albert, Due de Luynes, a Jansenist.
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this, "someone should be sent there as soon as possible, the fITst reason being that our Sisters must not have any difference of opinion
with the Pastors. That good gentleman M. de Luynes is extremely
strict, and he and the Pastor are certainly adherents of those new
opinions. 9 That's why, dear Sisters, we have to choose a Sister who
is very prudent; first of all, to recognize where our Sisters are at
fault, for we have to believe that there's some fault on their part; and
then it will be well for her to inform us of anything unusual so we
can get things organized there."
After hearing our Sisters' opinions regarding this need, M. Vincent, our Most Honored Father, said, "It will be well that Sister
Julienne lO be the one, since she also has to go to the country for
some other reason, and this should be done as soon as possible."
The next point concerned whether or not to accept a good nun
who had left her convent with a few others who were removed from
there because of several cases of possession-a very fine woman
who ardently desired to join our Company.

"This is a very serious matter, Sisters, for several reasons. She' s
a nun who has left her convent, where she had been for a long time.
Consequently, her lifestyle has been quite different from yours. We
couldn't accept her without a dispensation from the Holy Father.
She has relatives, persons of rank, who want to place her elsewhere-although that's no reason for refusing her. What do you
think, Sister?"

"Monsieur," said the Sister, "it might be a little strange to see a
nun among us, and perhaps our Sisters would be upset by it. That
good Sister has a hard time walking."

"And you, Sister?"
"Monsieur, I don't think that would be very snitable for us. She's
not used to working; then, too, if people saw a nun among us, that's
all they'd need to start saying that all of us will soon be nuns as
well,"

9Jansenism.
IOJulienne Loret.
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"For all the reasons you and our Sisters have mentioned, Monsieur, I think it would be inappropriate to accept that good nun."
His Charity then asked the Sister Servant what she thought
should be done, and she replied, "Father, it's true that this nun has a
strung desire to belong to the Company; she says she's assured of
being able to remove her habit withouta dispensation and to enter
any religious Order and Company she wishes because the reasons
forcing her to leave the convent where she was make her departure
considered as regular. No other women are being received there,
and there's a great evil spell in the house-even several nuns who
are still possessed. Nevertheless, Father, were it not. ... "II

165. - COUNCIL OF NOVEMBER 9, 1653

On Sunday, November 9, a short meeting was held with M. Vincent our Most Honored Father to send Sisters to Nantes to replace
Sister Jeanne Lepeintre, Sister Catherine, I and Sister Jacquette,2
who had been recalled. Sister Marie-Marthe' would be sent as Sister
Servant, and Sister Anne de Vaux' and Sister Madeleine Micquel'
would replace the other two. His Charity told us that when we were
called to the meetings to give our opinion, we should first recommend this to God, and, when questioned, be prepared to answer as
follows: "1' m or such an opinion for such and such reasons." "But be
careful, Sisters," he said, ''to give your opinion before stating the reasons causing you to think that way. If another Sister has spoken be-

liThe text was left unfinished.

Document 165. ~ Arehives of the MotheIhouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original.
published in Documnlts, Doc. 567, pp. 633·34, is in Sister Mathurine Gu6rin'shandwriting.

'Catherine Baucher.
2Jacquette had gone to Nantes in J647.
3Marie-Martbe Trumeau.
"Anne de Vaux. born in 1629 in Ardivillien:. entered the Daughters of Charity in December
1651. As mentioned here. she was sent toNantes; in 1672 she was at the Motherhouse. She died
in 1689.
sMadeleine Micquel was in Nantes (1653-60).
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fore you, and her opinion is different from yours, you must reply to
the reasons she has suggested by giving other reasons, and say, 'As to
what has been mentioned, wltich is such or such a thing, I'd like to respond with such or such a reason. ' "
Having said this, Most Honored Father pointed out to us the
great privilege of being in this house and ofworking for all the Sisters in general, stating, "Sisters, if you only knew how well the Sisters who work in this house can serve the Company, and how
pleasing to God is a Sister who focuses on Him in her words and
gives the example to her Sisters in her actions! That Sister does
more than if she were some place where she might do wonders, because bere she's working to form the Company. Yes, Sisters, even if
the Daughters of Charity in Poland' were to work miracles, that's
nothing; it is something, but little in comparison with the good
that's done by those here at home who give good example to their
Sisters, particularly to newcomers, by their patience, mutual support, gentleness, cordiality, humility, and charity toward one another. I believe those virtues will sustain and have sustained the
Company; and, on the contrary, nothing does more harm in Communities than bad example."

166. • COUNCIL OF JUNE 11, 1654

Most Honored Father, Mademoiselle, and several of our Sisters
assembled in the parlor of Saint-Lazare to choose the Sisters who
were to go to Chliteaudun to open a new establishment.
"So then," said Most Honored Father, "it's a matter ofchoosing
the Sisters to be sent to Chliteaudun;! and since it's very important
6The Sisters went to Poland in 1652.
Document 166.· Manuscript entitled Recueil des proces-verbaux des Conseils tenus par Saint
Vincent de Paul et Mademoiselle 1£ Gras. pp. 125ff; published in Documents, Doc. 592. pp.
655-59.
1Mme de Varize had asked for Daughters ofCharity to care for the sick poor at the ChAteaudun
Hospital. A contract, drawn up on June 11, 1654 (cf.l#xuments, Doc. 591, pp. 654-55), was
signed by Saint Vincent at the Chitelet in Paris on July 16, 1654, and Sisters were sent to the
hospital that same month.
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places where our Sisters have never been, let's see what should be
done about that.
"First of all, let's choose Sisters who meet more or less the following criteria: they shonldn't be fond of conversing with many
various persons, nor of revealing their interior problems either to a
religious or to some priest-this one today, another one tomorrow.
Nor should we choose those who like to speak on matters of devotion to anyone who will listen, because a great deal of talk doesn't
help people to advance in virtue.
"Second, they shouldn't be gadabouts who like to visit their acquaintances. Oh! we must be far from having this spirit, Sisters! A
Daughter ofCharity who takes pleasure in company other than that
ofher Sisters shows that she doesn't love them; for you see, we cannot have two loves, any more than we can have two hearts. If the
Daughters ofCharity like to gad about outside their own house, going to see Mme. So-and-So, spending their time chatting with her,
they show that they don't love the Company or the conversations of
their Sisters. Oh! what a great evil that is!
"Third, let's look for Sisters who don't permit men to enter their
rooms. Recall carefully what I have so often recommended to you
on this point. Even should it be a Brother of the Mission, or
M. Portail, or myself, don't allow it, unless it's a necessity in case of
illness. Apart from that, your room must be closed to men, even under pretext of speaking of good things, of explaining something to
you, or of asking you something. You see, those who seek advice
from many people resemble persons engaged in a lawsnit. A man
who is is fond of bickering over points of procedure finds a lawyer
and tells him why he wants to go to court; he lays his case before
him. If this lawyer tells him he's in the wrong and his cause is unjust, he doesn't believe it and goes off to find some other lawyer
who can tell him: 'Don't worry, friend, you'll win, you have a good
case.'And because it's not enough to find just one who thinks he has
a good case, he'll go to look for a second one.
"In the same way, there are people who are never content. They
give their opinion; they ask advice; to one they tell their troubles; to
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else they will tell the moods of their Sisters and the patience they
need to put up with them. Why do you think they do all that? To find
someone who will flatter them in their opinions. Experience proves
this; for, if someone gives them good advice, they don't follow it,
but, like that litigant, think they are misunderstood, and they have to
speak to someone else aboutit Then, after all that, they do whatever
they please. This is what Holy Scripmre teaches us: 'They seek
those who will confirm them in their bad opinions, they ask for advice, and in the end, they do as they please."
"In the fourth place, we must choose Sisters who don't love
money. Ah! Mon Dieu! If, unfornmately, anyone in the Company
would so far forget herselfas to make a little bit ofmoney for herself
on the side, she should be dismissed-although I don't think there
are any, by the grace ofGod. I say then, Sisters, that you must avoid
this sin and never take for yourselves anything from the money of
the poor or from what is in your savings because it doesn't belong to
you. When the devil wants to make someone fall into sin, he begins
with little things; today be'll make you keep back a denier, tomorrow a sou, and in this way the evil keeps growing. Judas began by
covetousness; he went so far as to sell his Master.' See wbere the
love ofmoney led an Apostle ofOur Lord! And if this Apostle, who
had received so many graces, worked miracles, and lived so many
years in the company of Our Lord, fell in this way, do we not have
reason to fear this sin? I'm wondering if, with time, it might be
better for our Sisters not to buy anything or have anything to do with
the money of the poor, so as to avoid all suspicion. We'll think
about this before God. Meanwhile, however, remember that you
should never dwell on the desire to possess a single sou.
'There's a story-I think it's in the life of Saint Gregory' -in
which it is related that, after the death of a religious, they found on

ZCf. 1 Kgs 12:12·14. (NAB)

'cf. MI26,15. (NAB)
4Alban Butler, in his lives of the Saints (ed. Herbert Thurston. Sol.• and Donald Atwater [4
vols.• New York: P.J. Kennedy and Sons, 1956J, vol. 1, pp. 567·68), relates a story similar to this
in his account of Saint Gregory the Great (c. 540-6(4).
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him a purse full ofmoney. Since that was against the Rule, it was ordered that he not be interred in holy ground, but that his purse
should be buried with him. Well, Sisters, doesn't this example show
clearly how dangerous this evil is?
"Lastly, let's try to find Sisters who don't like to write or receive
letters from their relatives, friends, or anyone else; for it's a bad sign
when Daughters of Charity come to that, and it's a means of committing serious faults. We've seen persons lost for having taken the
liberty to write and receive letters without the permission of Superiors. Yes, Sisters, they had begun well, but allowed themselves to
do things unworthy of their state. That's why the Sisters we send
must be far removed from taking this liberty. I say that, under no
pretext whatsoever, should they seek to receive letters from a confessor or a priest, even under the guise of preserving the friendship
and acquaintance they may have. Ah! Sisters, those who dare to receive or send letters without showing them to Superiors are capable
of many other wicked things."
Most Honored Father then asked a few Sisters what Sisters they
judged suitable for the new establishment, and they mentioned
some. Mademoiselle said that they were very good Sisters but were
too young and were needed where they were.
"You see, Sisters," said M. Vincent, "we have to act like parish
officials in the rural areas. When they are choosing those whom
they want to put in charge, they say to themselves, 'This one will be
good for the coming year, that one in two years, such a one in three
years.' Likewise, we have to see who will be suitable in a few years
and keep them for that time. As for those who are ready now, they
should be named."
"Father," said Mademoiselle, "it's very difficult to find Sisters
who have all the qualifications you just mentioned."
"Look, Mademoiselle, they have to have them-or have little in
them to complain about. Moreover, they must be Sisters who have
good judgment, prudence, and leadership qualities; for there's a
vast difference between piety and the ability to be good leaders.
You might find a very pious person who wouldn't be at all suitable.
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good judgment."
"Father," said Mademoiselle, "I don't think: it would be such a
bad thing if we were to fmd persons who might acquire these dispo-

sitions with time."
"I think: I told you previously that we should always use the best
ones in the beginning because the solidity of the building depends
on that. 'But,' you may say to me, 'why put what is best in the foundation? Why not put it in the middle, where it can be seen?' When
Solomon had the temple built, he placed precious stones in the
foundation--emeralds, rubies, topazes, and other precious metals. 5
And why, Sisters, did they not put these beautiful stones in the middle or on the front, where they could be seen? Ah! because when
someone wants to erect a beautiful building, the best stones should
be used. So, Mademoiselle, we must make it a rule always to send
virtuous Sisters to new establishments."
After Most Honored Father had heard the majority vote, he said
to the Sister who had been chosen as Sister Servant, 6 "So, Sister,
you are the one Divine Providence has chosen, along with the two
others who have been narned, since you received the greatest number of votes. For that's the custom, Sister; we choose the one with
the largest number of votes. Well, Sister, will you be a precious
stone? Will you be a ruby or an emerald?"
"Father, I don't know what I'll be; I'm really afraid I'll be nothing but mud"
"Father," said Mademoiselle, "we have two difficulties to bring
up concerning two young women. One, who is already in the house,
has shown by some little devious acts that she doesn't have the requisite qualities for a Daughter of Charity. She may, however, acquire them in time. The other is a young woman from Saint-Denis,
who wants to belong to the Company. She appears somewhat frail
and has been slightly ill at the Hotel-Dieu. It seems she may be consumptive; and if that's the case, there's no hope ofaccepting her."

sef. 2 ehr 3:6. (NAB)
6Jeanne Lepeintre.
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months in menial, degrading duties to find out with time her dispositions and to see if she might be snitable. 7 As for the other, she
could be given some medicine to take at home to see ifshe might get
better; or she could be accepted on condition that she be willing to
return home after she had been in the house for a time without receiving the habit, if she didn't have sufficient health to remain.'

167•• COUNCIL OF APRIL 8, 1655

On Thursday, April 8, a short meeting, regarding the recall of
our Sisters from Nantes, was held in the parlor of Saint-Lazare.
Present were Most Honored Father, M. Almeras (at the time, First
Assistant to M. Vincent at Saint-Lazare), M. Portail, Mlle. Le Gras,
and three of our Sisters.
After Most Honored Father had invoked the assistance of the
Holy Spirit, he explained why the meeting had been called and the
pros and cons for this recall.
'The first reason why it seems we should leave our Sisters in
Nantes is that it appeared to be a call from God. The municipal authorities,' knowing the Daughters ofCharity, came to ask for them,
making every possible effort to obtain them, and we granted their
request. This may show that God willed it. In addition, those who
asked for them to serve the poor people of Nantes had the duty and
authority to make the appeal, since they are responsible for the hospital for poor persons and for their welfare. Now, when persons
?written in the margin: "She did not receive the habit; she was dismissed not long after this
meeting."
"The copyist noted in the margin: ''This Sister was accepted out of charity in orderto give her a
try. She received the habit but had to be sent horne about six months later because of her
continued health problems."
Document 167.. Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original,
published in DocUlrUltlts, Doc. 622. pp. 689-93. is in Sister Mathurine Gumn's handwriting.
'The Mayor and Town Magistrates.
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that it comes from God So much for the first reason why the Sisters
should remain.
"The second is that it will be said everywhere that the Daughters
of Charity have deserted that place. Perhaps those gentlemen will
ask for M. de la Dauversiere's Sisters' or the ones from Rennes.'
That will spread everywhere, and everyone will speak about it according to his or her own feelings on the matter, which will cause
great scandal for the Company.
"The third reason is that there will be great scandal among the
Sisters within the Company when they hear that our Sisters have
been recalled from Nantes. They will conclude that, if such a measure had to be taken, something went wrong there, and it is to be
feared that this may cause great scandal.
"The fourth and final reason is that there are few states and vocations in the world in which there isn't something to suffer. How
many troublesome things are to be endured in marriage! Even in
Communities, though people live more peacefully in them, there
are still sufferings. In short, there's no state or condition without its
share of trouble.
"So then, those are the reasons why it seems we should still be
patient and try to continue the service of poor persons in that hospital.
"Here now are the reasons for a recall. The first is that we should
never do or not do anything based on what people will say. We
shouldn't be worried about what they may think or say when they
hear that we've recalled our Sisters. We must go straight to God and
seek only to please Him when we're calumniated as well as when
we enjoy a good reputation.

2Jn 1632J6r6me i.e Royerde la Dauversiere (1597·1659), taX collector of La Fleche (Sarthe).
had founded the Congregation of the Hospitaller Nuns of Saint Joseph in that place. Three of
these Sisters left for Montreal, Canada. in 1659.
3'Jbe Hospitaller Nuns of Saint Augustine. called the Daughters ofMercy, who had houses in
Renoes and Vannes. They came front Dieppe in 1636 at the request of the Bishop of Vannes to
take charge of the hospital. where they encountered many difficulties. The Daughters of Charity
replaced them in 1866.
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"Second, if sending our Sisters to Nantes seemed like a call from
God, it seems also that since that time Divine Providence has permitted us to wonder whether they could adjust, since we gave Sisters only on condition that, if the gentlemen were satisfied and were
pleased with our service, they would keep them; if not, they would
send them back. The same applied on our side; that is, if we couldn't
do what they wanted, or they didn't fulfill their obligations, we
would withdraw the Sisters. According to that, it seems it was only
a trial and not a definite decision. Mademoiselle, wasn't that your
understanding when you went there?"
"Yes, Father, and I think I'm partly to blame for all the trouble
that ensued because I didn't inform you of the state of affairs when
we went to Nantes, for I could see even then that they wonld have a
hard time adapting to the spirit of the people of Nantes. It troubled
me to have to leave our Sisters there.
"So there you have the second reason for recalling them. The
tltird is that, ever since they've been there, the Sisters have always
had a very hard time satisfying those gentlemen. It has been an almost constant struggle of one kind or another, if not because of the
Fathers ofthe Poor,4 then because ofthe Bishop,s who doesn't like
the Daughters ofCharity. In a word, it has been a cross in every way.
"Fourth, there's little reason to think things will be better in the
future than in the past. This is obvious from the proposals they are
making, all of which are contrary to the agreement we made with
them when we sent them our Sisters. 6 We read their letter, in which
they complain that MIle. Le Gras recalled a Sister who works in the
phannacy' without notifying them, and they claim you haven't sent
them any money for the journey, even though it's stated in the contract that, when we withdraw a Sister, we'll provide whatever that
requires and will inform them of it, and when they decide to send
4 Administrators of the hospital.
SOabriel de Beauvau de Rivarennes. Subsequent events showed that he did not favor the fonn

of consecrated life of the Daughters of Charity and their contacts with persons who are poor
Doc. 415, p. 418, n. 4).
&rhe contract the Daughters of Charity signed in August 1646 with the Administrators of
Saint-Rene Hospital in Nantes (cf.Documents, Doc. 415, pp. 417-19).

(cf.Documems,

7Henriette Gesseaume.
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some of the Sisters back, then they, too, are obliged to pay the expenses of the journey.
Furthermore, they are complaining that we recalled this Sister
before sending another with the same skills and experience in running a pharmacy they have set up, and they say they can't allow her
to return unless we send them someone else.
"They also want to send back a Sister who is sick, because she's
no longer strong enough to take care of the kitchen, where she has
been working for quite some time. That's part of what they say;
we'll study the letter; it will indicate the rest to us."
"It's true," said Mademoiselle, "that I didn't think to send any
money; but even ifl had thought ofit, they still owe us for the return
journey of the Sisters they sent back to us about two years ago, for
whom they gave nothing.' As for their complaint that I didn't write
to them about recalling our Sister, I asked M. Truchart, the Sisters'
spiritual director,' to inform them of that; so, in no way have we
acted contrary to our obligations. They are just using that as a pretext to keep the Sister."
"That's obvious, for they don't want her to come back here.
Let's see what you think of the reasons stated as to whether or not
it's advisable to recall all of them, given the fact that those gentlemen aren't observing the articles agreed upon and are contesting the
recall of someone, which is a real necessity, especially since the
house will never be at peace as long as she's there. She's a person
who upsets everything, is always challenging the Superior-the
Sister Servant, that is-and is causing others to do the same,
thereby preventing the means of running the house well."
When Most Honored Father asked the opinion of the three Sisters, they said that, with regard to what His Charity had stated and
the difficulty they have always had in adapting to the moods of
those persons, they thought it would be right to recall our Sisters,
but first we should offer them another Sister to replace the one we

BFive Sisters were withdrawn from Nantes between August and November 1653.
~onsieur Truchart bad been the Sisters' confessor since 1650.
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could ask to withdraw.
Mademoiselle felt they should be recalled also, without offering
to send them any other Sisters, since they would probably not accept this-unless it was to give them time to look for other Sisters to
serve the patients in their hospital.
M. Portall also thought the Sisters should be recalled; but he
tried tll put things more gently, saying it might be well to try once
more to please them, writing to explain why no money was sent to
them, and offering them a Sister to replace the other one. Then, if
that didn't satisfy them, they wonld be told that, since they are unwilling to come to an agreement, it would be well for us to recall all
the Sisters.
M. Almeras, who had made the visitation there less than two
years ago, and who used the occasion to get a clearer knowledge of
those gentlemen in Nantes, as well as of the difficulties our Sisters
were experiencing, said that he didn't think the means ofcoming to
any agreement could ever be found. He added that, since he had
been there, he had informed M. Vincent that the problems were
worse then than they are now, but he had always felt that the Sisters
couldn't stay in that place and that it was better to recall them right
now rather than wait because that wonld only be to prolong the
time. Nevertheless, his advice was that we should do what
M. Portall had suggested.
Mademoiselle spoke after that, saying they would like nothing
better than for us to make them all those offers, so they could gain
time to carry out their plan and to complete the house that was being
built, after which they themselves could inform us. She added that it
would be more advisable to put an end to things immediately and
that there was no better time to withdraw because our Sisters are
closely united among themselves, and this will be good to avoid
giving any cause for scandal to people outside.
After hearing all ofthe above, Most Honored Father said, "All of
you agree that our Sisters should be recalled, and so do I. However,
so that we don't overlook anything in such an important affair, I
think it will be well to recommend it to God. And since we don't
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want to do anything not in confonnity with His Holy Will, we must
pray for inspiration in order to know it. I think it will be a good idea
for you, Mademoiselle-and you, too, Sisters-to receive Holy
Communion in order to obtain from Our Lord the graces we need
for this. We'll also offer Holy Mass for that intention; it will also be
well to make your prayer on it to reflect clearly on whether it's advisable, for the glory of God, to recall our Sisters; at the next meeting, each Sister can share her thoughts on this."

168. • COUNCIL OF SEPTEMBER 8,1655

Ou Wednesday, September 8, the little meeting was held in the
parlor of Saint-Lazare, where our Most Honored Father had someone read what concerns the office of the Superioress of the Daughters of Charity and of the three other officers who had been elected
at the last meeting, on August 8.' To begin, His Charity said that our
Superioress Mlle. Le Gras, IDgether with the Superior General,
would be responsible for all the Sisters-that is, to place, recall or
send them, not only to places where the Charity' is established, but
wherever will be necessary. Furthermore, the Superioress would
receive those who present themselves, if she and the said Superior
General or his deputy considered them suitable, and would instruct
them in everything they need to know in order to carry out their duties, as well as in what concerns virtue. And since the Superioress is
the head or the soul that animates all the members of the Company,
she's a living Rule and must give the example of what the others
should do, instructing them more by her good example than by her
words.

Document 168. - Archives of the Motherbouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original,
published in Documents, Doc. 633, pp. 709-14, is in Sister Mathurine Guerin's handwriting.
ICf. Doc. 150, "Act of Establishment of the Daughters of Charity and the Naming of
Officers."
2The Daughters of Charity began as a Confraternity. The official name used in the Act of
Establishment was "Confraternity of the Servants of the Poor of the Charity,"
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"We need not go any further, since, by the grace of God, she's doing-<llld has always done-what a good Superioress is supposed
to do.
'The duty ofthe Sister Assistant is to represent Mademoiselle in
her absence, act as her Councillor, take care that everything goes
well in the Community, especially in this house, watch over all the
Sisters, and see that each performs her ministry well and that the
Rules are observed exactly. She will be the fIrst at all Community
exercises if Mademoiselle is unable to be there due to business and
her present state ofinfurnity. The Assistant must always be the fIrst
at prayer, the examinations of conscience, the two o'clock reading,
and the other exercises. She will watch over the progress and instruction of the Sisters, and, in Mademoiselle's absence, will be
obeyed by all the Sisters, just as Mademoiselle herself would be
obeyed.
'The third duty is that ofthe Treasurer. Together with Mademoiselle, she will keep the money in a strongbox with a double lock, of
which she will have one key and Mademoiselle the other. Every
month she will give an account to the Superioress, who will communicate it to the Superior General once a year in the presence of
the three officers.
''That's what must be done, and has been done already, Sisters,
for it has been observed in that way, and you have only to continue
to do it. You have a great advantage over many other Communities,
who have written their Rules and had them approved after two or
three years. Experience showed them afterward that there were
things in them that were either impossible or shouldn't have been
included, although at the time they thought they could be done.
"Now, Sisters, by the mercy ofGod, you haven't done thaI, since
for more than eighteen years you've been practicing what is now
written. You've acted like Our Lord, who taught by example before
He began to preach what He wanted done. Oh! how fortunate you
are! You musl, however, continue as you began; otherwise, you'll
perish. It's like a nerve of the body; when it fails through weakness
or some other infirmity, the person can't go on; you see this in the
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the Community is the small amount of material goods you possess;
if it's lacking, you cannot subsist That's why you must be very
careful to manage these goods well, considering them as something
Our Lord gives for the maintenance ofHis servants, both those who
serve the poor in Paris as well as those who are sent and recalled
from the places where they are serving persons who are poor. Until
now, by the grace of God, Mademoiselle has managed affairs
well-so well that 1know of no Sisters' house in Paris in the condition in which you are. They are all complaining that they owe
money, including the Visitation Nuns and several others. If I'm not
mistaken, even the Filles-Dieu' told me that they were in debt See
how Our Lord has blessed the good management we've had. There
are two or three houses of Sisters, who recently had to give up everything because they hadn't been careful about that, and perhaps
they had more in reserve than you. You, however, haven't had a
Superioress who has let the house fall apart; on the contrary, she has
put aside enough to maintain it. You should really thank God for
that, finding yourselves in such a good situation that 1 know of no
Sisters' house so well provided for. No, 1tell you, 1know of none in
Paris, and this is due, after God, to the good management of Mademoiselle."
At these words, Mademoiselle, who felt she hadn't contributed
to it in any way, said, "Father, you and our Sisters are well aware
that in have done anything, it has been on the orders you gave me."
"So, Sisters, here's what has to be done; change nothing without
asking Mademoiselle, 'Shall we do this or that?' Ifshe's absent, and
the matter is urgent, ask one another's opinion and tell her about it
as soon as possible.
"I repeat that you must be very careful to preserve the little you
have, which isn't very much. The revenue from the coaches given
by the Duchesse d' Aiguillon' isn't very certain, nor what the King

3A convent for repentant women in Paris.
'The Duchess provided for the DaUghters of Charity an income of twelve hundred livres
annually from the revenues of the Rouen coach lines (cf.Documents, Doc. 707. p. 807).
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gives from the Gonesse property.' That's why we should pray that
God will preserve the King. Your house isn't like others; they have
resources elsewhere. Look at the Visitation Nuns; they don't take
anyone who doesn't bring twelve or thirteen hundred livres with
them, and all the other religious Orders receive large dowries. You,
however, have nothing but your poor people and Divine Providenee--which is a great deal. That's where you must place all your
trust.
"The fourth officer will take care of household expenses, and
give a weekly account to the Treasurer. She, too, will represent the
Superioress when the latter and the other two officers aren't here.
"So much for what concerns your duties, Sisters. When Mademoiselle is present, all other authority ceases.
"Let's look now at the means that can help you to perform your
duties well. The first one, dear Sisters, is to renounce the world, all
the claims of your relatives, and all honors in order to give yourselves entirely to Our Lord.
"In the second place, you must renounce yourself. It's not sufficient to have left the world; you also have to leave yourself and no
longer be concerned about your reputation or what people think of
you. This takes great humility and self-contempt in order to perform all your actions to please God and not the world; for as soon as
an officer sets out to please others, all is lost. If, to please this Sister
or that, an officer were to act contrary to the orders of Superiors,
she'd be very guilty; and I'll tell you what to do to avoid this evil:
we mustn't go against our conscience in order to try tn please the
world or the Sisters. 'Such a thing should be done this way,' someone may say. To settle the question, find out what Mademoiselle intends and comply with that, forit's the intention that should mainly
be followed rather than the words. You must, however, be firm in
this practice, and see that the others always carry out the intentions
of Superiors. And while you must be kind to your Sisters, you
should nevertheless be firm and even stern with the rebellious,
when you judge it necessary.
~Loui8

xm had begun to provide one thousand livres annually in 1642.
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"In addition, don't be too eager to please nor fearful of displeasing. Provided you carry out your ntinistry well, you need not worry.
It's pride and self-love that make us so concerned about pleasing
others. Yes, it is, because we're afraid they will complain about us,
tell us we're putting on airs, and are not ourselves any more. That's
why we try so hard to please others.
"Now, that's not what will cause people to say, with time, that
you have been good servants, but rather whether you've been very
careful to see that each Sister has done her duty. When, with all your
compliance, you have satisfied people, but everything else isn't as it
should be, it will be said, 'Look at that poor Sister! She hasn't had
the courage to overcome human respect for fear ofwhat people will
say ofher!' That's what will be considered, and not whether you've
satisfied everyone.
"Another thing that will help you is to be very zealous for the
glory ofGod and for the salvation of the souls He sends to the Company to be perfected, and to work with all your ntight to teach them
by example rather than words; for the officers should be the first to
observe all the customs, and any hann done in the house can be attributed to them. I often tell the confreres in our house that I'm the
cause of all the hann done there-or rather that I do it myself, for in
took the trouble to instruct and teach each one what he should be doing, he'd do it. That's why no one but myself should be blamed for
all the harm done by the persons God has committed to my care.
"So, dear Sisters, we can attribute to the officers all the harm
done by the Daughters of Charity, and you and I will give an account to God for it. What shall we say to God? What shall I say,
wretch that I am, when He says to me, 'I expected you to raise the
Company of the Mission to a certain degree of perfection by your
care and good example; it's very far from that.' He would ask the
same ofyou, if you were to fail in your duty. And who will suffer for
it? Our poor souls; each will have to answer for itself. If you have
performed your ntinistry poorly, I won't be excused for it either.
That's why, Sisters, you must really give yourselves to God so that
those who come after you can follow your example. What a happiness to have been chosen for such a holy work, and from its very be-
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those who come after you; and even though a person can no longer
earn merit after death-for the deceased no longer gain anything-you'll still receive an increase of merit as often as your Sisters perform a good action, continuing what you began.
"If, however, you don't lay firm foundations by the practice of
the virtues we mentioned-humility, disregard for self, zeal for the
glory ofOod, contempt ofthe world, renunciation ofrelatives, good
example, and all the rest-everything you do or that's done by those
who come after you, will be futile. If those who come first don't do
well, the next ones will do even worse and things will go from bad to
worse, so important it is for the first Sisters to keep everything in
good order both in spiritual as well as in temporal matters.
"I think it would be well for you to receive Holy Communion for
that intention tomorrow or Sunday to ask God for the graces that
you need. Mademoiselle, do you think that's appropriate?"
"Father, I think we need God's powerful help in order to act in
the way Your Charity has told us, and we have good reason to ask
for His assistance before we begin."
"Very well, then!" said M. Vincent, "All four of you do so tomorrow. please."
When Mademoiselle saw that Most Honored Father was about
to finish, she brought up the matter ofour Sisters in Nantes and said,
"The Sisters told us that the gentlemen were all ready to send back
Sister Marie, Sister Henriette, and Sister Renee,6 but M. Trochar!
advised them to write us about it. Father, will Your Charity please
see what should be done-shall we send them some other Sisters, or
shall we await the return of those who are to come back?"
"So then, we have to settle this question," said M. Vincent.
"First, they are sending back three and asking for only one because
they want no more than six Sisters, instead of the eight they now
have. If we wait for the return of the others, those who remain will
be overwhelmed with work."

~arie-Marthe Tl'WllCau, Henriette Gesseaume, and Rente Delacroix (cf. VI.417. D. 3).
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and of our Sisters, some said it would be well to await the return of
the Sisters from Nantes so they could instruct the Sister who was to
go there; but the others felt that the ones in Nantes would be too
overworked. His Charity, however, said that the matter should be
commended to God.
Since there was a new Sister at the meeting, Mademoiselle asked
if it were not necessary to observe confidentiality when one had
been called to Council. "Yes," replied Most Honored Father, "and 1
ask you, Mademoiselle, and all ofyou, Sisters, to allow me to repeat
the request! made formerly, which is to ask you to bind yourself to
keep secret everything that's said here. Not that 1have any reason to
fear for Mlle. Le Gras, since she's one ofthe most prudent persons 1
know, but to serve as a directive for you, should some curious person try to learn from you what has been discussed.
"Mademoiselle, do you promise before God to be faithful to all
we've just said and to the practice of your Rules?"

"Yes, Father."
All the Sisters made the same promise. Then M. Vincent went on
to say, "A man in Rome was summoned to a council where an important affair was to be discussed. When he returned home, his wife
wanted to know what had been decided. He told her he wouldn't tell
her, for that shouldn't be done. Nevertheless, sbe pressured him to
find out; she insisted as much as she could and said she wouldn't
leave him alone until he revealed to her what he had heard. What
could he do to satisfy her? Forhe truly loved her very much and didn't want to annoy her; but he couldn't tell her what she wanted to
know. He decided to think up some story or something trifling (I
don't remember now what it was, but 1know that itwas some trifle)
and told her that that's what had been decided. See, Sisters, how
faithfully that man observed confidentiality; not even his love for
his wife, nor all her pressure on him could cause him to fail in his
obligation. That's how you must act; never speak, directly or indirectly, to any Sister about what we learn in this way. If someone
were curious enough to ask, you should say to her: 'Sister, what do
you take me for, to ask me such a question? You don't have a very
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what it's not permissible to tell. You'd have good reason to look
down on me, were I to commit that fault.' That, Sisters, is how you
should get rid of such persons, and never tell them anything, either
directly or indirectly, of what has been discussed."

169. - COUNCIL OF FEBRUARY 19, 1656

On Saturday, February 19, 1656, the meeting was held at
Saint-Lazare. Present were M. Vincent our Most Honored Father,
Mademoiselle, two senior Sisters, and the three Sister officers.
Three or four problems were submitted.
The first concerned the Administrators in Nantes, I who were
asking for a Sister for the pharmacy and seemed to be insisting in
their letters that she be sent full time for that duty, which would
mean that we would be prevented from changing her when we
thought it advisable. The decision was made to write to those good
gentlemen, informing them clearly what they were to expect of a
Sister, so that we would always be free to make changes, in accord
with what is stated in the contract for their establishment.
The second question was to consider what to do with little Sister
Marie de Persy, who had been in the house nearly a year. Some objected to giving her the habit for the following reasons: (I) because
she had come to Paris to be a servant and, being unsuitable for the
place to which she had been sent, she decided to become a Daughter
of Charity; consequently, this didn't seem to be a true vocation; (2)
she was quite short and not very strong; (3) she was childish, had
poor judgment, and gave little indication of being suitable for the
Company; and (4) she didn't seem to care whether she stayed or

Doeument 169•• Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original,
published in Documents, Doc. 641, pp. 720-21, is in Sister Mathurine G\lerin's handwriting.
lin January Saint Vincent had sent to Saint Louise for ber perusal a draft of a letter to the
Fathers oftbe Poor and Abbe de la MeiJIeraye. AdministratOl" of the Nantes Hospital. This letter,
no longer extant, was Saint Vincent's response to their request to replace Sister Henriette
Gesseaume. (ct. V, 532·33, lUJd Documents, Doc. 640, pp. 719-20).
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went back home. For all these reasons, it was decided that she
should be dismissed, with the promise that, if she were to grow and
still wanted to be a Daughter of Charity, she'd be accepted. It was
also decided to pay the expenses of her trip home because her par·
ents were poor.
The third question concerned a Sister who had already been accepted into the house, but it was dOUbtful that she was suited for the
Company for the following reasons: (1) because she seemed to be
flighty, and since she had said that she had had surgery on her skull,
it was feared that this might have contributed to that and, in time, if
something were to displease her or she became ill, this flightiness
might grow worse; (2) one of her legs was out of joint, inconveniencing her to the point of not being able to sit on the floor; (3) she
didn't like work-at least, she had shown little inclination forit the
whole time she had been in the house-futthennore, she was not
very exact to the Rules. For all these reasons, it was decided that she
should be dismissed.
Most Honored Father then told us that it was very important to
choose carefully the young women we might accept, making sure
they had the physical and mental qualities necessary for Daughters
ofCharity. If, until now, we hadn't been wise, we should be so in the
future and unless we were careful about that, we would tum the
Daughters of Charity into an infmnary; and those Sisters would
need other Daughters of Charity to take care of them, whereas they
should be serving the poor.

170. • COUNCIL OF FEBRUARY 27, 1656

On Sunday, February 27, the meeting was held at Saint-Lazare
because the preceding meeting! hadn't been completed, due to the
arrival of a Bishop. The same persons were present, plus M. Portail.

Document 170. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original,
published in Documents. Doc. 642, pp. 721-26, is in Sister Mathurine Guerin's handwriting.
ICouncil of February 19 (cf. Document 169).
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Father asked Mademoiselle what was to be considered. She explained what she had tried to do to implement what had been decided regarding the dismissal of the Sister mentioned above,
saying, "Father, in trying todo what Your Charity had ordered concerning the Sister to whom we were not giving the habit, it was discovered that she hadn't had any operation on her head-at least, she
denied it. Since the decision to dismiss her was based principally on
that, we've waited until now,' in line with what you told Sister
Julienne' when she asked you what we should do in this case.
"Since she heard the decision, she has been more attentive to her
worl<, seems to have good will, and was even very shaken when told
that she was not snitable for us. She acknowledged that she had a
crippled leg and couldn't sit on it, but that didn't prevent her from
walking. As for the frequent headaches she claimed to have, we
haven't noticed her complaining of them since then, though she had
done so formerly. The only thing is that she's still flighty on certain
occasions. Now, Father, will Your Charity please allow our Sisters to
tell you what they have remarl<ed; they can express it better than I."
When the Sisters were questioned by Most Honored Father,
three of them said they had noticed a change in her, that she had applied herself willingly to all kinds of work and was more respectful
toward the senior Sisters. They were afraid, however, that it was
only for fear ofbeing sent away, because this respect was not for all
in general, and she seemed quite bold in speaking to the Sisters with
whom she worked. Although she was working quite well, it was evident that she was forcing herself and still found it inconvenient.
There seemed to be some duplicity in her speech, and perhaps she
wonldn't do too much once she received the habit. This was greatly
to be feared, since from the beginning she didn't seem to want to put
herselfout much. So, for all these reasons, they didn't think she was
suitable.
Another Sister agreed, adding that, when she asked her why she
hadn't received the habit, she replied that God didn't want it and
2Sulienne Loret.
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that she had made the mistake of saying she had undergone a head
operation. That was an indication of her insincerity, since she had
said the opposite to Mademoiselle.
Another Sister said that she didn't like to think of dismissing her,
because she had shown good will.
Mademoiselle said that her thought was to prefer mercy to justice in this instance and to give her the habit on condition that, if her
infirmities didn't allow her to do the works the Daughters of Charity are obliged to do, she wouldn't take it badly if she were dismissed. "That's how I feel, Father," said Mademoiselle, "although I
do fear that flightiness; for Sisters who are subject to it aren't fit for
anything, and we dare not send them out on account of it Now,
she's a person who, when she was on her own, read a great deal
from hoth the Old and New Testaments. She was always going to
sermons and to church, and if she indulged in that, it's hard to believe that she did mnch work. She did without very little for her
food. What makes us think that is that she saved no money at all for
her clothing. She has ottly one dress, which is more suited to a lady
than to a young woman of her class. That, to me, is a sure sign of
flightiness."
"Mark you, Mademoiselle," said Most Honored Father, "you've
never seen Sisters of this type who turned out well or were stable in
their vocation. There's no reason to hope for anything from them.
Sometimes they want it, and sometimes they don't."
"Father," replied Mademoiselle, ''what makes me wonder if this
is a true vocation is that when I wanted to send her away, she betrayed her poverty by saying, 'What will become ofme? 'Now, ifit
was poverty that prompted herto join the Company, it's to be feared
that she won't persevere."
"AhJ" said M. Vincent, "How true it is that a person must be
called by God in order to be stable in any vocation whatsoever; otherwise, there's nothing but wavering and inconstancy. This morning I saw a young cavalier who comes from Italy. He's the nephew
ofthe Bishop ofGeneva. 'Monsieur,' he said to me, 'when I see that
I'm in danger, I tell myselfthatifl escape this time, I'll never place
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ready to return to it as ever because I'm strongly attracted to war.'
"I wanted to tell you that to show you that a call from God is necessary in order to persevere in any state whatsoever. That's why we
must give ourselves to God to make a good choice of the persons
who present themselves. He also told me that he lacked many necessities, slept on the ground, and ate only bread; yet, since he felt
called by God to that vocation, he was not deterted by all these difficulties.
"So then, finnness and a determination to persevere are necessary when a person has been called by God to a vocation. This is almost never seen in young women Who are subject to flightiness. It
takes nothing to make them change. What is your opinion,
M. PortaiI?"
"Monsieur, for all the reasons stated, especially her physical
problems, we should be wary because things like herfree manner of
speaking are habits that many persons bring with them when they
come from the world. When they have been in the house for some
time and are corrected, they improve; so this Sister might do the
same. As for giving her the habit, it seems, as has been suggested,
that we shouldn't do it because it would be too hard on herifshe had
to be sent home later on. We could wait awhile longer to see if she
continues to do as well as she's doing now. And since spring is coming, when all infirmities usually reappear, we can see if she still gets
those headaches."
After M. Portail had spoken, Most Honored Father said: "As for
myself, I find it hard to support this Sister because of all that has
been said. We have to recommend this matter to God. I'll say Holy
Mass tomorrow for that intention, and I ask you, M. Portail, to do
the same. In a few days, Mademoiselle, rlllet you know my humble thoughts.'

3 A marginal note states: '''The Sister in question left after two or three months because she was
unsuitableand because the things that had caused a delay in giving her the habit continued. so she
never received it."
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to be very particular in accepting those who present themselves and
to make a good choice of persons who are suitable. Above all, be
sure they are solid and well-balanced mentally, not flighty, and also
that they are physically strong; otherwise, they can't be suitable,
even though they have good will. If they don't have good health,
they can't do the works of the Daughters of Charity. In every other
Commuuity they have to strip naked for Superiors, and they are
very strict. If we were wi1ling to accept all sorts of persons indiscriminately, what would become of the Company of Charity?
"A meeting once had to be held to try to find a way to prevent the
spread of a certain religious Order, which, because of the large
number of candidates accepted, was failing and falling off from
regularity, for a true vocation is needed to do well in the place where
you are. They found that the most advisable thing was to obtain a
prohibition from the Holy Father against opening any new houses
for the next twenty years. I'm telling you this to show you how you
should fear burdeuing yourselves with persons who lack the qualities necessary for Daughters of Charity.
"What else do we have to discuss, Mademoiselle?"
"Father, we have to send a Sister to Nantes. We wrote to them as
Your Charity had wished. In their reply they asked that we send
them one Sister, as we proposed. It remains for you to see whom
you'd like to name, Father."
"Have you thought of anyone, Mademoiselle?"
"Father, I thought of Sister Madeleine Raportebled,' Sister
Etiennette Dupuis,' and Sister Marguerite Chetif; but it will be difficult to withdraw the latter from the place where she now is. Perhaps our Sisters have thought of some others."
Tbe majority of votes went to Sister Madeleine Raportebled, although they had thought of naming Sister Marguerite Chetif. Some
of the Sisters, however, said that, since she was an excellent Sister
with a very engaging personality, they were afraid it would be quite

~adeleine Raportebled (ct. vm,17, n. 2).
sBtiennette Dupuis (cf. VID,l64, o. 3).
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her, and even that some Sisters would become attached to the Sister
Servant, and others to her.
On this subject, Mademoiselle said that Sister Nicole Haran,'
the Sister Servant in Nantes, had written her that things were still
the same on the outside, but within the Community, they were living in peace. This being the case, it didn't seem necessary to send
them someone who had so many excellent qualifications to be the
Sister Servant, and that Sister Madeleine Raportebled was a very
prudent Sister, possessing many fine qualities.
"To say that it takes only one troublesome person to upset an entire house is very troe," replied Most Honored Father. "We see that
in this instance. Therefore, it's unnecessary, as has been said, to
send someone to act as a sort of second Sister Servant. No, that
might cause a little rivalry between them.'"
After this, they discussed the question of a girl from the Foundlings whom people wanted to place in a religious Order for a very
important reason. It was decided to speak to the Ladies about this
and to explain the fault quite simply. "For," said Most Honoted Father, "if someone tried to conceal that from one of those Ladies it
would surely be discovered, and Mlle. Le Gras, whose actions
should be as open and bright as the sun, would be accused ofduplicity. Oh! that can't be. We must always act with the greatest possible
simplicity.
"Well now, God be praised! I was saying to our priests the other
day that we must give ourselves to God to love disregard for ourselves and for the Company and to be quite content when we're considered useless persons who do nothing worthwhile. I don't think
there's any danger in telling you this. Love of contempt should be
your principal virtue, especially for you, Sisters, who should give
6Nicole Haran (cf. vm,186. n. I),
7This entire page is crossed out on the original; a note written later explains the reason: 'This
was expunged, not because it is not true but because it was not copied in the book with the other
matters."
Madeleine Raportebled never went to Nantes; Andree Marechal (Mareschales) was sent in her
place. On her return from Nantes in 1658, Sister Andrte went to Liancourt. In 1672 she was
named Sister Servant at Saint-Hippolyte parish in Paris.
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the example to others of being content when people underestimate
you. You must, however, show this not only in word but in deed, so
people may see that you seek contempt, are glad when it occurs, and
that, far from looking for esteem and praise, you avoid them."
This talk on disregard for self was given by Most Honored Father following the remark Mlle. Le Gras had made on how useful
the Daughters of Charity were in teaching poor little girls, stating
how admirable that was, considering that most ofthem knew practically nothing when they entered the Company. This shows clearly
that God is blessing their work.
"As long as the Company preserves this spirit of humility and
lowly sentiments ofitself, it will continue," said M. Vincen~ "but as
soon as it tries to exalt itself, it will be los~ and God will no longer
lavish His graces on it. That's why we must give ourselves to God to
love contempt for ourselves, as I have told you, and for the Company. For it' s not enough to accept humiliations involving each one
of you personally; you must be content if the Company is despised,
if people say that it's not worth much, that you don't take good care
of the goods of the poor, that patients aren't well treated, or that the
Daughters of Charity do nothing worthwhile. You must rejoice
when the Company is underestimated; and when we don't have
these opportunities, we should desire them and prepare for them by
many interior acts. For, you see, it' s the same with us as with nature,
a characteristic of which is never to leave a vacuum without filling
it, and experience proves this in many ways. When people want to
mine a city, they tunnel under it, and when the explosives are li~ the
place blows up because of nature's eagerness to be filled. God acts
the same way; He can't leave a vacuum. As we empty ourselves of
self and of the desire to be noticed, esteemed, and respected, God
will fill our souls with graces and blessings, giving to each according to the degree of perfection He demands of her, and to the Company in general for the accomplishment of His plans. Let's ask this
of God for one another, dear Sisters."

Benedictio Domini Nostri Jesu Christi. ...
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On April 25, 1656, feast of Saint Mark, the little meeting was
held at Saint-Lazare. Present were Most Honored Father,
M. PortaiJ, Mlle. Le Gras, the three Sister officers, and two senior
Sisters.
First, Most Honored Father asked a Sister to explain what had
happened at the death ofa little boy from the Foundlings, which was
very extraordinary. After relating what took place, Mlle. Le Gras
infonnedMostHonored Father of several requests for our Sisters to
open new establishments. It was decided to wait awhile before giving a reply because few Sisters were available at present.
Since the Bishops of Cabors! and Agde' were very anxious to
have Sisters, Providence inspired the proposal of opening a seminary or house like the one in Paris, from which Sisters could be sent
to distant places and places near that neighborhood, and where they
could also be received. Most Honored Father said we should think
this over and that it seemed to be something necessary.
"Sisters, that's what we're proposing, and it's of great importance for your Company. The reasons for this new establishment
are: (I) the difficulty of sending Sisters such a distance on their
own, and the dangers they may face on the way if they find themselves in bad company; (2) the great expense entailed on these long
journeys, which the Company can't meet, if we had to continue to
send Sisters to all the places where they are requested. For it costs at
least a hundred francs to bring a Sister from those places and just as
much to send her back, and that adds up to a great deal; (3) the Sisters have to be changed, as experience has previously shown us.
Now, when they're so far away, we can't change them as often as
necessary. This could be done much more easily if we had a house
where we might do as is done in Paris; that is, to recall Sisters who
needed to be changed and send others in their place. All this would
Docwnent 171.· Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daugbter!l of Charity. The original,
published in Documents, Doc. 644, pp. 727-30, is in Sister Mathurine Gu6rin's handwriting.
lAlain de Solminihac. The Priests oftheMission had gone to Cahorsin 1643; theDaughters of
Charity did not arrive until 1658.
2pranfiois Fouquel. The Congregation of the Mission opened a house in Agde in 1654.
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be subject to tbe orders of Superiors in Paris. 1 tbink tbese are tbe
reasons why it would be necessary to open such a house.
"Opposed to tbem is this: whetber we might be trying to undertake too much, and whetber by this means tbe Company will become too well known-as it is already. It would he desirable for it to
be hidden from the eyes of everyone; yes, tbat would he desirable.
And if you could assist tbe poor and perform all your actions to he
seen by God alone, tbat would he !be hest thing for you. Mais quoi!
tbat's not possible.
"Humble yourselves, Sisters, and fear tbat tbe esteem so many
and such important persons have for you might he harmful to you.
Botb you and we should humble ourselves hefore God, even tbough
He has chosen us for such great tbings: to serve Him in such distant
places, to assist tbe poor, and to do all tbe good works tbe poor
Company of tbe poor Daughters of Charity is doing. Ah! who are
we, you and 11 Let's see, tben, if it would be well for us to think

about this seminary."
For tbe reasons given, tbe Sisters tbought it would be very necessary, on condition tbat tbe house would always be dependent on tbe
Paris house.
Mlle. Le Gras' opinion was almost !be same, witb tbe following
addition: "Providence seems to be providing the means to make this
establishment, Fatber. 1 think it would he very useful, provided it
was in a place where tbere were Priests of tbe Mission."
M. Portail also tbought it very necessary, for all tbe above reasons. Furtbermore, altbough there had heen no precedent for it in
tbe Company until now, it couldn't supply Sisters to go so far away
witbout some place to help it, and every Community was doing tbat.
"1 think," he added, "tbat it would he well to say some special
prayers to ask God to make known His Will."
"Seigneur Dieu!" said Most Honored Fatber, "We really have to
recommend this matter to God. 0 Jesus! Yes, Mademoiselle, tell
your Sisters to recommend an important matter to Our Lord"
Then, correcting himself, His Charity said: "No, no, don't say it
like tbat; poor people like ourselves have no important affairs; but
you can recommend tbat tbey pray for a special intention of tbe
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something that concerns it. M. Portail, I think it would be well for
you to say Mass for this intention, when our Sisters could attend it.
I'll do the same, with the help of God.
"Well then, God be praised! Truly, Sisters, I dou 't know how we
can sufficiently humble ourselves at the sight ofso many graces bestowed by God on the Company. 0 Sauveur! Who could understand the height, the depth, the sublimity of the grace by which God
renders a soul worthy of being used where and as He wishes! Oh!
who could conceive of that! If only you felt as I do about it! Ah! if
you don't, it's because you dou't uuderstand it. But you must say to
God, 'My God, permit us to ask you how you can be mindful of such
poor creatures as we are.' 0 Sisters, we must ask the Blessed Virgin
to humble herself before her Son on our behalf; otherwise, we
couldu't do it properly. Yet, the only thiug that wiII keep you in profound humility is to love contempt; to be glad when you're esteemed as nothing, not only to love contempt and humiliation for
ourselves bullo love it for the Company, and to rejoice when people
say that it's good for nothing and filled with sickly and imperfect
subjects. That, Sisters, is what Daughters of Charity should do if
they want God to continue to bestow His blessings upon them and
their Company."
Mademoiselle proposed to Most Honored Father sending two
Sisters to Angers, one of them to be the Sister Servant.' Sister
Chetif was thought to possess enough good qualities for that office,
but, since she was in a parish where some people were hard to deal
with and where a Sister of her type was needed, and since she had
been there only a short time, it was decided not to withdraw her. The
choice of a Sister to be Sister Servant was deferred, and the other

Sister was named.4
Mademoiselle told Most Honored Father that the Sister who had
previously been discussed hadu't corrected her little defects. In line
Joro replace Cecile-Agnes Angiboust, who had been recalled to Paris.
4-Marie Gaudoin was sent but remained inAngers only a year. Born in Beauvais, she entered
the Daughters of Charity around 1649. In November 1658 she was sent to Nantes and was
missioned to Hennebont in December 1659.
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with this and similar remarks made by all the Sisters, it was decided
that she should be dismissed.
"You see," said Most Honored Father, "it's God who gave you
the idea of waiting to give her the habit, since that made it clear that
she's unsuitable and should be dismissed, no matter what resistance
she may put up. If she says she won't go, as some of them do, you
must stand fast. One day at Sainte-Marie there was a young woman
who was not suitable. Now, when they were aboutto send her away,
she resisted and said she wouldn't go and would rather die at the
door. God permitted this to try the fidelity ofthose good Sisters; for,
seeing that they couldn't make her leave otherwise, they carried her
to the door and put her out. That's how you must act when you know
that someone is unsuitable."
That sarne day, they presented to Most Honored Father several
young women who were asking to be admitted to the Company.

172.• COUNCiL OF APRiL 27, 1656

The following Thursday, April 27, M. Vincent called a second
meeting to finish what hadn't been decided the last time. After a few
remarks, His Charity said, "1 was telling you the other day, Sisters,
that the Company must be disposed to love contempt."
"Father," said Mademoiselle to Most Honored Father, "r had
been thinking of asking Your Charity to give us some concrete
means of acquiring this virtue."
''There's no other than to humble ourselves," said he. ''The art of
loving God is to love Him; likewise, the art of acquiring humility is
to humble ourselves, and the more we advance in this practice, the
more we will resemble Our Lord. Yes, Sisters, it's certain that the
more we're poor, humble, and scorned, the closer we will resemble
the Son of God, who so loved contempt and poverty that He had no

Document 172. - Archives of the Motherbouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original.
published in Dccuments, Doc. 645, pp. 73l)..31, is in Sister Mathurine Gutrin's handwriting.
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only what is necessary."
On this topic, Mademoiselle pointed out to His Charity that the
house of the Daughters of Charity was in need of repairs, adding
that she had always thought it necessary to preserve that spirit in the
Company, and, were it possible to use blackened stones to keep the
building from looking new, it should be done.'
"It's true," said Most Honored Father, "that, if we could, we
should want to leave to posterity some signs of the love ofpoverty.
Lieutenant ... is always quarreling with me when he comes here
because I won't have ourhouse renovated. When he says that to me,
I laugh along with him, without teIling him why I won't do it, but
the real reason is this: I want the Company to be established on this
foundation ofhumility and to be conformed as closely as possible to
the manner oflife of the Son of God. Now, I greatly fear that if you
were to have a beautiful house, it might attract upper class people,
and that would be objectionable."

173. - COUNCIL OF APRIL 29,1656

On Saturday, April 29, Most Honored Father sent for the officers
of the Charity to discuss again the proposals made to him to send
some Sisters to distant dioceses.' He was so good as to tell them that
he had spoken to Mme. Fouquet' about a house that would be a kind
of seminary to receive or change the Sisters, when needed. She said
she would mention this to her son the Bishop of Agde, but that he
was taken up with other business. In his kindness he stated it as follows:
ICf. Mt 8:20. (NAB)

2A new addition was constructed in 1657, and the Sisters moved in at Easter 1658.
Doaunent 173. - Archives of the Mothemouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original,
published in Documents, Doc. 646. pp. 731-33, is in Sister Mathurine Guerin's handwriting.
IThe dioceses ofCahors and Agde (cf. Doc. 171).
2Marie Fouquet (cf.
26, n. 3).

vm.
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"Sisters, that good gentleman, so desirous of doing good, is planning to reform a hospital because its resources haven't always been
well distributed, and he's determined to put things in order there.
Some good people have suggested putting religious in charge, but
because more ofthem would be needed than there would Daughters
of Charity, he's afraid this may use up most of the revenue of the
hospital, and he thinks that, for the welfare of the poor, it would be
advisable to place two Daughters ofCharity there. Let's see the reasons for and against this proposal.
"I'm reducing this to three questions dealing with the substance
of the matter, namely: (1) Should we consent to this proposal and
satisfy that good Bishop? (2) If we decide to send Sisters for this
work, are there any who are suited for it? (3) Should we wait until
the seminary house is opened, and should we still consider it?
There's a fourth question, one of the most important that will ever
be discussed in your Company, and that is whether or not we should
negotiate with them in such a way that we can recall the Sisters if
they fail to keep to what is agreed upon or demand something contrary to their Rules and manner of life; and, if the Daughters of
Charity don't perform their duty well or serve the poor well, they
may likewise be free to send them back."
The reply to the fIrst question was that, if God was calling us to
serve poor persons in those places, it didn't seem right to refuse this
ministry, and if, after reflecting on it, we recognized that it was
God's Will, then we felt we should follow it.
As to the second-that there were not many Sisters and it would
be diffIcult to obtain some-it was thought that, since they were
asking for only a few, it wouldn't be impossible, provided we were
not pressured to supply Sisters so promptly for other places where
people were asking for them.
The reply to the third question was that it would be well to know
the decision of those good people.
To the fourth, it was replied that it was absolutely necessary to
continue the practice existing in the Company, namely, that the Sisters could be recalled, if necessary, and they could send them all
back if they didn't live as Daughters of Charity are obliged to do.
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for them to dismiss the Daughters ofCharity if they become lax, and
you're correct; for it would be better if there were only a few--even
none at all-than to see them act contrary to what their vocation requires of them.
"When Mademoiselle is in heaven, she won't claim any bad
Daughters who do nothing but squander the goods of the poor and
give bad example to those who see them. Saint Francis preferred to
have no religious in his Order rather than to have those who didn't
live according to their Institote; for, since he was united to God, he
hated whatever was contrary to Him.
"When Saint Benedict thought about the disorders that might
arise among his religious after his death, he was very distressed;
when someone asked him why, and pointed out to him that he
should rejoice at seeing his Order so flourishing, he said, 'It's true
that we have fme houses and many religious, but the day will come
when all that will decline.' When this great saint foresaw that so
many beautiful Rules and so many practices of humility and of the
other virtues would be forgotten, he was grieved. And wishing to
find the means of strengtherting his Order and his religious in the
manner of life God was asking of them, he wrote at the end of his
Constitutions that he was entreating heaven and earth to bring about
their ruin if they should deviate from the right path. He asked the
seigneurs, the nobility, and even the peasants to go after them and
drive them out as soon as they should fail in their duty. Ah! the holy
thoughts by which this good saint showed how much he desired that
God's Will be accomplished by his religious!"

174. - COUNCIL OF JUNE 25, 1656

On Sunday, June 25, at the request ofM. Vincent, Mlle. Le Gras
and the three Sister officers I met at Saint-Lazare. God had inspired
Document 174. . Archives of the MotheIhouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original,
published in Documents, Doc. 652. pp. 739-42, is in Sister Mathurine Guerin's handwriting.
lJulienne Loret, Mathurine Guerin, and Jeanne Gressier.
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him with the thought of the graces that He in His goodness was
granting the Company and with the desire that it not render itself
unworthy of the blessings God was showering upon it. And to make
the meeting more solemn, Most Honored Father in his charity sent
for M. Portail and M. Almeras and began by saying, "Sisters, in
view of the Company's obligation to be faithful to God in order to
render itself worthy of serving Him in all the places where you're
being asked for, He gave me the idea of calling you together to find
the proper means for that end. We're obliged, as far as possible, to
see that this beautiful Company does not decline by being ungrateful and disloyal to Our Lord.
"Saint John says that three things contribute to the loss of souls,
namely, concupiscence of the flesh, concupiscence of the eyes, and
pride oflife. 2 Let's see what means could be used to assure that the
Company avoid these three evils in the future.
"You know what pride of life means. We see it clearly in the
worJdin the manner ofdress, luxury, and all the rest. As for the first
mentioned, by God's mercy you have no part in that, since you've
left everything to give yourselves to God. Concupiscence of the
flesh includes all forbidden satisfactions and pleasures in which
people indulge. It is to be hoped that you aren't among
them-which you've made clear enough by your choice of a Company in which not only pleasures contrary to the Commandments of
God are forbidden, but in which the members even deprive themselves voluntarily of what would be permissible. As for eating and
drinking, you lead a very frugal life in which there is no great sensuality. With regard to marriage, it's wrong for you even to speak ofit
among yourselves; you should never discuss it. That being the case,
you can protect yourself from falling into this vice.
"Concupiscence of the eyes is nothing other than the desire to
possess riches, to be well taken care of, well housed, etc. That
shouldn't affect you any more than the other two vices, since most
of you are poor women; or if you've lived neither in great poverty
nor in affluence, you left the little you had in order to follow Our
~f. Un 2:16. (D.RB). The New American Bible expresses these three vices as follows:
"Carnal allurements, enticements for the eye, the life of empty show."
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Lord in a Company composed of poor women. To make sure, however, that this covetousness doesn't worm its way into the Company
in the future, Sisters, you must take every possible precaution to
prevent it. You'll do so by desiring only what is necessary in food
and in clothing, in accord with your primitive customs; above all,
take care that poverty is always evident in your houses, being on
your guard against putting up splendid and superfluous buildings,
forthat would lead to the loss ofthe spirit ofyour Company, which
must be only poverty, simplicity, and humility in all things.'
"It seems to me that two things are important in order to preserve
this spirit and to keep the Company in good order. One concerns
temporal goods, whereby covetousness can enter the Company; the
other concerns purity, which, as you know, Sisters, is so important,
and which, by the grace of God, I don't think I have to recommend
to you. Nevertheless, even though it's found among you, it's very
important to establish the Company in this virtue for the future by
the means God will make known to us, and which we must fervently
ask of Him. Not only is this purity necessary for the preservation of
the Company, but all Communities must use every possible precaution to avoid anything contrary to it.
"And to show you that I'm not telling you this without good reason, I have an amazing example to give you in strictest confidence
of a person in a certain Company-which I shall not name--who
put herself carelessly in the greatest danger of losing this precious
treasure. That's why no practice should seem too difficnlt when it
can serve for the preservation of this virtue. Lately I've thought seriously about this malter, and it's been constantly on my mind. I
think, therefore, that we really must find a means of always maintaining the Company in purity.
"Mlle. Le Gras, you're also obliged to this. What can be done
about it? There are several articles in the Rules: modesty-so
highly recommended-and the advice given about not allowing
anyone, particularly men, to enter the rooms in any place whatsoever. These should be sufficiently powerful means, but weak will
3Could Saint Vincent be alluding to an earlier discussion concerning an addition to the
Motherhouse? (Cf. Doc. 172.)
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power and the strength of temptations call for more frequent warnings. I think I heard about a certain kind of door that's already being
used in some parishes."
"Yes, Monsienr," replied M. PortaiI, "that's being done in several parishes. They are donble doors that are divided, and the Sisters
open only the top part when persons come who shouldn't enter."
"Let's see if there's any other means, and whether it's a good
idea to proceed with that one."
M. Vincent our Most Honored Father then began to question the
Sisters. The fIrst said she had heard that some Sisters had a problem
observing this Rule of not letting men enter the rooms. When Most
Honored Father asked what these diffIculties were, the Sister replied that they were saying it was contrary to the respect dne to
priests to speak to them at the door, and that once the confessor had
come in, it didn't seem right to make him go outside to speak to him
on the doorstep.
Another diffIculty is that, when the doctor comes to write out the
prescriptions for the sick, of necessity he has to come into the bedroom, and since people are easily allowed to come into the house of
the Superioress,4 it doesn't seem right to have to do something in
the parishes that's not done there.
When Most Honored Father had listened to everyone's opinion
concerning these diffIculties, he replied that they were not too serious, and that the Sisters could speak to the confessors at the church
or have a bell at the door. That would allow the Sisters to come
down to speak with people and, if that were the case, there would be
no need to go upstairs into the bedrooms.
As for what had been said about the house of the Superioress, it
was stated that circumstances were different in the parishes, where
ordinarily there were only two Sisters, and that, since many people
had business with Mlle. Le Gras regarding the works of charity she
performed for the neighbor, the Sisters shouldn't use this pretext
not to observe that point.

%e Motherhouse.
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On July 27,1656, a meeting was held at Saint-Lazare to address
certain needs ofthe Company. Present were M. Vincent, M. Portail,
Mlle. Le Gras, and four or five Sisters.
When Most Honored Father asked Mademoiselle what was to be
discussed, she replied: "Father, we'd like to know what to do about
M. Tholard's' sister Mme. Auclerc and her daughter, who came to
Paris planning to enter the Company. At your request we accepted
them for a trial; but since they're still not sure whether they will
stay, the mother is getting bored."
"What's preventing their admission, Mademoiselle?"
"Father, the only problem with the mother is that she has considerable difficulty with her sense ofsmell. Herdaughter has poor eyesight. The result is that it's greatly to be feared that they can't do the
works of the Daughters of Charity. The mother doesn't want to be
separated from her daughter. She's offering to pay her room and
board, if we accept her."
"It appears," said M. Vincent, "[the daughter] has no vocation,
for when God calls someone to a Company, He gives her the necessary graces of both body and mind. Now, she doesn't have the qualities required to be a Daughter of Charity. She's in danger of going
blind and of being unable to fulfill the duties they have to do. Neither is it right to let her pay board. The house mustn't be burdened
with persons of this sort. I know of a religious house that accepted a
young woman, not to become a nun but as a benefactress, and she
donated thirty thousand livres. Now, however, they wish they could
do things differently. She's a paralytic. Something like that may
seem very advantageous, but a person in Community who can't follow the common way creates many problems."
"Father," said Mademoiselle, "I'm really distressed that we
can't do anything for them because they do have good will, and also
for the sake ofM. Tholard. If Your Charity thinks we should accept
Document 175•• Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original, with
the exception of the first two pages, published in Documents, Doc. 658, pp. 749-53, is in Sister
Mathurine Guerin's handwriting.
IJacques Tholard (cf. VIII, 59, n.4).
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qualifications, I'll willingly do SO."2
"Oh no, Mademoiselle! we must do nothing contrary to our obligations. We must go straight to God. I know M. Tholard would like
this as something good for his sister, but it will be easy to convince
him of the reasons we have for sending them home. Since the
daughter isn't at all suitable, what would she do in her present state
if her mother were to leave her? And if the mother has no consideration for her own daughter, for whom will she have any? Personally, I'd be unwilling to advise the mother to leave her, given her

infirmity."
The second matter proposed was whether or not to pennit Sister
Marie loly' to return, considering the length of time she had been
out of the house. She had served poor persons in Sedan for fourteen
years, but had a difficult time adapting to the practices of the Community; when Mme. de Bouillon,' to whom she was obligated,
urged her to leave to serve poor persons outside the Company, she
gave in and agreed to this. Having recognized her fanlt, however,
and having regretted it the very day she left, she's pleading with us
now to have the charity to take her back.'
"Let's consider the reasons that seem to oblige us to act like the
father of the prodigal in the Gospel, since God is giving us the
means for this," said Most Honored Father. "(1) She's a person who
has strayed from the right path, and it's a charity to lift up those who
have fallen; (2) she's contrite, and it seems that she ought to be forgiven, since she's sorry for her fault; (3) she has been a member of
the Company for a long time and has worked very hard for those

2In a later letter to Iacques Thotard, dated August 6, 1659, Saint Vincent wrote to him about
his sister, whose daughter had just brought her to the Nom.de-JeSllS (cf. vol. VIII, no. 2931).
3Marie Joly (d. V. 207. n. 4).
4Eleonore-Catherine F6bronie de Bergh (cf. VI. 339, n. 3).
sit appears that she again returned to Sedan without permission. this time at the request of
Mme. de Bouillon (cf. Documents, Doc. 658, 750, n. 5). Coste found it difficult to explain this
second proposal considered at a Council meeting some twenty months after Sister Marie's

departure in November 1654 at the request of Mme. de Santeui!. At that time she apparently had
not been dismissed from the Community because on August 8, 1655. her name was still on the
list of Sisters . Sister ~lisabeth Charpy sunnised (d. Documents, Doc. 658, n. 5) that she had left
a second time, although Coste could find no indication of such a departure.

-350who are poor. During the siege of Sedan, she suffered a great deal;
(4) it's to be feared that many of our Sisters may be greatly saddened if we don't take her back.
"On the other hand, she's somewhat accustomed to following
her own will because she hasn't been close to Superiors. It's to be
feared, then, that she might cause trouble and not fall into line very
easily with the required observances. This is what may prevent us
from taking her back: the fear that she may have developed the habit
of doing as she pleases. Some persons-and 1 think I'm one of
them-eonsider only their own likes and dislikes in everything they
do, and act very unreasonably."
Most Honored Father then asked the opinion of M. Portail, Mademoiselle, and the Sisters. For all the above reasons, but mainly
because of the pain it might cause our Sisters, who would think
there is no security in the Company, they felt that she should be readmitted.
"I agree with you," said M. Vincent, "but not because of what the
senior Sisters will say; for the Daughters of Charity aren't here to
please one anotherbullo seek to please God in all things. We must
never pay allention to what people will say. Ah! that's why vice is
so often approved and virtue despised! Ah! What will people say?
That wretched 'what will people say?' How often has it made people disdain those who do good, and misinterpret their best actions!
So, it isn't because of what the senior Sisters will say that we should
do it.
"As long as the Church strictly observed its rnie of not tolerating
those who had fallen into error, its great fervor was preserved, and
there were as many saints in it as there were Christians, all having
the same spirit. That continued as long as it remained strict about removing offenders, but as soon as it began to relax and to tolerate the
sins ofthose who were regretting this, it fell from its fIrst fervor and
reached the state in which we now see it.
"So, as long as discipline is observed in a house, everything will
go well; but as soon as those responsible for its government grow
lax, we can say good-bye to the Charity!
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"If we don't take her back, after she left of her own accord and,
what is more, with a very pious lady who urged her to leave only in
order to serve the poor persons on her estate,6 what might people
say about that? The senior Sisters, who are faithful to God, will say
they are blessed in having persons who keep a watchful eye over
them and over the whole Company. Those outside will say that
things go well with it, since it doesn't tolerate wrongdoing. You see,
you must stand firm if you want God to preserve the Company of
Charity; otherwise, what would happen if these faults went unpunished? God ordered Moses to put to death all those who were gathering wood on the Sabbath, and that was carried out exactly. 7 In the
Old Law we have the example of Korah, Dathan, and Abirarn, who
were swallowed up alive for having murmured against Moses. 8 His
own sister was struck with leprosy for finding fault with what he
was doing.' In the New Testament, for having lied to Saint Peter,
Ananias and Sapphira fell dead at his feet. 10 Again, it is said ofSaint
Paul that he excommunicated a wicked young man for having mistreated a woman. Saint Paul cut him off from the faithful; that is, he
handed his soul over to the devil, in order that he might amend. The
priests themselves were banished when they had committed some
notable fault. The Apostles or the Church used this rigorous treatment in dealing with bad priests, but, since that time, indulgence,
compassion, and softness have taken possession of the hearts of
those who governed the Church, and that's why it's in its present
state. To recall the lives of the first Christians in some way, Saint
Augustine in his day established groups of priests who lived the
common life, and women who placed all their possessions in the
hands of a Superioress, keeping nothing for themselves. And even
when something was brought for one person in particular, it was not
given to that person but to those who had the greatest need, according to the rule established by the same saint. That's what Saint Au6Mme de Bouillon's estate was siwated in Yvelines, west of Paris. in the Alluets and in
Morainvilliers.
1Cf. Num 15:32-36. (NAB)

8Cf. Num 16. (NAB)
9Cf. Num 12:9·15. (NAB)
IOCr. Acts 5:1-11. (NAB)
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Christians. So then, stand fIrm so that good order will be maintained, and cut out the infected part, for fear that it may poison all
the rest. It's a decayed member; it must be removed. 'Ah! but she's
a senior Sister. Ifwe refuse her, several others will follow her example and ruin their lives.'
"No matter; do what has to be done, even if some take offense at
it. Those who have the right spirit will say, 'I must be discreet and
do my duty well.' They will praise God that disorder isn't tolerated
in the Company. And rest assured that no one will ever leave without others coming to take her place. You send away a Sister who
was hannfulto the others, and three, four, fIve will enter to reward
what you've done.
"Quoi! It might be said that, for fear ofdispleasing the older Sisters, you would tolerate a member who is harming the others, or
who might harm them! What a miserable surgeon would he be,
who, seeing a gangrenous arm or foot, wouldn't have the courage to
cut it off because it hurts ! And what would the other members ofthe
body say, if they could speak? And if the senior Sisters see that
we're tolerating someone who is doing harm, what will they say?
They will want to do the same. 'If you keep her, you'll lose several
others.' That's why the older Sisters shouldn't object if those who
have done some wrong are not easily readmitted. Should you act
otherwise, you'd be doing an injustice to the newcomers, who think
they will fInd good example. And isn't it a terrible thing to demand
of the young what isn't done by the senior Sisters? You want them
to be faithful to the Rules, and you aren't faithful to them yourselves! That's impossible, for the older Sisters must give newcomers the example of what they expect ofthem. Consequently, I'm not
in favor oftaking her back simply because ofwhat the senior Sisters
will say, because Superiors must hold fasllothe things of God. Just
as the compass of a storm-tossed ship doesn't fail to guide it, so Superiors, though buffeted by the winds ofconflicting opinions, must
not fail to govern as God inspires them to do."
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On Sunday, August 13, 1656, Most Honored Father had MlJe.
Le Gras and three or four Sisters meet with him in the parlor of
Saint-Lazare. His Charity asked the Sister in charge at the Foundlings if she would soon be able to present some of the older girls
from that house to become Daughters of Charity. The Sister answered that some of them were old enough, but she felt that, if the
dress of the Daughters of Charity were given to young women who
had been foundlings, that might cause pain to our Sisters and could
lead people to conclude that all the Daughters of Charity were
foundlings.
After the Sister had spoken, Most Honored Father recalled the
vision Saint Peter had when he was presented with a canvas filled
with all sorts of animals to be eaten, 1 adding that there was no harm
in seeing whether someone might be suitable, without giving ber
the habit. This could be a test; like all other matters, it would be
done confidentially, since there was no guarantee that it would
work.

177. - COUNCIL OF DECEMBER 26, 1656

On December 26, 1656, the liule meeting began with the decision to be taken regarding the departure of a Sister.
The first point proposed was the dismissal of that Sister and the
reason why they were thinking ofremoving her from the Company.
Mter that M. Vincent said, "Happy are those whom God has endowed with a good spirit, which easily inclines to what is good. So,
now we have to see whether we should dismiss her or keep her.
"The reasons why it seems we should continue to put up with her

are:
Docwnent 176.· Recueil des proces verbaux des conseils tenus par Saint Vincent et Mlle. Le
Gras, pp. t96ff, published in Documents, Doc. 659, p. 753.
ICf. Acts 10:9-17. (NAB)
Document 171. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original.
published in Documents, Doc. 675, pp. 771-72, is in Sister Mathurine Guerin's handwriting.
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who are imperfect; and among the spiritnal persons, Sisters should
bear with their Sisters.
(2) There's no Company in which there's not something to be
endured. There were faults to be borne with in that of Our Lord
Himself-not only the unfortunate Judas committed faults, but the
others as well; and Saint Peter, after all his protestations of fidelity,
denied his good Master.' This, then, obliges us to continue to bear
with her, since no place is so holy as not always to have some
kill-joy in it.
(3) You might lose the merit you'd gain by putting up with her
and enduring the trouble she gives you, which is, perhaps, great.
(4) The Sisters may be saddened at seeing that a Sister who has
been so long in the Company is being dismissed. We can respond to
that by saying that she can't get along with others, has faults that
can't be tolerated any longer, and that we've borne with her for
fourteen years, always hoping she'd amend. But that won't prevent
them from saying, 'If, with all her faults, she was kept all that time,
why not continne to bear with her?'
"Those are the reasons why it seems we should continue to bear
with this Sister in her imperfections in order to try to help her.
"On the otherhand, one principle that should be observed inviolably is that ofkeeping the Company free ofpersons who give scandal.
Oh! it's impossible for her not to give great scandal to the children
who see how she acts and to the Sisters there. It's to be feared that her
companions or the children may take the liberty of imitating her,
throwing off all restraint and saying, 'They put up with everything
from her and nothing is ever said tu her. Why shouldn't we do the
same? If there were any harm in it, it wouldn't be tolerated.'
"Next, there's nothing to hope for from that person. If everything possible has been done to correct her for fourteen or fifteen
years and there's no improvement after that, there's no reason to believe she'll change. If she had been in the house for only six months,

ICf. Lk 22:61. (NAB)

-355or if she were a young person, that would be different; but at her age
and after such a long time, it's unlikely that she'll change.
"Furthermore, if we let her remain in the Company, it will cause
people to say that we care little about maintaining discipline, since
we keep such a person; or that if, in fourteen years we haven't been
able to correct her faults, then those who govern the Company
aren't very careful about the perfection of the persons under their
guidance. That's what people outside the Community will say.
"Besides, those good souls who really love their Rules are very
upset when they see persons ignoring them. Oh! that's really painful for them.
"Those, then, are the reasons causing us to think she shouldn't be
tolerated any longer. Lastly, she's not working out her salvation
here; living as she does, she can't do so. Perhaps, once she has left,
the trouble she'll have will cause her to reflect more on that. 'Affliction,' says Holy Scripture, 'brings understanding." When she sees
that she's poverty-stricken and will have to answer to others if she
goes into service-which is quite probable, since she has no relatives-that will make her recognize her fault and correct herself."
All agreed that she should be dismissed for the above reasons.
HIt remains to be seen," said Most Honored Father, "how to go

about this."
"Father," said Mademoiselle, "r think Your Charity should take
the trouble to speak with her."
"r shall do so, God willing. Have her come to see me, Mademoiselle."
Since it was getting late, nothing further was discussed.

2ef.Is 53:11. (NAB)
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M. Vincent our Most Honored Father assembled the senior Sisters to see what had to be done to remedy the difficulties our Sisters
were having in Chars concerning their spiritual direction and manner of serving poor persons and instructing children, which differed
greatly from their ordinary conduct and was causing us to fear some
unfavorable result in the future. 1
"The question," said His Charity, "is to decide what we have to
do to withdraw our Sisters from Chars. For a long time they have
been enduring many contradictions because of some disagreement
between the Pastor and the confessor they had, 2 whom the Pastor
had approved as his substitute.
"The first reason in favor of their withdrawal is that, from the
time they've been there, we've always had a great deal of trouble
changing them, as it's the custom of the Company to do from time
to time. Another reason is the fear we must have ofthose new opinions' because ofthe way they upset people. That good Pastor wants
our Sisters to go to confession only once a week, although they receive Communion more often when there are feast days, and during
Advent and Lent, when you're accustomed to go to Communion
and confession. Now, that's the opinion of all those gentlemen who
are teaching this new doctrine, which is very dangerous and contrary to what the Holy Spirit has said in Holy Scripture: 'Though
your sins be forgiven, don't be without fear." They claim it's useless to confess sins already pardoned by a good confession. That
contradicts David's words in regard to past sins, Lord, wash me yet
more from my iniquity.' Now, David knew welI that God had par-

Document 178. ~ Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity; part of the original,
published in Documems, Doc. 692. pp. 791-94, is in Sister Mathurine Gumn's handwriting.
1At the root ofthe problem was M. Pouvol, the1ansenist Pastor with whom the Sisters were at
odds.
2M. Garson, the fonner Assistant, who did not have Jansenistic leanings.
3Jansenism.
4<:f. 2 Cor7:1; Sir 5:5. (NAB)
sa. Ps 51:4. (NAB)

-357doned him because the prophet had assured him of it; yet, he asked
to be cleansed once again."Speaking of the Sacrament of Penance, Saint Thomas Aquinas
states that confession and contrition for having offended God constitute the proximate matter for absolution. Now, because they feel
that the sins of the Daughters of Charity are only venial, they don't
approve of their confessing so often. Contrary to that opinion, the
holy Council of Trent says that, even though we're obliged to confess only mortal sins, nevertheless it recommends the confession of
venial sins for greater purity.
"A third reason is the conduct of the Pastor in regard to the
school children, since he wanted a little girl to be whipped in his

presence.
"Those are the reasons in favor of withdrawing the Sisters; let's
look at the reasons against it.
"The fIrst is that we have reason to believe that this establishment was made by the order of Providence. If that's the case, it's
very important not to do away with it, unless that, too, appears to be
by this same order.
"Another reason is that, since the wife of President de Herse'
founded this establishment, it's to be feared that she'll be displeased with us, especially if we leave without her knowledge.
"The third reason is the fear of scandal; we don't want persons
outside the Community to say that the Daughters of Charity are
quarrelsome, hard to please, and not dependable."
When Most Honored Father asked for the Sisters' opinion, one
said that there had always been great diffIculty in maintaining Sisters there. Sometimes it was feared that those Sisters who were intelligent and inclined to listen to their maxims might become
attached to them, and that others, less capable and mentally slower,
might lack the discretion to uphold the principles of the Company
and the wamings given them on that subject. For want of this, they

6Cf. 2 8m 12:13. (NAB)
7Mme de Herse (cf. VII, 51, n. 1).
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change them frequently.
On the second reason for recalling them, it was stated that the
mere consideration and fear of these new opinions should move us
to withdraw our Sisters, out of respect for the authority of the
Church and the obligation we have to maintain that authority. In so
doing, we would give edification rather than bad example.
Most Honored Father inquired whether any of the Sisters had
suffered from the Pastor's conduct and whether people had noticed
such a state of affairs. He was then briefly informed of several
things that had occurred, greatly disturbing the parishioners, and
which would have caused even more of a stir had there not been in
the parish a good priest who dido't share his views and was the confessor of most of the people. To tell the truth, the first few years he
was Pastor-since he's a good man by nature, gentle, and easy to
get along with-onr Sisters were not worried about that and were
living peacefully enough, until he got involved with the Oratorians
of the Faubourg Saint-Jacques, who tried to take over and sent one
of their men there, who took complete charge. Together they really
gave our Sisters a hard time, trying to have absolute authority over
their conduct, telling them they had to obey only their Pastor. In this
way they troubled them, sometimes in their principles of con-

science, sometimes in the manner of carrying out their functions,
going so far as entering the Sisters' room and staying there as long
as they pleased.
One day, as some of our Sisters were strenuously defending the
regulations ofthe Company on this point, the priests reacted so violently that the noise conld be heard in the streets; consequently, although the Sisters may have been somewhat at fault by their
indiscretion, public opinion laid the blame on the priests. That's
what caused the said gentlemen to complain, and our Sisters to desire their recall from that place.
"That," said Most Honored Father, "is indiscreet zeal, although
those priests mean well. I think that as long as they're in Chars,
nothing else can be hoped for, and it's to be feared that they may win
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prepared to leave that place.'"

179•• COUNCIL OF FEBRUARY 29, 1658 '

On February 29, 1658, Most Honored Father did us the charity to
assemble us, namely, M. Portail and our three Sister officers.'
M. Vincent had already informed us that ordinarily this number
would suffice, and not to summon either those who had just completed their term ofoffice or the senior Sisters, except for extraordinary matters and when the Superior General deemed it necessary.
We first gave an account, without having asked permission, of
the thoughts God had given us concerning the grace His Goodness
had granted us of preserving Most Honored Father from a serious
accident when he fell from his carriage, from which he couldn't
have escaped without at least some serious injury. We then remarked that God had used this means to make us realize that we
hadn't made good use of the graces God had given our Little Company in his charitable guidance, his admirable concern, and his instructions on our obligations, given so often with such praiseworthy
forbearance and gentleness. Although we didn't go into great detail,
we were obliged to stop speaking, after saying, nevertheless, that
we had all resolved, with God's grace, to be more attentive to the
privilege we had of hearing Most Honored Father's word as the
word of God pointing out His Will to us, and to be more faithful in
putting it in practice.
Most Honored Father in his great humility was very surprised at
this; in his usual manner he began to speak in terms of very great
disregard for himself, saying, "I'm a miserable sinner who only

8Atthis point the manuscript adds: '''This was done soon after, and our Sisters were recalled."

Document 179•• Archives ofthe Motherhouse ofthe Daughters of Charity. terits autographes.
This text in Saint Louise's handwriting has been published in Documents, Doc. 715, pp. 817-21.
'Since 1658 was not a leap year, February 29 could not be correct.
2These officers, chosen on May 22. 1657, were Jeanne Delacrou, Genevieve Poisson, and
Madeleine Menage (cf. VI, 417, n. 2).
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of it." Then he became very quiet, and his silence and recollection
made us clearly understand that we had greatly embarrassed him.
But, as usual, his forbearance kept him from reproving us for it.
Next, moved by the convictions of our obligations, we added
that the Epistle of the feast had taught us clearly the duty Companies have of heeding their Founder and of making use of his instructions, as the Apostles had done while Our Lord was with them.
When they no longer had Him present, and the question ofreplacing
Judas arose, they didn't want to do anything on their own; but having witnessed their Master's constant recourse to prayer, they did
likewise. Since Our Lord had said that He came not to destroy the
law of Moses but to fulfill it,' so did they, finding in the prophecies
that another was to fill Judas' place.' I beg Our Lord tn grant the entire Company, which our Most Honored Founder has established by
God's Will, the grace of a similar fidelity.
The first topic for discussion concerned our indecision with regard to dismissing a young woman who had come tn us from Troyes
on the recommendation of a good nun; we were not sure whether to
send her home or to give her the habit. The reasons for dismissal
were that, since her arrival, she had shown great flightiness, was
very curious, wanting to know everything; she was also rather obstinate, liule inclined to submission, and had several other little
habits contrary to the maxims ofthe Company. The ouly reasons for
retaining her seemed to be that she had a certain amount of know1edge, no dangerous tendencies, and, though flighty, was very simple, and that perhaps she could be formed, after many corrections.
"Sisters," said Most Honored Father, "before proceeding, I want
to remind you of the need to accept in Companies only those who
have a vocation; otherwise, those Companies couldn't subsist. How
could someone not called by God do any good? That's why special
attention must be paid to clearly discerning a vocation. Not that all
vocations are alike. God uses different means to call persons to His

3<:f. Mt 5:17. (NAB)
"cf. Acts 1:16,20. (NAB)
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people want to leave it. And when, in those cases, candidates have
the right dispositions, that's a good sign of a true vocation.
"Others are called in a more direct manner, aetnated only by the
desire to serve God and to work out their salvation. This vocation is
clearer, but still needs to be tested at times. And, although these callings are different, God still draws glory from them, making them true
vocations. When, however, they are led by self-interest alone, and
the young women are seeking only their security, it's very difficult
for them to succeed. They're always wavering and indecisive, and in
the end they don't tum out well. That's why, dear Sisters, it's very
important to try out vocations and even to put them to the test.
"So, tell me, Sister, what you think of this good young woman,"
said Most Honored Father to the Sister who was to speak first.
"It seems to me, Monsieur, that all that was said of her disposition is true; but since she's very young, maybe, with correction, she
could be formed."
"But do you think we should keep her, Sister?"
Our Sister, who had never been called to Council before, said,
"1'm not able to make a judgment on this, Monsieur; that's for Your
Charity to decide."
"Perhaps, Sister, you'll feel more at ease after hearing what the
others have to say; and, when you've heard them, you must give
your own opinion freely, saying, 'For the reasons stated, I think
such and such,' or you may present other reasons if they occur to
you, such as, 'she's not suitable,' or 'she'll do well if she stays.'
"And what do you think, Sister?"
"Father, she's so far removed from the dispositions Daughters of
Charity should have that I don't think she can ever persevere. That
makes me say that we shouldn't keep her any longer."
"And you, Sister?"
"Monsieur, I think that everything that has been remarked concerning this good young woman is true. She completely disregards
what is said to her, and continues to do as she pleases. That makes
me think that there's no hope of her changing, and therefore she
should be dismissed."

-362"And what do you think, Mademoiselle?"
"Father, the importance Your Charity has shown us ofnot admitting every kind of young woman into the Company, the knowledge
we had or have obtained from our Sisters about her, along with the
lack of solid judgment apparent in this young woman, cause me to
believe that she couldn't change, no matter how hard we tried with
her. Not that she isn't a good young woman-she seems to have a
gentle disposition. Nevertheless, I don't think she is in any way
called to the Company nor can become suitable for it, because her
judgment doesn't seem strong enough to help her rid herself of her
bad habits and inclinations."
"And you, M. Portail?"
"I don't think I know her, Monsieur, but, from our Sisters' report, I think that the sooner we can send her home, the better."
"I agree with you, dear Sisters," said M. Vincent, "both because
she seems to have no vocation and because of this tendency to
flightiness that you've noted. It's impossible to lay solid foundations on sand, as Our Lord teaches,' and this is uuiversally understood. If people want to construct a solid edifice, they make sure it
has a sturdy foundation; otherwise, the building will soon fall into
ruin, and it's the same in the spiritual life. If someone is flighty, her
resolutions will lack firmness. Such persons are always vacillating;
sometimes they want one thing, sometimes another, so there's no
stability. You'll do well to dismiss her as soon as possible. You
have to be very careful, Sisters, about what sort of person is admitted to the Company, so that it won't be burdened with unfit subjects."
"We also have a young woman from Montmirail, who is so pelly
and childish that we didn't think it appropriate to give her the simple dress of the Daughters of Charity, since it also seemed that she
didn't have a vocation. Since she has been with us, we've leamed
that her father, a widower, had forced her to come. She's witty and
seems happy in the house; however, she's still a child, and amuses
herselfas much as she can by playing. She likes to flatter the Sisters

.sec. Mt 7:26. (NAB)
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and tell them stories-even tales that upset certain ones, causing
them some uneasiness about their vocation. I think it will be very
difficult for her to change in the house, since she doesn't seem to
want to do so."
After finding out how long she had been in the house and inquiring about her father and relatives, Most Honored Father wanted to
take the vote. The Sister who was supposed to answer first said,
"What Mlle. Le Gras said seems true, Monsieur." Thinking that this
good Sister, who had seldom assisted at Council, wanted her opinion to be in line with the opinion of the person holding the place of
Superioress, Mademoiselle interrupted and said to her, "Sister,
please say what you've noticed and what you think." And turning to
Most Honored Father, she said, "It has occurred to me that our Sisters might hesitate to state their opinion frankly, thinking that they
always had to accept the opinion of Superiors."
But this dear Father said, "0 my dear Sisters, that's not how it is.
What Mademoiselle is saying to you is to help you understand that
you're free to express your own thoughts and to follow the inspirations Our Lord will give you on the topics proposed, disregarding
what you think she might favor. Otherwise, this wouldn't be a Council whose members are assembled in the name of Our Lord. And
that's why officers are appointed in Companies; God gives them the
grace to assist in the govemment of the Community by their advice.
That's why, when the need arises, you are obliged to state your opinion with great simplicity, even should your suggestions not always
be followed-which may occur for reasons that can sometimes he
stated, and at other times not be advisable to give."

ISO.• COUNCIL OF FEBRUARY 9, 1659

At the short meeting held at Saint-Lazare on Sunday, February
9, 1659, three topics were discussed: the first concerned a Sister
Document 180. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity. 1he original,
published in Documents, Doc. 752. pp. 858·60, is in Sister Mathurine Guerin's handwriting.
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give them the house adjoining theirs, which belonged to her; the
second was what to do for a new Sister in the Company, whose
health was very frail; and the third was how to instruct persons who
present themselves for that purpose.
Mlle. Le Gras informed M. Vincent that the Sister whose brothers
were asking for her house was leaving that up to them and, since she
knew little about business affairs, she was asking what she should do.
"So," said His Charity, "the question is to know whether our Sister
should give them this house, and if so, should she give it during her
lifetime or bequeath it in her will, because there's this difference:
something given inter vivos is completely transferred, so she couldn't return to that house. If she were in need, it would be useless forher
to have recourse to the law because once something has been given in
this way, the donor loses all rights to it When, however, property is
transferred by will, it isn't the same; if the person doesn't wish it,
there's no obligation to hold to that during one's lifetime."
AIl the Sisters agreed that the Sister in question should, in no
way, transfer her property to her brothers, for the following reasons:
first, she hadn't been in the Company very long; second, she
seemed to be rather flighty, which might give cause to doubt her stability; and, if she were to leave, she'd be glad to have it.
Mlle. Le Gras was of the same opinion for the above reasons,
adding that she didn't know if we could keep her, since she was
sickly when she entered the Company and now had several ailments
that might necessitate her recall from her present house to the
Motherbouse.
M. PortaiI said that it was not a good idea for the Daughters of
Charity to give away their possessions, because it's not the same for
them as for persons who enter a religious Order and take perpetoal
vows.

M. Vincent said that he agreed and that the Company should
hold to the policy of never advising the Sisters to dispose of their
goods because of the many inconveniences involved and that, after
the Sister's death, the house would still be there, and the men would
lose nothing.
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was a very gentle, quiet person, who apparently had good qualities
suitable for a Daughter of Charity, but her physical strength didn't
correspond to her disposition. She was qnite sickly, so much so that
she didn't observe her Rules, and, when told that she had to exert
herself a little to test her strength, she said she couldn't do it. She
was then informed that if she was always in that condition, she was
not snitable for the Company. She gave as an excuse that she had
been told that sickly Sisters were never sent away.
After M. Vincent had asked each one's opinion, it was unanimously decided to disntiss her for the following reasons: fIrst, she
was sickly when she entered the Company and had nearly always
been ill back home, as was affIrmed by a companion who had lived
with her formerly; second, she herself saw clearly that she didn't
have sufficient strength to perform the ministries of a Daughter of
Charity and said that she'd go home as soon as she had regained a
little of her strength.
"I agree," said Most Honored Father," and since she's disposed
to go, 1think it's an act of charity for us to send her away. Perhaps
the air of her native region might cure her. As for what she said
about our never sending the sick away, that's to he understood only
in regard to those who have become ill after wearing themselves out
in the service of the poor; it doesn't apply to those who were sickly

before entering."
Mademoiselle spoke to M. Vincentabout the instruction ofolder
girls and even of women, remarking that Providence had presented
an opportunity for that work. His Charity approved ofthis zeal, adding that they should he taught not only doctrinal matters, but also
good manners and the duties of a good Christian.
Here are his very words: ''Teach them how they ought to start the
day. When dressing, they should ask God to clothe them in the robe
ofinnocence and, once they have arisen, to recommend themselves
to Our Lord and to offer their actions to Him. Teach them how to
take their meals, how a child should act toward its parents and the
parents toward their children, the wife toward her husband and
vice-versa; how they should act toward their neighbors, and every-
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thing else regarding good manners. Teach them the proper observance of Sundays and holy days, that they must hear Holy Mass
with attention and devotion, and listen to the sermon."
Here we noted that one of the maxims ofMost Honored Father is
to praise and esteem the practices of others, stating that the Daughters of the Cross' had been greatly blessed by God in their teaching
and that it would be well to find out how they do il.
"It wouldn't be appropriate to go there," said His Chatity, "but
we could get information from some Ladies who have been there;
for example, Mme. de Mirepoix, 2 sisterofthe Bishop ofParniers."3

181•• COUNCIL OF MARCH 23,1659

At the little meeting that took place on March 23, 1659, M. Vincent our Most Honored Father told us he had summoned us to see
what we had to reply to our Sisters in Poland.
"It's about a very important question that hasn't been discussed
yet, Sisters, namely, that the Queen wants to keep Sister Marguerite
Moreau' with her to use her for the chatitable works she is having
done. M. [Desdames1has written to me about this and tells me that it
seems fitting for all three of our Sisters to wear coifs and kerchiefs
for two reasons: one is based on necessity, the other on propriety because it's bitter cold there in winter and extremely hot in summer.
For the sake of their health, then, the Sisters should be pennitted to
have their head and neck more covered than if they were here. The
other reason is that women and girls in Poland don't have their
necks uncovered. They wear something that goes around their neck,
and our Sisters are the only ones who don 'I. Now, to settle this matter' we can reduce it to several questions.
'A Community founded in 1641 by Mme. de ViUeneuve to teach poor young girls and to
provide a shelter for women in distress.
2Catherine Caulet, Mme. de Mirepoix (d. Vll,2.06. n. 3).
3F~is--Etienne de CauJet.
DoauDent 181. • Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daugbters of Charity. The original,
published in Doc~nts. Doc. 757, pp. 865-68. is in Sister Mathurine Guerin's handwriting.

IMarguerite Moreau (d. vm.315, n. 3).
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Here are the reasons against it: first, the fear of putting our Sister in
danger oflosing her vocation. How do we know that God will grant
her the same grace as He did when the Queen made a similar proposal to her when the Sisters first arrived, and all she could do was
cry?"' True, when Her Majesty saw the pain this caused her, she
never mentioned it again, but how do we know whether she can preserve the grace of her vocation if she has to mingle with people in
high society?
"Then we have the scandal this could cause to the Company.
Quoi! What will the others say when they see that a Daughter of
Charity is staying with the Queen? That would give them bad example. So, Sisters, it seems that there's a drawback in perntitting what
has never been done before.
"Contrary to what I have just said, we have to see what can
prompt us to give the Queen this satisfaction. First, it seems that by
acceding to the Queen's wishes our Sister wouldn't be doing anything contrary to the profession ofDaughters ofCharity; on the contrary, it would simply be a means of living our vocation in a more
noble manner. It's like someone who would look for sixty sous in
one silver "'CU, which is the same thing, only the <!cu is of a nobler
material. In the same way, you've given yourselves to God to serve
the poor. It's to be believed that the Queen wants to have our Sister
only to continue through her to do the works of charity that good
Mme. de Villers' used to do on her orders, and which were a great
consolation to her, and that she sees no one else in whom she has
greater confidence. For that reason, it doesn't seem like we can
deny the Queen this satisfaction, especially since she has supreme
authority and could, if she wished, take her without asking our opinion. Furthermore, it's to be feared that she might become angry if
we didn't accede to her request, since it seems so pious, as. in fact, it

is.

2An allusion to the tears Sister Marguerite had shed when Queen Louise--Marie de Gonzague
asked her to remain at the palace to do work contrary to their foundation (cr. vol IX, no. 54).
3Mlle. de Villen (cf. VB, 10, n. 5).
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'The second reason why it seems it should be done is that we
don't know God's plan, and perhaps He wants to take this opportunity to use the Company in a more important way than He has done
until now. If we resist, what will happen? What will God say if we
refuse to cooperate? He'll have good reason to reproach us: 'Come
now! You are stupid creatures, you don't understand my ways. I
wanted to make use ofyou, but you were unwilling.' So, there's reason to fear that we might be hindering God's plans for the Company.
"lllird, it seems we should respect a Rule Saint Ignatius has
given to all Jesuits, among the others they observe. It states that, on
entering the Society, they must give themselves to God to be ready
to serve Him in the way He will indicate as being most conducive to
His glory. For example, they easily change their habit when necessary; as when they go to the Indies and other places where Christians aren't tolerated, they dress like courtiers. Now, in line with
this Rule, it seems fitting not to refuse this opportonity to serve
God, since the habit doesn't make the monk. It remains to be seen
whether we should grant the Queen what she wishes."
Mlle. Le Gras proposed to Most Honored Father that the letter of
our Sister be reread because it seemed that the ouly thing stated in it
was that the Queen wanted our Sister to accompany her when she
was traveling.
Here are the very words of the letter: "I was greatly surprised
when the Queen told me she wanted me to accompany her when she
went on long journeys. I didn't know what to reply to Her Majesty
other than that I thought she wasn't going to be making such long
journeys. Nevertheless, people are talking of her taking a trip of
around one hundred leagnes. She had someone tell me that she really hoped thatI'd wear a coif aod a kerchief, and would do what she
could to get me tu put them on. lhis same person asked me if we
took vows, and this really worried me for fear that, if I were to
change my way ofdressing and reside at the court, that might cause
me to lose my vocation. How do I know that God, who once gave
me the grace to overcome all the difficulties I had in leaving the
world, will do the same now? If it were up to me, I'd much prefer
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me in such danger. Nevertheless, please discuss this with M. Vincent in the hope that obedience, to which I submit myself, will give
me strength."
In this letter were two little samples ofcamelotine, 4 and she told
us that this past summer the Queen had suggested their wearing
clothing made of this fabric because of the oppressive heat.
Most Honored Father, in his great charity, wishing to take the
vote, said: "Let's hear your opinion, Sisters. The question is
whether to allow her to accompany the Queen either on her journeys, or to stay with her always. What do you think, Sister?"
Our Sister had a hard time answering because she couldn't understand how the Sister could live in the world and remain a Daughter of Charity.
"That's not without precedent in your Company." replied
M. Vincent. "The Queen of France asked for Sisters to serve her in
various places, and God blessed their charity for the poor persons

they served."
On hearing this, our Sister acquiesced, provided it be only for the
journeys.
Most Honored Father continued to take the vote; after several
Sisters had spoken, it was finally agreed that our Sister Marguerite
would follow the Queen's wishes with regard to journeys. Mlle. Le
Gras added that, in line with the reasons given by Most Honored Father, they couldn't refuse what Her Majesty desired, especially
since it was very virtuous of her to propose it when she could have
done it on her own authority, particularly regarding the journey. It
seemed that they should acquiesce' because, up to the present, our
Sisters hadn't mentioned a longer stay, although it's greatly to be
feared that the Queen might broach that subject, since there were
few French persons in her court who could satisfy her in place ofthe
late Mme. de Villers.

4A coarse fabric of goat hair blended with wool or sometimes with silk.
5In his conference of October 19,1659 (cf. vol X. no. 113), Saint Vincent speaks of this

decision taken at the court.
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M. Vincent. To which they replied that with the clothing our Sisters
wear it was ridiculous. His Charity then asked for an explanation. A
Sister put a coif on her head, and demonstrated how the kerchief
could be worn underneath, and in this way they would be dressed
for the cold weather, and that, for modesty'S sake, instead of the
coif, they could wear a linen cornette with the same effect.
As for the samples ofcamelotine, it was decided to tell them that
this was not at all suitable and was worn here by the most fashionable people, but we could send a sample of a lighter fabric than that
usually worn by our Sisters, but of the same type.

God be praised!

182. - COUNCIL OF APRIL 25, 1659

Mlle. Le Gras spoke to Most Honored Father concerning the readmission of a certain Sister who had left the Company and was
asking to retorno After His Charity had heard her reason for leaving
and that she was rough and apparently indifferent regarding the
practice of good, even for the correction of her faults, he spoke as
follows:
"Sisters, one ofthe things you must stress and hold as a maxim in
the Company is that the young women you accept should show gentleness and huutility. I mean these should even be natural qualities;
for they are a grace, although founded on nature. You must consider
them dispositions essential for becouting Daughters of Charity,
who should be so humble that there's no place lowly enough for
them because, since there's no Company more sought after than
yours, there is likewise no one more obliged to practice virtue than
the Daughters ofCharity. The Archbishop of Narbonne' is pressuring us to send him Sisters. Now that he has become Archbishop,

Document 1112•• Archives of the Motherbouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original.
published in Documents, Doc. 758, p. 868, is in Sister Mathurine Gu6rin's handwriting.
lpranlJois Fouquet.

-371Mademoiselle, he'll give you no respite, for since he had asked for
some for [Agde],' he'll claim that he should be given preference.
God be praised!

183•• COUNCIL OF JULY 31, 1659

On July 31, 1659, the admission of two young women from
Serqueux was discussed at the little meeting; one was about thirty
years of age, the other a little over sixteen.
Mademoiselle told M. Vincent the qualities of each; then they
were brought in so His Chatity could observe them. The elder had
been very infirm since the age of twelve or thirteen with a swelling
in her thigh, which prevented her from kneeling, except on one
knee. Her father had first proposed that she stay with our Sisters in
her native region and teach school there, promising to give her an
income of fifty livres during his lifetime. With the younger one,
there seemed to be no problem; she was from a wealthy family and
rather stout for her age.
M. Vincent reduced matters to two questions, namely, whether
the young woman with the infirmity should be received into the
Company or be accepted as a boarder. When he asked for opinions,
the Sisters stated that, given her infirmities, she was in no way suitable for the Company and would often need a Sister to take care of
her. Besides, all she could do was teach because she knew how to
read and write. If Most Honored Father thought it appropriate to
take her as a boarder, that would be an act of chatity, but it was to be
feared that if she were always with our Sisters, she might find the
dispositions of some disagreeable and cause her to mention outside
the little differences they might have, which would certainly give
bad example.

2The text of the original has ArIes, but Fran~is Fouquet was Bishop of Agde (1643-56),
during which time he asked for Daughters of Charity (cf. Doc. 171).
Document 183.. Archives of the Motberhouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original,
published in Documents, Doc. 763, pp. 874-76, is in Sister Mathurine Guerin's handwriting.
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Mademoiselle said that the young woman belonged to one ofthe
prominent families of Serqueux, who were very devoted to our Sisters; and, since they needed someone who supported them in that
place, it seemed that this should be taken into consideration. The
young woman was an excellent person with a gentle disposition. It
would be a great charity to do something for her, since she had no
one but her father, and he was about to dispense with his servants.
She could be admitted as a boarder, and was qualified to instruct
children; however, there was already a third Sister in that place who
was very sickly.
M. Portai1' s opinion was that this young woman could be left
with our Sisters for a year's ttial, and a decision could be made after
that.
M. Vincent didn't see how this young woman could be suitable
in any way for the Company. If God had sent her such an infmnity,
there was reason to believe He was not calling her to be a Daughter
of Charity since she lacked the necessary qualities, and that being
devout, she could very well work out her salvation at home. As for
the suggestion to accept her as a boarder, they knew how reluctant
the Company had always been to burden itselfwith boarders, and he
thought that this stance should be maintained. If the Company did
assume responsibility for her, she'd be as much of a hindrance as a
help to some poor Sister. It was also to be feared that, being constantly in that place, she might set herself up as the seuior member
and lay down the law to the others who would be sent there from
time to time. lbis would cause so much dissension that it would be
difficult to provide Sisters for that place. To prevent all these inconveuiences, His Charity determined that she should be dismissed.
When M. Vincent was informed about the younger applicant, all
agreed that there was no problem admiuing her. However, Mademoiselle asked that, if she stayed, she should ask her parents to pay
more than the customary amount given for her first habit because
they were very wealthy and, up to the present, no one had been
asked to give anything beyond the cost of the first habit.
Before any decision was to be made, M. Vincent wanted to know
the thinking of the Company. He asked first if it was fiuing to want
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rich persons to enter the Company; second, ifany did enter, whether
it was desirable for them to bring their possessions with them, on
the claim that nuns brougbt their dowry to a religious Order. Since
this property was theirs, it was just that they enjoy the use of it, and
that no houses, not only houses of nuns but of communities, accepted persons without money-even houses of men observed this.
It was unanimously agreed that athnitting rich persons into the
Company was not to be desired and that the advice of Most
Honored Father taught us that.
Mademoiselle said that this had been the practice of the Company until the present time, and that Providence had never yet failed
it. She also believed that, as long as the Company acted in this way,
God wonld bless it.
One of the Sisters asked permission to speak and said that the
charitable practice of accepting young women without money was
highly praised by the world, and that a person of rank had recently
remarked this to her.
M. Portail was of the same opinion, confirming it by quoting the
words of Our Lord, "Seek first the kingdom of God, etc...."1
Most Honored Father, moved by the above, seemed greatly consoled to see that the entire Company felt the same way, namely, to
prefer poverty to riches, poor persons to rich persons, and Divine
Providence to human prudence. He remarked that, since Jesus
Christ had been the only one to do that, those who imitated Him had
to be animated with His Spirit and we had to pray that all those in the
Company, as well as those who would govern it in the future,
should recommend this holy practice. If they acted otherwise, it was
to be feared that there might happen to it what Saint Francis feared
would happen to his Order. "Francis," the devil said to him, "you rejoice now, but the day will come when I will overthrow your Order;
I will place rich and learned men among your friars, and by this
means I will ruin it."
Most Honored Father gave us this example to make us see how
the Company shonld fear the entrance of rich persons into it, adding

'Cf. Mt 6:33. (NAB)

-374that those who brought possessions with them seem always to be preferred to the others. That was seen every day among nuns: "We have
to bear with her a little;" they said, "she brought a large dowry." TIris
is a great obstacle to the unifonnity that should be among us. He
added that, wherever there are rich persons, they feel that everything
should be done on a grand scale and nothing should be lacking.
His Charity highly praised the good management of Mlle. Le
Gras, saying that he knew of no Sisters' houses in Paris that were at
the point where he saw the Company, which, by the grace of God
and the vigilance of the person who was directing it, had little or no
debt, even though she had recently had a new house built.' Mademoiselle, however, unable to allow the praises bestowed upon her,
attributed everything to the glory of God, saying that she felt
obliged to declare that she had contributed nothing to the present
state of affairs and dido't know where the money came from to pay
for the new building because it had been started before the funds
were collected, and Providence had taken such care of everything
that they hardly noticed this.
M. Vincent also took this opportunity to praise the charity of the
Sisters who bring their surplus money, saving what they can to help
with the support of their Sisters at the Motherhouse. He stated that,
after God and the good management ofMademoiselle, they were the
ones who were greatly contributing to the maintenance of the Company, as the accounts proved. He felt that God was very pleased with
this and that it was a means ofsanctifying themselves and ofdrawing
down God's special blessings on themselves and the Company.
Wanting to inculcate in them an ever greater love of poverty and
the abandonment to Providence in which the Company had always
lived from its origin, His Charity told us that a nobleman, congratolating him on the blessings God had showered on the Congregation
ofthe Mission, attributed this in part to the fact that few rich persons
entered it. In fact, he knew ofouly two or three who had brought any
money with them, one of them being a certain Brother, whom he
named, who had brought four or five pistoles with him.
2The building had been completed in March 1658 (cf. Documents, Doc. 678, p. 775).
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Mademoiselle then explained to M. Vincent what one of the Sisters on mission in the country had written about her companion,
whom she was supposed to send here on her return from a short
journey she had made there four or five months ago. During that
time she hadn't written again, but about a month or three weeks ago,
she told Mlle. Le Gras that the lady who was maintaining them was
in the area and had requested that the companion not be changed
while she was there.
M Vincent reduced that to two questions; namely, whether the
Sister Servant had done the right thing to delay her Sister's return,
in accord with the lady's wish; and second, whether it would be well
to act this way in similar circumstances. He gave as a reason that he
thought prudence seemed to dictate such a course of action on this
occasion because the lady who had them brought there and will perhaps be the foundress should have special consideration over the
others and that, from all times, founders have had privileges, which
even the Church had granted them.
When the votes were taken, it was unanimously decided that the
Sister Servant had failed by not sending her companion back as ordered, as soon as she had come home. They felt, however, that she
was in a certain sense excusable because of the disposition of her
Sister. Most Honored Father also said that she was wrong, that even
though she had found her companion reluctant, she should have
made her obey, and that, if there had been some reluctance on the
part of her Sister, she should have informed Mlle. Le Gras. A
Daughter ofCharity should never delay her Sister's departure, once
she had received the order of Superiors.

184. - COUNCIL OF NOVEMBER 27,1659

At the short meeting of November 27, 1659, where the senior
Sisters had assembled, one topic discussed was the admission into

Document 184. . Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity. The original,
published in Documents, Doc. 775, pp. 889-90, is in Sister Barbe Bailly's handwriting.
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know her very well sent to us to be instructed. She said she wanted
to remain with us or to go into domestic service. Most Honored Father decided that she should go into service because there are too
many problems involved in taking young women into the Company
without being given any assurance of their conduct.
The next question concerned the admission of a young woman
who was presenting herself. After having asked the Sisters' opinion, M. Vincent said, "Do as you think best, Mademoiselle, since
she seems to be suitable."
Another matter proposed pertained to our Sisters in a small parish in Paris, who didn't have enough patients to keep them busy.
Was it all rightforthem to launder the church linens for their parish,
as they had already been doing until now? It had been remarked,
however, that this was allowing too much familiarity with the
priests and their male servants. That's why our Superiors had
judged it proper to do away with this practice.
With regard to the procedure to be followed, Most Honored Father in his charity gave some reasons against this. 'The frrst reason,
Sisters, for not pennitting our Sisters to launder the linens that way
is that it may allow too much familiarity with the priests and their
houseboys, if they have any. Another reason is that, in the houses of
the wealthy, there are usually unfortunate consequences for the persons who do the laundry, unless they are really God-fearing persons. There are always valets around. It's not a good idea.
"On the other hand, the items our Sisters are laundering are
church linens destined for the service of God. For this reason it
seems that our Sisters, who have dedicated themselves to God,
should do them. Another reason is that, in that small parish, where
they don't have enough to do, it seems they ought to take care of
them. It remains to be seen how they should go about it."
Then, His Charity turned our Sisters and said, "Sisters, what do
you do in the country?"
"Father, we launder the church linens in several places."
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anything about that?"
"Father, since the time Your Charity made such strong recommendations on that point, I don't think they do."
Another Sister said, ''Father, in one place we used to launder the
church linens, as well as the priests' surplices and rabats. Mademoiselle gave permission for that because the priests were poor. But
they never came to our house; we used to take the linen back to the
church in the morning or send it with some ofthe school children."
"That's a good arrangement, my daughter. Let's see if they can
do the same in that parish."
When he asked the opinion of everyone present, they all agreed
to it. In the end Most Honored Father determined what the Sisters of
that parish and everywhere else should do when they had permission to launder the church linens, namely, not to take the personal
linen of the priests, but only the corporals and purificators; I they
should receive the soiled linen at the sacristy door, without going
inside, and return it in the morning on their way to Mass, handing it
to the sacristan at the door of the sacristy.

IFirst redaction: used in the church.

PARTY

DOCUMENTS PERTAINING
TO THE LADIES OF CHARITY

185•• VISITING THE SICK

Conference given on charity toward the sick; imponance ofpersonal visits to the patients; manner; means.

Importance

(I) Our Lord is deprived of the glory He receives on earth from
visits to the sick. This glory consists in:
[I] The obedience we render Him;
[2] The fact that, through our goodness, He reveals His own
goodness to persons who are poor;
[3] Poor persons know and love Him better as a result of this.
(2) You deprive yourselves of:
[I] Temporal advantages and blessings on your possessions;
[2] The graces God gives in visits to the sick;
[3] You place yourselves in danger oflosing glory. God takes it
away from those who have received a certain talent just as He does
from those who have committed mortal sin.
(3) Poor persons are deprived of the consolation you bring to
them by your visits.
They are deprived of the knowledge of God and of God's love,
of which they become aware by your presence.
Doc:umeut 185. - Archives of the Mission, Paris, original autograph document. As with many of
the documents in this section. we have only the outline for this conference. 1bese talks were
given by Saint Vincent to the Ladies of Charity of the H6tel-Dieu in Paris, who also aided the
foundlings, galley convicts. the devastated provinces, and other important works. If a
subsequent document refers to another group of the Ladies, it will be indicated.
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could give them, they will also be deprived of paradise.
Manner

(I) Visiting them in the spirit in which you would like someone
to visit you if you were in their place.
(2) Visiting them in the faith with which you visit Our Lord,
which is in the spirit Saint Louis used to visit and serve poor persons.
Means
(1) Ask God for this grace.
(2) Retire early the preceding eveuing and do some profitable
reading.
(3) Make your moruing prayer on the subject of that reading;
hear Mass afterward.
(4) Keep yourself more recollected on that day.

186•• PREPARING THE SICK OF THE H6TEL-DlEU
FOR GENERAL CONFESSION'
(1636)'

For the Ladies ofthe Company ofCharity ofthe Hotel-Dieu who
are to prepare poor women to make a confession' oftheir past life.

"The Company ofLadies of Charity ofthe H6tel-Dieu, of whom
you, Ladies, are among the most fervent, was instituted to assist the
patients materially and spiritually. The first has been accomplished
Docwneot 186. - The original autograph document belonged fonneely to the Marquis de I'Aigle.
12 me d'Astorg, Paris; its present location is unknown.
IThc meeting of the Ladies over which Saint Vincent presided was not, in this case, a plenary
session but of a group called "'The Fourteen." Every three months the officers chose fourteen
women to visit the wards of the hospital each day. They formed a kind of cateehetical team
responsible for preparing the sick for confession.
2Year of the reorganization that Saint Vincent announces in this co~ce. (Cf. Abelly. op.
cit., bk. I, chap. XXIX. p.138.)
3Fmt redaction: "general confession."
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persons make a general confession of their past life so that, by this
means, you may assist those who are dying to have a happy death,
and those who will recover to take the resolution never more to offend God.
"Now. Ladies, after the officers had reflected many times on the
means to ensure that all those poor persons make their general confession, they decided in the end to designate thirteen or fourteen of
the most intelligent and pious' women to work in pairs each day to
do their utmost to prepare only the women patients for a general
confession-because God has been pleased to incline a few charitable men of rank to work with the men and to encourage them to
make a general confession. Now, Ladies, you are the ones the officers thought ofto do this; but from all eternity, you are the ones God
chose for it. Oh! how blessed you are to have merited by your good
lives that God should choose you for the things for which the Ladies
have named you. Let's say a few words about:
(I) The excellence of this ministry;
(2) The motives you should use to persuade those poor persons
to make a general confession;
(3) The way you should act.
[I] The excellence of this ministry is obvious because you are
to serve as God's instrument in having these poor creatures render
Him by penance the honor they have taken from Him by sin;
[2] By their penance you restore to Him the sovereign possession of those poor souls, from which those wretched creatures had
been removed and subjected to the power of the devil by sin;
[3] Henceforth, every thought, word, and deed of those poor
women will honor God, where previously they honored the devil;
[4] You will delight the angels and cause the whole heavenly
court to rejoice at the penance of sinners; 'the angels rejoice over
one repentant sinner; '5

4First redaction: "fervent."
Lk 15:10. (D-RB)

SCf.
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[5] You snatch those poor souls from hen and restore to them
the right to enter paradise;
[6] You practice what widows of the primitive Church' did,
namely, to meet the material needs of the poor as they did, and even
the spiritual needs of persons of their own sex, as they did. In this
you will be released, as it were, from the prohibition placed upon
you by Saint Paul in I Cor 14, 'Women should keep silent in the
churches; nor are they permitted to speak. 'Then he adds, 'For it is
adisgraceforwomen to speak in church. " Audin I Tm2, 'I do not
permit a woman to act as a teacher,' adding as the reason that,
'Adam was createdfirst; Eve afterward, 'and 'It was not Adam who
was deceived but the woman. It was she who was led astray. "
"Let's move on to the second point, namely, the motives
prompting you to do your utmost to help those poor people to make
their general confession and also to help you to encourage those
poor people to do so:
[I] Because there is no assurance that the priests to whom they
made their confession had the authority of the Pope, the Bishop, or
the Pastor of the parish to hear their confession;'
[2] Because there is no guarantee that they had sufficient
knowledge;
[3] Because four things are necessary in order to make ordinary
confessions as they should be made, and we don't know ifthey have
observed these four things, the first of which is the examination of
conscience, and the second, regret for having offended God.
Some motives you should use in encouraging those poor people
to make a general confession:
[I] That they confess to a priest who has this power from the
Pope, the Bishop, or the local Pastor;
[2] That they must confess to competent confessors;
[3] That they must examine their conscience before going to
confession;
6'first redaction: "of the Gospel."
7Cf. lear 14:34-35, (D-RB)
sa. ITm 2:12-14. (NAB)
9First redaction: "absolve them,"
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[5] That they must tell all their sins and not hold any back;
[6] That they must resolve not to offend God again, to perfonn
the penance, to avoid the occasions ofsin, and to make restitution.
"Now, they must be asked whether they did all of the above
when they made their confession. Doubtless, they will answer 'no.'
So, what should be told them as the remedy for that? The remedy,
Ladies, is general confession, in which they confess all the sins of
their past life, whether they have already confessed them or not.
"Let's speak now about your little Regulations, in line with
which you should act."
Regulations for the Ladies

(I) The Ladies destined for this holy work will remember and often
reflect that the end-or tu put it better, the plan-Our Lord has for this
good work is for them to prepare the poor women patients to make a
general confession of their whole past life, so that they may better assist those who are dying to have a happy death, and help those who will
recover to take the resolution never more to offend God.
(2) These Ladies, both widows and married women, will be
fourteen in number and will be chosen by the officers of the said
Company, under whose direction they will remain. Accordingly,
they will hold this responsibility for six months, if the said officers
agree and they can do so conveniently.
(3) They will receive Communion on the days they devote themselves to this good work, that God Himselfmay be pleased to speak
to those poor people by their mouths.
(4) They will be engaged in this good work two by two each day,
going to the Hotel-Dieu for this pmpose at two in the afternoon. After
adoring the Blessed Sacrament there and offering God the work they
are about to do, they will ask Him for the grace oftelling the sickpoor
what He wants said to them on His behalf for their salvation. I.

10pi,rst redaction: "saying to the sick poor some words of etemal·life."
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women's wards, and each will always minister in the section that
will fall to her lot the first time, until they have done all they can to
prepare those poor persons for general confession. When this has
been done, they will leave, after adoring the Blessed Sacrament,
thanking God for the grace He has granted them of making use of
them in the salvation ofthose poor persons, and asking Him to grant
the latter the grace of making a good confession.
(6) If they find some poor creature who is living in sin and wants
to be freed of it, they will notify the Superioress so that she may do
her utmost to take care of that.
(7) If one of the Ladies falls ill or goes to the country, she will inform the Superioress so that she may make provision for that. II

187, • WHY THE LADIES SHOULD MEET FROM TiME TO TiME
[Around 1636]'

"It's important for the Ladies of Charity of the H6tel-Dieu to
meet from time to time:
(I) Because Our Lord is pleased with these meetings, and to encourage Christians to attend them He promises that, when they
meet in His name, He will be in their midst and will grant them what
they ask of Him by common accord. 'Where two or three are gathered in my name, there am I in ther', midst.'2 'If two or three join
their voices. etc.;'3
(2) Because it's useful. And the usefulness is obvious in that:

I1Saint Vincent wrote the articles of these Regulations in the following order: 1,2,4,5,3,7,6.
We have replaced them in their numerical order.
Document 187. - Archives of the Mission, Curia Generalizia. Rome; previously part of the
Cody-Mundelein Collection, Chicago.
ITbis conference was given shortly after the organization of the group of "The Fourteen," for
it was around 1636thatMlle. Viole (cf. VUI, 27, n. 5) replaced Mlle. PollaIion (ct. VI, 549, n. 2)

as Treasurer.
2Mt 18:20. (NAB)
3ef. Mt 18:19. (NAB)
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faults are committed;
[2] There is mutual encouragement and animation during the
meetings; if not, people lose their enthusiasm;
[3] The usefulness is also obvious because, by this means, all
the shortcomings are remedied;
[4] New proposals are presented for the good and for more perfect unity;
[5] The Company becomes stronger in resisting difficulties and
in persevering, for Our Lord's intention is that 'you bearfruit and
yourfruit must endure. '.
(3) Because it's pleasing:
[I] Since you get to know one another more personally;
[2] You develop mutual charity among yourselves;
[3] You learn about the good things being done by the Company.
"Will you not be consoled, Ladies, when you hear me say what
you know perhaps better than I:
[I] That the nuns' seem very satisfied with the Company and
are more and more attached to their own vocation;
[2] That several hundred sick poor persons have made their
general confession;
[3] That several Huguenots have been converted;
[4] That several young women have been withdrawn from sin;
[5] That several have been preserved in purity;
[6] That things seem to be going better at the Hiltel-Dieu.
(4) Because Our Lord acted that way in instituting the Church.
He sent His disciples two by two to the country, then recalled and
reassembled them on the mountain and discussed with them all that
had been done and remained to be done. Then He sent them off with
new instructions. The Apostles acted the same way, and the Church
still acts the same through universal Councils, provincial Councils,
and Synods.

'cf. In 15:16. (NAB)
s.rt.e Augustinian nuns of the Hdtel-Dieu.
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(1) We have to give you an account of the extraordinary visits
that are made;
(2) To ask the Company if it agrees that the said visits be contin-

ued;
(3) To see that the Ladies making the extraordinary visit have
this responsibility for only three months, from one set of Ember
Days to the next;
(4) To have each of them choose members of the Company
whom they judge suitable to succeed them, and submit their names
to the Servant of the Company before mentioning it to them;
(5) To have those who have found some need to be remedied and
good to be done meet every Sunday in the women's hall with the officers to notify them of this;
(6) If they think it's inappropriate for one of the members of the
Company to remind the nuns of any failings they see, then the Servant of the Poor should do it;
(7) How to go about visiting the Ladies of the Company who are
ill;
(8) That henceforth Mass be celebrated at the Blessed Virgin's
altar at exactly ten 0' clock on the Ember Day on which they receive
Communion;
(9) That the officers are requested to continue, namely, the Supervisor of Furnishings until Pentecost, and each of the others for

up to six months;
(10) That each of them send her alms to Mlle. Poulaillon' on the
first ofthe month; those who forget shouldtake the responsibility to
do so on the day they meet at the Hotel-Oieu, giving them to Mlle.
Le Gras, who will give them to the Treasurer;
(11) To be ready and willing to go to the meetings and to inform
the absentees of what has been decided;
(12) To let them know that the meeting of the Ladies designated
for the extraordinary visit will be held here on the day after Christmas to give them their instructions."
~arie de Lumague,

Mlle. de Pollalion.
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[1638 or l6391'

Meetings at the Hotel-Dieu.

(1) The importance of coming 10 the meetings.
(2) The spiril with which they mnst attend them.
(3) What will be discussed there.
Two types if meetings.

"The importance is obvious:
[I] Because Our Lord recommends them and promises to be in
their midst. 'Where two or three are gathered.' etc. And in another
place: 'If two or three join their voices, I will give them whatever
they ask. '2
[2] Because He Himself had these two kinds of meetings: the
full one. when He chose His disciples; and the smaller one, when
He assembled Peter, James, and John on Mount Tabor.
"There was another full one, when He met with His disciples on
the mountain, when they returned from their mission. There was
also another smaller one, at which He brought together Peter.
James, and John on the Mount ofOlives. The Apostles did the same.
They called two councils or general meetings: one for the election
of Saint Mathias to replace Judas' and another concerning circumcision. 4

Document 188. - The original autograph document belonged to the Daughters of Charity, rue
Sainte-Victoire, Marseilles. Its present location is unknown.
IThisconference was given afterSeptcmber 1638.before the Ladies were asked totake charge
of the work of the Foundlings, and prior to the day on which the Ladies took over La Couche in
1640 (d. Doc. 199).
The establishment of La Couche, destined to receive abandoned infants found by the
Commissioners of the Parisian wards, was administered by the Cathedral Chapter. It lacked
resources, the children were badly cared for, and the mortality was vel}' great. The building now
at this location is a maternity clinic, part of the H6tel-Dieu, on what was rue Saint-Landry ,at the
comer of Quai de Ia Corse and rue d'Arcole.
2cf. Doc. 187, notes 2-3.
'ct. Acts "'5-36. (NAB)
"cf. Acts 15:1-30. (NAB)
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arisen, and what was decided at the first four Councils was accepted
even by heretics as the word of God. The Council pronounced, 'It is
the decision ofthe Holy Spirit and ours as well." The Church continued them from time to time, the last being the Council ofTrent. 6
"In the second place, you must be faithful in attending the meetings becanse that's where you get to know one another. Just as several glowing coals that are separated give off greater heat when
placed together, so several Ladies ofCharity, who are separated but
sometimes join together, share with one another the warmth of the
love of God.
[3] Because it's a way offinding a solution to the problems that
may arise in the Company and, by this means, to unite it and, consequently, to help it to survive.
[4] So that it may be informed of what is going on, enlightened
concerning difficulties that individuals may encounter, and [be in a
position to] give an explanation to those who ntight have something

to complain about."
"Now, let's look at what is happening:
(I) The light meal is still being served, except for about twenty
days, when the Sisters were forced to leave their house because of
contagion from the plague. 7
(2) Although the light meal isn't as copious as in the beginning,
it still does much good, and the patients are just as satisfied with it as
in the beginning because the pears and bread-no longer being
served-were for the convalescents, who sometimes threw the
pears on the floor. As for the bread, the house provides them with
that.
(3) What is good about tltis light meal is that it gives the Ladies
an opening into the Hotel-Dieu, where they themselves benefit
greatly, as do the sick poor, and is an encouragement to the nuns.
(4) This has given you reason to think of the foundlings. I must
tell you about their situation, namely, that none of them has been
SCf. Acts 15:28. (NAB)
~uncil of Trent (1545-63).

7In September 1638 (cf. 1,496, n. 8).
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four have escaped death; we fear the reason for this is that the place
is unsanitary, etc.
Invitations will be sent to visit the foundlings."
"Let's look now at the spiritual benefit:
(I) Most of the patients, especially the dying, make a general
confession to your two priests.
(2) Heretics: there have been two hundred of them since your
priests have been there. All have been converted, except for six who
died in their error, and around twenty-five who returned home
cured while remaining heretics.
(3) The chaplains who hear confessions at the door send to those
two priests the difficult penitents who haven't been to confession
for a long time.
(4) They reconcile the sick poor who quarrel with one another-which occurs frequently.
(5) They have the dying make acts of faith, hope, love, and trust
in God.
(6) They go ahead of the priest who is going to administer the
holy sacraments, to prepare them to make a good Communion and
thanksgiving.
(7) Sometimes they go through the wards during High Mass to
exhort the patients to join their will and acts of devotion to those of
the Church, and to assist at it in spirit by their prayers."
Afew recommendations

Seven Ladies will suffice for the instruction, instead offourteen.
(I) Bequests left to the HiJtel-Dieu for linen are given to the Administrators-as they should be---and not to the nuns. I say this so
that the Ladies will no longer complain to the Sisters that the patients aren't kept very clean-which should come as no surprise,
since 750 sheets a day are needed.
(2) People are complaining that they don't see the same Sisters.
We have to change them because in the course oftime they catch serious illnesses there and die.
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(3) Some Ladies are giving light meals to all the poor persons,
contrary to the order that they are to be given only to the most seriously ill. In addition, they distribute them on the run. It is to be
hoped that this will be done with greater devotion.
(4) The nuns are asking for brass crosses as a help to those who
are dying.
(5) Some Ladies are saying that the light meal serves no purpose.
The nuns say the contrary, as do some persons who have been visiting the hospital for twenty years.
(6) The Ladies should refrain from telling the nuns of any shortcomings they see among the patients, addressing their comments
instead to one of the officers.
The second priest

(1) The poor persons don't make a good confession at the door.'
(2) Many women have two husbands; others are slaves to evil;
and others are actually in a bad situation and have never made a
good confession, but are determined to do the right thing.
(3) Some young women between twenty and twenty-five years
of age have been living in sin, but are promising rather to die than to
offend God.
(4) There are some young children five years of age who have
never received Communion but have been instructed.
(5) They console the sick and resign them to dying.
(6) Prepare them for death.

80n entering the hospital.

-390188a. - Wll.L OF MADAME GOUSSAULT I

February 16, 1639

In the name of the Most Holy Trinity, Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit.
I, the undelSigned, Genevieve Faye!, widow ofthe late M, Antoine
Goussaul!, Seigneur des Souvignes, Councillor ofthe King in his State
Councils, and President in his Chambre des Comptes in Paris, have
made and do now make my testament as follows:
I, though unworthy, after having received this day in Holy Communion the Precious Body of my Savior to prepare me for death,
wish, filSt of all, by the grace of God and the assistance of my good
mistress the Most Blessed Virgin Mary, to die as a true Christian
and daughter of the Roman, Apostolic, Catholic Church. I invoke
her for that purpose, and I pray and invoke my Guardian Angel; my
patroness Saint Genevieve; Saint Joseph, to whom I have special
devotion; my holy patron for this month Saint John the Evangelist;
Saint Mary Magdalen; and all the holy men and women in paradise,
to kindly intercede this day for me, a sinner.
With all my heart, I ask pardon of God for my many grievous
sins and for the poor use I have made ofHis graces and inspirations.
I most humbly ask pardon of my good mother for the offenses I
have comntitted against her and for my acts of disobedience and
wicked words.
I also ask pardon of my brother and all my relatives on the late
M. Goussault's side and my own for any displeasure I have given
them during my whole life and for failing in respect toward them.
I ask pardon of my children and servants for the little care I have
taken of them, both during their illnesses and on other occasions,
and for the bad example I have given them by my words and impatience. Lastly, I most humbly ask pardon on my knees, with hands

Document 1SBa. - Arch. Nat., Etude Delapalme. former Etude Groyn, no. 508; reprinted with
annotations in Anna1es C. M. (1933), pp. 670-78.
lMadame Goussault's close relationship with both Saint Vincent and Saint Louise makes it
appropriate to insert her last will and testament into this volume since it bears witness to the
effect of the two saints on this pious woman.
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me with mercy, which I am also hoping from God, who will grant it
to them in retnm.
I await death joyfully, hoping in the infinite mercy of God, the
effects of which I have so often and so greatly experienced. I ask
God with all my heart by this, my last will and testament, to be the
Master and sole Possessor of my sonl, my life, and my liberty, by
the merits of the Precious Blood and Passion of Our Lord Jesus
Christ. I give and consecrate myself entirely to Him.
I desire that my body be buried at Saint-Gervais with that of the late
M. Goussauit my dearest and beloved husband. I most humbly ask my
relatives to agree to my not having a lead coffin. I have made too much
of my body during life; I desire that it be interred without any honors.
As far as in me lies, I forbid any funeral hangings or useless expense to be made, but ask that the service be held with the body
present, if there is a means ofdoing so, without too many candles or
formalities.
I desire that one hundred Masses be said as soon as possible to
obtain from God the deliverance of my poor soul, and that the same
number be said by the Priests of the Mission, to whom the sum of
one hundred livres will be given for that purpose. I hope that
M. Caniet will be willing to say my anniversary Mass, for which he
will be given eighty ecus. I ask him to choose a convenient time for
this so that some of my children may always be able to attend.
I recommend to all my children, my sons and my daughter, to
have the fear of God and to love one another. I ask my eldest son to
be careful to show good example to the others, that they may live together as good brothers and sister and true Christians.
I ask them with all my might never to speak ill of others and
never to lie knowingly, and they will see that God will protect them
as His children. Amen.
I ask the relatives of my underage children to name as their honorary guardian my brother M. Fayet and my son-in-law M. Lotin,'

2Nicolas Lotio (cf.I, 512, n.3).

-392and, as paid guardian, M. du Fresne, secretary of the Due de Retz.'
They may give him a high salary and wages for this, as they deem
appropriate. I ask the said Messrs. Fayet, Lotin, and du Fresne not to
refuse my children this charity.
I ask him also to see that M. Le Houx remain with my children as
long as he can. I sincerely hope that their natoral goodness will always make them consider him their special friend, given them by
God to help them to save themselves.
I give and bequeath to the four elderly Mendicants one hundred
fifty livres apiece, to he used for the needs of poornovices foritems
such as shoes, linen, and other necessities, which my daughter or
M. Le Houx will take the trouble to distribute to them, and not in
money. I am not asking my brother to do this because I am well
aware that it would he too much work for him.
I leave to the Sisters at the Madeleine,' near the Temple, the sum
of three hundred livres.
I leave to the repentant Sisters three hundred livres.
I leave to the Ave Maria Sisters three hundred livres.
I leave six hundred livres to he used for the food and maintenance of one or several priests of the Community of Saint-Nicolas
du Chardonnet, 5 who do the charity, according to their establishment, of instructing those aspiring to the priesthood, or who are already studying for it, to become capable ofthis dignity for the gioty
of God and the instruction of the common people. I ask my brother,
executor of this testament of mine, to take the trouble to distribute
the said sum of six hundred livres to the said priests ofthe Community whenever occasions that will call forth this charity present
themselves. I desire that it he given only to those already in Holy
Orders up to the day of their ordination to priesthood, asking them
to pray for me at their first Mass. If my children's servant wishes to
become a priest, he should he preferred to any others.
I leave three hundred livres to he distributed by my daughter and
Mlle. Le Gras to bashful poor persons of good reputation, in this
3Pierre de Gondi, eldest son of Philippe-Emmanuel de Gondi.
4Sainte-Made1eine Monastery for repentant women. (Cf. no. 162.)
sCommunity founded by Adrien Bourdoise.
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city or in the rural areas, especially those who are ill, workers, or
persons who have worked for me.
So that the money will be used in the best way, they should be in
no hurry to distribute it; it will suffice that they complete this in a
year's time.
I leave to the bashful poor of the parish the sum of one hundred
livres. The Pastor of Saint-Gervais will say to whom the money
should be entrusted, either to Mme. Chanevas' or someone else.
I leave six hundred livres to the prisoners. I ask my daughter or
M. Le Houx to distribute the money, always by order of my brother
and to relieve him. It should be used either for the release of some,
or for those things that are most necessary, such as linen, coal, and
other essentials.
The sum of one hundred livres will be placed in the hands of the
Reverend Mother Prioress of the Hotel-Dieu to be used for bed linens for the patients or for something else for their community.
I give and bequeath to each poor student of the college in
Montaigu, called Capelle, the sum of six livres to be used for books,
clothing, shoes, or food, depending on their greatest need, to be distributed by M. Le Houx.
I leave three hundred livres to be given to Mlle. Le Gras or
whomever else M. Vincent, Superior of the Priests of the Mission,
may choose to name, to be used for books, rosaries, holy pictures,
and other small presents, as I have been accustomed to do in the villages when I go to visit the Confraternities. 7
If, at the time of my death, the Ladies of the Company of the
Charity of the Hotel-Dieu continue to do good for the patients, I
leave five hundred livres to be used there. This sum of six hundred
livres [sic) will be placed in the hands of the Treasurer, with the
consent of the other officers.
I give and bequeath for the region ofAnjou the sum of one thousand livres to be distributed by M. Le Houx or someone else whom
my brother knows and will send expressly for this purpose, and not
6A Lady of Charity in Saint-Gervais parish.
7This article is crossed out on the will; Madame Goussault wrote in the margin: "I revoke this
article; I do not fmd it put to such good use."
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otherwise, for my children's needy relatives, if there be any; the
poor tenant farmers on their estates; as well as all the prisoners with
offensive diseases, always giving preference to members ofthe parish over others. 8
I give and bequeath to M. Le Houx, even ifhe should be with my
children no longer, the sum of four hundred livres to be used for
some vestments for his use, as he so chooses.
I leave to Remy Grandnom' the sum of six hundred livres only,
since he has already received other benefits from me; and, if he remains with my children, I ask them to love him and reward him
well; he has been very faithful.
If, at the time of my death, I have a handmaid, I leave her one
hundred livres.
I leave to Catherine Joly six hundred livres, if she is still in my
service at that time.
I leave to Barbe Macaire four hundred livres, if she is still in my
service at that time."
I leave to my kitchen maid two hundred livres.
I leave to my coachman one hundred livres.
I leave to my cook two hundred livres.
I leave to my footman two hundred livres.
I leave to the each of the wet nurses of my sons Jacques and
Nicolas Goussault twelve livres a year during their lifetime; and to
the wet nurse who finished feeding my deceased little daughter
Genevieve, I leave fifty livres to help her provide for her daughter
Louise.
I give and bequeath to the Confratemity of Charity of Grolet the
sum of forty livres, on condition that they have a Mass said for my
soul, and I ask the Sisters who are able, to be present and to receive

Communion at it.
And to execute and carry out this last will and testament ofmine,
I name and choose my brother M. Fayet, Counselor in the
snus article is crossed out on the will; in the margin Madame Goussault wrote these words: "I
revoke this article because it is too difficult to execute,"
9t'he Intendant of Mme. Goussault
100000se last two articles are crossed out on the will with no explanation in theriiai'gm.
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hands each and every one of my moveable and immoveable goods
in entire fulfillment of it
Drawn up at La Chapelle, near Paris, in the house of Mlle. Le
Gras and the Daughters of Charity, February 16, 1639. Written and
signed by my hand.
GENEVIEVE FAYET

Following this the notary added:
Today there appeared before the undersigned notaries at the
ChAtelet of Paris M. Nicolas Fayet, Councillor of the King in his
Parlement court, in the name and as executor ofthe last will and testament of the said Lady Genevieve Fayet, his sister, now deceased.
He has given into the hands of Groyn, one of the said undersigned
notaries, the testament of the said Lady, written above on four
sheets of paper, including this one. On the back of the third sheet
two articles have been crossed out, and on the front page of this
sheet two articles have also been crossed out, as from the present
testament, to be retained in the minutes and annexed to that of the
codicil which she had the said Groyn and his fellow notary write on
the eighth of this month of September. This has been done today,
September 27, 1639.
FAYET

GROYN

GUYON

Codicil
September 8

Present in person was Mme. Genevi~ve Fayet, widow of the late
M. Antoine Goussault, during his lifetime seigneur des Souvignes,
Councillor of the King in his State and Privy Councils, President of
the Chambre des Comptes. Living in Paris, rue du Roi-de-Sicile,
Saint-Gervais parish, she is now bedridden and physically ill, but

sound in mind, memory, and understanding, as is obvious to the undersigned notaries. She has stated and declared that she previously
made her testament, written and signed in her hand, which she
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wishes to be executed point by point according to its form and contents, and, by adding to it in the form ofa codicil, she has done, said,
and appointed the following to the said notaries:
Be it known that she gives and bequeaths to the Sisters of Mlle.
Le Gras, committed to serving the poor, the sum of one thousand
Iivres, payable in a lump sum, so that they will pray for the said
Lady, who asks them to do so.
There has been left and bequeathed to the Reverend Fathers and
the Superior of the Mission the sum of one thousand Iivres, also to
be given in a lump sum, to be used in the preparation and decoration
of the painting and altar being placed in the chapel of the College
des Bons-Enfants, near the porte Saint-Victor.
There has been left and bequeathed to M. Coquerel, Principal of
the College des Grassins, the sum of three hundred Iivres, to be
given in a lump sum, to help with the building he is having erected at
the said College des Grassins.
There has been left and bequeathed to Jeanne Pint, one of her
servants, the sum of one hundred livres as wages.
There has been left and bequeathed to David ... (the last name
has been left blank), one of her servants, a similar sum of one hundred Iivres, also as wages.
And to execute the present codicil, she has named the same person she chose for her said testament, whom she asks once again to
take the trouble to do so.
This was done, dictated, and appointed by the said Lady to the
said notaries, reread to her by one of them, in the presence of the
other, in the room where she lies ill, on the afternoon of September
8, 1639, and which she has signed.
GENEVIEVE FAYET
THuAULT

GROYN

-397189•• THE WORK OF THE FOUNDLINGS
(January 12. 1640)'

The Foundlings.

"And all the kings of the earth will adore him; all people will
serve him, for he shall rescue the poor man when he cries out. '"
(I) Motives for undertaking this work.
(2) Manner.
(3) Means.
Motives

[I] The praises of your little children are pleasing to God. "Out
ofthe mouths ofbabes and sucklings you havefashioned praise. '"
[2] They are in extreme need, and those who are aware of this
are obliged to do something about it, under pain of damnation. You
have not fed them, you have killed them. Their need is extreme because they have been abandoned by father and mother, and if the
people take care ofthem, they will still be in similar extreme need:
(I) Because, not having sufficient funds for their maintenance,
one is obliged to give them to the first person to come along, who
causes them to die of hunger or illness;
(2) Because they all die;
(3) Because this is a disgrace here in Paris, which we condemn in
the Turks, namely, to sell human beings like animals; for they sell
these children for thirty livres to anyone who wants them;
(4) Because this is to deliver them over to the same cruelty exercised by Herod on the Holy Innocents, for they are using the same
cruelty with those little creatures, since they give them to miserable

Document 189. - Archives of the Mission, Curia GeneraHzia, Rome, Cody-Mundelein
Collection, original autograph document.
I Saint Vincent mentions this meeting in his letter to Saint Louise of January 17, 1640 (cf.
8).
2cf. Ps 72:11-12. (NAB)
'cf. Ps 8,3. (NAB)

n.
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by having their anns and legs broken;
(5) Because Our Lord willed that it be said of Him that He came
into the world "to rescue the poor man when he cried out, and the
afJIicted when he had no one to help him. "4 Job relates that the men
who were sold to him by the people came from the fact that they
"rescued the poor man who cried out for help and the afJIicted
when he had nO one to help him. '"
Objections

[I] This is an affair for the High Court Judges and not for private individuals, especially women.
This is true. But what shall we do? That would mean going to
court. Who wiIl take it on? Meanwhile those poor little creatures are
dying.
[2] God has damned many of those little creatures because of
their birth; perhaps that's why He doesn't allow these matters to be
set right.
I have two things to say in reply to that:
(I) It's because we were cursed by God on account of Adam's
sin that Our Lord became man and died; and to take care of these
poor creatures-even though they may be cursed by God-is to do
a work of Jesus Christ.
(2) Perhaps some among them will become important persons
and great saints. Romulus and Remus· were foundlings and were
suclded by a wolf. According to Saint Paul, Melchizedek the priest
had no genealogy, that is, no father and mother,' which means he
was a foundling. Moses was a baby found by Pharaoh's sister.'

otef. Ps 72:12. (NAB)
scf. Jb 29:12. (NAB)
6tt:gendary founders of the city of Rome.
1Cf. Heb 7:3. (NAB)
SCi. Ex 2:5. (NAB). Saint Vincent inadvertently wrotesisterinsteadofdaMghter. He calls her
correctly "Pharaoh's daughter' in Doc. 190.
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one-namely, that this work is very costly and we have little
money.
It's true, for 550 Iivres are required to maintain six or seven infants. Now, suppose, as is said, that there are 200 or 300 of them
yearly; see how many times 550 Iivres are needed. Even if we took
in only fifty ofthem annually, and this number remained stable each
year, 4,000 Iivres would be needed, besides the rent on the house,
and the following year it would be that much again, that is, 8,000;
the same for the third year (12,000), the fourth (16,000), the fifth
(20,000), and the tenth (40,000). The solution is to take on what we
can do.
People ask if it wouldn't be better for the Ladies to go right now
to the Foundlings. For the Ladies to be able to take care of matters, it
would seem expedient for them to go in pairs every day, as at the
Hotel-Dieu, and do what they can to see that the children are fed and
cared for a little better.
On the other hand, if they go there it will be either to take responsibility for the entire expense and care or just go there and leave
things in the state they are now.
If you take on the whole work, they will oblige you to accepteverything, and you won't have sufficient funds.
Second, if you go there without its depending on you, you won't
be able to establish the necessary order there, and you'll either have
to see those children lost before your eyes, or donate enough money
to feed them.
Third, for the 1,200 Iivres needed to found this work, should you
go there with your hands tied and not be able to do what should be
done?

Manner
Assuming that we do take on what we can, it will be well to
honor the abandonment the Eternal Father makes of His Son to the
mercy of the world and Herod's persecution of His Child for this

reason.
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To honor the love Our Lord has for little children who have neither father nor mother; and, for this purpose, let us help those poor
foundlings save their lives and try to have them brought up in the
fear of God.
The Company ofthe Ladies ofCharity for the Foundlings will be
composed of a fixed number of Ladies, who will elect three oftheir
members by a plurality ofvotes, one ofwhom will be the Servant of
the Poor, another the Treasurer, and the other will take care of the
furnishings.
Means
Find out if this Company should unite with the one at the
Hiltel-Dieu. Have a few of the Ladies go to the Chief Justice to see
whether the foundlings can be placed in some hospital.
Find some way to keep the poor people from sending their children there, even though they may not be foundlings.
See if it's a good idea to unite the Company of Ladies for the
Foundlings with the one at the Hiltel-Dieu.
This seems appropriate because:
(I) Most of the Ladies for the Foundlings also go to the
Hiltel-Dieu.
(2) It's difficult to find as many people as needed who have the
skills and the time to direct the two Companies.
(3) It's to be feared that there might be some rivalry between the
two Companies.
On the other hand:
(I) There may be someone who can give to the Hiltel-Dieu but
can't do the same for the Foundlings.
The reply is that the way this union is understood leaves each one
the liberty to give or not to give, for the union will be understood
only:
[I] With regard to the officers, unless there is a separate Treasurer for the Foundlings.
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[2] With regard to Communion at the time ofthe Ember Days.
[3] With regard to prayers and Communion for the Ladies who
are ill and those who have died; with regard to meetings when they
will be held.
[4] As for contributions, however, that will be optional. Those
who want to give to the Hotel-Dieu only will do so; those who are
devoted to the Foundlings will give to the Foundlings; and those
who want and can give to both will do so.
(2) Someone may visit the Hotel-Dieu and not the Foundlings,
and vice-versa.
My reply is that this wonld be optional for a certain time, until
it's clear later what is most advisable.
(3) The officers will be overburdened if they are responsible for
both.
My reply is that this is true at the beginning, but it won't be so
difficult for them once the order is established.

189••• CONDITIONS UNDER wmCH THE LADlES OF CHARITY
ASSUME RESPONSWlLITY FOR THE FOUNDLINGS

[Before March 16401

Conditions agreed to by the Ladies ofCharity on undertaking the
care ofthe foundlings
The Ladies of Charity will take responsibility for a trial period
for the foundlings at La Couche' as they are doing with the children
they have in their foundling home in the faubourg Saint-Victor,
where they are having them brought up and are directing this work
for the better. It will be on condition that the Deputy of the High
Court Judges will entrust to the Treasurer of the Charity of the said
Ladies designated for the said Foundlings the income provided by
the said High Court Justices. She will give him an account of the
Document 189a. - Archives de l' Assistance Publique, 47 Quai de la Toumelle. Paris, original
unsigned manuscript. In his letter of February 16, 1985, the museum's Curator, Nicolas
Sainte-Fare Gamot, verified its authenticity.
ICf. Doc. 188, n. 1.
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up by the Ladies. It will also be on condition that, from time to time,
they will infonn the said Deputy ofthe state ofthis good work. Furthennore, the said High Court Judges will be at liberty to withdraw
from the said Ladies of Charity the direction of the said Foundlings
when it pleases them, and the said Ladies will also be at liberty to
withdraw from it when they deem it advisable.

1~.TImWO~OFTImH6rnL~mu

AND OF TIm FOUNDLINGS
(April 1640)1

General meeting at the H6tel~Dieu

There are three points to the agenda:
(1) A report will be given on the situation at the HOtel-Dieu and
at the Foundlings.
(2) Reasons will be given why the Company should be devoted
to these two good works and should attend the meetings.
(3) A few problems will be presented for the advice of the Company.
The situation at the H{jtel~Dieu and at the Foundlings

(I) The situation of the Hiltel-Dieu remains the same. Distribution of the light meal has continued without interruption.
(2) The fourteen Ladies who give the instruction have done their
duty.
(3) The priests have also done their duty very well: five heretics
have been converted, three of whom died afterward. They have the
patients make a general confession, and go before the Blessed SacDocument 190. - Abbe Migne, op. cit., vol. LXXXvrn, col. 52Off., from the original made
available by M. Laverdet, a dealer in historical documents and autogmph letters. This warle is
usually referred to 88 the Migne Collection.
'The conference was given three weeks after March 30 of the year (1640), when the Ladies of
Charity became responsible for all the children of La Couche.
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rament to encourage the patients to lift their hearts to God and make
worthy Communions; they help the dying to make acts of faith,
hope, and charity, and they have those who recover take the resolution not to offend God again. Holy Mass is celebrated daily in the
Legate.'
(4) Nothing has been changed for the distribution of the light
meal, which is sufficient to achieve their goal, namely, to instruct
the patients and have them make a general confession, which is
what they are seeking, and the expense is in line with the money that

comes in.
The Foundlings
(I) They have taken on the responsibility for them, in accord
with the decision of the Company three weeks ago, on March 30.
They were unable to do so sooner because ofmany problems which

arose.

(2) They are in the house of your' Daughters of Charity, where
Ml1e. Le Gras is looking after them.
(3) There are ... of them; twenty are out with wet nurses, and
the rest are in the said house4 and in the one in the faubourg
Saint-Victor.'
(4) Not a day goes by that one of them is not brought in, and yesterday there were three of them. The reason there are more of them
than there are days is that we've taken in those whom the Directress
of La Couche had given to the city.
(5) Five have died within the last three weeks.
(6) When we farmed out these babies, the wet nurses were told
that we would no longer give them any money unless they brought a
certificate from the local Pastor stating that the infant was stil1 alive.
2A ward for patients with contagious diseases; it was built with a donation given by Cardinal
du Prat, Papal Legate to France.
3nte idea for the Company of the Daughters of Charity evolved from the requests of young
women wishing to work with the Confraternities of Charity. When the Ladies of Charity were
established. they asked for Daughters of Charity to work with them in the H6tel·Dieu. Hence,
your Daughters of Charity, as Saint Vincent tells the Ladies.
"The Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity at La Chapelle.
~Rue des Boulangers.
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send a devout young man to those places from time to time to check
on the state of those infants.
(8) The Ladies are urged to go in pairs on their appointed day to
visit the ones in this city, according to the notice that will be sent to
them about this.
Motives for being devoted to this good work

(1) That, in visiting the poor persons ofthe Hiltel-Dieu and those
poor [infants], you visit God Himself in them; and the service you
render them is rendeted to God Himself. "[ am with him in his distress. "6
(2) That you cause the goodness of God to be seen and felt
through your own goodness to those poor persons, and have God
glorified. That's why God recommends that you visit the poor "so
that they may give praise to your Father. "7
(3) You cooperate with Jesus Christ in the salvation of those
poor souls, seeing that they are instructed, make a general confession, and either depart this world in a good state or leave the
Hiltel-Dieu recovered and in a good state.
(4) You edify the whole Church, which sees you devoting yourselves so compassionately to the assistance ofpersons who are poor.
(5) In visiting those poor persons, you edify one another and become disenchanted with the world and more closely united with
God, acknowledging thereby your obligation to God, who has delivered you from the wretchedness of those poor persons.
(6) You wipe out your past and present sins and, in a certain
sense, any future sins; the first two by the remission God grants you
from them; the last mentioned by visiting the sick, where we receive
the graces that preserve us from sin. "Just as water quenches a
flaming fire, so do alms atone for sin. "8
'ct. '" 9",5. (NAB)
7Cf. Mt5:16. (NAB)

Bef. Sir 3:29. (NAB)
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and read carefully, and never saw . .. the evils ofdeath. And Mme.
Goussault is the wimess to this.
(8) You put yourselfin the position ofgoing before God atjudgment with YOut head held high. "Wellfor the man who is gracious
and lends and conducts his affairs with justice. ",
(9) Do you still have needs or temporal concerns? "The one who
gives to the poor suffers no want. "10
(10) Do you want YOut family to be blessed with glory and
riches? "His posterity shall be mighty upon the eanh; the upright
shall be blessed. Wealth and riches shall be in his house. "11
All these considerations should prompt you to assist the sick
poor and the foundlings. Here, however, are some that apply particularly to the foundlings:
The Foundlings
(I) You practice in their regard the seven corporal works of

mercy.12 and, in a certain sense, the spiritual works ofmercy;13 consequently, you merit all the graces God has attached to each of the
seven works, of which visiting the sick of the Hiltel-Dieu is only
one. You feed the hungry, give drink to the thirsty, etc.
(2) They are in extreme--<:>r almost extreme-need, and each of
us is obliged to come to their aid. It's obvious that it's extreme
since, without your help, they will all die. They have been abandoned by their fathers and mothers and everyone else. So what can
be the solution? Their death.
(3) They are the image of Jesus Christ in a special way:
[I] Our Lord was born without a human father, and these poor
children have been disowned by their father and their mother.
9ps 112:5. (NAB)
'OCr. Prv 28:27. (NAB)
"cr. Ps 112:2-3. (NAB)
'2To feed the hungry, give drink to the thirsty, clothe the naked, shelter the homeless, visit the
sick, ransom the captive, and bury the dead.
lYra instnlct the ignorant, counsel the doubtful. admonisb sinners, bear wrongs patiently,

forgive offenses, comfort the afflicted, and pmy for the living and the dead.

•

-4081908. • VlSITlNG THE SICK

[1638-42JI

Conference for "The Fourteen" ofthe Chority ofthe Hotel-Dieu'

(1) Reasons they have for taking up this holy practice.
(2) What should be done before the visit.
(3) What should be done during it.
(4) What should be done after it.
[I] First motive: God has called and chosen you forit by ihe order of Providence.
[2] By this good work, souls are removed from ihe sovereignty
of ihe devil and reestablished in ihat of God. Think what a consolation it would be for a Prince who has been banished from his principality to see himself reestablished in it.
[3] It's because of you ihat sinners who die after having been
instructed and made a general confession go straight to paradise,
and ihat ihose who are restored to healih will lead a good life.
[4] You assure your own salvation while saving your souls.
Whot is to be done beforehond

[I] As soon as you awaken on ihe morning of ihe day it is your
turn to serve ihe patients, offer all your ihoughts to God ihat He
might grant you ihe grace of performing this good work well.
[2] Receive Holy Communion eiiher sacramentally or spiritually on ihat day for this intention.
[3] Humble yourselfbefore God for your own poverty in such a
great work.

Document 19Oa. - The autograph original manuscript, a photograph ofwhich is in the Archives
of the Mission, Paris, is part of the Henry Cardinal Manning Collection, Westminster, England.
This outline was published in Mission et Charit! (19-20), pp. 177-78.
IThe editors of Mission et Charile have conjectured these dates from the content and
penmanship of the document.
2Since the members of''The Fourteen" changed frequently, Saint Vincent often spoke to them
about their responsibilities. This helps to explain the similarities between this conference and
previous ones (d. Docs. 186 and 187).
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[I] Prepare their minds by greeting them graciously and saying, "Well, my child, who do you think sent you the illness you
have? It was God. And why? To draw you to Himself or to help you
to lead a better life."
[2] Tell them that, in order to benefit from their illness, they
must do two things: (I) be instructed in the things necessary for salvation, based on the following, "Eternal life is this: to know you, the
true God, and your Son whom you hove sent. "3 Now, for salvation
it's necessary to know that there is one God in three Persons.
[3] Tell them that they have to make a general confession, the
reason being that we know that by Baptism we became children of
God, and when we offend His Divine Majesty, we become children
of the devil, but the means ofrestoring the dignity of a child of God
is a good confession. I say "good" because those that aren't good
don't have this result, since there are four conditions for a good confession: (I) a careful examination of conscience, etc. And because

there is no assurance that OUf past confessions have been good, nOf,
consequently, that we've been restored to the grace of God, we
must make a general confession, which is made just like the others
except that in it we accuse ourselves only of past sins, etc.
What is to be done afterward

[I] On leaving, thank God for what you have done.
[2] On your way home, reflect on the way you devoted yourself
to this good work and the means of correcting any failings.
[3] If you've found some aid to be given to help a person overcome sin, see to it as soon as possible.

3Cf. In 17:3. (NAB)

-410191•• WORKS OF CHARITY
[1638 or after]!

For the general meeting ofthe Ladies of Charity
To be more and more devoted to the practice of charity toward
all kinds of needy persons.
(1) Motives.
(2) In what it consists.
(3)Means.
[I] "The one who perseveres to the end. ... "2 "No one who
puts a hand to the plow ... is fit for the kingdom of God.'"
"Cursed is the one who does the work of God negligently. ",
How much more those who abandon it entirely!
"What he first takes up he never quits. "
[2] The second motive is the excellence of the work, in which
it's question of giving spiriwal and physical life to little children
abandoned by their own mothers and fathers; "Ofall divine endeavors the most divine is cooperation with God for the salvation of
souls;" to help poor galley convicts, the scum and malice of the
kingdom, to be reconciled to Our Lord; to help the sick poor who
are restored to health to lead a new life if they are healed, and those
who are near death to die well, honoring by this means the childhood ofOur Lord in that ofthose little creamres, His life of penance
in that of the convicts, and His blessed death by helping patients at
the Hotel-Dieu to have a happy death. In so doing, you make yourself a perfect imitator of l[esus] C[hrist].
[3] The advantages are: (I) pleasure, (2) sincerity, (3) usefulness.
(I) Pleasure: "Wellforthe person who is gracious and lends. "5

Document 191. - Archives of the Mission, Paris, original autograph document.
'This conference was given after the work of the Foundlings had begun (January 1, 1638).
U. Mt 10:22. (NAB)
3Cf. Lk 9:62. (NAB)
4cf. Jer 48: 10. (NAB)
5et. Ps 112:5. (NAB)
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(2) "And all nations shall worship him, for he rescued the poor
from the poweifu~ and the orphan who hadno one to help him. ",
(3) Usefulness: "The one who gives to the poor suffers no
want. "7
In what it consists

In two things: to become more faithful to visiting the sick poor
because perhaps one of them may die and you may lose the saving
of a soul and of some grace God had destined for you if you had visited the patient that day; to make yourself poor for persons who are
poor and to ask for the "five sous," without lessening the amount
you've been accustomed to give.
Means

(I) Ask it of God.
(2) On these first days of the year, offer this good will to God.
(3) Impose some penance on yourself when you fail to do so.
Don't notify the nuns nor the priests; tell the officers, who are
there every day.
From now on, the sisters will start at two 0' clock.

192. - PERSEVERANCE IN GOOD WORKS-I
(December 22. 1645)

For the general meeting of the Ladies of Charity of the
Hotel-Dieu, December 22, 1645

t>cf. Jb 29:12. (NAB)
7Cf. Prv 28:27. (NAB)
Document .92.. The original autograph document belonged formerly to M. Laverdet, who
permitted Abbe Migne to pUblish it in his Collection integrale, vol. LXXXVIll, col. 521;
facsimile at Saint~SulpiceSeminary, Paris.
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The great evil it would be if you allowed this work to die out.
Comparison of a disgraced priest.
The serious consequences that might ensue if the Ladies should
allow this good work to die out in their hands, and some means to
remedy this.
(I) It would be a sign ofdoubting the salvation ofthose by whose
fault this misfortune would occur. "No one who puts a hand to the
plow, but keeps looking back, is fit for the kingdom ofGod. ",
(2) "A crown is promised to those who do good, but is given only
to those who persevere. "
(3) "They begin tojeer him, saying, 'that man began to buildand
he could not finish.' "2
(4) We would deprive ourselves of the beatitude, "Blessed is the
one who has regardfor the lowly and the poor. "3
(5) And of this one, "Blessed are they who show mercy; mercy
shall be theirs. ".
(6) We can lose paradise by omission as well as by commission;
and it's because offailing to assist the poor that it will be said, "Go,
you condemned. "5
We deprive ourselves of the happiness of fulfilling the law of
God, which is always done by charity toward the neighbor. "The
one who loves the neighbor has fulfilled the law. "6
We deprive ourselves of the consolation to be found in doing
acts of charity in this world and of the assistance of God at judgment. "Happy the man who shows mercy and lends. ",
We provide our family with temporal goods. "The one who gives
to the poor suffers no want.'" We would deprive ourselves of a

'cr. Lk 9:62. (NAB)
2<:f. Lk 14:29-30. (NAB)
'cf. '" 41,Z. (NAB)
4Mt 5:7. (NAB)
sef. Mt 25:41. (NAB')
6(:r. Rom 13:8. (NAB)
7Cf. Ps 112:5. (NAB)
sCf. Prv 28:27. (NAB)
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happy death. "I never saw the evils of death, " and we would deprive 10,000 souls of the spiritual assistance they receive at the
Hotel-Dieu from the priests the Company maintains there, and the
souls the Ladies of "The Fourteen" instruct.
Likewise for the convicts, etc., the foundlings, etc.
We deprive God of the glory He draws from the Company, and
the Church is deprived of its edification and merit.
We delight hell and the wicked of the world.
The means of preventing the fall is to have recourse to God by
prayer; renewing your charitable ministrations; the "five sous" collection; a general collection in the neighborhood following the recommendations of the preachers; having the preachers announce
from the pulpit that those who have any good advice regarding this
good work should go to the women's hall at the Hotel-Dieu on Saturday at two 0' clock or to Mme. de Larnoignon; and if any member
ofthe Company has some advice right now, she should mention it.

193•• PERSEVERANCE IN GOOD WORKS - U
(December 22, 1645)1

For the meeting o/the Ladies o/Charity ofthe Hotel-Dieu,
December 22, 1645

The obligation for the Ladies to give themselves to God to support the work so that it may not perish in their hands because ofdisadvantages that might arise from this.
(II Disadvantages.
(21 Means.
[I] The first difficulty involves the Ladies; the second involves
the work.
Document 193. - University ofGeneva Public Library,original autograph document, Ms. 197.
ICould there have been two meetings of the Ladies of Charity on December 22, 1645, one
open to the full membership, the other for a more circumscribed group. where Saint Vincent
might have digressed from his first outline? Would this have obliged him to prepare a second
outline, as seems more probable?
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(2) For the Ladies it involves either the soul or the body or property or honor or pleasure.
(3) The disadvantage regarding property, honor, or pleasures is
that they would deprive themselves of the effects of God's promise
to charitable persons: "The one who gives to the poor suffers no
want."2 And that extends even to children: "Nor hove / seen ajust
man forsaken nor his descendants begging for bread."3 On this
point it should be remarl<ed that no matter how rich a family may be,
it is subject to this disadvantage. We've seen great Princesses in our
day reduced to selling their clothing and living on borrowed items.
(4) Regarding soul and body: "And all people will adore him
because he gave life to the poor. " The person must be considered
either as sick or as healthy.lfsick: "Shore your bread with the hungry, shelter the oppressed and the homeless.'" "The Lord will preserve him and give him life."s Ifhealthy: "Wellfor the person who
is gracious and lends. "6
Regarding the soul. Charity toward those who are poor adorns
the soul with Christian virtues: "He scattered abroad and gave to
the poor; his justice endures forever;"7 "The one who loves the
neighbor hos fulfilled the law. ".
Regarding happiness even in this world: "Happy the man who
hos regard for the lowly and the poor;"9 "Blessed are they who
show mercy; mercy sholl be theirs. "10
Regarding pleasures and death: "/ reread, and read carefully,
and / never saw anyone who practiced the works ofmercy die unhoppy. "
Regarding what takes place after death, we'll no longer have to

'cr. "'" 28,27. (NAB)
3Cf. Ps 37:25. (NAB)

.tee. Is 58:7. (NAB)
sCf. Ps 41:3. (NAB)
'cf. Ps 11"'. (NAB)

7Cf. 2eor 9:9. (NAB)

sa. Rom 13:8. (NAB)
9Q'. Ps41:2. (NAB)
'IlMt 5:7. (NAB)
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wait for "Come, you blessed . .. "11 but neither should we fear the
curse, nor expect these words, "he shall order his words with judgment. "12
Lastly, regarding the crown, which is given only to those who
persevere.
Regarding the ministry

(I) You deprive ten thousand souls of the spiritual assistance
you and your priests give them at the Hotel-Dieu.
(2) You deprive the convicts of the same assistance here.
(3) You deprive the foundlings of life and Baptism, of which
most of them were previously deprived.
(4) You deprive those in the priestly state of the assistance you
render them by your Communions.
(5) You deprive the public ofthe edification you give them; and,
instead ofthat, you run the risk ofthe mocking words ofthe Gospel:
"They begin to jeer him, saying, 'that man began to build and he
could not finish.' "13
Means

(I) Ask God for the grace to be able to maintain the work.
(2) Continue the "five sous" collection.
(3) Have one general collection in the city dUring Lent.
(4) Have the preachers announce that, if anyone has some good
advice to give regarding that, he should go to the women's hall on
Saturdays at two o'clock, or even right now.

llcr. Mt 25:34. (NAB)
12Q'. Ps 112:5. (DR-B)

13cr. Lk 14:29-30. (NAB)

-4161'14. • PERSEVERANCE IN GOOD WORKS
(April 6, 1647)

For the general meeting ofApril 6, 1647

(1) The reasons the Ladies have to see that the Company of the
Charity of the Hotel-Dieu is maintained and to perfect it more and
more.
(2) The means to do so.
Reasons

(I) I'm going to proceed here differently than I did in the past.
Previously I spoke to you about the advantages; now I'm going to
speak to you of the disadvantages that might arise if it were to fail,
and in that I'll act like Moses, who told the people the advantages
they might have if they kept the Commandments of God, and the
misfortunes if they didn't observe them.
"If you keep my Commandments," said God, "I will bless you in
your body and in your possessions, in the house and outdoors; if
not, 1 will curse you in your body and in your possessions, etc."
Four things oblige us to embrace a good work and persevere in it:
[I] The authority of its author.
[2] Because we've been invited to it so graciously.
[3] The goodness of the work.
[4] Because we see God's blessing on it.
Now, God is the author ofthis good work; it should be noted that
there are three ways a man can be the author of a good work:
(I) By ordering it. Thus, the person who has a house built can be
said to be its author by means of what he gives to the workers and
the purchase of the materials.
(2) Or as the worker who builds the house.
Document 194.- Original autograph document composed of several pages. 1be first part ends at
''for God inspired you;" the second section begins with the words ''to take on this good work" and
ends al"whlit Our Lord did in this world;." the third includes all that follows. The second section
is in the Archives of the Mission. Paris;M. Charavay communicated thefirst part to us in 1916,
and the last section in 1913.
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(3) Or by ordering and building the house himself and ordering
his children and servants to work along with him.
God is the author of this good work:
[l] Because He orders men and women to help the sick poor
spiritually and materially and to take care of poor children abandoned by their fathers and mothers, etc.
[2] He's also the author because, when He was on earth, He
Himself did this work with His own hands.
[3] Because we see that He inspired those who were responsible for this good work and who, in fact, were the fIrst to make the
proposals. In addition, He has also made known to you, Ladies, that
He desired this and has given you the grace not only to desire but
also to do the work,' and to have supported it until now.
If you abandon it, you'll ruin God's work and will have reason to
fear, Ladies, that there may be applied to you the judgment of the
Gospel stating that whoever has put a hand to God's work and abandons it isn't fit for the kingdom of God.
The second reason is that of the call. A calling is a choice God
makes of some souls to use them for a certain good work. He then
enlightens their understanding, causing them to discern His plan
and moving the will to take on this good work. If they consent, God
destines them for glory, then justifIes and glorifies them when they
leave this life. Now, Ladies, all this has happened in your case, for
God inspired you' to take on this good work, and touched your
hearts to espouse it, and you've done so. God doubtless then predestined and justifIed you, intending to glorify you one day. He has
acted as He did with the Blessed Virgin, to whom He made Himself
known by the angel, and she answered by saying, "Be it done to me
according to your word. '" Immediately afterward, the Holy Spirit
descended upon her, formed the body of Our Lord, and created a
soul, which He infused into this blessed body, sanctifying and
divinizing in a certain sense the Blessed Virgin. And because she
persevered amid all the difficulties that presented themselves dur-

'cr. Phil 2: 13. (D~RB)
2The first part ends here.
3Cf. Lk I :38. (NAB)
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above the angels. It was otherwise for Eve, our first mother, for, after having been chosen by God and already given original justice,
she was banished from paradise for not having resisted temptation.
And, Ladies, if we don't do all we can to see that this good work is
maintained, we certainly have reason to fear that God will take from
us the grace of this work and at the same time all those women He
involves in it, and may cast us far from before His face and paradise.
The goodness ofthe work. A work is good and sound ifit's for
the glory of God, the benefit of poor orphan children, the sick, and
poor slaves, the salvation of all of them, and the sanctification of
our own soul.
Well, it's clear that all that is for the glory of God, since it's He
who orders all these things and it's His glory that we obey Him. On
the contrary, to do nothing about it is, in a certain sense, to disdain
His Divine Majesty.
Now, it's clear that He orders us to do all that: (I) in commanding us to love our neighbor as ourselves. Now, when He commands
us to love our neighbor, He commands us to perform all the acts of
love we can render Him, and there are fourteen of them: seven corporal and seven spiritual. The corporal ones, which concern the
body are: feed the hungry and give drink to the thirsty, and that's
what you're doing for the sick poor and the children. a Ladies!
What honor you give to God in so doing! But what dishonor if you
don't!
He recommends that to us again when He reminds us that He will
ask us on Judgment Day ifwe've given food and drink to others, etc.
a Ladies, how happy you will be for having acted in that way! And
how wretched, if we act otherwise!
Furthermore, can you imagine anything more holy than to visit
the sick, to take care of orphans, and to bring all of them to the
knowledge of God, since that is doing what Our Lord did in this
world!'

'The second part ends here.
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Moreover, each of you personally benefits from this by putting
in practice the virtues offaith, hope, charity, justice, prudence, temperance, fortitude, mortification, humility, and the other virtues. In
a word, as long as you persevere in the Company and its practices,
you are in a position to face Judgment Day with your head held
high. "He conducts his affairs injustice."s Ifyou leave it and allow
the Company to die out, all those benefits will vanish.
On the part ofGod

If this good work is abandoned, God won't be known by those
poor people to whom you're making Him known; those souls will
never be reconciled to Him, as they now are by means of a good

general confession; and those who die or who recover their health in
the Hotel-Dieu will no longer experience the effects of the goodness of God through the ministry of your Company. Many children
will die in original sin for want of being baptized and will have
come into the world without experiencing in it the effects of the
goodness of God. And God, who has willed in this age to make use
of the ministry of persons of your sex to do the incomparable good
that's being done in your Company, will be frustrated in this.
If you abandon this work, what will the faithful say? They will
certainly quote the words of the Gospel regarding those who begin
good works and then leave them when difficulties arise. "This man
began to build but was unable to finish. "6
And there's more; it is to be feared that you may fall into the misfortune of those of whom Our Lord speaks, saying, "Whoever puts
his hand to the plow but keeps looking back is unfitfor the kingdom
ofGod,"7 and what Saint Paul utters against those who have been
enlightened by God and have tasted the happiness of being employed in God's service, of whom it is said that it's impossible for
them to be saved. 8

SCf. Ps 112:5. (NAB)

t>cf. Lk 14;30. (NAB)
7ef. Lk 9:62. (NAB)
SCf. Heb 6:4-6. (NAB)
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what SaintPaul said: Have you given something beyond what is superfluous? Have you done as much for those children as the women ofthe
people of God did? Have you resisted to the point of blood?
It may seem that the care of foundlings is a work for men and not
for women. Reply to this that God makes use of whomever He
pleases. Judith defied Holofemes and his army; Esther gave life to
all the Jews; Sephora led and judged the people of God; the widows
mentioned by Saint Paul upheld the Church in its beginnings; Saint
Genevieve provided Paris with wheat during a famine, and a widow
drove the Germans from this kingdom.
Supposing that all these reasons prompt you to continue, what
should you do?
(I) Pray fervently.
(2) Give yourselves to God to live as true Ladies of Charity,
which is to say, as Ladies who love God and the neighbor.
(3) Be faithful to visiting the Hotel-Dieu and the children; the
sight of their misery will induce you to help them.
Anothergood practice is sometimes to ask yourself-after Commnnion, for example-"Why am I a Lady ofCharity? To procure as
much good as I can for the sick poor of the Hotel-Dieu and at the
Foundling Home."

195•• THE WORK OF THE FOUNDLINGS
[Between 1640 and 1650P

For the general meeting o/the Ladies for the Foundlings

Recently I spoke to you only briefly about your foundlings because we had several other matlers to treat, and it seemed that the
officers could meet their needs without mentioning them to the
Company. Because, however, experience has shown that this was
Document 195. - Archives of the Mission, Paris, original autograph document.
lThis conference fits the situation of the work of the Foundlings between these dates.
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not the case, we'll speak to you about them today. I can tell you that
they are in great need and there's only enough food for them for six
weeks, and the means must be found to provide for their needs:
(1) Because they are in extreme want; in which case you are
obliged to provide for that. "You did notteed them, [and so] you
killed them. .. A child can be killed in two ways: either by a violent
death, or by refusing to feed him.
(2) Because Our Lord has called you to be their mothers; and
here is the sequence followed for that: [I] for two or three years He
had the priests at Notre-Darne seek you out; [2] you held various
meetings for this purpose; [3] you prayed fervently to God concerning it; [4] you sought the advice of wise persons; [5] You gave it a
try; [6] and, in the end, you made the decision to accept it.
And here are the motives that prompted you to do so:
(I ) You were informed that those poor little creatures were receiving very little assistance--{)ne wet nurse for four or five babies!
(2) They were being sold for eight sous apiece to beggars who
would break their arms and legs to arouse pity so the people would
give them alms, and they let them die of hunger;
(3) Women who had no children by their own husbands or by
wretched persons who supported them, would take some and pass
them off as their own. In fact, we've found three or four of these in
the past two years;
(4) They were given laudanum-which is a poison-to make
them sleep; and all that resulted from that.
(5) In fifty years, not one of them has lived-unless it has recently been discovered that one of those fraudulently substituted
children has survived.
(6) Lastly-and the worst of all the evils-many were dying
without being baptized.
Those are the motives that moved you to take on the work. Providence, then, has made you the adoptive mothers of these children.
Note that I said adoptive mothers. This is a bond you've contracted
with them; consequently, if these poor children are abandoned by
you, they will, of necessity, die. Who is going to prevent them? Until now, the police have been unable to do so. Ifyoucan'l, who will?
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No one, to be sure. And therefore, Ladies, you are obliged in conscience to assist them for two reasons:
(I) Because the need is extreme;
(2) Because you are their mothers.
Means

[I] Pray for that;
[2] Receive Communion once for that intention;
[3] Speak to your relatives and friends about it;
[4] Speak to the preachers through the Pastors;
[5] Lastly, decide whether we should leave them, or whether
we should exert ourselves and make an effort for this year.
(I) If you abandon them, what will God say, since He has called
you to do that?
(2) What will the King and the Magistrate say, since by verified
letters patent he entrusted to you the care of these poor children?
(3) What will the people say, since they have acclaimed you and
blessed you for the care you take of them?
(4) What will those little creatures say? "Alas, dear mothers, you
are abandoning us! It's enough that our own mothers have abandoned
us; all righ~ they are bad; but for you to do so-you who are good, is
like saying that God has abandoned us and that He's not our God."
(5) Lastly, what will you say at the hour ofdeath, when God will
ask you why you have abandoned those little creatures? All of the
above, Ladies, seems to demand that you make this effort.
Objections

(I) ''The need in our times, which is impoverishing everyone,
with the result that we can only live simply from hand to mouth."
My reply to this, Ladies, is that you won't be inconvenienced. "He
who gives to the poor will suffer no want; "2 "he who has compassion on the poor, lends to the Lord. "3
'ct. "'" 28,27. (NAB)
la. Prv 19:17. (NAB)
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so, and the others gave something, that would suffice with what we
already have.
(3) "I have no money." Alas! how many useless trinkets are there
at home! 0 Ladies, how far removed we are from the piety of the
children ofIsrael, whose women gave theirjewels to make a golden
calf.
"Then that will go on forever and everyone will abandon their
children." The reply to that is "no." A few days ago a Lady gave all
her jewels for this purpose. Five or six Ladies are feeding a province.
"This poverty will overwhelm the Company in the future as well
as in the present." We're working on two important matters that will
save us from that misfortune.

196.• THE WORK OF THE FOUNDLINGS
[16471'

M. Vincent asks himself the question: "Should the Ladies of
Chatity continue or abandon the work ofthe Foundlings?" He studies the pros and cons and reminds the Ladies of the good they have
done until then: five or six hundred children snatched from death
and raised in a Christian manner; the older ones placed as apprentices, or on the point of being so. If these are the beginnings, what
promise may not the future hold? Then, raising his voice, he concludes with the following:
Well then, Ladies, compassion and chatity have led you to adopt
these little creatures as your own children; you have been their
mothers according to grace since the time their mothers according

Document 196. - Abelly, op. cit., bk.1, chap.

xxx, p.I44.

Abelly places this document "around 1648," If what he adds is true, namely, that following
this conference the children were transferred to the chAteau de Bic!tre. the proper date would
have to be 1647. This recapitulation could refer to the preceding conference.
I
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their life and death are in your hands. I'm going to take the vote; it's
time to pass sentence on them and to find out whether you are no
longer willing to have pity on them. If you continue to take charitable care of them, they will live; if, on the contrary, you abandon
them, they will most certainly perish and die; experience does not
allow you to doubt that.

197. - REPORT ON THE WORK OF THE FOUNDLINGS

[t647J'

The meeting has three aims:
(I) To give the Company an account of the state of its affairs.
(2) To discuss whether it's expedient to continue the care of the
poor persons at the Hotel-Dieu and at the Foundlings, and, if so, the
means to be taken to maintain the work.
(3) To proceed to the election of a Treasurer for the children.

Document 197. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity, Paris, original
autograph manuscript. Coste published only the excerpts of this outline printed in the 1914
catalogue of S. Kra, a merchant ofrare documents, who would not allow a copy of the document
to be made. The original was again put on sale in 1965, at which time Frs. AndrE Dodin and
Raymond Chalurneau, C.M., were able to copy it. According to Mission et Charite (19-20), pp.
178~79, in which it was published. the bidding started at 900 francs and closed at 3100 francs. In
1996 it was again put on the market. at which time Sister Juana Elizondo. Superioress General of
the Daughters of Charity, decided to buy this treasure of their heritage. It was published in the
April 1996 issue of ECMes of the Company. This edition makes use of both the MISsion et
Charite and Echoes of the Company republications.
'Mission et Charlie states that this conference was given after July7. 1647. the probable date
for the move of the foundlings to BicStre.
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There are 820 foundlings, 250' of whom have been weaned and
the others placed with wet nurses. 3 This year, ... was spent at the
Hl\tel-Dieu, and we still owe around 4,000 livres. For the children,
about 35,000 livres have been spent, of which we still have....
It has pleased the Queen to give the CMteau de Bicetre as housing for the children until the State needs the building for something
more important.

SECOND POINT

There are four reasons why it seems the Company should abandon the work of the Foundlings:'
(I) Because next year perhaps 40,000 livres will be needed, and
the children have only about 13,000.
(2) Because it's wartime' and, with people in financial straits,
alms are rare.
(3) Because it's better to leave the work voluntarily than to wait
until necessity obliges us to do so.
(4) This does not seem to be a work for women.
Here is the response to those three [sic] reasons:' as to the first,
until now God has assisted the Company; consequently, Divine
Providence has provided for this work up to the present, and we've
not been particularly in debt. Can we then, in conscience, lack trust
in God's Providence, since it hasn't failed us up to now?
As to the second point, this good work began and continued during the war, and we have reason to hope that the God of peace will
give us peace and continue His Providence for us during the war.

2Number given in the manuscript; theMission et CharM text has 150.
3This is Coste's first sentence. He gives 150 weaned. as in the Mission et Charite text.
"This phrase is in Coste.
sThe Thirty Years' War, which embroiled much ofthe European Continent, was to come to an
end in 1648.
6TIle fourth reason was added by Saint Vincent in the margin.
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can we do so in conscience while God is assisting the work by His
Providence, which this year has given it housing that cost 200,000
livres? Then, too, to whom will we repay it? To those who gave it to
you? In which case, you see clearly where that will lead. As for the
Hiltel-Dieu, they will claim that it isn't their business.
As to this not being a work for women, Ladies, you may be assured that God has used persons ofyour sex to do the greatest things
ever done in this world. What men have ever done what Judith did,
what Esther did, what the Maid of Orleans7 did in this kingdom,
what Saint Genevieve did in providing Paris with food during a
famine? And lastly....'

198•• REPORT ON THE STATE OF THE WORKS
(1uly 11. 1657)'

"Ladies, this meeting has three aims: the first is to proceed to a
new election of officers, if it's judged advisable; the second is to
give the Company information concerning the works God has
granted it the grace to undertake; and the third is to consider the reasons you have, Ladies, to give yourselves to His Divine Goodness
that He may be pleased to grant you the grace to support and continue those works already begun.
"We spoke about the election last Friday at the regular meeting,
composed ofthe officers and a few other Ladies. The officers urged
us to elect new ones, and the others felt that we should ask them to
continue their responsibilities until Easter. And because you, Ladies, have a deliberative voice in this matter, we'll vote at the end of
this meeting to see whether the officers should continue, or whether
you'll proceed to a new election.
7Saint Joan

of Ale.

8Jbe manuscript ends here.
Doeument 198. - Abe11y, op. cit., bk. II, chap. X, pp. 358ft'.
'Date given in the margin by Abelly.
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Hotel-Dieu, which was responsible for the birth of the Company.
It's the foundation on which God has been pleased to establish the
other works the Company has undertaken, and it's the source of the
other good works it has done."
M. Vincent then read to the assembly the report of receipts and
expenditures. Since the last general meeting-that is, since about a
year ago--5,000 livres had been spent for the light meal for the sick
poor of the Hotel-Dieu and 3,500 livres were received for this purpose, so there was a deficit of 1,500 livres.
After making this observation, he continued:
''That may have occurred because a number of Ladies who belonged to the group have died and haven't been replaced by others.
That's why, Ladies, a group of you have been called together to see
how to maintain this good work, begun and continued for so many
years through ways imperceptible to anyone else but God, and with
such blessings from Him that there is great reason to thank Him for
it.
"0 Ladies, how you should thank God for the attention He has
had you give to meeting the needs of those poor sick persons; for
corporal assistance to them has produced this effect of grace,
namely, ofmaking you think oftheir salvation at such an opportune
time that most of them never had any other to prepare themselves
for death. In addition, those who recover from their illness would
scarcely think of changing their lives without the good dispositions
into which you try to put them."
M. Vincent next read the list of expenditures made by the Company for Champagne and Picardy, adding:
"Since July 15, 1650, until the day of the last general meeting,
348,000 livres have been sent and distributed to impoverished persons; and 19,500 livres since the last general meeting until today,
which is more or less the same as previous years. These sums have
been used to feed the sick poor and to rescue and maintain about 800
orphan boys and girls from ruined villages, whom we've placed in
trades or in domestic service, after having instructed and clothed
them. The money has also been used to support a number of Pastors
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their parishioners because they couldn't live among them without
this assistance. Lastly, it has been used for minor repairs to a few
churches, which were in such a pitiful state that it's impossible to
speak about it without shuddering with horror.
''The places where the money has been distributed are the towns
and surrounding areas of Reirns, Rethel, Laon, Saint-Quentin,
Ham, MarIe, Sedan, and Arras. This doesn't include clothing,
sheets, blankets, shirts, a1bs, chasubles, missals, ciboria, etc., which
would amount to a considerable sum of money, if it were calculated.
"Certainly, Ladies, we can have nothing but admiration when
we consider the large quantity of clothing for men, women, and
children, and for priests as well, or the various furnishings for
churches that have been divested ofthem and reduced to such a state
of poverty that it can be said that the celebration of the Holy Mysteries had been prohibited in them, and without this charity these sacred places would have served only for profane uses. If you had
been in the homes ofthe Ladies responsible for those items of clothing, you would have seen that their houses were like warehouses
and the shops of wholesale merchants.
"God be praised, Ladies, for granting you the grace of clothing
Our Lord in His poor members, most of whom had nothing but rags
to cover them, and several children were as naked as the back ofmy
hand! The nudity ofgirls and married women was even so great that
a man with the slightest sense of modesty would not dare to look at
them, and everyone was on the verge of dying of cold in the harsh
winter weather. Ohi how indebted you are to God for having given
you the inspiration and the means of meeting these great needs!
How many patients whose lives you've saved! For they were abandoned by everyone, lying on the ground, exposed to the elements,
and reduced to the last extremity by the soldiers and the high price
of grain. In truth, several years ago their wretched state was worse
than it is right now, and at that time people were sending up to
16,000 Iivres a month. They felt driven to give when they saw that
the poor were in danger of dying if they were not helped promptly,
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past year or two, however, when the weather has been a little better,
the alms have greatly decreased. Yet, there are still almost 80
churcbes in ruins, and the poor people are obliged to go a long way
to find a Mass. You see in what a situation we are. By the Providence God has for the Company, we've begun to do something
about it.
"Now, Ladies, doesn't the recital of these facts soften your
hearts? Are you not moved by gratitude for God's goodness to you
and to those poor people in distress? Don't you think it's novel and
unusual that Providence has turned to some Parisian Ladies to assist
two devastated provinces? History doesn't relate anything similar
happening with the ladies of Spain, Italy, or some other country.
Tbat was reserved for you who are here, Ladies, and for a few others
who are now with God, where they have found a bountiful reward
for such perfect charity.
"Eight members of your Company have died within the year.
Speaking of those deceased Ladies, 0 Sauveur! who could have
told them the last time they met that God would call them before the
next meeting? What reflections would they have made on the shortness of this life and the importance of living it well! How they
would have appreciated the practice of good works! What resolutions would they not have taken to give themselves more fully than
ever to the love of God and the neighbor, with greater fervor and
better results! Let's give ourselves to God to enterinto these sentiments. There's good reason to hope that those Ladies are now enjoying glory. They are experiencing how good it is to serve God and
to assist the poor, and at Judgment they will hear these pleasing
words of the Son of God, ''Come, you beloved of my Father, possess the kingdom that has been prepared for you. For I was hungry
and you gave me food; I was naked and you clothed me; I was ill and
you visited and comforted me, etc."2 What a beautiful practice, Ladies, to offer yourselves to God-and me along with you-to render ourselves worthy, while we have the opportunity, of being one
ZCf. Mt 25:34-36. (NAB)
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day in that fortunate number and to propose to ourselves the good
we would like to do if we thought that perhaps this was the last
meeting at which we would be together! Eight deaths in one year!
Take away as many for each of the past years and you'll find the
number of members in the Company greatly reduced. There were
two to three hundred in the beginning, and now the number is down
to fIfty. I recommend those dear departed ones to your prayers.
"That brings us to the foundlings, whose care your Company has
undertaken. We see from Mme. de Bragelonne's accounts that the
receipts for last year come to 16,248 livres, and expenses come to
17,221 livres."
After going over the list of babies who had been weaned or were
with wet nurses, and of the older children placed as apprentices or
servants or remaining at the hospice, M. Vincent noted that there
were 395 of them, adding:
"It has been remarked that the number of those placed at risk annually is almost always the same, and there are as many of them as
there are days in the year. Please note the order in this disorder and
the great good you're doing, Ladies, in taking care of those little
creatures, abandoned by their own mothers, and in seeing that they
are raised, instructed, and enabled to earn their living and to be
saved. Before taking responsibility for them, you were pressured
for two years to do so by the Canons of Notre-Dame. Since it was
such a major undertaking, you wanted to think it over, and in the end
you consented, believing that it was pleasing to God, as He has
made clear since then. Until that time, for fifty years no one had
heard it said that a single foundling had survived; all of them died in
one way or another. It was to you, Ladies, that God had reserved the
grace of keeping alive such a great number of them and of helping
them to live well.
"When they learn to talk, they also learn to pray and are gradually given an occupation, according to the aptitudes and ability of
each. A watchful eye is kept on them to regulate carefully their little
ways of acting and to correct their bad inclinations at an early age.
They are fortunate to have fallen into your hands and would be
wretched in the hands oftheir parents, who ordinarily are poor peo-
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pie or given over to vice. One has only to look at their daily program
to appreciate the resnlts of this good work, which is so important
that you have every reason in the world, Ladies, to thank God for
having entrusted it to you.
"It now remains to tell you some motives that oblige the Company to renew its devotion for these various works ofcharity, which
the mercy of God has brought to the point we've just heard and
whose resnlts will only be seen perfectly in heaven. These are
works that oblige you, I repeat-all of you who meet one another
here, enrolled in this holy militia-to renew and increase your fIrst
fervor. They also oblige those who do not yet belong to the Company to contribute what they can to sustain and expand those works
that are so closely related to the ones Our Lord did and recommended on behalf of poor persons.
"The fIrst motive is that your Company is a work of God and not
a human work. I have said this before; human persons would be unable to achieve it, so God Himself became involved in it. Every
good action comes from God; He is the author of every holy work.
Everything must be referred to the God of virtues and the Father of
mercies; for to whom should the light ofthe stars be referred except
the sun, which is its origin? And to whom should the plan for the
Company be referred except the Father of mercies and the God of
all consolation, who has chosen you as persons of consolation or
mercy? God never calls anyone to do some task unless He sees in
her the appropriate qualities to carry it out, or which He plans to
give her. Therefore, it is He, by His grace, who has called and united
you. His inspiration must have prompted you to these three types of
good works. It isn't your own will that caused you to embrace them,
but the goodness that God has placed in you. That well merits our
activating the spirit of charity among ourselves in all these ways.
Quai! God is the one who did me the honor of calling me, so I must
heed His voice; God is the one who destined me for these charitable
acts, so I must apply myself to them. He did not will, Ladies, that
your eyes should see the Savior, as with Saint Simeon; but He does
will that you should heed His voice to go where He is calling
you-if not blindly like Saint Paul, at least with joy and tender-
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into being, I saw that God blessed it, I saw it start out with a simple
light meal that was brought to the patients, and now I see the consequences of it-<:onsequences so profitable to His glory and the welfare of persons who are poor! Ab, then! I must commit myselfto it.
What hardness of heart should there be anyone who might fail to
contribute to the operation of such great good works as those!
''The second motive is the fear you should have that those works
may fail and die in your hands. That would doubtless be a great misfortone, Ladies, and even greater, since the grace God has given you
ofengaging you in them is so rare and extraordinary. For eight hundred years or so, women have had no public role in the Church; in
the past there were some called Deaconesses, who were responsible
for seating the women in the churches and teaching them the rubrics
then in use. About the time of Charlemagne,' however, by a discreet working of Divine Providence, this practice came to an end;
persons of your sex were deprived of any role and haven't had any
since then. And now that same Providence is turning today to some
of you to supply what was lacking to the sick poor of the
Hiltel-Dieu. They corresponded to God's plan, and soon after,
when othersjoined the first ones, God established them as the mothers of abandoned children, made them the heads of their hospital
and the distributors ofalms from Paris for the provinces, principally
for those in distress. Those good souls have responded to all that
with zeal and firmness, by the grace of God.
"Ab, Ladies! If all those good works should crumble in your
hands, it would be a subject'of great sorrow. Ohi What desolation!
What a disgrace! But could we even conceive of such a state ofconfusion? And what would be the source ofit? What would be the reason for it? Let each ofyou ask herself right now, 'Am I the one who
is contributing to the downfall of this holy work? What is there in
me that makes me unworthy of supporting it? Am I the reason why
God is closing His hand on His graces?' Doubtless, Ladies, if we
3Charles the Great (742~814), King of the Franks (768-814) and first HoI y Roman Emperor
(800-14).
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examine ourselves closely, we would fear not having done all we
could have done for the progress of this work. If you really reflect
on its importance, you'll cherish it as the apple of your eye and the
instrument of your salvation. Taking an interest in its advancement
and perfection, according to God, you'll bring it to the attention of
the ladies you know; otherwise, people will apply to you the reproach the Gospel makes to a man who began to erect a building but
did not fiuish it: 'You laid the foundations ofa work, and then left it
at that.'4 This is undoubtedly an urgent matter, especially if you
add that your edifice is an adornment to the Church and a shelter for
the destitute. So, if it should perish through your faul~ you'll deprive the people of a subject of great edification, and persons who
are poor, of great relief.
"The Brother' we assigned to distribute your charitable offerings used to say to me, 'The grain that was sent to the border areas,
Monsieur, has given life to a large number of families; they didn't
have a single seed to sow; no one was willing to lend them any; the
earth was lying fallow, and those areas were becoming deserted because of the deaths and departure ofthe inhabitants.' We spent up to
22,000 livres on seed in one year, keeping them busy in the summer
and feeding them in the winter. See, Ladies, by the good works
you've done, what a great misfortune it would be if these should be
taken from them!
"The third motive you have to continue these holy works is the
honor Our Lord draws from them. Why is that? Because we honor
Him when we espouse His concerns, value them highly, do what He
did, and carry out what He has ordained. Now, His main concern
was the care of poor persons in order to heal them, console them,
help them, and respect them; that was His aim. And He Himself
willed to be born poor, to welcome poor persons into His company,
to serve those who were poor, to put Himself in their place, even going so far as to say that the good and the harm we do to those who are
poor He will consider as done to His Divine Person. What more ten-

4Cf. Lk 14:29-30. (NAB)
5Jean Pane (ct. VUI, 26, D. I).
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what love can we have for Him if we don 't1ove what He loved! That
being the case, Ladies, loving those who are poor is to love Him in
that way; serving poor persons well is to serve Him well; and imitating Him is to honor Him as we should. Since that is so, oh! what
good reason we have to be spurred on to continue those good works
and to say right now in the depths of our hearts, 'Yes,' I give myself
to God to take care of those who are poor and to maintain the works
of charity on their behalf. I will help, love, and respect them, and,
after the example of Our Lord, I will love those who console them
and show respect to those who visit them and bring them relief.'
Now, if this kind Savior is honored by this imitation, how much
more should we consider it a great honor to make ourselves like
Him in that! Don't you think, Ladies, that this is a very powerful
motive for renewing in you your first fervor? Formy part, I think we
should offer ourselves today to His Divine Majesty, that He may be
pleased to animate us with His charity so that it can henceforth be
said of all of you that it's the charity of Jesus Christ that urges you
on.
"Those are sufficient motives for souls who love God. I think
you're also saying to me, 'Monsieur, all of us are convinced that it's
important to continue the good works that have begun, that only the
end crowns the work, and that, not only must we serve God and
bring reliefto poor persons, but we must also strive to do it well. All
that remains is for us to give ourselves the means to do so because,
thank God, we're determined and disposed to use them to see that
the works survive and to continue to hold our meetings.'
"So then, the first means I present to you, Ladies, is to be interiorly and continually devoted to working at your spiritual advancement and to live as perfectly as you can, always keeping the lamp
within you Iighted-I mean a cordial, ardent, and persevering desire to please aod obey God-in a word, to live as true servants of
God. Those of you who have these dispositions surely draw the
graces of God aod Our Lord Himself into their hearts and actions.
Living in that way, you'll obtain perseverance in good works because the Lord of mercies will dwell in you. And, since the maxims
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so much of the spirit of God than to live in a worldly way in society,
and since the closer we are to splendor, the more unworthy we make
ourselves of possessing Jesus Christ, then the Ladies of Charity
must distance themselves from this spirit of the world as they would
from air that's contaminated. They must declare themselves to be
on the side of God and of charity. I mean entirely, for anyone who
would wish to support in the slightest way the contrary side would
spoil everything because God cannot tolerate a divided heart. He
wants it whole and entire; yes, whole and entire. I have the consolation of speaking to souls who belong entirely to Him, far removed
from anything that can make them displeasing in His eyes. In the
past, among those who presented themselves to become members
of the Company, the choice was made of persons who didn't gamble, nor go to the theater, nor participate in other dangerous pastimes, nor act vain by trying to pretend they were devout. We must,
then, believe that God sheds His grace only on those who separate
themselves from the high life, who are close to God and who recollect themselves in order to be united to Him by desires, prayers, and
holy occupations in such a way that everyone knows they profess to
serve God.
"0 Seigneur! Will many people be saved? There are two gates
by which to enter the other life, one narrow, the other wide; there are
few who pass through the fortner, and many through the latter. The
saints understand by the wide gate the liberty of worldly persons
who, giving themselves free rein, fol1ow their immoderate cravings. Their only portion is the anger and curse ofGod, in confonnity
with what Saint Paul says, 'If you live according to the flesh, you
willdie." o Sauveur! What a threat! We have reason to fear that we
may be in that great number heading for perdition; yes, we will, if
we don't walk on the narrow path.
"The Ladies who will give themselves to God to live as true
Christians, by observing the Commandments of God and carrying
out the rules of justice-married women, by obeying their hus~f. Rom 8:13. (NAB)
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their children; and women in charge of households, of their servants-and who, in a word, will add to these duties what the blessed
Bishop ofGeneva advises them to do: to enter Companies and Confraternities that make special profession ofthe practice ofvirtue and
which, recommending some exterior practice ofpiety or mercy, encourage them also to mortification of the passions and love of God;
those Ladies will walk on the right path that leads to life. So, Ladies,
those of you who are not yet enrolled, enter this Company or Confraternity, since its principal aim is to have no heart except for God,
nor any will except to love Him, nor any time except to serve Him.
If you are kind to your husband, it's for God; if you look after your
children, it's for God; if you take care of business, it's for God.
That's how we pass through the narrow gate of salvation and save
ourselves.
"Our Lord had to deal with three types of persons: the Apostles,
the disciples, and the people. The people followed Him for a time,
but, after tasting His words of life, they left. This obliged Our Lord
to say to His disciples: 'Do you want to leave me, too?" There are
some people, Ladies, who, when they see several of you following
Our Lord constantly on the narrow path of the practice of love of
God and the neighbor, would really like to do the same. That seems
beautiful to them. Finding it difficult, however, they don't remain.
"Among those who were steadfast in following Our Lord, there
were women as well as men, who followed Him even to the Cross.
These women were not Apostles, but they formed a middle state, in
which their duty was to feed the Apostles and contribute to their
holy ministry. It is to be hoped that the Ladies of Charity may look
upon those devout women as their models. No situation in the world
is so close to their state as yours. They went from one place to another to meet the needs, not only of the Church workers, but of the
faithful who were in distress.
"So those are your duties, that's your lot. Praise God for having
called you to this blessed state, and live like those holy women.

'Cf. 10 6:67. (NAB)
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Have a loving devotion for blessed Joanna the wife of Chuza and
the others mentioned in Saint Luke. By so doing, you'll pass
through the narrow gate that leads to life; and, in the words of Saint
Thomas, you'll all be saved because, as he says, no one can be lost
in the practice of charity. Let's then envelop ourselves within this
virtue; let us remain at the feet of Our Lord and ask Him to lavish
more and more light, inspiration, and warmth on your spirit in order
to continue to the end what you've begun, for not to do tomorrow
the same as you're doing today would be to fall back. We must always advance in the spirilUailife, and we advance when we do not
neglect good practices. May God be pleased to preserve you in
yours and to help you to live as true mothers, who never abandon
their children! Now, you are the mothers of those who are poor,
obliged to act like Our Lord, who is their Father, who made Himself
like them and who came to teach, relieve, and recommend them to
us. Do likewise, visit the holy places-which is what hospitals
are--and virtuous persons, such as are the members of your Company. That will be a sign of your predestination; it will be a means of
advancing in virtue, a good means of attracting others to it, and the
most excellent means of preserving and helping the Company to
flourish for the glory of God and the edification of the people.
"Another means of preserving your Company is to moderate
these practices; for, according to the proverb, 'Whoever embraces
too much, loses his grip.' It has happened to other Companies or
Confraternities, to several Communities, and even to entire religious Orders that, because they took on things beyond their
strength, they collapsed under the burden. Virtue is found between
two opposing vices, which are default and excess. For example,
anyone who, under pretext of charity, would try to take on all the
needs of others, omitting none of the good he might see to be done,
would fall into one vice; in the same way, the person who wouldn't
want to practice any virtue, nor perform any acts of charity, would
fall into another. Theologians find that going to excess in the practice of virtue is as dangerous an evil as failing in it. In addition, the
devil usually tempts very charitable persons to overtax themselves
in their good works, knowing that sooner or later they will suc-
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cumbo Haven't you ever seen men who, being overburdened, or in
too much of a hurry to leave, collapse under their burdens? It could
happen that, if the Company took on too much, it might also succumb under its burden.
"We already recognize this in the work of the fourteen Ladies of
the Company, who go to the Hotel-Dieu twice a day to visit and
console the sick poor. They do a great deal ofgood there. While others serve little refreshments to the sick poor every day, they divide
up to go to console and instruct the poor sick women and girls lying
in their beds. It's already very painful for them to support this undertaking and bear with the difficulties involved in it; and because
ofthis overwhelming pressure, few persons are found who are willing to devote themselves to it.
''The aid being given in the border towns and devastated provinces is immense. It's something almost without precedent to see
ladies come together to assist provinces reduced to extreme need,
sending huge sums of money there and the wherewithal needed for
feeding and clothing countless poor persons of every social status,
age, and sex. It has never been heard that persons such as you, Ladies, have banded together and, spontaneously, have done something like that.
"So then, it is to be feared that, by overburdening yourselves
even more with new works, you may allow the most useful ones to
die out and, in the end, all ofthem will perish. That's what someone
said to me recently. God is omnipotent, but we are weak. We compose virtue where there is none; it cannot be found in excess. The
Son of God did only little; the Apostles did more. Saint Peter converted 5000 persons with one sermon, and Our Lord preached several times without perhaps converting anyone. He even said that
those who wonld believe in Him would do more than He had done.
He wanted to be more humble by taking on less. A full stomach
doesn't digest well. A porter is used to lifting up his burden before
shouldering it and, if it's too heavy for him, he doesn't overload
himself with it. We must ask God to be pleased to bear our burden
Himself; for, in that case, if our strength fails us, He'll help us to
carry it. May He grant the Company the grace ofbeing very prudent
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time passed before it took on the care of the foundlings! How many
appeals did it endure for that! How many prayers, pilgrimages, and
Communions did it offer to settle that question! You know this, Ladies, and you also know that it's always a good thing to act likewise
with new proposals so as not to commit yourselves to any of them
through imprudent zeal. When you see that you're carrying out well
the matters God has entrusted to you, be courageous, praise His infinite goodness for it, and give yourselves to Him to continue; but
don't presume that you can do more.
"Providing the light meal and the instruction of the poor persons
in the Hiltel-Dieu, feeding and educating the foundlings, taking
care to provide for the spiritual and material needs ofcriminals condemned to the galleys, assistance to the border towns and devastated provinces, contributions to Missions of the East, the North,
and the South-these are the works of your Company, Ladies.
Quoi! Ladies are doing all that! Yes, for twenty years God has
granted you the grace to undertake and support them. So, from now
on, let's do nothing more without weighing it seriously, butlet's do
it well, and better and better, for that's what God is asking of us.
"A third means of maintaining the Company is to do your part to
fill it with other devout, virtuous Ladies. For, if you don't encourage other persons to join, it will be short of members and, with
dwindling numbers, will be too weak to carry these pressing burdens any further. That's why it was suggested in the past that the Ladies who were close to death should prepare in advance a daughter,
a sister, or a friend to join the Company; but perhaps you don't recall that. Oh! What a good means it would be, Ladies, ifeach ofyou
were convinced of the great benefits there are, in this world and in
the next, for souls who practice the spiritual and corporal works of
mercy in so many ways, as you are doing! That doubtless prompts
you more and more to prepare others to join you in this holy practice
of charity, by the consideration of that good. This conviction will
impassion you first of all among yourselves, like burning coals that
are united together, and then you'll impassion others by your words
and example. Allow me, Ladies, to ask what you think."
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"Have you thought of any good means, Madame?" And the same
question was asked of the other Ladies at the meeting. Some observed:
(I) That it might be a good idea to encourage those persons ready
to appear before God to make some pious bequests on behalf of the
poor persons for whom the Company is caring.
"Suggesting that thought to wealthy persons when you visit
them in their illnesses is an important means," remarked M. Vincent.
(2) Being exact to the practices would be very beneficial to the
Company.
"Being exact," he replied, "is very good advice to attract others
to doing some good, and a holy life is also a great means of appealing to them."
(3) Each Lady should contribute as far as she is able to the expenses and work of the Company.
"Well now, Ladies," added M. Vincent, "God be praised! It now
remains to see if you agree that the present officers should continue;
if you don't agree, we'll vote on it."
Since it was unanimous that the officers should continue,
M. Vincent concluded with the following:
"Very well, Ladies, let's thank God for this meeting. Let's ask
Him to accept the new offering we're going to make Him on our
knees, by giving ourselves to His Divine Majesty with all our hearts
to receive from His infinite goodness the spirit ofcharity. Let's also
ask Him to grant us the grace of corresponding in this spirit to the
plans He has for each of us in particular and for the Company in
general, and to inspire everywhere this spirit of fervor for the charity ofJesus Christ, in order to merit that He may shed it abundantly
on us and, by helping us to produce the effects of it in this world,
may make us eternally pleasing to God His Father in the next.
Amen."

8Marie d'Orleans (cf.IV, 82. n. 5).

-441199.• REGULATIONS FOR THE LADIES OF CHARITY
AT THE COURT

[Between 1640 and 1649]1

The Company ofthe Ladies ofCharity will be instituted to honor
that of Our Lord and His Holy Mother and the women who followed Him, furnishing what was necessary for Him, His company,
sometimes the crowds that followed Him, and poor persons. It will
do so by being a patron of and assisting the Companies of the Charity of the Hotel-Dieu, the Foundlings, the convicts, the little girls of
Mesdemoiselles Poulaillon and de Lestang,' the poor young
women serving in the Charities of the parishes, the women at the
Madeleine, and all the good works instituted by women in this century.
(1) It will be composed of the sacred person of the Queen and a
specific, limited, small number ofLadies it will please her to choose
for this purpose. They will be designated three by three to look after
each of the said Companies, and will report to the said Company
their situation and needs to decide, by a plurality of votes, how to
meet the needs they discover; the votes will be collected and the decision made by Her Majesty. They will carry out these ministries for
the space of one year, at the end of which they will change them by
drawing lots; and the Queen will have the perpetual direction of the
said Company.
(2) The said Ladies will strive to acquire Christian perfection
and that oftheir station. They will make at least half an hour of menDocument 199. - An:bives of the Mission, Parts, unfmished autograph draft. This is the
preliminary draft of the proposal for a special group of Ladies of Charity for the protection and
assistance of the other charitable works of women. The project was abandoned by Saint Vincent

before being put into execution, perhaps even before being made known to anyone else.
IThese regulations were drawn up between the time the Ladies of the H8tel·Dieu took

responsibility for the children of La Couche (1640) and the time Saint Vincent stopped going to
the Court (1649).
2Marie de Lumague (Mlle. de Pollation) and Marie Delpech de Lestang. The latter had

established on rue du Vieux-Colombier, Paris, an orphanage foryoung girls and a Community to
care for them. In 1640 the orphanage, its eighty-four children, and the Sisters moved to the
faUbourg Saint-Gennain, near the Jesuit novitiate. Saint Vincent was involved in this work,
naming as its Director Adrien Gambart, a priest of the Tuesday Conferences, for whom he had
great respect He suggested to Mlle. de LeStang the idea of seeing and consulting Saint Louise,
who had great skill in directing souls. This Community perdured until the French Revolution.
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Devout Life or of The Love ofGod, 3 make a general examination of
conscience daily, and go to confession and receive Communion at
least once a week.
(3) On the first Friday ofevery month, they will meet in the place
designated by the Queen and will converse humbly and devoutly
for halfan hour on the inspirations Our Lord gave them at prayer on
the morning of the meeting day, on the subject given them of the
Christian virtues proper to their state in life.
(4) Next, each will report in order the difficulties and needs they
have found in the Company assigned to them. When Her Majesty
has listened to the said Ladies and had them give their opinion on
the subject, she will collect the individual votes and recommend
what she thinks is best before God. This will be written in a register
and then implemented by each of the Ladies in their ntinistry. They
will meet three by three on the fifteenth ofeach month to discuss the
same affairs of the Companies that have been entrusted to them and
to find a solution for them, being satisfied to report the principal
matters at the meeting that will be held in presence of the Queen.
On principle, they will not handle personal matters there, nor
general ones, especially matters of State, nor make use ofthis occasion to take care of their own business. They will hold the Queen in
high esteem and will be attached to her service with a very special
devotion. They will cherish one another as sisters whom Our Lord
has bound together by the bond of His love. They will visit and console one another in their illnesses and trials, and will receive Communion for the intention of the sick and those who die. Lastly, they
will honor the silence of Our Lord in all things that concern the said
Company because the prince of this world makes light of holy
things that are divulged in society.

3rwo classics written by Saint Fnmcis de Sales.

-443200. - REGULATIONS FOR THE COMPANY OF THE LADIES
OF THE H6'rEL·DIEU
(1660)

(I) This Company has been instituted to honor that of Our Lord
and His Holy Mother and of the other ladies who followed Him, furnishing what was necessary for Him, His disciples, and sometimes
the crowds that followed Him. It will do so by assisting the poor
persons at the Hotel-Dieu, the foundlings of Paris, convicts destined for the galleys, and by being engaged in other suitable works
ofcharity as the same Company willjudge it capable ofdoing in the
most pressing needs. All of this will be done with no obligation or
pain of mortal or venial sin.
(2) It will be composed ofa certain number ofLadies, either widows, wives, or unmarried women. Every three years, on the Monday of Holy Week, they will choose three of these Ladies-from
among the widows and unmarried women only, and not from
among the wives-one of whom will be the Superior, and the two
others Assistants or Treasurer and Councillor. They will have the
entire direction of the Company together with a Priest of the Mission, and will leave office one after the other from year to year, beginning with the Second Assistant, then the First, then the Superior,
unless it is deemed more appropriate for one, two, or all three to
continue for a longer term for some particular reason. And if people
want to change them and hold elections, two of them will be chosen
for each office at the smaller meeting of the officers, which they
will hold a week or ten days before the full meeting, either for that
purpose or to show the Priest of the Mission and the officers the records of their receipts and expenditures to see if they are in the state
they should be, in order to give an account of them at the next full
meeting. The two Ladies thus chosen at the smaller meeting for
each office will then be proposed to the full assembly, which will

Doeument 200. - Recueil de diverses pieces appartenantes a 10 conduite et direction de la
CharlIe a Paris. manuscript preserved in the Archives of the Mission, Paris. This document is
entitled: Reglement pour les dames de 10 Chariti de Paris, dresse par M. Vincent, de ['avis des
dames, en 1660.
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the two she nominates as an officer.
(3) The Superior will see that the present Regulations are observed and that each Lady does her duty well, giving a reminder to
those who are remiss. She will accept into the Company those who
request it. These latter must be well known as virtoous persons devoted to the practice of charitable works; they must also have all the
requisite qualities and be able to submit to the orders and Rules of
the Company, which will be read to them. When one of the Ladies
of the group is seriously ill, she will inform the other members so
that they will pray for and visit her. She will also notify them of the
Ember Days Communion and of any extraordinary meetings, particularly the meeting of "The Fourteen," that will be held every
three months after the Ember Days. The fourteen Ladies who had
been at the Hotel-Dieu the three preceding months will be invited to
attend in the manner and for the ends that will be explained below.
Also invited will be the other Ladies thought to have the qualifications to succeed those among the fourteen who would not be able to
go there the following three months. In addition, she herself will
visit the sick Ladies ofthe Company who desire this, and will notify
the Company when they die so that each Lady will be sure to receive
Holy Communion and have a Mass said for those whom God has
taken from this world. She will call the Company together when she
judges it advisable, informing the members of the day and place of
the meeting, and will settle any affairs that come up in the meantime. In a word, she will animate the body of the Company and
guide it with the advice ofthe said Priest of the Mission and her two
Assistants.
(4) The First Assistant or Treasurer will act as Councillor to the
Superior and will represent her in her absence. She will receive and
keep the money intended for the light meal of the sick poor of the
Hotel-Dieu ofParis and for the other special charities the Company
will jUdge appropriate, except for what will be used for the foundlings. She will give her account annually to the Company ouly.
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in that of the First Assistant She will collect the money and provide
the funds required for the foundlings, of which she will give a similar account annually to the Company only.
(6) Since one of the first and principal duties of the Company is
the spiritual and material assistance of the sick poor of the
Hiltel-Dieu, it will continue to take them some little sweets for their
refreshments, see that the patients are instructed in the things necessary for salvation and make a general confession of their past life,
that those who are nearing death may leave this world in a good
state, and that those who will recover may live in a Christian manner for the rest of their days.
(7) For that purpose, the Ladies will divide up to go in turn to
serve the patients. They will do this in two ways:
[I] Fourteen of them will be named every three months at the
extraordinary meeting after the Ember Days. Every day, two of
them will instruct the women patients in the Christian truths necessary for salvation, prepare them to make a general confession of
their whole life, telling them the motives and manner of making it
well and exhorting them to make use of every possible means to be
saved, with the help of God, whether they die, or whether they recover from their illness.
[2] The Ladies assigned to distribute the refreshments will go to
the Hiltel-Dieu at two 0' clock, put on their apron, and distribute to
the patients the sweets and refreshments that have been prepared, in
the order indicated by the Lady in charge of this. They will use this
opportunity to console the patients with some edifying words suitable to their need.
(8) They will all adore Our Lord when they enter the chapel of
the Hiltel-Dieu, offering Him the service they are about to render
Him, asking Him to find it pleasing and to give them for this purpose the charity and humility with which He honored Saint Louis in
the same place.
They will leave at five o'clock in summer and four o'clock in
winter, after thanking God for the favor He has given them of serv-
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ing His poor members. They will ask His pardon for the faults they
have committed there and the grace to improve, then they will offer
the sick poor to God, praying that He will sanctify them and those
who assist them.
(9) Besides the care and trouble the Ladies take for the things
they have undertaken-Qr can undertake-they will all contribute
something to the expenditures it will be agreed upon to make. Every
month they will each give something according to their devotion
and will do their utmost to get others to contribute money, linen,
beds, fabric, clothing, preserves, or other things useful for the poor
people ofthe Hiltel-Dieu and the foundlings, as well as for the other
works of charity the Company has undertaken.
(10) They will meet once a week at the home of the Superior or
some other place indicated; the first ones to arrive will converse on
something edifying, while awaiting the others.
(II) At the meeting, they will give their report, in order, of what
they have done, the difficulties they encountered, and the results
they had in the task to which each of them devoted themselves.
They will also present the new needs they have discovered, in order
to try to find a solution to them. The other Ladies will vote on these
matters; then the Priest ofthe Mission who will be present will collect the votes and state which ones received the plurality. The decisions will be written in a register and then implemented by those to
whom the task will be assigned.
(12) They will make it a rule never to interrupt those who are
speaking and not to propose anything outside ofthe topic under discussion, until after it has been settled.
(13) They will briefly state their thoughts on each question, acting always for pure love of God, considering only the greater good
to be done and not the persons and places that have been recommended.
(14) The said Ladies-Qfficers as well as the others-will strive
to acquire the Christian perfection required for their state in life.
They will make mental prayer for at least half an hour daily, hear
Holy Mass, read a chapter of some spiritual book, make a general
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Communion at least once a [monthV
(15) And in order that they may be preserved and perfected in the
spirit, in addition to their regular, ptivate Communions, they will
receive Holy Communion together every Saturday of the Ember
Days-the days on which Holy Orders are conferred-that God
may be pleased to give good priests to the Church and new blessings to the Company.
They will honor the silence of Our Lord in all that concerns the
Company because the prince of this world makes light of holy
things that are divulged thoughtlessly. They will have some Daughters of Charity take care of the feeding and education of the foundlings as well as to prepare the little sweets and to take them every
day at two 0' clock to the Hiltel-Dieu, explaining to the Ladies to
whom and how these should be distributed, and indicating to them
those who are dying and those who have recovered and are ready to
be discharged. Lastly, they will even perform the tasks of the Ladies, when there are rumors ofcontagion and the Ladies cannot risk
going to the Hiltel-Dieu.
And so that God may be pleased to maintain the Company, the
Ladies, during their lifetime, will prepare one of their relatives or
some other woman with the reqnisite qualities, to succeed them in
carrying out these works ofmercy. After the officers have accepted
her, they will introduce her at the regular meeting.

'The copy has "once a year," but it is certainly incorrect.

-448201•• LETrER OF THE ALDERMEN OF RETHEL
TO THE LADIES OF CHARITY

Rethel, March 1, 1652

Dear Ladies,
The present letter was to have no other purpose than to express to
you, by a humble word of thanks, how deeply indebted we are to
you for your goodness in the charitable aIms we have received from
you. However, the needs that have arisen by a run of misfortunes,
which increase from one day to the next, oblige us, for the safety of
the poor people of our town and the environs, to redouble our entreaties that you may be pleased to continue the acts ofcharity you
have performed so successfully in their regard with such incredible
results. They are even more edifying and meritorious since the distribution is made to the needy in an orderly fashion, accompanied
by such great prudence by the director of the [Congregation of the1
Mission sent here for that purpose. Each individual has reason to
thank God for this, not only for the assistance of temporal goods,
which have snatched from the tomb an infInite number of persons,
but for the administration of the sacraments to countless others
who, without His care and good guidance, would have died like
savage beasts, without confession and without any spiritual assistance.
So many benefits received should call a truce to our demands,
but the deplorable way in which fathers and mothers are abandoning their children, and husbands their wives; the young women who
have been robbed oftheir honor, overwhelmed by misfortunes; the
tyrannical demands ofthose who claim falsely the authority to raise
taxes and the cost of maintenance by unjustified ways; the conduct
of partisans who would willingly break people's hones to sell the
marrow in them, together with the banditry and universal disorders
of undisciplined soldiers cause us to have such great compassion
and deep regrets that we are obliged by the law of necessity to have
recourse to your continued charity. Ouly your perseverance in so
Document 201. - Municipal Archives of Rethel. GG 80.
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edifying way.
That is why, Ladies, we humbly beg you with all our heart and
with tears in our eyes, as earnestly as propriety and respect may allow, by the merits of the Passion ofJesus Christ, to have pity on our
miseries. Your virtuous actions will be rewarded by a life filled with
blessings in Utis world and blessed immortality in the next. That is
what the poor people of Utis region, and we in particular, desire
unanimously for you.
We are, Ladies, your most humble and very obedient servants.
THE AlDERMEN

Addressed: Monsieur Vincent, Superior General of the Priests
of the Mission at Saint-Lazare, to be brought, please, to the meeting
of the Ladies of Charity in Paris

202. LEITER OF THE ALDERMEN OF KETHEL
TO THE LADIES OF CHARITY
Rethel. May 1, 1652

Dear Ladies,
The generous alms you have sent to the region have plucked
from the tomb a countless number of needy persons, who are indebted 10 you, after God, for their lives. Since, however, virtuous
plans need perseverance to help them reach the summit of perfection, we have the effrontery once again to beg you earnestly-as we
do now with all our heart for the greater glory of God-to be
pleased to continue your charity for another six weeks so that, once
the harvest time artives, the most indigent persons may be able 10
live from the work of their own hands, and the disabled from the
alms of those who will gather in their crops and will then have

Domment Z02. - Municipal AJChives of RetheJ. GO 80.
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greater means to assist them. This continued charity will crown the
salutary undertaking you so generously began.
Once again we will he hoping for this favorable assistance from
your goodness. God alone will he the reward of your pious actions.
This is the desire of your most humble and deeply indebted servants.
Tin.. ALDERMEN
Addressed- Monsieur Vincent , Superior General of the Mission,
to be brought , please, to the meeting of the Ladies of Charity
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